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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 importance of H1I-V Materials

The development of the solid-state electronic's industry has =rIncipally centered

around the semiconductor material Si, mainly as n result of its ease of preparation,

available high purity, existence of an excellent -.tive oxide and :Ood electrical pro-

perties. The explosive growth in semiconductor hnology has -.: -tured a multitude

of ingenious solid-state device structures and fu: ;ic; tlh--t P' -- : n ever increasing

demand upon the physical and electrical proc.. rti-s of tht host semiconductor

material. Although the material Si has satisfied large number :f the requirements

for solid-state device applications, there exists :. deuree of firtta:m in the inherent

electrical properties of this material. BecauSe )f this inflexibl:.ty, a considerable

amount of the current research has focused on --:.e developmen Df alternative sem-

iconductor materials to meet the demands of ton" :o;,'s de-vice_

In particular, Group Ill-V compounds and sol.: solutions are presently receiving

intense investigation. The motivation for the rest. rch resides in _'o principal advan-

tages offered by III-V materials: the existence of t.ree degrees of freedom in the pro-

perties of the material and improved inherent el- trical properties. The first degree

". of freedom is found in the choice of the base bin c . sstem (nin. s ssible compounds

with the Group III elements Al, Ga and In and Group V eler:nnts P, As and Sb).

WhH Lhe zecanad and tbird degrees af freedom ar re lized &s a re-sult of the ability to

' often form completely misciblc substitutional sol. .olutions on b"ih the Group III and

the Group V sublattices independently. Thus, f e. .mp~e, it ;vc'ald be possible to

specify a lattice parameter, bandgap energy and :icrrnal .oniuc'.vity (within a cer-

tain range of values) to satisfy the constraint4 'o, -i. i -'e ructure. This point

is illustrated in Figure 1.1 which plots the lattice rameLcr of _11-V- binary compounds

versus the observed room tempera,.tre band.,f. :.,-i .g) Th.-, -' id dots represent

binary compounds and the lines connecti.,g o . pr -- it t irv solid solutions

P' , % -,-,, ' , . ,- . % . .- % - , . . . - . .. - - ..-. - ., , -. ' " . . .
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of the two binary limits. Solid lines signify direct ba.,dgap rnateria .while broken lines

indicate indirect materials. Essentially, the entire area encLos-d in Figure 1.1 is

accessible to the designer when employing tertry and quateri:x:.y II-V solid solu-

tions. Such flexibility as encountered with III-V materials is extremely useful for

optimal design of new solid-state electronic dev:ces. Of interest -ere is the quater-

nary system InGa -ZAs PI-_. The available range of lattice para-eter and bandgap

energy for this system is given by the cross hatc'ed surface sho;_- -i Figure 1.1. Thus

the latice parameter and bandgap energy may be specified in-eendently with the

composition of the quaternary solution chosen to meet these specifications. The

application of one degree of freedom to the lattice parameter is extremely important

since currently only GaAs, GaSb, GaP, InP and InSb are available in bulk crystal form

for use as substrate materials. A disparity of greater than 0.1- =etween the lattice

parar.-eter of the subsr-te -anid epitaxii ayer ini-Lue- the fo-.tion of intierface

defe&-s in the -erystai stru-ceure which can degrade the device performance. One

*important application of the quaternary InGa 1 _AsYP 1 _ is in -- e development of

heteroiunction lasers for use as transmitters in optical fiber communication systems

(ii). Currently available optical fibers exhibit minima in attenuation and dispersion

characteristics for radiation of approximately 1 eV (11). Choosing -he values of x=0.8

and y=0.35 yields an emission energy of -i.i1 eV (12) with a lat-::e parameter which

closely matches that of the InP substrate.

The second advantage IlI-V materials offer is a general improvement in electrical

properties. As examples, Table 1.1 illustrates some measured room temperature elec-

tron rnobilities, bandgap energies and lattice parameters observed fDr I7-V compounds

and for Si (10). This summary indicates that as much as two orders of magnitude

improvement can be encountered with the use _f ill-V 2ompo.,-_.:s over Si and this

improvement is extremely important in high sp,,d or high frequency ccvice applica-

" Lions. Thus, in the future. III-V materials are expe-ted L) play a': rinurcasir role as

the h -st matrrial for sr!riconductor devices. -. -r, he wi-:-';i use of these

"4
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materials is currently limited, mainly as a resul, _-f 'chnological :roblems.

Table 1. 1

Some Properties of Si and III-V Binary Semiconductors at 300K

Bandeap Electr:.r Mobility Lat-:ce Constant
Type 1Ener~v (ev) (Cm'.: V-S)

Si indirect 1.12 1 50 5.43
]nSb direct 0.17 4 , 10 6.48
InAs direct 0.36 ., 3 J!0 6.06
GaSb direct 0.72 5 ':D0 6.10
lnP direct 1.35 4000 5.87
GaAs direct 1.42 8 5300 5.65
GaP indirect 2.26 100 5.45

41 1.2 Epitaxy of [Il-V Materials

There exist three primary methods for growing 'pitaxial Il-V films: liquid phase epi-

- taxy (LPE), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and mermical vapor deposition (CVD). LPE

is the growth of thin single crystal layers fro-nc a liquid solution. The driving force

- (lowering the Gibbs energy of the solid surface below that of the contacting melt) can

be provided by a variety of sources such as Peli.er cooling and electromigration (elec-

troepitaxy), initial supersaturation (isothermal LPU) and, most commonly, by decreas-

. ing the temperature. The advantages of LPE include:

1) The method is capable of growing multicomponent layers with a high reactivity
disparity among the elements.

2) The equipment is relatively simple and inexpensive.

3) A large selection of dopants is available.

4) The process is near equilibrium at the surface thus allowing reproducibility.

5) The growth occurs below the flm rneltUng tig : rature.

• 6) The growth rate can be high.

V 7) The impurity distribution coerncitnts are n tnrully favorable (K < 1).

' .:-'. There are, however, several drawbacks witci L. ) ft.en there exists the presence of

surface defects such as incompl , e melt rerr'.'. terraces, pinholes, and miniscus

:: : . .. . .. . ,. . . . _ .
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lines. The thickness uniformity can be poor and, for solid so:,-ion films, inherent

composition gradients are present. Furthermore, LPE is a small s:ale, batch operation

and heteroepitaxy can be difficult.

Molecular beam epitaxy is a method for growing epitaxial thin films of semiconduc-

tors by impinging one or more thermal energy beams of atoms or molecules onto a

heated substrate under ultra-high vacuum conditions. The distin.=-iishing characteris-
,.

tic of MBE is the slow growth rate (0.1-2 mrn/hr) that permits pre!-ise control of layer

thickness, composition and doping profiles. Furthermore, it is possible to achieve spa-

tial resolution not offered by other techniques. As with LPE, the growth temperatures

are reduced. In addition, in situ analysis of the surface structure and reaction condi-

tions during growth is possible. However, the equipment is ver-; expensive and the

throughput is low.
-o1

Commercially the most successful technique for depositing ep'axial semiconductor

tilms is cherical vapor deposition. Three scurce chemistries d-::inate the CVD pro-

cess for III-V materials: Group III and/or Group V metalorgan:c (MOCVD), Group V

hydride and Group V halide sources. The MOCVD technique in°.;lves an irreversible

pyrolysis reaction in which a Group III metalorganic gaseous specie is fed to a cold-

wall reactor along with a Group V specie (usually a hydride). These species then con-

tact a heated (inductive or radiative) substrate, decompose, and deposit an epitaxial

layer onto the substrate.

The focus of this work is with the halide (specifically the chlor:dc) and hydride CVD

processes. A schematic representation of the chloride CVD syste:n is shown in Figure

1.2. The reactor consists of source, mixing and deposition zones which are usually

operated at 100 kPa pressure. Due to the exothrrnic naure of'-e overall deposition

L reaction, the reactor is hot-wall in design and the temperature of the mixing zone is

greater than or equal to that of the source zone while the dep:)sition zone tempera-

ture is normally less than that of the source zone. Typicilly, hyrogen is used as the

. . -__4
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carrier gas with the concentration of the Gro..: \ :hloride i:: " inlet being on the

order of 1 volume percer, The Group III soure- -ither the ,.-. stoichiometric com-

pound (avoids initial source transient) or the G:. II liquid mt-_al saturated with the

Group V element (generally available in higher ... rity). Upon en:tring the reactor the

Group V chloride decomposes (either homogenez.Sy or heterc-=neously) to form pri-

marily V2, V4 and HCI vapor species. The ECI tn-n reacts with -::e Group III source to

form Ill-Cl and other higher chlorides. The mi ...- ;,one allows tr- species in the vapor

to equilibrate while transporting to the lower temperature dep-._Zition zone where the

Group III and V vapor species react at the suhstrate surface to deposit an epitaxial

layer. When a liquid Group Ill source is used th - ratio of Group Z to Group V atoms in

the vapor is fixed at approximately 3 since essentially all of the 2hlorine atoms on the

Group V chlorides react to predominantly form MI-Cl. The use of a III-V stoichiometric

. compound as the Group III source limits the Ill V ratio to a rnax.mum value of 1 since

one Group V atom is released from the solid for each Group 71 atom that reacts to

form III-Cl.

The hydride CVD process is shown schematically in Figure 1.3. The source zone of

the hydride system consists of two mass transfer isolated inputs; one for the Group V

specie and one for the Group III specie. The Group V hydride, at a typical inlet compo-

sition of 1%, is introduced into the source zone vhere it decomposes to form primarily

V2, V4 and H2 . As in the chloride process, the Group III element 's transported princi-

pally as the mono-chloride by the reaction of -.Cl (typical ECl inlet concentration is

1.) with the liquid Group III metal. One major Jvantage the hydride system provides

over the chloride system is the ability to vary, :n a 2ontinuous fashion, the vapor III/V

ratio by simply adjusting the input composition- or 1owrates of .'73 and HCL. Typically

the source and mixing zones in the hydride s.-'er:: are operated at higher tempera-

tures than those of the chloride system in ord-. t , increase tne rate of VH 3 thermal

* decomposition (the decomposition kinetics of .'3 -ire much s',:,er than VC13 ). Again.

hydrogen is usually used as the carrier gas "" . the mixi-. .nd lcposition zones
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provide functions equivalent to those in the chloride system. :-deed, the equilibrium

'" "\"" chemistry of the two systems are identical after the source zone.

Both the chloride and hydride systems are hot-wall designs .heating from the out-

side of the reactor tube by conduction). Therefore, interactions between the vapor

phase and the reactor wall (usually quartz) can be thermodynamically favorable and

not kinetically limited for the introduction of impurities into the vapor. The gas

flowrates through these reactors are generally small (Re - 10 such that the flow is

decidedly laminar.

An understanding of the chemistry involved in the chloride and hydride CVD

processes is essential in order to advance these technologies. The complex chemical

equilibrium analysis of these systems developed in this study identifies the principal

vapor phase species which must be accounted for in order to understand these CVD

systems. The influence these species exert on the point defect structure of the epi-

taxial layers is discussed and the importance of these defects as undesired dopants is

evaluated. This analysis also provides information regarding the degrees of supersa-

turation expected in the deposition zones and suggests methods for reducing the

unintentional incorporation of silicon in II-V epitaxial layers. Both the chloride and

hydride processes were investigated for the deposition of homoepitaxial GaAs and InP

and thus allow direct comparisons to be made.

57
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* 2. REVIEW OF THE LFTERATURE

2.1 Izurities in GaAs and InP Epitaxial Films Grown by the Chloride Process

The feasibility of applying the chloride system CVD technique to the epitaxial

growth of high purity GaAs was first demonstrated by Knight et al. [161 and Effer [17].

Initially, the commercially available AsCl3 contained sufficient impurities to cause

significant contamination of the epitaxial layers and therefore the purity of the feed

materials was believed to be the controlling factor for this system [19]. As better

quality AsC 3 became available Cairns and Fairman [20,21] and DiLorenzo et al. [22]

found that an increase in the AsCZ mole fraction in the inlet gas stream resulted in a

decrease in unintentional impurity incorporation in the epitaxial layer.

For materials grown in their laboratory, DiLorenzo and Moore [23] identified the

primary unintentional dopant as being silicon, through the use of photoluminescence

spectra. Further, they proposed a thermodynanuc model for the generation of vapor

phase chlorosilanes as a result of the interaction of ICI with the quartz (SiO2 ) reactor

wall and presented an expression for the activity of solid silicon (i.e. as an impurity) as

a function of the partial pressures of the chlorosilanes. Their model showed that

increasing the vapor HCI concentration (e.g. as a result of AsC!3 decomposition)

decreased the condensed phase silicon activity by further stabilizing the silicon

species in the vapor phase in the form of chlorosilanes. Additionally, their model

predicted that the generation of vapor phase silicon species could be suppressed by

the introduction of H2 0 in the vapor.

Rai-Cboudhiury [27] performed a thermodynamic analysis on the incorporation of

* silicon into GaAs epitaxial layers. His results reflected those of DiLorenzo and Moore

. [23] when considering the effects of H2 0 and hC[ but he also showed that higher tem-

peratures increase the amount of vapor phase silicon species.

The work of Ashen et al. [26] further supported the conclusion that silicon was an

impurity in GaAs. A BN lined reactor was used to grow epitaxial layers from liquid Ga

S*
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sources which were doped with Si. Comparing the electrical characteristics of these
epi-layers to layers grown from pure Ga sources provided qualitative evidence for the

- presence of Si in GaAs. The effect of AsC13 concentration on the amount of Si incor-

porated into the epi-layer was also verified by their experiments. Additionally, they

provided evidence which indicated that Si was much more likely to reside on a Ga site

than an As site and therefore behaves as a donor. This conclusion was also supported

by Beiden et al. [29].

Wolfe, Stillman and Korn [24] have identified, through intentional doping and deter-

rination of ionization energies, three unintentional impurities. Si, C and one unknown

(possibly Te), in GaAs grown by the chloride CVD system. Also, due to concerns over

oxygen possibly being a shallow donor in GaAs [25], they attempted to dope the epitax-

ial layer with oxygen by adding GM203 to the liquid gallium source. The oxygen, how-

ever, was not incorporated into the epitaxial layer but the presence of oxygen in the

system did reduce the amount of unintentional silicon which was incorporated into

S"- the epitaxial layer. This reduction in background doping due to the presence of oxy-

gen was also investigated by Palm et al. [28] by injecting a hydrogen-oxygen mixture

into the mixing zone of a chloride system CVD reactor. Using silane as an intentional

dopant the presence of oxygen was found to reduce the incorporation of silicon in the

epitaxial layers by as much as four orders of magnitude.

Seki et al. [33] performed a thermodynamic analysis of the GaAs chloride process in

order to identify the effects of inerts, HCI and substrate temperature on the activity of

silicon in the epitaxial layers. They found, in agreement with others, that increasing

the HCI content or decreasing the substrate temperature lowered the silicon activity.

They also found that replacing the hydrogen r-arrier gas with an inert caused a vary

. large reduction in the silicon activity.

The effect of replacing the hydrogen carrier gas with an inert was investigated by

Ozeki et al. [34]. They found, through far infrared photoconductivity measurements,

9
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that sulfur was the dominant residual donor present in epitaxia. GaAs when N 2 was

- used in place of H2 as the carrier gas. They also found that the dominant residual

*donor when H2 was used as the carrier gas was sometimes Si and sometimes S. A pos-

sible source of S in the system was not discussed (although it was presumably in the

feed gases) and elaboration on the growth conditions which caused Si or S to be dom-

inant was not provided.

A thermodynamic analysis of the chloride CVD system perforr-ed by Boucher and

Hollan [30] assumed solid GaAs as the Group III source material. They concluded, by

comparison with experiment, that the dominant Group III and Group V species present

in the vapor were GaCl and As 4 . They further found that the deposition process was

kinetically controlled with an activation energy of - 40 kcal mol - 1, and that reproduci-

ble growth conditions could only be assumed if 10% or less of the thermodynamically

available GaAs was deposited in the vapor phase.

Gentner, Bernard and Cadoret [311 also studied the chloride prozess thermodynam-

ically and experimentally but over a greater range of temperature, pressure and inlet

Asa 3 composition than did previous investigators. They found that As2 became the

dominant Group V specie below 10 kPa pressure and that GaCl was always the dom-

inant Group III specie. At large AsCa3 inlet compositions the higher gallium chlorides

became more pronounced but never competed with the monochlorlde as the dominant

specie. They concluded, based on Cadoret's [32] kinetic model, a mass transfer model

and experimental results, that the deposition of GaAs was kinetically rather than mass

transfer controlled.

Shaw [7] studied the transport kinetics of the GaAs chloride system in the source

ana deposition zones. He found an activation energy of 49.1 kcal mol- 1, in reasonable

agreement with that of Boucher and Kollan [301, for a surface react.on associated with

the deposition process.

The epitaxial growth of homoepitaxial InP using a chloride CVJ system was first
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demonstrated by Joyce et al. [40] and later by Ha'-s t" al. [41]. Bc'-. groups of investi-

. gators reported limitations on the purity of their epit.Kxial layers - -e to unintentional

*." dopants. Joyce and Williams [42] tentatively idt,nt.fed the im...rities as being Si

" and/or Zn acceptors. They also found evidence of a donor which was thought to be

amphoteric Si.

The dependence of unintentional doping on PC73 mole fraction 'n the lnP chloride

. system was first reported by Clarke [43]. The simi>-rity betwee- the GaAs and InP

chloride system reactors rt-mbined with the analogo.- dependenc:es on the Group V

hydride mole fraction supported the belief that Si was an impur~ty in InP epitaxial

layers. Clarke [44] later studied the effect of 1Il,' ratio in the vapor phase on the

unintentional doping of InP epi-layers and found p-type conductivity for III/V < 3 and

n-type for 1l/V > 3, with a minimum in the free carrier concentration at IlI/V A 3. No

explanation was offered for these observations.

Easton [45] investigated the unintentional doping of InP epitax.al layers grown by

the chloride system and concluded that sulfur (acl:ng as a donor) was the major

impurity and that the origin of the sulfur was the PCI3 liquid source. Using mass spec-

trometric analysis Easton found Si, S and Zn present in the Pa 3 source at levels

between 1 ppm and 10 ppm (atomic) and Fe, Cu, Cd and Sn at "- 0.7 ppm. These same

elements were found in the unused bulk In liquid at evels below 0.1 ppm. Analysis of

the used In source liquid revealed impurity levels approximately 13 times larger than

those in the unused liquid.

*' These results support the work of Weiner [9] who proposed models for the contami-

nation of a Ga liquid source by Si in the GaAs and GaP systems. Weiner's results

showed that the liquid Group III metal impurity level ':,creased as the exposure to the

CVD environment increased. He also found the .'.el of Si c-ntamination to be

inversely related to the partial pressure of H20 in thu system.

""Fairhurst et al. [46] studied the InP halide system using both PC!3 and PBr 3 . They
4
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found that oxyhalide salts were present in both p- -phorous liqu.ds at approximately

the 100 ppm level. The presence of oxygen was expected to decrease the level of

impurity incorporation in the epitaxial layers. This effect was not observed however,

presumably due to this level of oxygen contamination being too low to be significant.

Equilibrium calculations were performed which showed InCl and P 4 to be the dominant

Group III and V species in the vapor over a temperature range of 550 K to 1150 K and

an inlet PC 3 mole fraction range of 0.1:7. to 67-. These results agreed with those of

Boucher and Hollan [30] for the analogous GaAs system.

Hales and Knight [47] investigated the effect of introducing oxygen into the system

in order to reduce the level of impurities in InP. They observed a monotonic decrease

* in free electron density for additions of 02 up to 24 ppn. The electron mobility (meas-

ured at 77 K) however reached a very broad maximum at approximately 16 ppm of

added oxygen, which suggests that oxygen was becoming incorporated into the epitax-

ial layer and that there is a limit to the degree of benefit which may be obtained

through oxygen addition. They also observed PO1 3 to be an impurity in the liquid

PC!S used in the chloride system.

Investigations of the dependence of impurity incorporation on PC73 inlet composi-

Lion. total fiowrate and deposition zone temperature were carried out by Chevrier.

Huber and Linh [48]. They observed a decrease :n free carrier concentration with

increasing PCa3 concentration, as did other investigators, but also found that the

" impurity concentration increased with increasing total flowrate. This velocity effect

had not been reported before and suggests the presence of a mass transfer resistance

at the Group III source (if impurities are picked up from the liquid metal) and/or at

the substrate in the deposition zone. They also studied the intentional doping of InP

as a function of deposition zone temperature usinri Sh('I4. Lower free electron con-

centrations and higher electron mobilities were observed when the deposition zone

...-. temperature was decreased from 950 K to 910 K. ihus, the uptake of Group IV impuri-

ties (Sn, Si, etc.) was apparently rt,Ju ,.,j by 1o~ Cr • dl': -Itlo , zone temperature.
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Cardwell et al. [49] found kinetic limitations in both the 53..::e and deposition

zones. The previously reported effect of PCI3 molte fraction on irr-Irity levels in the

epitaxial layers was observed. Intentional doping of lnP using S,- followed the same

behavior as that of unintentional dopants and therefore supports the use of Sn for

* studies regarding the reduction of unintentional impurities. In contrast to Chevrier et

al. [48] no dependence of impurity uptake on total flowrate was foun.

A thermodynamic analysis comparing the GaAs and InP chloride systems using the

stoichiometric III-V solid as the Group III source material was rep':rted by Shaw [50].

, His results also confirmed GaCL, As 4 , InCl and P 4 to be the domina-t Group III and V

vapor species in these systems. Further, the degree of supersatura-=ion in the deposi-

" tion zone was calculated to be less for InP than for GaAs under anrm-ogous conditions.

Since solid III-V source materials were employed etching conditicns were predicted

whenever the deposition zone temperature was greater than that of zhe source zone.

22 Impurities in GaAs and [nP Epitaxial Films Grown by the Hydride Process

The feasibility of the hydride CVD system for the growth of high purity GaAs was

demonstrated by Enstrom and Peterson [18]. Since the hydride system consists of a

hot-wall quartz reactor with the elements H, Cl. Ga and As present in the vapor one

would expect it to show an unintentional impurity incorporation problem similar to

that of the chloride system. Pogge and Kemlage [35] investigated -he effects of HCI,

AsH 3 and PH 3 on the unintentional doping of GaAs and GaP grown by the hydride sys-

tern. They found that the free carrier concentration decreased with increasing HCI.

" AsH 3 or PH 3 composition. The effect of HCI was less than that of the Group V hydrides

and changes in PH 3 showed larger effects than did AsH 3 . They conciuded that the HCI

* effect on the vapor phase composition was similar to that of t-=- chloride system.

Further, they concluded that As 4 and P 4 caused blocking of the avg..able surface sites

on the substrate surface due to the large size of these molecuies. The unintentional

• . dopant was assumed to be Si generated from reactions with the quartz wall.
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Kennedy, Potter and Davies [36] investigated t? effect of ICI .-. et composition and

additions of ECI downstream of the source zone n the uninten:.:nal doping of GaAs

grown in a hydride CVD reactor. They found that increasing the -A inlet composition

(by decreasing the H2 carrier gas flowrate) greatly reduced the fre carrier density in

the epitaxial layer. In contrast to this result, however, when Hi was added down-

stream of the source zone the free carrier density was found to ._".crease. This led to

*" . the conclusion that the equilibrium model as proposed by DiLorenzo and Moore [23]

for the chloride system was not applicable to the hydride syste-. Eowever, the HCI

which was injected may not have been as pure as that which was generated from the

decomposition of AsC13 in the chloride system and therefore .nay have introduced

additional impurities into the epi-layer.

The problem of obtaining sufficiently pure ECI for use in the hydride system was

addressed by Enstrom and Appert [37]. When the h-CI tank was :-oled in dry ice and

the light" impurities were bled out of the tank, the purity of e-=itaxial GaAs layers

grown with this HCI was found to increase significantly. Using photoluminescence

measurements they found C, Be, Zn or 0, Si, Mn and Cu in epita-cal GaAs grown with

HCI before the HCI cylinder was cooled and bled. Epitaxial GaAs layers grown after the

cuoling and bleeding procedure displayed essentially unchanged 7n and Si concentra-

tions but the other previously found impurities were undetectable.

The work of Skromme et al. [38] identified some of the unintentional donors and

acceptors present in GaAs and lnP prepared by the hydride CVD system. They found C,

Zn, Cu and Mn as acceptors and Si, S and Ge as donors in GaAs. Epitaxial InP was

found to contain Zn, C or Mg and an unidentifiable acceptor along with Si and S as

donors. Additionally, in one of the laboratories (Honeywell) where the epi-layers were

grown an increase in the impurity concentration in epitaxial GaAs was noted as the

HCI gas cylinders "aged". This effect, however, was not observe- at the other (Han-

scom AFB) laboratory.
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The effect of pressure was studied experimenta.1y by Putz et a'. '39] from 1 kPa to

100 kPa. They found that the unintentional doping of GaAs was re uced at pressures

*. below 100 kPa.

i Growth of InP epitaxial layers using the hydride system has been demonstrated by

Olsen [51] and Hyder [52] among others. Both of these investigators observed unin-

tentional impurity incorporation similar to that occurring in the GaAs system. Hyder

- also found that for the ternary In3 Gal.,As (x=0.53) a maximum -- electron mobility

occurred when the III/V ratio in the vapor phase was approximately 2 but the effect of

III/V ratio on free carrier concentration was not discussed. ZLnkiewicz et al. [53] also

I' studied the growth of InP and the ternary In_ Ga_.As in the hydride system. They

found Zn, Cu and Hg to be present as unintentional donors.

Anderson [54] studied the hydride system for InP growth in order to determine the

effect of HCI mole fraction, H2 flowrate and mixing zone temperature on unintentional

impurity incorporation. He found that these parameters caused only ,.minor changes

-, in the electrical characteristics of the InP epitaxial layers. This suggests that the InP

hydride system may perform somewhat differently than the GaAs hyvdride system.

Jones [55] performed a thermodynamic analysis of the InP hydride system in order

*:] to understand the effect of process parameters on unintentional silicon incorporation.

The calculations predicted that decreasing temperatures lowered :he silicon activity

in the epitaxial layer. Additionally, the silicon activity was decreased by increasing

the PH 3 and/or HCl inlet composition. Very little effect was noted when ECI was added

downstream of the source zone. His analysis used liquid In as the Group III source

material and showed InCl and P 4 to be the dominant Group III and V vapor species.

Bans and Ettenberg [56] coupled a mass spectrometer to a hydride system reactor

used for the growth of In. Ga 1 _zP. They compared measured vapor species to those

predicted by a thermodynamic model and con'uded that the mcdel yielded an

acceptable representation of the system. The major shortcomings of the model were

..:..,- ---, :.. -- . . . - . . . .. -. -.. ... :. . . .' . . . .



an overprediction of the amount of InCl generate-i frotr the hete.>:,eneous reaction of

'C and In liquid, and a predicted greater degree of dissocia".cr, for PH3 than was

measured. Due to the known slow decompositio:n, kinetics of -- ' and the potential

* mass transfer and kinetic limitations associated -th heteroger z -us reactions these

discrepancies were not surprisi-,g. Their mass spectrometric measurements identified

the major vapor phase species as being InCl, GaCI. HCI, PH3 , P 4  _nd H 2 .

Usui and Watanabe [57] investigated the effects of temperatur and oxygen addi-

- tions on the unintentional doping of hydride grown InP. Additions of 02 in the 1 ppm

% to 10 ppm range decreased the free carrier concentration about 'ne order of magni-

tude but further additions caused the free carrier concentration to increase, presum-

ably due to uptake of oxygen by the epitaxial layer. The liquid In source that was used

in these experiments was found to have a gettering effect on impurities in the inlet

gases. Unused In showed less than 1 ppm levels of Si, S, Sn, Te, Zn. Fe and Cu while In

exposed to the CVD environment contained increased levels (- 2 :pm) of Fe. Cu and

Sn. Increasing the source zone temperature caused a decrease m the free carrier

concentrations in InP epi-layers due to an increased ability of th.e In liquid to getter

impurities at high temperature. Thus, the purity of source gases still appears to be a

major problem in the hydride system.

A-L
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3. METHOD OF CALCULATION FOR COMPLEX CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM

The calculation of complex chemical equilibrium in multicomponent, multiphase

-" systems has been reviewed most completely by Smith [1]. Esse.--tially, there are two

' 
. statements of the solution to this problem. Nonstoichiometric methods, such as the

popular Rand algorithm [2], directly minimize t.he Gibbs energy of the total system in

order to obtain a solution without recourse to a specific set of formation reaction

- equations. Stoichiometric methods [3] require that an indepenient set of chemical

reactions be in equilibrium. Generally a formation reaction is wr.-ten for each specie

- present in the system and the corresponding equilibrium constant for each reaction is

generated from the Gibbs energy change of the reaction.

An extension of the Rand algorithm to include not only a gas phase with an inert

specie, but also a multicomponent solution and pure condensed phases is presented in

Appendix A. This extension, which was suggested in the original research proposal [4],

Swas initially applied to the hydride and chloride CVD systems bt was susceptible to

finding local minima. In particular, component mole fractions were sought as low as

10- '0. The contribution to the system Gibbs energy for these components is then

quite small and the resulting component mole changes were not -apable of releasing

the Gibbs energy of the system from the local minima.

A stoichiometric algorithm, presented in Appendix B, was therefore developed which

was superior to the extended Rand algorithm since a linearized Gibbs energy function

was not required and dilute components werc rcquircd to satisfy equiibrium reaction

constraints. The stoichiometric algorithm performed well for all of the systems stu-

died (comparison to standard literature calculations and independence with respect

to initial guesses) and yielded results which wer "- in agrcemer-i with those of the

extended Rand algorithm, when successfully applieid {- 953 of t-e cases examined).

Also, the amount of computer memory required for the stoiciimetric algorithm was

found to be much less than that required by" the extnded Rand e.gorithm in order to
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solve identical systems.

The input data which was required in order to perform the caiv-_.ations consisted of

the standard enthalpy and entropy of formation irid heat cap -: .:y for each specie

along with the constraints of system temperature, pressure and it: composition.

Aside from numerical difficulties, there are two major factors "hich must be con-

sidered in determining the overall accuracy of the calculated eqxiibrium composi-

tions: 1) the choice of species postulated to be pr-,sc.rnt in the svs- nJ 2) the accu-

racy of the thermodynamic data chosen for each specie. Choosin- an appropriate set

of species which accurately represent the system at equilibr'urn is an inherent

difficulty in the calculation of multicomponent equilibrium. A .rue calculation of

equilibrium in a given system would require the inclusion of any ch=-,nical specie which

may be formed from any combination of the elements present in th system. The com-

pilation of such a complete thermodynamic data base can represeit a nearly impossi-

ble task, even for systems consisting of only a few elements.

It is important to realize that anytime a possible specie is not =__luded in the data

set a constrained equilibrium calculation will result. This is most easily understood if

the calculation of chemical equilibrium is considered from the v.e'wpoint of the Rand

algorithm. In the Rand algorithm multicomponent equilibrium re-esents the optimal

distribution of a given quantity of elements among a set of ch--7._lcaj species. The

optimizing function for a constant pressure system is the minr_-__zation of the total

Gibbs energy. Therefore, as the number of available chemical spc:! s is decreased the

elements are constrained to reside in a smaller selection of rnsmoe-:les. This causes a

shift in the calculated compositions in order to satisfy the atom b_.ance while keeping

*:- the Gibbs energy of the system as low as possible In :erieral, . clsion of a specie

will impact the equilibrium composition of the r.rnaining spe2- co:-taining similar

atoms that are in the vicinity or below the equuitriutr compos.in :f the excluded

specie.
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The procedure for developing a specie list first t:'<1udcs thof.:--: es not expected

" to be present because of severe kinetic limitations. In prac-.. -.his specie set is

.! developed by including only those species which have been ex- ..- : '-.tally observed in

the system or for dilute systems, in constrained subsystems. F:- example, mass spec-

* troscopic work in the CVD of GaAs has indicated approximately s:: __cies but observa-

tions in the subsystem Si-H-Cl indicates approximately 15 addit_::a. -pecies. The next

"* step consists of generating an initial thermodynamic data base : r all species. In

• practice this includes the sources: thermodynamic compilations, -=:a bases of other

investigators for similar systems and crude estimates for the remr_ning species. An

initial equilibrium calculation is then performed at the extremre :ci.=litions and those

species whose composition is more than - three orders of mag---t- te in mole fraction

below the range of interest are excluded. Finally, the initial thercccynamic data base

is fully developed by reference to the literature and the perfor.an-e of internal con-

sistency tests.

The sensitivity of the results to errors in the thermodynamic da.a was investigated

- by Smith [5] in terms of a Jacobian which relates the changes in -e calculated results

to changes in the input parameters. The first order approximat:on the result was

•6i I < , 6 j4] (3.1)

Here, n, is the number of moles of specie i present, 49 is the standard chemical poten-

' tial of specie j and N is the total number of components. This expression, while simple

in form, is extremely difficult to evaluate due to the complicate' ard implicit nature of

the function rL,(pA) for all values of i. If problems seem apparent for some species this

I'. function can be numerically evaluated. The work of Sirtl and .5 "1 and similar cal-

i:_. culations performed here (Section 5) showed by means of a :a.: .ated example the

- effects of changes in the enthalpy of formation of S7HC7 3 on t!7 :'iicted equilibrium

ratio of 5iC74/SHC7 3 . This ratio was found to change by apprcx._ely two orders of
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magnitude for a 10O change in enthalpy of forma-. ::, The shape -:he curve relating

this ratio to temperature was also found to chaige marked!? Therefore, it is

extremely important to critically review the ther-. dyriamic datd st in order to per-

form meaningful equilibrium calculations. The absolute compositi:c of the calculated

solution can be no better than the data set employed. Extreme :are must also be

used when comparing equilibrium compositions to experimental pr:cess compositions

as the latter include possible kinetic limitations. However, these -alculations are of

great value in predicting directions of composition change or fu-:ion process con-

straints, particularly at the high temperatures and low pressures =.-'countered in this

study.

'S

J
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4. THERMODYNAMIC MODELS OF CVi

4.1 Models for the CVD Source and Pre-Source Zones

The CVD system is naturally segmented on the basis of temperature or composition

into four equilibrium zones: the pre-source, source, mixing and deposition regions.

The pre-source zone was investigated as a source of Si by considering the equilibrium

gas phase Si-content in the system: Si02(c) in excess, carrier gas (H2 or inert) and

vapor reactant (VH 3 , VC13 or HC). As the a2tivity of Si(c) monotonically increased

with increasing temperature, an uniform temperature equal to the source zone was

used for a "worst" case calculation.

For the chloride process two different Group Ill source materials are generally

employed (IIIV(c) and III(l)) and thus required two separate formulations of a model.

In the pre-source zone, there is no "sink" (i.e. condensed phase) for the elements in

vapor input compounds and 5i.02 (C) is in excess while the source zone in bot~h si ua-

tions also had SO 2 (c) in excess. Thus, the equilibrium activity of Si is independent of

"i the pre-source results. For the III-V(c) chloride source zone the model considered the

inputs a'i02 (c) in exces inlllcess, in excess, carrier gas (H2 or inert) and VC13(g) as a

function of temperature, pressure and input vapor composition.

For the chloride process using Group IlI(l) as the Group III source material the

situation is somewhat more complicated. Shaw [7] has studied this source zone and

found that, following an initial transient, a constant rate of mass loss of material

occurred. An overall mass balance on the source boat yields the following expression:

S" .+ n'(zxTf + (l-x)Mv) = nV(yM + (1-y)MV) = constant (4.1.1)

while a Group III component mass balance on the source boat produces the constraint:

d '1
+nz X.ij fm (4.12)

dt 12

COM
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In these expressions: n' and n i are the moles of :: solid sour,. 3aAs crust and of

the liquid Ill-V mixture, respectively, Mif and .; are the mole.: .r weights of the

Group IIland V elements, x and y are the mole fratins of the Gro I element in the

liquid and vapor phase, respectively, and nV is the mtwar rate at -:ch vapor species

are formed on an atomic basis. If it is assumed that the solid and .uid phases are in

equilibrium the liquid phase mole fraction is a function of ter.-erature only and

therefore constant for a given process condition. Furthermore ne actual kinetic

processes produce a steady state value of the crust thickness tri. first term on the

left side of both equations is zero. With these assumptions, eq_- tions (4.1.1) and

dnt.o*2 -" (4.1.2) can be solved to show that nv _ dna _ and ×=y. T'hat is, the rate at which Group

Ill and V atoms are introduced into the vapor phase is equal to the rate of loss for the

melt and the vapor composition is the same as that in the melt. A_-.:ther way of view-

ing the situation is to consider the three phase equilibrium problem. The activity of

the Group III and V elements in the solid compound can vary to a ,rge degree though

the stoichiometry ( - 1:1) can be very small and therefore the sum : these two activi-

ties is nearly constant. The large amount of melt in equilibrium -ith the solid will,

however, fix the activity of each element in the solid, with the Group III activity being

considerably higher than the Group V one, which in turn fixes the vapor phase fuga-

city. In the event that the assumption of constant crust thicknes is not valid the

dnS/ dt terms in equations (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) must be retained and solution results in

-'" _ a_ x-1__) dn' (2x-1) dn'(4.)
.= constant = . d-i = 2y-1 d""(4.1.3)

2(z -y) Th 2y -1 t

The limnit that =0 implies that y = 1/2 and the source can te considered to be

dt

pure solid compound. This limit is simply the first case examined_ (soAi compound

source). Thus an investigation of the two source zones described .ere should estab-

lish the limits of operation for the liquid source in the chloride pr ::ess. In practice,

the conditions of operation may lie somewhere in bctween wti -bserved Ill/V

Al ,.--.-,.""*'.-•-- "".- -" " " '"°""";
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ratio providing an indicator of the ,t<' .tive ret .wever, if x is a constant as deter-

mined by the condition of solid-liquid equilibriu-m -nd y is also a constant as witnessed

-- by a constant growth rate, it follows that both and are constant. If d&/dt

* - is dependent upon the crust thickness, nC , (i.e. a iffusion liruted process) then it is

impossible for dlnr/dt to be constant for a i? te value of drnt/d.t, which implies

operation at one of the limits.

The above considerations motivated a mode! t-. )he liquid Group III source zone to

consist of an ideal vapor phase in equilibrium w-,., t'xcess SgiO 2 (c) and 111, V,-_(L). The

gas input stream contained VC73 and carrier gas 2 or inert). The development of a

thermodynamic data set for the hypothetical spa 2:. If[, V,-,(I) is presented in Section

5.2. Thus, with this formulation, the compound crast does not contribute elements to

the system.

Two source zones, one for the thermal decom;; sition of the Group V hydride and

one for volatilization of the Group III liquid, are .c und in the hydride CVD process. The

Group V source zone was modeled as an ideal vapor phase in equilibrium with excess

'0 2 (c). The input gas reactants were the hydrLde (VH 3) and carrier gas (H 2 or inert)

at a constant temperature and pressure. The Group III source zone included excess

pure Group III liquid in equilibrium with excess .'.0 2(c) and an ideal vapor phase (HCI

plus carrier gas).

4.2 Models for the CVD Mixing and Deposition Zones

Since the only differences between the chloride and hydride systems exist in the

source regions the mixing and deposition zone models were identical in both systems.

An ideal vapor phase in equilibrium with excess S.O(c) was used for the mixing zone

model. Formation of solid Ill-V compound was postulated to be kinetically hindered

and thus assumed not to exist in the mixing zone As a result it was possible for this

region to be supersaturated. The model also allowed the addition of various species

(i.e. VCI, H 3O, VC71, 1'/13) in order - study thci- IrTects on silic.'n activity,. The gas

look&. . .. . -
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reactant input for the mixing zone was identical D that calcula:- from the equili-

'" brium source zone(s). Consistent with the source and mixing zone models, the vapor

phase of the deposition zone was assumed to behave ideally. Due to the large

volumetric flowrate of gases and the relatively small deposition rates in these CVD

processes, the depletion of Group III, Group V and silicon species in the vapor phase as

a result of film deposition or wall interaction was neglected. The equilibrium mixing

zone gas mixture serves as the input to the deposition zone. EsSentially, the above

assumption fixes the gas phase atom numbers and tne new equi!ibr:um composition is

produced as a result of a temperature change only. This model therefore provides an

upper bound for the computed value of the Si activity. A lower :emperature would

shift the wall interactions towards Si0 2 (C) formation while includ.ng the compound

deposition with Si incorporation would remove Si from the gas phase. In addition, this

would be enhanced by chlorine atom production. 7his model, therefo-e, assumes that

the epi-film grows from a supersaturated vapor r-ixture of pseudo-steady state pro-

perties. Furthermore this procedure avoided hav.ng knowledge of the silicon activity

coefficient. In order to implement this model the 1I1-V solid phase was not included in

the deposition zone, thus allowing calculation of the degree of supersaturation in this

zone.

The effect of not accounting for depletion of the Group III and V atoms from the

vapor phase can be tested by the following simple analysis. The molar growth rate of

an epitaxial layer is just

g. glpnA (4.1.4)

where:

gm = molar growth rate (moles/time)

g, = linear growth rate (length/time)

p = compound molar density (moles/length3 .

A = substrate area (length 2 )

,'4
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A typical set of operating parameters for a h-. CVD proess would specify a

total volumetric flowrate of 500 SCCM through eac source zone ha',ng an inlet com-

position of 1% ECI to the Group III source zone and " '.T 3 compo st:on to the Group V

source zone. Assuming that all of the HCI .-- acts to form ilI-Cl results in

. 3.7 A-motes/s of Group III atoms transported. The molar flowrate of Group V atoms

would also be 3.7 1 -moles/s. Choosing as typica. deposition parameters a 2.54 cm

diameter circular substrate, a linear growth rate of jura/ min and the molar density

of GaAs as 0.0367 motes/cm3 [8] the resulting mc.-r growth rate is 0.31 A-moles/s.

Thus, in the worst case less than 10% of the III and atoms are depleted. The smaller

. the growth rate and substrate surface area or the larger the volumetric flowrate the

better the approximation becomes. If reaction :epletion were it:deed important,

highly non-uniform film thickness would be generated. However, this is not experi-
-- p

mentally observed. Similar analyses applied to tz-e GaAs chloride system and the

analogous InP systems yield equivalent results.

The activity of silicon in the epi-layer was furtner studied in the presence and

absence of the Si 2 reactor wal. Since the deposi%.:n zone is typically operated at a

lower temperature than the source and mixing zznes, inclusion of the reactor wall

* would be expected to decrease the silicon activity as some of the s;.licon in the vapor

- phase is redeposited on the reactor wall via react-.ns with H 2 0. Neglecting interac-

tions with the reactor wall in the deposition zone therefore, provides an additional

method of bounding the maximum value of the si!._-on activity in the epitaxial layer.

- Justification for neglecting the reactor wall lies in the heterogeneous nature of the

'- gas-wall reaction. Due to the lower temperature o" -he deposition zone (- 873K) it is

- expected that this heterogeneous reaction does no-. equilibrate as rapidly as it should

in the source and mixing zones (- 973K). This ex: -tation arises from the fact that

adsorption reaction rates decrease strongly, at.: to a lesser extent molecular

diffusivities, with decreasing temperature. Additic_-.ally, the mean residence time is

,1 typically much smaller in the deposition zone. Thus the reactor wa' ;n the deposition
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zone should not. interact with the vapor phdtic, <trongty .i 2 -s in the source and

mixing zones.

In order to carry out parametric analyses _)f the two proc.-=-s "base cases" were

chosen for each system around which each parrmeter could be .tried. The base cases

were chosen from commonly used operating parameters repor-ed in the literature,

shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, thus providing results which may be compared to experi-

mental results. The chloride system base case p arameters were:

Source Zone Temperature = Mixing Zone Temperature 973K

Deposition Zone Temperature : 673K

Inlet VC7 3 Composition 17.

Carrier Gas : H 2

System Pressure :100 kPa

For the hydride system the following base case was chosen:

" Source Zone Temperature = Mixing Zone Temperature: 973K

Deposition Zone Temperature : 873K

Inlet HCI Concentration = Inlet VH3 Concentration 1%

Carrier Gas : H 2

Pressure : 100 kPa

Typically the source zone of the hydride system is operated at a higher tempera-

ture than that of the chloride system in order to augment the decomposition of VHS.

Due to the strong influence of temperature on the species present the same tempera-

tures were used in both systems in order to provide direct comparisons between the

chloride and hydride CVD systems.

..

" •* . . . . .
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4.3 Solid State Defect Chemistry

The model developed for the deposition zone sz; cifies that rea-:ant depletion is not

important. That is the growing compound film :s exposed to a vapor phase that is

invariant with respect to composition. Therefore the vapor phase "ugacity of Si is con-

stant and the compound with impurity that is in tquilibrium with -his vapor phase also

has a constant value of Si activity. The problem thus reduces to '-ding the Si concen-

tration as a function of the fixed vapor composition and temper -ure. Necessary for

this analysis is a description of the solid state composition dependence of the Si

activity. Presented below is a point defect model which relates the Si concentration,

[Si], to the temperature and gas phase composition.

Eurle (67-70) has recently proposed a model for native defects in GaAs and for Te,

Sn and Ge doped GaAs. Strong evidence is presented to support this model and a sirni-

lar model is developed here to include Si doped 111-V compounds. The general model

includes the presence of Frenkel disorder on the V sub-lattice and Schottky disorder

in the compound. The Si can reside either on a III sub-lattice si"e (donor) or V sub-

lattice site (acceptor). Furthermore, Si substituted on a III site 's postulated to com-

plex with both a Group III vacancy and Si substituted on a V site. For convenience of

symbol usage, the model described here will specify the compouni GaAs. An indepen-

dent set of native defect reactions is postulated to consist of:

AsM + V, = A& + VA. (4.3.1)

O = e- + h +  (4.3.2)

Asi = As, + + e- (4.3.3)

= vA= + e- (4.3.4)

3 As 2(g) + V = Asi (4.3.5)

Vc = V6, + h +  (4.3.6)

0 = VG. + VU (4.3.7)

Reaction 4.3.1 represents Frenkel disorder on tht, As sub-lattic' ".;ith As on a normal

lattice site, AsA,, moving to a vacant interstitial site, I, to produce_ an arsenic intersti-
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tial, .st, and a vacant arsenic site, IVAs. Reactio: 1.3.2 disp!-. - electron, e-, hole,

" '-' h . generation step while reactions 4.3.3, 4.3.4 dnd 4.3.6 descr:i .:n ization of As , V

and a gallium vacancy, Vc,. Interaction with gas p;,,,eisat,.. e ' through reaction

4.3.5 while 4.3.7 entails Schottky disorder. An independent se- , .icorporation reac-

tions considered here is:

" (g) + V = s5 + e (4.3.8)

Sz(g) + VA= ,_1 + h+ (4.3.9)

sij+ V i = 7 V- + h +  (4.3.10)

a C + ais : SiCGtAs (4.3.11)

The amphoteric nature of Si in GaAs is illustrated in reactions 4.1 - and 4.3.9 while the

last two reactions show the formation of the two complexes rmet:--ned earlier. Assum-

ing that Boltzmann statistics are applicable, the defects are sK .:_ently dilute so that

their activities are equal to their concentrations, and the confr--rations of AsA,, Vi

and 0 are constant and normalized to unity, the following equllb'r zm relations can be

written:

K, = [ , [.v 1 (4.3.12)

K2 = np (4.3.13)

K3 = [As,']n/[As ] (4.3.14)

K 4 = [V 4 Ir../[VAs ]  (4.3.15)

K5 = [As 1 ]! PA, (4.3.16)

K6 = [V&]p[ VC. (4.3.17)

K 7 =[ V[yi (4.3.18)

S.-8  = [ ] 'c ] (4.3.19)

Kg [=-,]p / ,j j'>, (4.3.20)

K1 0 = [S' Vjjp / [I ,;Yi,,] (4.3.21)

K,1  = ./Si.,, 1 [/ .4 J- (4.3.22)

In addition the condition of charge neutrality requ:res that:

p [ [] =n +["1& [ [A,+] " 4s,,: 1 (4.3.23)

A
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[ In these equations K, through Kil are equilibriu::- :onstants a-,4 a function of tem-

" " *~ perature only. It is seen that equations 4.3.12 through 4.3.25 contain 15 variables.

. The problem considered here is to determine the "2 defect concenrations from the 11

S-equilibrium relationships and the electroneutra&ty condition given the external

: parameters T, PAs and asi. An analytical solution to these equat:ons is possible with

the results summnarized below.

[As,] = K6 Pq 2  (4.3.24)

[ V] = (KI/ K 5 )PN 2  (4.3.25)

C[V] = (K 7 K /K,)P aj (4.3.26)

[As.] = K3 K 5PA n- (4.3.27)

[VA] = (K, K4 / K5)PAS2 n' (4.3.28)

[V] = (KeK 7/ K, K 2)P A n (4.3.29)

P = K2 n -1  (4.3.30)

+[i] = (KK 7 K8/ K,)PI)1 asn (4.3.31)

[Si- = (KtK9/KK)P a n (4.3.32)

[Sc V6.] = (K5K 6 K7K 8 Kjo/ K 2P4 2 =s9jn  (4.3.33)

9A.] = (K 7KaKgK, /K 2 ) a (4.3.34)

and the concentration of electrons by

K 2 +KK5P 2 + (KK 4 / K)Pi2 + 2K/Kl)P.a.

1(K5 KeK 71 K, K2) PA2 + (K1 K91 K2 K,) PA~~ s ' (A 5 6, 81C- 'A

(4.3.35)

- Thus the total equilibrium concentration of Si in the solid compound can be deter-

mined as a function of the gas phase composition and system temperature. It is seen

to be a very complex function of the arsenic partial pressure and silicon activity.

Somewhat simpler expressions can be propose! under the conditions of light dop-

ing that are of interest here. At the temperature z)f growth the material may be con-

. sidered to be intrinsic (i.e. the presence of Si in small concentrations does not contri-



bute significantly to the totfl ton/, i if.t t, - Furthermore,

the analysis of Furle suggest s thit Hfr (;,,As t . . t iorizf.: -ative defects under

VPE conditions are e and I" . Lir,,.r ths .. i the .- roneutrality condi-

tions reduces to:

.e , 4 (4.3.36)

and the value of n at growth temnperitturr cmi b- .ri t,) be

-n = (KK A (4.3.37)

With this value for n equations 4.3.24 to 4.3.31 ' valid for te defect concentra-

tions. With these assumptions the total Si concer'.ratton is

' [ I' S! = + [-'R + [si .i':] + (a P,! + I P, )a + c

(4.3.38)

where:

a (K 1 / K 5 ) 31 2 (K 9 / K 2 )K4

b = (K 5/ KI) 31 2 K 4- K7 KJ[1 + (K 4 K6 7KK, o/ K; ]

c K 7 KaKgK 1 I/K 2

At room temperature the intrinsic defects become negligible when compared to typical

unintentional doping levels examined here (1 1D4/cm 3 ). The room temperature corn-

pensation ratio then becomes

ND = [Si.] - PaA3" (4.3.39)

-[sI / + [S. lV,5 g + h P/

where

g = (KI/ K5 )3 K 4 K9/ (K- K7 KB)
2.K2 h = K4K6K7K1 0/c 2

This relationship indicates that thu.! room tern-, .ri,.re compensation ratio does not

depend on the anifh> P1 or if the reverse is

aj , .; n, ,h e ii -a I , .- " s
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true then there should be no PA, s2 dependence f-:" .D/NA. Sirict -he observed com-

pensation ratio for LPE and VPE material is nearly tne same, though P 2 varies by

nearly two orders of magnitude, it is suggested that the dominant acceptor is Si; V&.

. For the intentional doping of both GaAs and InP with Si in the light doping region it is

found that the free carrier concentration, ND-N]4 . is directly proportional to the total

ionized impurity concentration. Therefore in ths region of doping the [aa9A]

should not be important and the last term in ez ation 4.3.38 is negligible. In this

simplified version of the defect chemistry associated with Si inc-rporation the total

[Si] is

Z [Si] [Si*j + [Sir, v&j = 6 ab (4.3.40)

Thus, the concentration of Si in the compound semiconductor should increase with

both the external As2 partial pressure and silicon activity.

In order to complete the thermodynamic mode., a means of relating the external

gas phase variables introduced above (PAS 2 and az) must be related to the supersa-

turated external gas phase composition calculated in the deposition zone. The model

stipulates a growing solid surface in eq, tibrium w-Ith the vapor just above it. The Ga

partial pressure is determined from the equilibrium reaction

1

GaAs(c) = Ga(g) + 1 -.4s2(g) (4.3.41)

P-'= K41 P (4.3.42)

Of course all of the other species originally postu.v 'ed exist above the vapor as deter-

mined from equilibrium relationships. The solid-- !s interface is -text assumed to be

separated from the equilibrium deposition zone g i phase (supersaturated) by a mass

transfer barrier. In the steady state, thc flux "mucutcs is :istant across the
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• barrier with the atomic flux of As equal to the Ga .u as requires v stoichiometry. In

addition the flux of Cl, E arid 0 atoms is zero si" .e there is no -et incorporation of

these atoms into the growing film. The flux of a s~e,: i is assurne to be given by

J= K( - Ps (4.3.43)

where P,1 and Pi is the partial pressure of specie :, in the equilibrium bulk gas phase

.and at the surface, respectively. The proportionality constnt is furthermore

assumed to be the same for all species (e.g. for diffusion lirf"ted mass transfer

. K =-D/RT6, where D is the diffusion coefficient of specie i and 6 is the diffusion

- boundary layer thickness). With this assumption the following relations hold

~P&pcisP ~s spcies species+ PAS species (4.3.44)

. SP& species Fa P spcies (4.3.45)

In addition, the temperature and pressure are specified and all the equilibrium rela-

-' .tionships solved for the gas phase deposition zone are also valid at the surface

(involves al the Pi variables). However, an additional rmxture phase has been included

S." (the Si-GaAs defect solid solution) which is in equilibrium with the surface gas phase,

with equation 4.3.42 now also valid and independent. Finally, the flux of Si atoms must

be equal to the solid incorporation rate by

[PRO specie Psk speci [s~ P& P% sZpecie (4.3.48)

*_ Given T, P, K.q(T) and all Pi', the equations 4.3.4U, 4.3.42, 4.3.44-48, and the gas phase

equilibrium relations can be solved for the total concentration of Si atoms in the solid.

The above procedure was not performed here for the following reasons. The solu-

tion to these equations is extremely difficult due tD their non-linear behavior. Also the

distribution coeffc.ient of Si (amount in solid! amount in gas) is much less than unity
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and thus the surface a& should not be much .ifferent than the bulk a. Since the

solid represents a "sink" for equal amounts of Ga and As atorhs the P% will neces-

sarily decrease at the substrate surface. The amount by which !'., will differ from the

bulk value, P%2 , depends upon the III/V ratio and the supersaturation ratio.

In summary, the total concentration of Si in the growing compound can be seen to

increase with a31 found in the vapor phase and with the partial pressures of the Group

V species. Because of a lack of knowledge of the defect rea2tiorn equilibrium constants

the quantification of this dependence is not poss~ble. Eowever, the results of this

parametric analysis should provide correct directions of chanie in Si content for

changes in operating conditions.

.I
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b. TttFRMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES

5.1 Introduction

Summarized in this section are the thermo;hemical properties used for the com-

plex chemical equilibrium analysis. The proper selection of a consistent data set is of

extreme importance as a small error in a property value can greatly influence the

eventual calculated equilibrium composition. That this sensitivity can be important is

nicely illustrated in the Si-Cl-H sub-system aF dizcussed later. Essentially, what is

required for these calculations is a means of specifying the partial molar Gibbs energy

of each specie believed to be present as a function of temperature, pressure and com-

position. Approximately 150 species were initially examined while only those species

that would be present at a mole fraction > 10-14 were included in the analysis. The

scheme of representing the data was to fix the zero enthalpy scale at 298K and 1 atm

%- with the pure components (standard states) Ga(c). As(c), In(c), white P(c), H 2 (g), Si(c),

CL2(g) and 02(g). The enthalpy of forming the remaining components at the standard

conditions from the reference components was determined. In addition, the absolute

entropy at the standard conditions for each specie was selected which allows a calcu-

lation of the standard Gibbs energy change for all possible reactions at 298K ad 1 atm.

Finally, knowledge of the constant pressure heaL capacity and assuming ideal gas

behavior allows the Gibbs energy to be determined at dny temperature and pressure.

The gas phase was assumed to be a solution of ideal gases as is justified by the low

pressure and high temperatures investigated. As a result of this simplification the

pressure and composition dependence of the parti,-l molar Gibbs energy is explicit in

both formulations of the solution procedure. For the condensed solutions the pres-

sure dependency of the thermochemical prp -ries was neglected, however the

moderate deviations from ideal behavior in t re composition dependence was

accounted for and represents one of the signfit, -nt refirements r'on'ained in these

calculations. As must be the case, this data b-a is su ff:c -t fn-r -ahirng -a o+tltiTn

vm] with either the stoichiornetric or non-toiuhio : . . ,'
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Thus three pieces of information were requir- " h '= -'.ith the standard

" . enthalpy of formation being the most critical, p.." ' arlv at t0: -. er temperatures

It is for this quantity that the most uncertainty _ in the re: -"ed values. On the

other hand, the standard entropy is generally qui- curately k:. :-.4, either from low

...... r handophe stana-2el .. Tehghtm

temperature heat capacity measurements or spa_ rrscopic St, has. The high ter-

perature heat capacities were sometimes estimat-:. =ut there e-X.s:- a partial cancel-

K". lation of its effect when calculating Gibbs energy - _ .nc. . Pr,-s :?d below is a dis-

cussion of the properties selected. It is noted in many .w-_nces the thermo-

chemical data presented in the JAINAF (29-31) were used : d is discussed in

these tables, therefore precluding a discussion here A summary :he selected ther-

mochermical properties is presented in Table 5.1. :2 :der that t-e stability of various

species might easily be compared, the standard rm ar Gibbs energy of formation is

listed at various temperatures in Table 5.2.

5.2 Pseudo-Steady State Constraint for Liquid Source Boat

It has been observed that during VPE of GaAs a.il InP with a 'u- id source boat of

pure Group III metal in the chloride process an in-tih transient P=rI:d exists in which

the composition of the gas stream leaving the sour:: region is a f..-rtion of time. Ini-

tially, the pure metal boat is dissolving the Group V -:ori thus prc: i r;ing an excess of

Group III chloride. As the metal becomes saturatLs ,'ith the Grc .: V element a thin

kcrust of the compound is formed at the top surface since the dens':: of the compound

is less than that of the saturated liquid. It is observed that ':.e crust thickness

reaches a steady state value and therefore, from .- simple mass ::alance, the vapor

phase will contain all of the Group V atom in the ':-put stream plus the amount of

Group V atom generated from the saturated liquid lue to reart::2 of chlorine with

the Group Ill atom). The exact amount of Group V .1, rnent produ-_a from the source
~. .,

boat is therefore a function of the temperature the equ:11t-_ :rm Group V mole

n "." fraction in the liquid is a function of temperature a'i the amount Group I atom
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Table 5.1 Selected Thermochemical Values

Specie AH1,geK Ref. -:g Ref. Form* Ref.

kcal mrU
-I  cal moL -IK

-  
c at rr:l -1 

K
-

1

- -
x 10'! -. CX 0- d

As(c) 0 8.53±0. 1 1 6736 1.50 -2,15041 -0.1967 1

As(g) 68.7-r1.0 1 41.611 =0.1 1 4.968 . 1

As 2 (g) 45.95-1 10.0 * 57.s46-O.1 1 7.630 -0.169 - 3 08 0.212 1 1

As 3 (g) 52.2 -1.0 1 74.121±0.1 1 13 836 -0.1365 -C 5589 0.172 1 1

As 4 (g) 37.5-0.6 *0 78 ?2t0.1 1 16 16 -0.1756 -. ::28 0.218 1 1

AsC"Cg) 27=3 48 66.24t2.0 48 8. 78 0.0-53 -1 -- 48

Asc2a,(g) 14.5±4 48 72.04±2 48 1379 0.08566 - 3524 -- 48

AsC13(g) -62.7=4.0 00 77.97±2.0 48 19.76 0.0726 -1 5766 -- 48

AsH(g) 58±12 $0 51±t3 6.4 1.432 0 125 -- 1 29(?
AsH (g) 16±2 14-16 53.22±0.8 83 1007 5.42 -220 -- 79

D 2

C1(g) 28.992-L0 .002 82 39.454±0.005 82 5.779 -0.'4083 -0 387 -- 1 30

ia(g) 0 -- 53.29±0.01 82 8 5 0.208 -0 57 - 1 29

Ga(c) 0 9.758±0.05 1 640 . .... 1 1

Ga(g) 65.0±0.05 1 40.375±0 05 1 30 128 2.09 -2 52 -3.812 1 1

GaCGg) -17.0=5 57.36±1.0 56 8.025 1.021 D.1%49 -- 1 56

GaC,(g) 59.2±5 41 72.09±1.5 56 13 64 5. 1 -0 6644 -- 1 56

""3C(g) -107.3±3 53.54 79.93±-2.0 56 19.74 0.0744 -1 690 -- 1 56

Ga 2 CL6(g) -235.6±10 127.9±6.0 * 43.06 0.427 -4 22 -- 1 29

(AL aC

H(g) 52.103±0.001 82 27.391±0.004 82 4.368 .. .... 1 311

H (g) 0 -- 31.207±0.008 82 1, ?-)6 2.1? - 6 -1 462 1 29

HCi(g) -22.063±0.03 82 44.643±0.008 82 6. ' 1 -" -- 1 29

H 2 0(g) -57.795±0.01 82 45.106±0.01 82 3.429 2.44 0 .70 0.5682 1 29

In(c) 0 -- 13.82±0.2 1 459 6,04 .-. I I

In(g) 57.3±1.0 41.b07±0.2 1 3 4- 4426 -- -1 689xI0 -  
2 1

nCB(g) -16.81.0 59.26-0.8 78 8 , -- -C 229 -- 1 79

I- Ctn(g) -58.4±1.0 80 73.4±1.0 80 12 HA 00-,l:) ,2 .44 -- 1 56

I [ (Ga

Ma3C(g) -89.4±4 14 83.8-1.0 14 1 ,2 ID I 1 15

/nCas(g) 208.5t 10 60 129 7-2.0 60 13, 3.4 .-- 601

O(g) 59553±0.2 82 38.467±0.005 82 b.-42 O.C6, : 8 -0.0899 1 31

j02g) 0-- 49.0175±flfl08 82 -7 g02 -115 08877 2.504 1879

2ow
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Table 5.1 (;onLinu-i

Spece 64,295SK Ref. S29 Re Forms Ref.

kcal moL- I  cat mol-'K-1 czt mooL-IN -

e 6,10 cxlO-  d

P(c).wi'.e 0 -- 9.82=0.02 29 : . ...... 1 29

P(g) 75.62-0.25 1 38.989002 4 q 6 29

Pz(g) 34.34-09 1 52.11-=0.1 1.29 8.23r 8 6618 0.6036 -- 1 29

P4(,) 12.58Z2 6 6L89=0.1 1 19. C 7744 -0.2974 -- 1 29

PCI(g) 31 0=2 0 29 5;.8=1 0 29 7. 0 - -0.4304 02216 1 29

" Pa 3 (g) -68.67-1 4 29 71.47=0.1 29 1 C 3 -1.787 0.8773 1 29

Pc, 5 (g) -95.5=? 49 83.5=1.0 49 23.4 12.0 -- 1 80
PH~g) 56.2-8 29 46.9!2.0 29 6.4 1 432 0.108 -- 1 29

PH 2 (g) 25.9-20 29 50.8 -2.0 29 6..524 6.237 -- -1 506x10 2 29

PH 3 (g) 1.3-0.4 81 50.24-1.0 29 4.77 14.97 -- -4.388x10 -  2 29

PO(g) -5.5=1 5 30 53.216±0.005 30 -5.22.-, -1 256 0.7156 2.173 1 30

* Si(c) 0 -- 4.486 ±0.02 82 5.73 0 6811 -1.056 -- 1 29
[ I

Si(g) 108-1.0 * 40,123-0.003 1 4.82 0 18 0.42 -- 29

, SiC1(g) 47.4:r0.6 93 56.82 04 .29 8.87 0.1387 -0328 -- i 29

aCla(g) -40.4--0.6 " 67.36-1.0 30 11 26-" -0234 -1.105 0.4061 1 30

- Sita(g) -93.3-0 6 93 76.17-1.5 29 12.790 -0.762 -1.761 1.112 1 29

sa 4 (g) -1 z8.4-0.3 30 79.07:-Q0 30 14.51 -1.21 -2.416 1.778 1 30

SiH(g) 90.0=2.0 29 47 '306-0.05 29 6.63 -1.423 0.0988 -- 1 29

Si H4() 8.2=0.8 29 48.89=0,01 29 -74.824 -6.17 3.329 14.597 1 29
Ha 3 (g) -1 19.5:-1.0 )) .74.924-2.0 9 -7.91 -2.42 -1.535 4.983 1 29

, SWCI2 (g) -75.5-2.0 97 68.531- 2.0 29 -31.51- -3.85 -0.3446 8.408 1 29

SH 3 cL(g) -32.7-2 5 97 59.9 :-20 29 -53,52S -:.04 1.248 11.554 1 29

Sio(g) -24=2 29 50.54 =1.0 29 -6.47 1 -1,39 0.4755 2.368 1 29

O(C ) -217.7 =0 2 182 9.91 t0.05 82 31.58a 14.14 -3.761 -3.703 1 29

",Oe(g) -73±8 29 54.7= 1.0 29 -146 36 -270 0.095 4.4884 1 29

ZLCLs -236-8 86 101.0-3.0 86 42 1:, 1.03 -8.46 -- 1 86

Si 2H8 17.1-3 99 70 -5 D- 2.247 3d2c -- -11.05X10- 2 CeH 8

GaAs(c) -19.52 -1.0 32 1) 34-0 1 4? 10 1 38 .... 1 43

Inp(c) -14.0-1 0 32 11 28-0.1 42 1 .2. -0.114 298<-<910 1 68
'589 6.10 -- ->910 1 68

Form 1: C(TIA')=a+bT'c7+ dnT
. Form 2: C,(T/K) = +bT+c + d T'

See text
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Table 5.2 The Molar Gibbs Energy of Formation of Various Species
(kcal mol - )

Temperature (K)

Specie 273.2 873.2 973.2 1073.2 : 1 1273.2

As(g) 59.657 38.009 34.140 '30.220 2 253 22.244
As 2 (g) 34.880 7.467 2.436 -2.686 - _91 -13.172
As 3 (g) 38.926 4.566 -1.934 -8.586 - 76 -22.294
As 4 (g) 25.429 -7.959 14.549 -21.342 -2 19 -35.465
AsCl(g) 19.204 -2.576 -6.669 -10.854 '21 - 19.465
AsCl2 (g) 11.694 0.735 -1.807 -4.491 - 4 -10.235
AsCl3(g) -59.852 -60.3 8 -61.496 -62.806 -- -0 -65.962
AsH(g) 50.652 31.956 28.451 24.866 " ..7 17.479
AsH 3 (g) 16.570 13.767 12.613 1 1.305 9 8.255
Cl(g) 25.487 15.858 13.970 12.026 33 7.995
(Z2( ) -0.009 -3.088 -4.061 -5.126 - 5 -7.501
Ga(g) 56.629 35.966 32.200 28.376 2 0 20.578
GaCI(g) -22.735 -38.459 -41.543 -44.719 -- .9 -51.314
Ga C7 p(g) -61.684 -71.946 -74.373 -76.943 -' 4.1 -82.457
GaC'3(g) -104.652 -105.596 -106.769 -108.145 - 33 -111.430
Ga 2 CZ3(g) -221.574 -205.303 -204.797 -204.734 -2 -72 -205.779
F(g) 48.877 40.006 38.266 36.474 3- -. 37 32.757
H 2(g) -0.007 -2.534 -3.326 -4.192 --. 5 -6.122
HCI(g) -22.725 -26.697 -27.736 -28.853 -3_41 -31.295

HO(g) -54.907 -51.561 -51.471 -51.482 - -87 -51.779
Inl(g) 49.731 31.230 27.846 24.397 2:38 17.324
lnCl(g) -21.942 -36.010 -38.793 -41.666 - 24 0 -47.649

In C7(g) -60.132 -68.743 -70.895 -73.189 - 12 -78.153
IrC 3 (g) -86.700 -87.525 -88.669 -90.016 -' 47 -93.249
i'n 2 C',3(g) -195.220 -181.003 -180.857 -181.156 - ; 563 -182.945

0(g) 55.732 45.999 43.528 41.505 3- -36 37.324
0 2 (g) -0.008 -2.662 -3.513 -4.450 -3.465 -6.553
OH(g) 8.453 3.622 2.443 1.188 _ ' '36 -1.524
P(g) 67.648 48.353 44.87b 41.348 -- ,73 34.156
P 2 (g) 25.468 4.172 0.257 -3.743 - -21 -11.972
P 4 (g) 5.020 -17.964 -22.780 -27.796 -:2 994 -38.361

- PCI(g) 25.436 10.119 7.102 3.994 - .)2 -2.467
PC'13(g) -64.512 -6 1.973 -62.552 -63.332 -:- :96 -65.427
PCl5(g) -79.260 -53.983 -51.421 -49.220 -- 58 -45.815
PH(g) 50.325 34.862 31.897 28.851 ' "'31 22.542
PH 2 (g) 23.221 14.088 12.041 9.880 - 11 5.243
PH3() 3.036 3.028 2.360 1.536 355 -0.544
PO(2) -10.671 -24.850 -27.644 -30.526 -T "90 -36.527

- . 4 3 5



Table t.2 Continued

Temper.. -!Ke
Specie 273.2 773.2 973.2 " 73.2 1 i - 1273.2

Si(g) 98.258 75.012 70.872 65.679 0 58.157
SiCl(g) 40.373 21.794 18.231 14576 , 7.020

C?2(g) -42.931 -53.383 -55.830 -56.419 -b -63.971
sin -91.064 -92.699 -93.970 -95.44'- -9 3j7 -98.919
Si C7 (g -149.682 -138.946 -138.446 - 39.207 1 5 13B.420
SiF(g) 82.557 63.612 60.058 .2 1 - 48.924
Si 1(g) 13.109 19.151 19.295 19.234 1 0) 18.544
iIC (g -112.662 -104.996 -101.889 -- 028 -' 105.963

SiH il.2(g) -69.928 -64.060 -61.142 . 15 - -65.713
i H "2 (g) -27.784 -22.474 -22.5 .; -75 5 -- -24.0 11

SiO(g) -29.896 -45.574 -48.611 -5!.735 -5; ,9 -58.218
*i -73.342 -78.331 -79.840 -61.493 -6i ." -3 -85.181

,2( -217.500 -190.437 -169.052 -6 103 -1S =50 -183.362
, S .1-('. ) 25.991 39.324 10.361 11.106 41.751

As(c) -0.006 -2.228 -2.935 -3.714 - 7 -5.460
Ga(c} -0.007 -2.324 -3.047 -3. 36 - 5 -5.588
Ga-iAs(c) -18.727 -21.207 -22.269 23.467 -2 .3 -26.230
In(c) -0.007 -2.665 -3.561 -4.565 - 2 -6.878

-11.455 -10.040 -10.433 -10.950 -i 2 -12.317
P(c).white -0.006 -2.070 -2.714 -3.416 - 2 -4.977
Si(c) -0.005 -1.969 -2.605 -3.307 - -7 -4.8B3,iO (") -205.805 -184.503 -181.795 - 17.88 -1 . 3 174.844

,. leaving depends on the form in x hich it leaves (e.g. :lci 1110.. eu.)) and the flow

rate (ie. mass transfer efficiency). The mechanism v which the Cr: -p III and V atoms

reach the gas/solid interface is not known but is n.t required for -- thermodynamic

model presented here as mass transfer barriers (e.g the crust) ar - aSsumed not to be

present. All that is required is to assume a new sp is exists :"  a stoichi.met.ry

equivalent to the saturated liquid composition.

The thermodynamic properties of the hypothetical liquid specie. A- B (L), can be

estimated in the following manner. Letting A repre,?ent the Gro,:: 2p atom and B the

Group V atom, consider the reaction sequence:

(l- ) .4() = ( A-) .(1) (5.2.1)

X F(r) x 13(t) (5.2.2)

(-x) A(t) + zL(t) = , . (5.2.3)

a ''I ru . " .; ,t. (1;. t , , ,i, : :- .- . .; . .. . ."v re state, th e



Gibb: (r,¢rgv ( u g.i,,-- for r v.tiiois (7), 2 I tn (1 :r, tdK: , - -- <-,es of forma-

- tion for- the liqid species iod ciAn be cr ,latec - the thetr :vii,.r:ic sequence:

solid elemerit A or B i takeri from T to :- nelt iri i: : rt . " T" "he solid ele-

Ment is melted, the hiquid element is Likcn from : :..fting t-:. "-,turU to the origi-

nal temperature of interest. Assuming the heat -. pu:.'y diffcr,. between the pure

liquid and pure solid, AC'D, is constant, tee Gibb- --::-gy clira:ti- -r -:-.,-tions (5.2.1)

and (5.2.2) are:

AG( 1 1 -+ ZJ.A -I + l Tn (5.2.4)

and

2 x / (5.2.5)

The Gibbs energy change of the third reaction s.i.ly the Gi- en--rgy of mixing

and, assuming a simple solution model describes t-- liquid behaL r- euts in

AG(3) (a +b T) x (1 -x + RT[xlrz + l-x) In(l -z1 (5.2.6)

where a and b are adjustable parameters deterr-:'ieii :n conjur, '--n %,.th solid-liquid

equilibrium data.

The sum of reactions (5.2.1) to (5.2.3) is the de .r.ri orrnati on, cCi

(I-X)4(c) + x H(C) (5.2.7)

while the corresponding Gibbs energy of forrnatio:" of ;j h(t ) i -' su:n of AG (t) to

AG (3). Given the source t-remnpraturA r. 1'. Ile ALI re .r-. t alculate the

liquidus composition, x, from the irnphic,: equitior:

AH I, 'M _rn[4z(1-z)1 +b -- )2 (5.2.B)
R .-

. . . .lk . . .. 2: , . _ . . . .. ..



v, erc, _A/- arid 1''. are the erithalpy of fusion : wft rig t rature of the solid

ompound AH and R is the gas constant. On111e tr., c .l'Uilibriur Crn .p V composition is

determined the standard Gibbs energy of form.-:. of A- z: can be calculated

from equations (5.2.4) to (5.2.6) given T, x and t', required th:-ochemricaI proper-

ties. Tables 5.3a and 5.3b summarize the thermx:,hemical pro:s:rties used in these

calculations. The adjustable parameters a and b f. r GaAs were --. ermined by reduc-

tion of the liquidus measurements of Clariou et H. I J2), Fall (12 Koster and Thoma

(101), \,Iu-zynski arid Riabeev (104) and Osirnur 11. (105) LSu -_- a maximum likeli-

hood algorliti.

Table 5.3a Thermochemical Properties of GaAs and InP required
for calculating ,iG*[A, 1 B(l),T]

Property GaAs Reference InP Reference

TAB(K) 1511 101 1 71.72,74

AHi4n (kctL mol-) 25.14 43 14.4 '.72,73

a (cat noU-) 4,666 see text 05055 75

b (cat mo-.K -  -8.74 see text -5.0 75

Table 5.3b Thermochemical properties of the elements Ga, In, As and P
required for calculating AG1  A, B.3(l),T]

Property Ca Ref. I n F-'F. As i'. . P Ref.

T 302.9 1 429.76 1090 313.3 29

AHHm(kcat noI-t) 1.336 1 0.78 1 5.123 I 0.157 29

hCp(cal mot I'K-1) 0.27 1 -0.2 1 1.0 0.472 1

5.3 The Ga-As-Cl-H System

The enthalpy of vaporization of As(c) has been investigated q,...-- extensively with a

reported range (1-16) of 34.4 to 39.54 kcal mtol -1 1,Ig) arid .. -..... is to the stan-

dard enthalpy of formation for As 4 (g). 'he lit r r.'r h ts , nn: rized by Hult-

gren et al. (1) to 1973, while a more reck rit rrrea>I .r t of '1 . (2) by a static

method produced a value of 39.14 kcal mot In Hadit ion, R Iu has measured the

to a r F)por p r e over solid and rid I , . Ait Bourdon
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"gaul : . r. ,lys < tiue !,.. W+ruperature re-Iults . : . ..-e r ) 3 37. 3 1 =0. 2

k,.a1 1,t . 'ht, value selec ted was 37.5 k-ca ! c: t - -is that the static

rnel .s are believed to be more reliable.

Fne dissooiation enthalpy, AH(As 4 = 2As 2 , 29."eK. has -eCeix'.- -" siderable investi-

gater with early mass spectrometric studies pr- .&cng values -e range of 61.5 to

73.5 kcal mot- (20,24-27). These measurements ,.re suspecti,- )verestimating the

As 4 Cartial pressure as a result of a low conden- ..c: c.-Tc- - ,s thus produc-

ing h.gh As 4 ion currents. More rrcent deter.-na -Ions uS i. -:, 2As 3, GaAs,

InAs, and InAs + InSb sources with improved Knisetr-cell mass---_ -t.-ron-eter designs

(18.19.21) and reduction of PVT measurements ('-a ve indicate-_ much lower value

for th--c dissocicitiori enthalpy (54.21=1.5, 54.26-_" = , 54.2=1.4ani '.8=1.0 kcat mot - ',

respectively). The value selected here is the average of these :ur measurements,

54. ' 5kcal rcat . Using the selected val...s from th u.ndard enthalpies,

A a Isc.29.;) = 19i2 kcat mot I AH(As4..-9K) = 37.5 rk-! m and the

'above discoC)i OLo-, erithalpy yields AH (CiaAs -) = a(c-) + - :(g), 298K) = 42.5

kca rmot 1 and can be compared to the values 44.85 (18), 45 (19) and 45.4 (28)

kcal r.ot 1

The value adopted for AHI(GaAs,c,298K) is -1k 52 ,tca mt -as iterimined by Mar-

tos :i.rdjo and Pratt (32) with a precipitation c7 -netric tech.z2..e. This value can

be compared to the emf work of Abbasov (33) an i S rota et a!. (>-, in which values of

-19.4 and -20.96 kca.l rrot - ' were reported, respactively. These ._-ter two values are

exp cted to contain ui,.cert ainties due to the a-G.r:.ed 'aler : ua in the galvanic

cell and the inability to accurately determine th-_ fu_- te:nperat'--- dependence over a

re .-. '.ciy sm ll t rnpperiture ringc of ricsi--:'... .i . a considerable

n urrt±-'r of dissciation pressure stiudies (119,1( - 1,2- p5-4 7 . flow% equilibration

irrw l ... itlos wth rca,-uxv . ases (2_i,41) h:iv I .h . rf':' : ,ntain informa-

on ti-, .out soli aAs. owever, kno-led.ge of t . . . v - :o. '':,rties of other

: . . :,-. ........... - ,;,~ ; .,., . ,. , .
- . . . :-
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species is r ,quir,- ! (. '.(j, (1,;4 g ). 'tiis -I ,. to specify the pro-

perties of GC As(C) Irld thus mtr ioItLler the unre',r.irty in tei! r perties in addition

to those a sso.iatd ,ith n rlaSlrrnunts. l-'..<.u, this ,-.. be used to impose

an interjia consist,.'nc) in the total data s.-t. The staind-: entropy of GaAs,

SA(Ga4s,c,298K) was taken from the low temp_'rat,_re heat capa::zy measurements of

Pteshergeri (12) while the high temperature lie .t e-upacity was :ken from the meas-

'uror:,>nts of Lichter and Somrnelet (413) and ar--: guo ar.ent with the work of

Cox aIid Pool t7i9) and the estimates of Mfarina (i-) ,. V1 and Maslov (45).

Very littl[ eKperi ental inicrmatioi is afor ti e'rsfnc chlorides. The

reported range for the enthalpy of formation Yf .14Ct3(g) is -52 to -72 kcal rmotI

(14,16,46-51). The value adopted was AH'(As(!..g,298K) = -62.7TkcaL mol', taken

from the enthalpy of formation of the liquid and the enthalpv c. vaporization. The

enthalpy of formation of the mono and dichior were taken f-.m the estimates of

Shaulov and Mosin (48) as was the standard eritropy and heat ca:aci~y. The enthalpy

of format on of arsine was taken as _SHT(As.g .23:,92r") = 16.0=1.- ca1 mol - i based on

the work of Gunn (52) and reported tabulations 14-1-). -iri, "he thermochemical

properties of the remaining arsenic hydridcs w erc estimatd by :ornparison with the

hydrides of N, P and Sb (29-31).

The thermodynamic informal ion ava-ioale for i fiorid-s ,allium is somewhat

scarce and inconsistent. The enthalpy of frrnii' .xfor .- ( aJ(gC v, s determined from

SAH(GaC 3 ,C298K) = -125.0 kcal mo - (53) and rie enthilpy o" sublimation taken

from the vapor pressure measurements of XyKix. et al. (54), 3H(GCa(c) =

GaC7 3(g),298K) = 17.7 kcal maot , producin. ! 2F:7(C .. , 3,K) = -107.3±3

kcat mot ihe ert.halpy of forrmation -f gilit, " . r : ti,. reported value

(;t l .j.298K) =-19.) kcrri m.9 1 - rid is t k fr.,:; iii, :>- ,mo:tion energy of

Harrow,(55) and _7(G;i,.j.290K) and _,.(G/ ; ' A "..,',: . ''ed However, a

vaILue' of Af7(Ga Cl ., ,2.oK)=-12.0 kantl mot obtaired os.ng A!H(GaAs(c) +

1' ' g r' - ) - f 2i ;! diermined by



Ba:tat et 'd 1 A . . - td here " .- e other species.

'hese irkults d!"t in -4.u i it' ist I, t ' \ - , : " - ire meas ir--.ent: of Kuniya et

al. (5I4) xho rpir , . ".m (Ce , ." 7(g) + C ; ).10 3K)= 45.912

kcat rn l '. [eie v. lu - atd .,is M f,(,, .; ". =  -17.G z:- aL mog is based

on the first two reports, wc,- ghtir:g thu vAluc ,of 7 .;a (55) slightiv more due to the

uncertairitius found in the UrthlIpy of forincA on - :.e other spe :.es in the reaction

studied by EHattuit et a. (1 1 ). . ie (M it.-<i p, of ion for ga m dichloride was

taken from the rrneas ira , murits )f' H,-O t-it ,ut - 1. .sirig the tnermochemiCal data

selected here and correcting th.saorid la;\ e n to that calculated by Shaulov

and Mosirn (56). The enthalpy of dinierizdtion has : rivestigated by several authors-5)-%~tenttp on" inetiae tyse e rangehor

(54,57-60) with the reported enthilpy ind uriKt: , of dimeriza_on in the range,

AI-!'(2GaC7l3(g) =(kC!c(g),296K) = -22.6 to -20 -- it mot - ' and ASa(2GaC 3 (g) =

Caa2(6(g), .. 9 - ) = -31.66 to -36.0 cal mol I Accepting the enthalpy and

entropy of dimerization as -21.0 kcal rrLa 1 and - .- i mot - ' K- respectively, and

cor-nbiring with the selected therrnor:hen. * data for C 3  produces

AHYj(GaC2 O1,g,29BK) = -235.6-10 kcal mot 8': (Ga 2 C!6 g.298K) = 127±6.0

cat mrt 1K t. The standard entropy and heat cap- for GaCI, GaCL2 and GaC73 were

taken from Shaulov and ,iosin (56i) while the heat 1 c.ity of Ga2 C Z was taken as the

same for, t 12 CI 6  (29). In additioni ot.her sp- - are expected to exist (i.e.

Ga2Gl 4 , CGa,Ct2 ) (61,62) but. rio thermocheroical dcw"- ,vailable.

5.4 The In-P-Cl-li System

The standard entropy at. 298K and the corsar .. sure heat capacity of solid and

vapor In were taken from l-ultgrri et. al. (1). As - - :rized by i-_ultgren et al. (1), the

standard entIQpy r)I vuI;orti Ni oF sol o I id it ..t -. '. at results fe'mrnl application of

the third lw to.) the vap or prssure k: i W - hices t _l r- e,, of 4 9 6to 58.1

kcit rl r for k! (In ,g ') K ). or, . .r-1,TI Itr .ttI. fI anish and

Arthur (.3) ird Farro% (61) sHi-.sI ti n.i.. ard 59 1., k lz mol 1, rc'pec-

. - .f isO ' . r! lrr o he ll cal



prop 'rties of p h , r % .I . W. '.\A. taules (29) are

in agreem -rit it h th e': r r, n! ,--..t, ( 3)11 .t.r d :td for this study. }ow-

ever there- ei-,ts a 'I '',- iri , ' of the reaction

P 4(g) 2P (y). P2x,::. .,',. (g) v i ,. : .. e/" K K3A) 179 1 kcal noti

while Panish and Arth rI- r p o r m711: from third law

calculations of thtrr r - pw.ro .'V r -UI , i- : ,tir of the ma ss

spectrometric re'sul:' af rri.. (O4 p :. , .0.-. (29 H A'):

*" 58.04 -0.3 kcrl r ;/ V . e fri \ \ t 1. .. -K) -

54.6 -1.1 kcal mo . .A i ,,1viQ ' ,,a, , >A.- . 7 . P (296 K) =

56.1 =2.0 kcal mol

A rather wide range in the reported values for tr: st andrd r :: K.Ipv of format on

of solid InP exists (-13.52 to -22.3 kcal mot . s sho-.vwi in l, 5.4 the valii,

selected was the average of the two solution ca!ir.-etrie dz rra.. t rp1l ,s this is i

direct determination of the property. The resu! ,rom the "apr [;r.-,re measure-

ments are subject to uncertainties in the propert-< of th- ,apor p h,i- species and

, also the heat capacity of solid InP (e.g. Panish an.! Arthur (63) used for AISb which

produces a decrease ir AHI(ThP,,98K) of ('. kcal mo! -l whr compared to

C(7(nP,cT) of Pankratz (69)). Th standard entropy of lnP(rc) was t-aker, from the low

temperature heat cap ieity rreisur rerr s of Pi,.s:,-- r-, (--2 whi,. the hea. capacity

adopted was that reas ured by Parikratz (69) arir,- in good -grcemrrnt with the 298K

value of Piesbergen (te.) and in fair- agreement %i;ti the hIgh temperature measure-

'.. ments of Cox and Pool (69) and the suggested value of \faslov and \!aslov (45).

I.
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Table b.4 The reporLed standard enLhalpy or formation of
InP(c), AtVI nP,c. 3K)

AH] 2 {!nP( c)] Method Refere,.

-18.33-0 flow equilibr, .on 6 3
-18 1.5h 0. 7 mass spectrori.trv 63

A- 12.3 1.5 mass spectror::try 26
-19.3 3r0. 1, vapor press',,e 2B,.35

i-17.83t- .4( )  c~tculated- 26

-2 1.2 calculate: 6
-,0.33 nitss peetro :-t.rv 64

-13.5 -0.26 sotution eaor ....ry 32
-21.0-2 bom_ m alo'.Ir ' r 67

-21.)-.- bomn , ca ,or1:i ry 63,70
-14.5 -0.44 solution calort:::i-.ry refereielel

in 32

(a) IrP() = In() + - P.(g) = 360 kc at mo '
2

Aj 4P 2 (g)] taken as 34.34 k:'1 rrol

(b) nP(:)= in (c) + 1 PI(g), AH?, = 22.1 kcal mot-

AH- f .29a [P4 (g )] taken as 14.08 kcal mot-

(c) nP(c fn(c + - P(g), AH = 36.5 kcal mot-

A Hb 29,[P,(g)] taken as 34.34 kcal mot

(d) JriP(c)= In(c) + - P.(g). 35.0 kcal mot
2

AHj.2ga[P2 (g)] taken as 34.34 kcal mol- 1

(e) JnP(c) = In(c) + P2(g), AHe = 37.50-0.1 kcai mo t

AH.2ga[P2 (g)] taken as 34.34 kA:al mot - '

Barrow (55) reports the dissociation energy of InCI to be 102.5 kcal,'mol and com-

bining this with the value of the enthalpy of formation of In(g) and CI(g) gives

AH}(InC7,g.298K) = -16.21 kcal mol-1. Eowever the atomic fluorescence value for the

dissociation energy also reported by Barrow (55) (D, = 104.6kcal mot - ) yields

AH(nCi g,296K) -13.31 kca! moW-  Klemm and Brautigan (76) reported

AH}(JnC7,c,273K) = -41.6 ktzl mol- (77) and when combined with the enthalpy of

subliratt .. Aion(,' K) 27.8 kcal m t ,r ugves .'j(!n.Og,298K) = -16.8

kcal nol I, ar i- tni, ', we idopted here. The tandlard entropy of In Cl was taken

from the ,,t: la ion. of , ,.ova and P..mhink i ;7.9) white tne heat capacity is that

rI,-, rnrr,,-, rd L, K . ( )). T'he -tarnvar3 ent.ialny of formatiorn and en t ropy of InC. 2



wa- tiken from th- e m-no- o C -r ( ) G I e ii i< the sarie a:-

listed for (;aCl2. The stindard enth, !py of forrr a :, and ero i ;a(13 was taken

to be the values4 suLggested by Mull t I- 2:tl " 1' m th I I eiure heat

- capacity estimated by Sha, (1S). Thr. thrrn uch- pi-,p t .. itt--uir, JnZC 6 ,

were taken from the values suggested by Schafer 2 ir, s

The standard entha'py of formati on of phosp"' - PrH./. w,: t .- ::, the decom-

position studies of Guri. and Green (91) .mU,: th in, , . r , m the JANAF

tables (29,30). The JAVAF tables were also L.sed >r 'hc .th,-- p 7:70u hydrides,

chlorides and oxide vapor phase spe_-ies listed in - 5.1.

* 5.5 The Si-CI-H System

The thermochemical properties of Si have bee-. r- iewed b) F_ .:-I et al. (1) and

* the JANAF tables (29). In particular, there exists _: '-.h,r large i in the reported

third taw values of the standard eri hipy of e:: .r. ,:-tti:on, A.z7( "".K) = 86.75 to

109.06 kcal mot - . The value selected was in betb-eer: the Knuds&-: <udies of Davis et

al. (84) and Grieveson ard Alcock (55).

The Si-CI-H system has received considerable ate otion due to _nmportance in the

serniconductor industry. An excellent review of th- literature ' ,his system with

* equilibrium calculotions presented is given by 7 and Si-tI --- !). The posture

taken here is to assume that _";iC1.1 has the m.-t :-liable ther.-nmic data with

these values being fixed by the JANAF tables (29).

The reaction

Si (j) + Si (7 (g= 2 <_.g (5.5.1)

ha be en invest gat d oxt.erv.ively (H .3-93,. 1iipl.: .:: 'h( therrno , -. B data for the

three spe-ies n ro,e.tion (5.t) f-,m the 'AX . b (2). : <w values of

AlfH (,' 2 .g,29H3K) were calculAted fron. t7.- x:. :..... l 2it - . : -ffusion-mass

sp-o--r~'ri-'Iec' -rr -it :i C-) ( temiperature

A- A



.- ro

range of 1593K to 1792K prod: '.-- v.<I, _(Si'C(2,g,298K) =

-40.39=0.3 kcl mol 1 and showed no termr .... lep,.,ndl This result is in good

agre-ement with flow equilibration dti-t or L- et il. 1:-5 1273K to 1473K) and

Teichmann arid Wolf (89) (1223K to 1575K) .- ' sji :surements of Schafer

and Nickl (92) (1398K to 1573K), with third Ia.,.- ,-!ues of -3i2, -40.54, and -40.44

kcat mot - , respectively. The flow equiibrat.:. .. lu s of A::.pm and Sergeev (90)

(1273K to 1673K) and the static values of Ishir: - I 1. (91) >' to 1573K) were more

negative and exhibiLed a marked temperaturc :-ubido.:. (> : asis of these cal-

culations the value, Afhy(S1 2 ,,29BK) =-40.4 .::il rnol x ,s se'cted. The values for

the standard enthalpy of formation of the less sf.ible chlorid-es SiCI and -'/iU3 were

V computed from the high temperature flow equl:':tii stuiie- of Farber and Srivas-

tava (93). In the third law analysis the data pr-' v! uy discussei was used in conjunc-

tion with the heat capacity for SiCI and ZC~7 s est.id by the JA.N.t"F tables (29) and

produced the value of 47.4±0.6 and -93.3=0.5 ::u mo tt - , rcspetively. These results

are in agreement with the analysis of Rusin et (94-96) on t"- total pressure meas-

urements of Schafer and Nickl (92). No addit a1 thermodyeamic studies of Sieg!6

are known to exist and thus the properties s..ggested by _u:.t and Sirtl (86) were

adopted and are in agreement with the analysis : Rusin et -l. (---96).

It was pointed out by Hunt and Sirt (.6) t- -he mo, : of SC14 to SiHCl3 is

very sensitive to the assumed value of thE t.. .i Ut h, , f .'rmation of S 7Hl3 .

Indeed this ratio is seen to vary by nearly fc>. J:dcrs o! :.x"-tude at 1000K when

bounded by the experimental determinations 1'!f(.ii'/(',.y 99K). Since the work

of Hant and Sirtl (86) was published, two !iddi,. - tl:roo i.vstigations of the

thermodynamic properties of Sir"C, hve b- - :f, rn! ,71-2r arid Srivastava

(97), from effusion-rnsss .speetr Tmtri( - . ' , !:: ed the reaction

enthalpy foc

"''~~s , (1( -r j)= ;. '' (5.5.2)
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over the t -mp.rrihurc rat .ge 1 1531< to 150OK ::,ov:,, t OK.udvnamic data
listed in Table 5.1 and these resIt s, a relativ ., prat "er:itive third law

,,; .value for AHy(SiHCl 3 ,g,298K) = -119 30= 1.0 i> ,:aimicd. - both static and
dynamic methods, Wolf and Teichniann (98) invc- ed reautio .2) and the reac-

ti on

4SiHCZ3(g) = 3,Si/ 4 (g) + + (5.5.3)

Third law values of AHi(si, c71.g,293.) were c,' ... d from V. , iual results and

the thermodynamic data of Table 5.1. The v K., obtained for reaction (5.5.3) is

-l1 9 .4 7tO.40 kcal mot and for the three d-. sets with ,action (5.5.2) are

-119.83±0.90, -119.58=0.2 and -119.50=0.60 kc~a' , and the results are seen to be

in good agreement with the measurements of Far-t: and Srivastava (97). Since these

values are nearl) 3 kcal mot more negative t that developed by Hunt and Sirtl

(86), values of AH(SiHClZ3 .g,29BK) were e '-.>..ted for various experimental

CI C 4 / S(HC13 ratios in a fashion simular to Hunt a-. Sirtl (86). lhe experimental data

consisted of a variety of feed mixtures (e.g. CiC H 2 ! HCI, iI1 3 H2) which were

contacted with Si(c) at different temperatures u:-.ng a depostion/etching process.

The results of these calculations for 14 data s.--s suggest .St !C'l 3 ,g,2K) =

-118.16r1.70 kcal mot - '. Based on these result .- t the new ±:7crirentat determi-

nations, the value adopted is 5Hj(SiHC1.g,298K) = 119.5-1.5 k q! raol 1.

The standard enthalpy of formation of the d.- i:::d mono-ch-: sitnes was taken

from the recent measurements of Farber and Sr::stava (97). lr. order to obtain a

consistent data set, third law values of these qua:"t :5.s Wre calu-.1Xed from the origi-

nal experimental data while using ti-e data base : ed here. Th.: tidpted values are

A1!](,1:! 2 t.,g, 93 ) = -75.52 k:al rmol. c Ij: S 2 iK; ii . t5 ,* = -32.7 2.5

kcat mni '

No additional uxperirnem t information on t, -reM . . of -ill 4 and SiH

i a r!,' ! rAir 5 .h r; ' . r. ' . . l standard
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enth alpv of formiation of 'Jist iu re x.i,; t A ltn a 1, 0~- P. A /inger et al.

(99). AI!'?(Si .2 H6 ,g ,29BA) = 17.1 3 kcal mo1 1 and 07mpard wi : - calulations of

O'Neal aiid Ring (100), AF6(iHd,g,298K) = 19. ' :- m, M01 ,I : vilue of 16.0

kral mo l-1 obtained from the estirnateU f-rithff pv - frnmation for

""iH3 (33 ca/ ree -') and Si-Si (-54 kcal mot-'). u, standard enr:z 2py and heaL capa-

city of Si 2 H were obtained by comparison with C'-'.

|."

.,

",1

. .- .
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6. [*SUI,'S AND DISCUSSION

6.1 Introduction

The product of these calculations is the equiiibriurn composition of the vapor phase

in the presence of excess condensed phases . , curnpoSiLton Is a function of the

operating parameters: temperature, pressure, overall inlet .s composition and:

incluided condensed phases. The usual procedur,. was to very --. e of the operating

conditions whilo holding the remaining oncs al their bas. ".- s. The graphical

representation of these results generally depicts the natural .rithm of the equili-

brium vapor mole fractions of each specie versus the parameter ',ried. Since the pri-

" mary objective of this study was to examine the uriintentional _<.:.corporation levels,

mole fractions are shown typically down to a level of 10-ic (0.1 itz). In order to show

the complete detail, these plots were generally limited to fewer orders of magnitude in

mole fraction. Furthermore, since the Si species were always fr..nd to be below 10-

mole frae:tion, only the lower range are given, unless the upper ra--.ge is necessary to

understand the results. A full parametric analysis was perfor-ml- and over 160 plots

were generated. In most cases the results were obvious or sinim.ar to analogous sys-

tens. Thus, this report includes only those necessary for undersariding the principal

" phenomena observed. In interpreting these plots, it should be re'ized that an excess

specre s rves to constrain the activity of that specie to a cont,.!r %.:lue. For example,

with solid S7'0 2 present the activity of SiO 2 is fixed at unity and trnerefore the product

o! the Si and 02 partial pressures is also fixed. Thus changes in operating parameters

tht alter Ii i 02 fugacity will alter the Si activity by the sa -, degree in an inverse

,ashton.

62 The GaAs Chloride System

I'he effec't of t! r.per, iure on the speciep : -<,.nt in t, '7 . chloride system

so r .. 1, z,; r'' (1JO kP0 preus-u re, iile I _11sposi. -: - -1sC'l, i . _- - h own in Figures

I I-'- t. I't rf' Fi.1 and i$.? appiy to l1e s 's . . '1 s .1 - . Group Ill source,
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G1,d ASgr- ~r~rt i 11 i>*d GaAs(e) as the

Group III seu r _- rit-it erial. At, low terripterat Ures ti ( -I :Decare relatively

inipor rit :,ill,11 i n i por sp~ ecf- ,ilong with1- GaCl r >olidc > sy stem (see Fig.

6.3). I iti he iiii1 source systern GC[ is the ori. tgallium s-.e over the entire

temperature r.ange examined (573K T 5 1 173K). 17 both syst ems- --t was the dom-

iniarit airsen ic _specie at low temiperature while AS 2 : :are importn-. at high tempera-

tures. in contrast to previous studiesz [30,311. the3 :-.mtrer, A4s,:u. fraction was not

n-gligible. In general, coniparisori of the silicon aciiyfor t'-. -,.o source zones

revealed that the silicon activity associated with ',-e GaAs( c s _rce material was

much lower than that which resulted when a liquid sceurce materiI -,-as employed. The

predominant silicon species in the vapor phase of the system- wm'-cn used a solid

source were the higrher silicon chlorides in contr-ast to the hc :-ogen rich silicon

species found in the systemn which used a liquid source. An a_- _fiional interesting

feature is that the total mole fraction of silicon compounds in t7re -.apor for the sys-

Ad ~tern -which employed a solid source was greater -- an that f--- Th-e systemn which

employed a liquid source. At ifirst glance this fact seems contra i--,ory to the lower

observed silicon activity.

The following reaction equations may be written to- describe th-~ -:? i of silicon

c-hlirides, chlo-ros-i-n-es .4-d silane resulting from reacti~ns w" .-q qartz reactor

wall.

5i02 (c) - n.HCZ +(4-n)[42 =2H-20 +S7!H4-C1ll = 2 (6.2.1)

*kSi0 2 (s) + krnHCZ + k (2-m/! 2)1-,2 =2k112 0 + S54 Ckl k =1,2 =0,=01,2,3 (6.2.2)

Reactions 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 represenit a setA of i.-7 ~et om - re ctions which

describe the interplay between the dominant. vap_- phise 5i2: 2espresent in

the systern. Assurnria ideat g,~ behavior, tne ecc.urctieo :w :r these reac-

tirins are ~sfoi ows:
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2

K 4-n n (6.2.3)
-. H.? Ywi K

and

K2.k = ('-'M/ (6.2.4)

where

y, = vapor phase mole fract'on of specie i

PT = system totat pressure ratio (total pressure 'reference st' p- ssure)

The activity of silicon residing in a condensed p. se which 1s -u-:_rium with the

vapor phase may be calculated from any reaction -. sing a vapor S_ c-e: -e reactant and

solid Si product. For example, consider the follown.g reactions su~equent equili-

brium expressions for the activity of Si.

Si(c + 2H 2 = SiH4  as, = _____ (6.2.5)

K5Y 2 q P.,

S .(c) + 4HCI = Si=C 4 + 2H 2  a. - (6.2.6)

Here K. is the equilibrium constant for reaction i=5 or 6. Other equi.valent relations

may be written in order to calculate the conde-ed phase z;-cc:n -m:tivity but the

models suggested in equations 6.2.5 and 6.2.6 servt .is conven'ent cin- of focus since

either 5aH 4 or SI C14 is usually a significant silicon vapor specie in tne systems studied.

In particular for those systems using H 2 as the carrier gas, the mle fraction of H2 is

nearly constant with the value unity. Therefore ,_ a & will tr ck :he ;- 4 mole frac-

tion and is inversely proportional to the system pr>,ssure. Both =Acde. of course yield

identical valies for the silic-n activty v t: i l ri o ic toI : ituation. The

activity of Si presf.ntd in thes- plots ,'an he vi,, * as the v, ' : : .7 a condensed

phase in cqtiltibri:m , ith , vior ... . : .r to translate

this into a solubiliy thie n htur, of the conien , I - -ed. Since the

.4]
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same cpnlensei p> se is present (i.e. III-V ;1p u , ) increase in activity

corresponds to an increase in solubility.

These thermodynamic models for- the incorporatLon of si! ion in GaAs epitaxial
layers are similar to those proposed by Rai-Cho-.. hury [271 and DrLorenzo and Moore

[231. They differ from the previously proposed models in that a more complete set of

species, including condensed phases, are includei in the calculat;on as a result of the

* - applic3-ion of a digital computer to solve the con-lex chemical _'ilibrium problem.

The lower silicon activity associated with the solid GaAs source can therefore be

viewed as due to a suppressed SilH4 concentration when comparing use of the liquid

source (equation 6.2.5). In the s-urce zone which employed solid GaAs the presence of

primarily higher chlorides and chlorosilanes at the lower source zone temperatures

" . was a result of less gallium being present in the vapor phase than was present when a

liquid surce was employed. Ga is in excess ic both sources t-us constraining the

activity of Ga with the liquid source having a h"er ,ctivity. T.us, sufcient HCI was

formed due to the decomposition of AsCt3 to 6,2e r'ai.o:s 62.1 and 6.2.2 for

- . large k and m values. Figure 6.5, which shows thn .:horide syst-rn pre-source zone (1%

As(l 3 in H2, no Group Ill source material presi'ri .ftirther s.ppr' this analysis. The

N absen.ce of Group III chlorides caused th ' t, t.:: )n [ri the vapor to

increase above the level obser%'d in l ,- I . .. . ,le condensed

phase silicon activity decreased even further

Table 6.1 is a list of the cnth-,py of forrlltl'n 2 icK . , . - rgy of reac-

tion at 973K for some of the vapor sf  ius c,• ' . -i- iind 6.2.2. The

large negative enthalpies of forrriatiorn dre i i- c ) if ,ni c bonds and

therefore stable species. SIrIC, " Lui: britr r. " - , -,n rgy state

* ,.-" of the system , speck i with a lo.%er C>ibb> . f, - - .I Therefore,

provid.2g suefin chlorine t 1 re'11l it , -. <. " . .. in a higher

total <.'icori corc,.-ntrti n in the apw p; "- c,. . ' , -1 t::lity of these
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species, a lonver activity of solid silicon in the con:. ::sed p-_se. : relative stability

of silicon halides when compared to silicon hy: iKes wai also) -ecognized by Rai-

Chotidhury [27].

Table 6.1. Enthalpies of Formation and Gibbs Energies of Reaction
for Some Silicon Vapor Species

AH 9 K*I' AGT 3K

Vapor Specie (kcal/ mo - ' (kca!/ Mol-

SiC 4  -158.4 51.4

SiHCZ 3  -I19.5 60.5

SiMCL -93.3 69.8

SiH 2 CI 2  -75.5 76.9

SCI2  -40.3 81.8

SiH3 CI -32.7 94.0

" SiH 4  8.2 111.5

SiCI 47.4 129.8

Si 2 c 6  -236.0 139.5

*Reference state: Si(c), C72 (v) H,(v) at 298K 100 kPa

The outlet compositions (equilibrium composit : )-) of the source zones using solid

and liquid source materials at 973K were used as input to the r=.:Ing zone and the

effect of mixing zone temperature was investigated. The sy-ter. .g a liquid source

material displayed behavior which was nearly ide.nttcal to the <=;:rce znne behavior.

This supports Weiner's model [9] which suggested .,sing the outlet composition of the

source zone as the inlet composition to the depositon zones. This .model is only appli-

cable, of course, if the source and mixing zones .re oper.ted i ".e same tempera-

ture. Justification for isothermal operati,.r of SOL:-_ee aA x tng zones comes

froiik noting that the condensed phase silicon t. .vty -u:'e, ;xith temperature.

Therefore, it is desirable to op.erate the mi:';ing z:. at - temperature

in order to minimize the silicon activit.y and at. : , s, - !-v-. t :.t deposition of

GaAs . t.his z'ne.
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The behavior of t'e ixigzore, ,.hen fed from a ource zone ,sing solid GaAs as

the source material, differs from that of the source ,one alone in that the mole frac-

tionz of all of the chorir.ated ,-tpor phase silicon spc-ies increase with temperature.

as does the condensed phase silicon activity. Although the silicon activity in the mix-

ing zone increases more slowly with temperature than it does in the source zone, in

the interests of attaining the loAest possible silicon activity it is again advisable to

operate the mixing zone at. a temrrperature equal to or less than that of the source

zone.

The effect of temperature on the deposition zone for source and mixing zone tern-

S.. peratures of 973K, pressures of 100 kPa, a liquid source material and 1% AsCls in H 2

inlet to the reactor, has shown GaCI and As 4 to be the dominant Group III and V

species. A measure of the supersaturation of the vapor was defined based on the

reaction

GaAs(c) = Ga + As (6.2.7)

using the equilibrium relationship

-' -- PG. P4.
= -a (6.2.8)

•Ks.t

where: K exp(-AGn/RT)

This saturation ratio was observed to decrease from 4xlO at 773K to 700 at 973K

which shows the -Apor phase to be highly supersaturated. When S.O 2 (c) was not

included in the deposition tone the condensed phase silicon activity changed only

slightly from 9xlOQ1 at 77TK to FixIO at 973K. Including .5i02 (c) in the deposition

zone calculation rf.julted in thp conlen sod phase, silicon activity becoming a strong

function-, of tem pcri ure .d, 0 to revf-, rs, 1 of r( act 5:an. 5.2.1 and 6.2.2) Nith the activity

value ct 973K remaining ur ohan g, d and te 773K ilue falling to 9xlO -

% 1
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When solid GaAs "as (1s -Jt, the Crou.,p III 11_ . : t t H owing results were

obtained for the deposition zone. The saturatior '.' o f-. from .: value of 200 at 773K

to the expected value of I at 973K, thus showi,: sy-.m to much less supersa-

turated than the liquid source material counh,_:: :r-L. T:uls lo1'7r degree of supersa-

turation was due to much less GaCl being presen: .n the vapor. 7-e dominant Group V

specie was As 4 but GaCt, Gtz(.72 and GaC73 were .:."porant cowt:.outors to the Group

Ill vapor species. The condensed phase silic 2 vit., ,'as f. A--: i to increase with

temperature from 9x 10 e at 773K to 7xl1) 7 at 9-' : for tre case ,. -.- re S0 2 (c) was not

included in the deposition zone. When Si0 2 (c) o,: - ,uded the ._n activity at 773K

. fell to 2X10-9.

The effect of pressure was investigated over the range of 1 to 1000 kPa (tempera-

-" ture 973K, inlet composition: 1% AsCl 3 in H 2) for both t*-e solid and liquid Group III

source materials. Over the entire range studl- G (,iiC! was the dominant Group Ill

vapor specie in the system using a liquid sourr - ... te.ia, while f>r the system usingLt
solid GaAs as tne source material, GaCl became t- domin:art Gro-p III specie at pres-

sures below 100 kPa but competed with GaCd2 and (;aCl3 at the h-::gher pressures. The

dominant Group V vapor specie was As 4 at pressur:-s abz, ve 10 kPa with As 2 becoming

important below this pressure, in agreement with Guntner et al. [31], in both the liquid

and solid sourced syst.ems.

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the lower five orders o" :agni.dc in I-.ie fraction and the

condensed phase silicon activities in the liquid ar;J solid material source zones. The

silicon activity in the systerm using a liquid sour.- rate:i! reaches a maximum at a

pressure of 4 kPa and then decreases with increis.: g pressure. This behavior has not

been repor ted in the litcrture presurn bly d> . ' n:c, . rai:, I nature of previous

equilibriurm calculirtions. Referring to equl ion e. -, rev. s that tme rmaxirnum in the

silicon activity is due to the .SMH., role fraction r " fa 1-r t I,. : -P T i the I to 10 kPa

range. Applying equation 6.2.3 to the spec ,.' (: i=0" and rcf .rring to Figure 6.6

sh W S th" t th S1 4 rad.. I e f. "-- o being linear

2:~~~~~ . . - ,'. .:,:: , . ,
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*" due to the [/20 n ,ai fraltion chans- iin this r.rn " 1). .. rge in H2O mole

fraction is due to changes in the total amount of i§3. c) whicr- reacted with the

vapor. Reaction 6.2.1 is important in this syst::' ,ind, as ti.e >:essure increases,

-.* causes more 9i0 2 (c) to react which generates mor H.0.

The dominant silicon vapor specie present at .e w end of T-.e pressure range is

SiO which is formed via the reaction

2 O5i02 (c) + H = 2,,," - /:20 (6.2.9)

with the corresponding equilibrium relaioriship

2
Ks A/H 2  (6.2.10)

YH 2

Thus, the observed minimum in the H20 mole fraction is due o the interaction

between the decreasing mole fraction of SiO with tie increasing svsem pressure from

reaction 6.2.7 along with the H20 generation fromt reaction 6.2.1. -.eaction 6.2.2 is not

important in this situation.

The source zone which used solid GaAs as the Group III source material shows a

,-, strictly decreasing condensed phase silicon a;tU:-y with increas--._ system pressure

and is best described via reactions 6.2 1 and n c.on i conjun. with the silicon

activity model provided by equation 6.2.6. The d-- :ese in silicon effLvitv is due to the

3 order of magnitude increase in .1,CL4 mole fracr", n being offset 'v an order of mag-

nitude increase in FCI mole fraction (a . y.i') . ne P-1 depe <-nce of the silicon

a-tivity. Once again the activity of silicon in the ystern using i'ali GaAs as a source

material is much Iz than the activity re.-lti2- rnm uzing-- : ii as the

Group Ill source material.

The mixing and d ,pcoition zores v.ere udivd mly.:;. or ly the . I Cro up lil source

iterial in the source /one. Tl'he mix!ng zone re- . ,\ere' . e- ly the same
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as those of t-i_ source zo . (op-ratJ at the :m: er,, ot.- therefore do not

require fur'tr discissi, n.

The depJsLtion zone, shown in Figures 6.3 a. :-i.9, exhibited saturation ratio of

approximi~ely 2x]O3 at a pressure of 1 kPa r csir_ , approximatelv 2x1O4 at 1000 kPa.

Thus, the deposition zone was supersaturated c~- the entire pressure range investi-

gated.

The max:crnum value of the condenscd phas - . n activity ot, -ed for the source

and mixirt zones was not prevalent in the d -- :sition zone s-Cee S'O2(c) was not

included in the deposition zone model. Therefo-, the silicon a,:.ity decreased with

increasing pressure in accord l ith equation 6.2.7

The mole fraction of AsC(7 present in the fee stream was var~ed from 0.1% to 10%

in order to determine its effect on the cornde: sed phase silicJ.n activity. For the

source zone utilizing a liquid Group IllI source m- ,t rnost of t2' chlorine atorns pro-

vided by the decomposition of 44clU j rc used - nerate GacG. Pherefore, the con-

densed phase silicon activity was not appreciab v iffected until "arge concentrations

of AsC7 3 were reached. The silicon activity was :un-d to decrease from 7x10- 3 at 0.1%

As(.1 3 to 6x10-3 at 1% AsC13 and finally to 7xlJ at 10F AsCl. These results agree

qualitatively with previous calculationz [23,27] a- servations 21, 22, 26.

A very marked effect on the silicon activity , observed as tte 1. C(t inlet concen-

tration was varied in the system using solid Ga. -.:s as the Group Ill source material.

Since iess GaCI was generated in this system ",hn compared to the system using a

liquid Group 11 source, more FCI was avoi;,tbl - ."rom the deco cposition of As. E 3 to

react with the silicon vapor species. Thus, the -xrwdensed phase silicon activity was

found to -decreas uniformly from 9x10 - at 0.' l,'1 3 to i. ' - at IU-C AsC13 inlet

concentration.

The reason less GaCl was generate.d in the s- " uslr..g . .s as the Group III

sou! ri Coc v th ) 1 'n r - t t

' U -',: ' r, ,

- , . . . ) , . . . .. . . . . . . ,W ai _... .. • . ..f l- - -
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GaAs(c) + JCt GaCl + - + H, (6.2.11)

(I) + HC Ge U (6.2.12)

Reaction 6.2.11 refers to the system using the so!'] source and, at 973K, has a Gibbs

energy change of 3.2 kcal mole -' while reaction 6.2.12, representing the system with a

liquid source, undergoes a Gibbs enlrgy change of -9.5 kcal rnole-1 . The negative

Gibbs cnrgy changce of reaction 6.2.10 causcs hc, products of the reaction to be

favored.

The source zone results were carried through the mixing zone and deposition zone

for the system using a liquid Group III source. The mixing zone yielded the same

results as the source zone (both zones operating at a temperature of 973K) and the

deposition zone showed the same trends as were observed in the source and mixing

zoies with the vdlues of silicon activity slightly higher due to the lower deposition

zone temperature (873K).

A more effective way to reduce the silicon activity in systems using a liquid Group III

source is to add HCI (or AsCl3 ) downstream of the source zone. This allows the

chlorine atoms to react with the silicon species instead of generating additional GaCl.

Figure 6.10 shows the effect of adding small quantities of FCI to the mixing zone on

the condensed phase silicon ictivii.y in the deposition zone (basis: I mole of vapor in

the mixing zone). The initial l-rie mote frection i:i the deposition zone prior to the

addition of any ECI was .t.xlO - . In accord with reactions 6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.5 and 6.2.6

the silicon compounds shift fror, , ring hydrogen ric-h to chlorie rich and the silicon

activity decreases rno:'kedly. Th, -ddition of AsC!, hl. s the efrect except that the

activity decrease is s'ightly m:iore pronounced sin :'c t.ere ar-J three chlorine atoms

per molecule of AsC-ZG compared to one for I Cl.

-. Another method of decreasing the cond c osed p-. s, sc lo i' is to addH 2 Oto

th - , . ['h . , r ..... .... in thi 1,t-t <t. . in the vapor by
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Effect of adding ECI on the GaAs chloride system deposition zone
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shift.ing reactionis 6.2. 1 and '.2.2 irz favor of .hO ;I Thi- i _s deronstrated in

Figure 6.11 for small additiorls of 1L,() to the rixirg ,'.nne (basi-.: " mole of vapor in the

mixing zone) where the mole fraction of 1120 prior to the add', .as 5.5x10 - 9. This

effect was predicted by Rai-Choudhury [27] and cbser",ed by P il:- 3].

Replacing the hydrogen carrier gas with an inert gas is yet nother method of

reducing the condensed phase silicon activity. This method a!1 reduces the total

amount of silicon in the vapor by shifting reactions 5.2.1 and 6.2 2 .n far" of Si0 2(c)

as shown in Figure 6.12. Reduction of silicon incorporation usin a7 inert t.o replace H2

was studied by Seki et al. [33] and observed by Ozeki et dl. [34j..- .e curvature in the

silicon activity is best understood by referring to reaction 6.2.n..:-s the hydrogen car-

rier gas is replaced by an inert the mole fractions of H2 and 4H . decrease. The corn-

peting nature of these two mole fractions causes a maximum in the condensed phase

silicon activity to occur at approximately 90% inerts after whiz-h the silane mole frac-

tion rapidly goes to zero and the silicon activity decreases to a very small value. The

silicon activity will never reach zero as predicted by 6.2.6 since reactions 6.2.1, 6.2.2,

6.2.5 and 6.2.6 are not valid models in systems devoid of hydrogen. Instead, small con-

centrations of Si(v), SiO(v) etc. will remain in the vapor to provide a nonzero but very

small condensed phase silicon activity.

The use of solid GaAs as the Group III source mteriil appears t- offer an advantage

over the liquid Group III source in that lower condensed phase sihcon activities were

predicted by these thermodynamic models. It must be emphasized, however, that the

solid GaAs source was assumed to be pure (i.e. devoid of Si and other contaminants)

and, from a thermodynamic point of view, that the purity of an epitaxial layer can be

no better than that of the source material unlc-s -thods are en-ployed to improve

the purity (e.g. additions of 1CI, H 2 0, etc.) during the CVD process.

6.3 The GaAs Hydride System

The -ffe(r't of temperature' on the silicon species preseiit in the Group III and Group
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V source zon'u, of'v- ', 'i, - " -.. i"i -.. . . Ad 6.14. The con-

densed p11sA sili, . t for t Ch .. (r up V S ' zone '...s e t:-Aially the same as

that which would b' ve.I in h . irr,.p V ) - .rc zui, .;. rJ absent) since

arsirie did not corip pt,, Ni h siliconl for r ) ,it the vapor : >er than hydrogen.

The Group III source zone showed a much -7 Sil con activ:v than We Group V

pre-source zone (Ga(I) absent) shown in Figure_- I- sincf tht _-_-id gallium source

reacted strongly with -:C to form GaCI. This fo I t h- s.:icon seeies to be rich in

hydrogen and therefore the condensed phase -_ .n acia-ly -larr. As can be

seen from Figures 6.13 and 6.14, the Group V o.s , zone was .. ariy responsible

for the silicon activity at low temperatures while at high temperiures the Group III

source zone contribution to the silicon activ>'-' also became .m.portant. As was

observed in the chloride system for the liquid Ga,.Asj_. source, the donnant Group III

vapor specie was GaCI with As 4 being the dominant Group V 'apo! specie at tempera-

tures below 1073K and As 2 dominant above this temperature.

The results of these Group III and V source zone calculations at 9,3K were then

combined and the effect of temperature in the rnmxing zone was investigated. Figure

6.16 shows this effect on the silicon activity and species in the lower five orders of

magnitude in mole fraction. The silicon activity ani silane mole fraction were found to

be lower than the values for the Group V source zone alone at low =-mperatures due to

'he dilution effect of adding the two source zun- ' streams togather (equal molar

flowrates were assumed in each source zone). SFnee the silane mole fraction and

therefore the silicon activity in each source z_;:e was approximately the same at

1173K, the resulting silicon activity in the mixir- zone was the Same as that at the

outlet of either source zone.

Using the result s fro)rn the mixing zone at 97 '- he depos ition zone was studied in

the absence of Si'(c-_ Dhe saturation ratio, s . fin d by equc" on o1.8, was found

to decrease from 2x! _ at 773K to 100 at 973K, i;.i..,titg that the vapor was supersa-

t orated over this _ " r ep'.ition zo, ie t,. .l ' . ' (< . -z ,:_Jende sed phase

n,'
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silion e~ti'ity varied only slighyv, in-r,.sirg fr":. 2x l0- at 773K to 5x10 -3 at 973K,

which is consistent with the effects >- crved L7. 'he chloride system using a liquid

* CraAs, _ Group III source. The lesser d-=gree of .ersaturation fc.nd for the hydride

system when compared to the chloride system w,- due to the lesser amounts of Group

*III and V species present in the vapor. The dilu-.:ai effect of adding the two source

zone streams together causes the Group V vapor scecies to be one-half the mole frdc-

tion observed in the chloride sys-err-. T- use o coupled with this dilution effect

reduces the rate of Group Ill sp;ec-ie tr-lrsport to :e-sixth of that in the chloride sys-

tern.

The Group III and V source zones vere investigated as functions of pressure at a

_ temperature of 973K. The silicon activity in the Croup III source zone was flat from 1

- to 10 kPa then felt from a value of 3x1O -
2 to 4xl, at 1000 kPa. The Group V source

• zone exhibited a maximum in the condensed phase silicon activity at a pressure of 4

kPa, as did the chloride system source and rriv. ng zones using a linuid Group III

source. Upon combining the t ,o hydride syste::-, source zones and performing the

mixing zone equilibrium calculation the silicon c ivity in the mixing zone became a

• _decreasing function of pressure.

The eft ct of pressure on th. deposition zon- of the hydride system very closely

. matched that. of the chloride system, This result ais expected since the source zones

of the two syste-ms are the only differences betwe--n the two and once downstream of

the source zones the equilibrium chermistry of tn- hydride and chloride systems are

the same.

The concentration of AsH 3 in the feed gas stre m to the Group V source zone was

found to have no effect on the condensed phrase <'',icon activity. This was due to the

- silicon species being rich in hydtrogn and, in ":ie presence of a large fraction of

hydrogen carrier gus (> 9Of ), the hyd:Aen or. r A.sed from the decomposition of

" AsH 3 did riot. contribute sig i ic i Lly : he over'-. . stem hydrogen content. There-

low
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fore, the silane mole frac~ion eas riot. significinf. .-fected In -7-trast Pogge and

Kenlage [33] fon.l that increased AscH3 onceritr itions decreas d the free carrier

concentrations in epitaxial GaAs. They cited kir' t eff-ts, ha .;e'er, not thermo-

, dynamic limitation as the reason for their observations.

Increasing the concentration of ECl in the feed stream to the Group II source con-

siderably decreased the condensed phase silicon activity by forrnmng chlorine rich, as

opposed to hydrogen rich, silicon species. Thus, one method of de-reasmg the silicon

*activity while maintaining a constant vapor III/V r-tio is to increas both the 1CI and
AsH 3 mole fractions in the feed streams to each source zone together. This efect is

demonstrated for the deposition zone in Figure 6.17. Addition-,. if various IiI/'V

ratios are desired it is advisable to operate the system with a large ICI concentration,

in order to realize a low silicon activity, and vary the AsH 3 concentration until the

-' appropriate III/V ratio is attained.

As was discussed for the chloride system, a very effective method for reducing the

silicon activity is to make small additions to ECI Dr H20 to the m/xing zone. This

. preserves the s, -n I1l/V ratio from the hydride system source zones and shifts

* reactions 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 in favor of SO 2 (c). The results for the hydride system were

essentially the same as those obtained for the cl- oride system and will not be dis-

cussed further.

Replacement of the hydrogen carrier gas by an inert gas was less effective in the

hydride system than it was in the chloride system since hydrogen ,-2s provided by the

decomposition of ICI and AsH 3 . Figure 6.18 shows this effect for . deposition zone

and although a very sharp bend is observed in the silicon activity, e; en when all of the

* hydrogen was replaced by inerts, the condensad pase silicon ia-t',ity was approxi-

mately 4xl0 - 5. Therefore, replacing the hydrogen -. rrier gs by an inert gas was not

an acceptable method to achieve low silicon activt ts. T-he ilddie. of small amounts

of FCI or H2 0 to the mixing zone appears to be If .- most, pronisir -.ethod of attain-
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ing very low silicon activities in the hydride system..

6.4 The lnP Chloride System

The InP chloride system was investigated under the same co. :tions as the GaAs

chloride system and was found to behave similarly in many respe.:s. The source zone

using liquid InzPl1 z as the Group III source material was quite sirr2_ar to the GaAs sys-

tem in that InCI and P 4 were the dominant Group III and V ".-por species. One

difference observed was that P 2 was not as important a specie in t:_ InP system as .4s 2

was in the GaAs system, This may be due, however, to the eq'-:crium calculation

being constrained as a result of the lack of a thermodynamic da:-a set for the specie

P3. Condensed phase silicon activities for the GaAs and lnP syste-- were found to be

essentially the same. These same comments also apply to the rn-c.ng zone which was

fed from this source zone.

* . The deposition zone, shown in-Figures 6.19 and 6.20 for the sit-tion where Si0 2(c)

was not included in the calculation, demonstrates several differ=nces between the

GaAs and InP systems. First, the saturation ratio for the InP system defined in anal-

ogy with equations 6.1.7 and 6.1.8, was much smaller than that c' the GaAs system.

The Gibbs free energy change for reaction 6.1.7 at 873K is 95.2 kcal/g-mole while the

free energy change of the analogous reaction in the InP system only 69.5 kcal/g-

mole. Thus, the value of the equilibrium constant for the InP sys:em is much larger

than that for the GaAs system and, therefore, larger gas phase In and P partial pres-

sures must be present in order to attain equal degrees of supersa:uration in the two

systems.

The condensed phase silicon activity for the InP system was slightly lower than that

of the GaAs system, due to the lower SiH4 mole fraction, but in-reased slightly with

temperature. Recall that the silicon activity in the GaAs syste.- displayed a slight

%. decrease in temperature when SiO2(C) was not iriclided in the ca'2Latior,.
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The InP source zone using solid InP is [fhe Group '11 sour.:: rnat-r:al is shown in Fig-

ures 6.21 and 6.22. The behavior of this system wa- markedly different than that of

the analogous GaAs system in that InCI was clearly the dominant Group Ill vapor

, specie due to the favorable Gibbs energy change (-B kcal,'g-mole at 973K) of the fol-

Nlowing reaction when compared to reaction B-1-11 (3.2 kcal,"g-mole at 973K).

1 14

fnP(c) + HCZ = AhR + - + H (6.4.1)
4 2

The formation of a larger amount of Group III monochloride consumed much of the

1.iCI initially present in the system and caused the vapor phase siicon species to be

, higher in hydrogen content than those species in the analogous GaAs system. As a

result, the condensed phase silicon activity in the InP chloride system using solid InP

in the source zone was found to be much larger than that of the GaAs system. These

same comments also apply to the mixing and deposition zones of the InP system which

follow the source zone using solid InP as the Group III source material.

The effects of pressure on the InP chloride system follow closely those observed for

* the GaAs system relative to the previously discussed differences. Thus, for the system

employing liquid In,,Pl_= as the Group Ill source, the condensed phase silicon activity

in each zone is slightly lower than that of the GaAs system and the InP saturation

ratio in the deposition zone is much less than that of the GaAs system. As in the GaAs

system, maxima are observed in the condensed phase silicon activities at 4 kPa in the

source and mixing zones. The chloride system using solid lnP as the Group III source

also displayed a pressure dependent behavior which was similar to that of the analo-

gous GaAs system except that InCI was clearly the dominant Group III specie and the

condensed phase silicon activity was much higher in the lnP system due to reasons

previously discussed.

The influence of PP.3 inlet concentration on t' !nP system was similar to that of

AsC73 in the GaAs system with the following differences. When liquid 1nhPj_. was used

. ... ~~~~~~~~~~~....-...--...,........... ........ . ................. . ,. ,-,.
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as the Group III source material the condensed ph.ise silicon act'ty was always 20%

. to 50' less Ihan that of the corresponding GaAs :ytem. This was due to fnC 3 being a

less important specie in the InP system than C,E13 was in the Ge.As system, which

allowed more chlorine to react with the silicon vapor species. When solid InP was used

as the Group III source material the silicon activity in the InP system was greater than

that of the corresponding GaAs system due to the large amount of InCl formed.

Replacing the hydrogen carrier gas with a.n inert gas was also investigated in the

InP system and the results followed the same trends as did the analogous GaAs system.

The differences between the systems were consistent with the previous discussions, i.e.

the condensed phase silicon activity for the InP system using solid InP for a source

was larger than the GaAs system and the liquid source InP system showed a slightly

reduced silicon activity in the deposition zone relative to the GaAs system.

Additions of CI, 1.O, and PC/3 to the mixing zone of the InP system were also stu-

died. The trends observed were the same as those in the GaAs system.

6.5 The InP Hydride System

The results of a parametric analysis of the InP chloride system were similar to

those of the GaAs hydride system discussed previously. The condensed phase silicon

-J activity in the InP system was found to be consistently less than that in the GaAs sys-

tem under all analogous conditions. At very low inlet ECI concentrations (- 0.1%) the

silicon activities were nearly the same while at large inlet HCI concentrations (- 10%)

* the InP system exhibited silicon activities which were half the value of those in the

" GaAs system. This was primarily due to the smaller (more negative) Gibbs energy of

formation of GaCI (-41.5 kcal/rnol - at 973K) which caused a greater production of

GaCI via reaction 6.1.12 than InCI in the analogous reaction where In is the Group III

specie. The differences in the Gibbs energies of formation at 973K for Ga(l) and In(l)

were not significant. Thus, more ECI was availab>, in the lnP system to form chlorine

rich silicon vapor species via reaction 6.1.1 which in turn lowered the condensed

.4

=- *%.v -%V V ' *. .... ° . .
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phase silicon activity relative to the GaAs system.

Figures 6.23 and 6.24 show the effect of temperature on the deposition zone of the

InP system. As observed in the chloride systems, the saturation ratio for InP was

much smaller than that for GaAs. The hydride system showed that, for the source

zone conditions shown in the figures, the I:-P system did not become supersaturated

until the temperature was below 860K. Alternati~ely, supersaturation at 873K can be

achieved by increasing the system pressure from 100 kPa to 200 kPa or by increasing

the PHa and FCI inlet compositions. These results are in contrast to those observed in

the InP chloride system and both GaAs systems which displayed supersaturated condi-

tions in the deposition zone under all situations studied.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

" " Parametric analyses of the chemical reaction thermodvriani ,_- pertaining to the

chermical vapec deposition of GaAs and InP in the chloride end hydride systems have

revealed some of the dissimilarities between these systems. Within the chloride sys-

tern the condensed phase silicon activity resulting from the use of solid lll-V material

as the Group Ill source was shown to be much smaller than that obtained when a liquid

Group Ill source was used. This difference was more pronounced for the GaAs system

than it was for the InP system. The silicon activity for the InP system using a liquid

source was slightly less than that of the analogous GaAs system while the GaAs system

using the solid source exhibited a much smaller silicon activity than did 'he InP sys-

tem using a solid source. Small additions of CI, H20 or VC13 to the mixing zones of

these chloride systems were very effective in reducing the silicon activity. Replacing

the hydrogen carrier gas with an inert gas was found to be an effective method of

reducing the silicon activity only if greater than 98-C of the hydrogen was replaced.

The degree of supersaturation in the deposition zone was much larger for the GaAs

system than for the InP system. Also, the use of a liquid Group III s"urce material led

to greater supersaturations than the use of a solid III-V compound as the Group III

source.

The hydride system was found to be substantially less supersaturated than the

chloride system under typical operating conditions and the condensed phase silicon

activity was ler: by approximately one order of magnitude for the hydride system

when compared to the chloride system. Replarement. of the hydrogen carrier gas with

an inert was not as effective a method of reducirg the silicon activity in the hydride

system as it was in the ch!oride system due to ,h.- P,,, liberated frum the decomposi-

tion of PCI arid "113. T'he conden.d phae silicor ictivity was found to decrease with

increasing pressure in the deposition zone~s whilc r:'axima in th- sIicon activity were

found in the source and mixing zones at approximately 4 kPA pressure for systems

using liquid sour-e materials. ln re ,ic, Vu' ,, .re' ." f t.kid to strongly
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increase the siti -or ac L - in tbc s u' :,A *< i , .fluence of inlet

*" " composition on silicon artivity a not is tror a. hit of .- , -:-rature, pressure,

replacement of H2 by inerts or t he otdfiti, " sp ... in'.. ' the source zone.

Reduced silicon activities occurred as tohe inlet ,:<poition of _!,,)rine containing

species was increased.

In generaL it was found that shifting the va- phase silicon species from those

which are hydrogen rich to chlorine rich specih r i rkedly r ed the condensed

phase silicon activity. This effect was so pronou" ed that even i: systems where the

* total amount of silicon in the vapor phase as c'-. arinated species ;-as much greater

than that of hydrogen rich species in other sV-'en-m, the condensed phase silicon

activity was still sharply reduced.

ft ,JIM
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Appendix A

MCMPEC.RAND: A Computer Code for Calculating Chemical

Equilibrium Using a Nonstoichiometric Algorithm

A.l Introduction

The calculation of chemical equilibrium using a nonstoichiometric

algorithm (the Rand algorithm) is based on the work of Clasen [1]. A

nonstoichiometric algorithm adjusts the amount of each specie present in

the system without referring to a specific set of chemical reaction

equations. The overall system mass is conserved by constraining the

amount of each element present to a constant value. Equilibrium is

attained when the free energy of the system is minimized. A developement

of the Rand algorithm, extended to include a solution phase and pure

condensed phases in addition to a vapor phase, is presented in section

A.5. Since CVD systems are operated at constant pressure the Gibbs Free

Energy was chosen as the appropriate free energy function.

The algorithm consists of a set of linearized finite difference

equations which are formed from the overall system free energy function

and the elemental abundance constraints. These equations are solved to

predict changes in the amount of each specie which will yield a decrease

in the overall system free energy. The vapor phase is assumed to be

ideal although activity coefficients (which are set to unity) are included

in the equations. The solution phase includes options for ideal behavior,

a binary system simple solution theory model or inclusion of a Henry's

Law constant. An inert specie in the vapor phase is also available as

an option.
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The use of linear algebra techniques to solve the system of linear

equations results in three complications. First, a vapor phase must

always be present in order to prevent the coefficient matrix from becoming

singular. Therefore, systems consisting of only pure condensed phases

and a solution phase cannot be solved using this algorithm. Second,

pure condensed phases which have compositions that vanish must be removed

from the calculation in order to prevent the coefficient matrix from

becoming singular. This results in the addition of some rather intricate

logic and a considerable amount of "book keeping" in order to remove the

phase, shift the equation order and then perform tests to determine

whether the phase needs to be reinserted later in the calculation. Finally,

a considerable amount of computer storage is required (about 111 k-bytes

on an IBM 370 for 50 species) in order to execute the code.

The code includes options to allow temperature, pressure and inlet

composition loops in order to generate the data required for parametric

analyses.

Currently there is evidence which suggests that the liquid solution

in the source zone of the CVD halide system is at steady state [2].

Therefore, an option has been included to model this situation in the

Ga/As and In/P systems. Several data output options and debugging aids

have also been included. The reader is referred to subsection A.2.2 for

a discussion of these options.

The structure of the main program along with data input and output

are discussed in section A.2. A description of the major variables used

in the code is presented in section A.3 and each subroutine is discussed

separately in Section A.4. As was previously mentioned, the theoretical

development of this extended version of the Rand algorithm is presented

in section A.5 and an example calculation is located in section A.6.

4
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A.2 The Main Program

A flowsheet for MCMPEC.RAND is shown in Figure Al. The primary

functions of the main program are to set array dimensions, provide a

framework for calling the subroutines and to take care of data input and

output. Thus the actual looping parameters for the temperature, pressure

and composition options are located in the main program as are the loop

and convergence test for determining the equilibrium compositions. All

of the data input and output are performed in the main program. Subroutines

DEBUG and PRINTAB write out information useful for debugging purposes

• -" and execution diagnostics pertaining to the various subroutines are

written out directly from the appropriate subroutine. Also, subroutine

WRAPUP writes out a concise wrapup file when the option is active.

A listing of the main program is located in subsection A.2.6.

A.2.1 Array Dimensions, Expandability

and Initialization

The arrays used in MCMPEC.RAND are dimensioned in lines 5 through

17. Currently these arrays are dimensioned to accommodate systems

containing up to 50 different species comprised of a maximum of 13

different elements. The variables IDIM1, IDIM2 and IDIM3, which are

initialized in lines 36, 37 and 38, are used to set the array dimensions

in the subroutines. Therefore, the code can ba expanded to accommodate

larger systems simply by changing the array dimensions and the values of

IDIMI and IDIM2 in the main program. The double precision arrays ALEQ,

.o . . . . .. . . . .
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Figure Al

Main Program Flowsheet for MCMPEC.RAND

Dimension arrays and set limits for the maximum number
of species and elements present in the system.

* - - - _ ___- + . .. T . . . . -
Suppress printing of overflow, underflow, divide by zero

and exponential argument error messages.
_(Subroutine ERRSET)

Read: 1) Number of elements, species,
Temperature and Pressure

2) Thermophysical data for the vapor,
solution and pure condensed phase
species

5) Maximum number of iterations allowed
and computational options.

Read initial compositions in the vapor, solution and pure
condensed phases

Write-out the input data if IWRAP<2 1

Calculate: The Standard State Chemical Potentials
(Subroutine STSTCP)

ICalculate Source Zone

5>0 YES > Liquid Composition
(Subroutine STEADY)

NO0

Determine a set of linearly independent formation reactions1
and calculate the equilibrium constant for each reaction
from the Gibbs free energy change. (Subroutine IDPTEQ)

t1
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Write-out the standard state chemical potentials, equilibrium
• .composition estimate and elemental abundances if IWRAP> 2.

Determine the total moles of silicon species and the III/V
atom ratio in the vapor phase. (Subroutines TOTSI and RATIO)

Write out temperature, pressure
Update the and initial composition estimatet imto the wrapup file.

(Subroutine WcPUP)

Remove pure condensed phases which have less than one molecule-" present and have negative incremental Gibbs Free Energies.

(Subroutine ADD(tV)

Calculate the activity coefficients. (Subroutine ACTCOF)

Calculate the composition changes required to yield a better estinate
of the equilibrium composition. (Subroutine RAND).

Udate the compositions to reflect a etretmat of the equilibrium

cmposition.

i.: Restore pure condensed phases into the problem formulation which
were previously removed by subroutine ADDRMV. (Subroutine RESTOR).

iJ
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iteration NOConverged

Write out a
message to
indicate that
the solution
did not converge

Calculate the Gibbs Free Energy of the system with
the calculated composition. (Subroutine GIBBS).

Calculate the mole fraction and chemical potential
of each specie.

I Calculate the equilibrium constants for the formation
reactions using the calculated compositions. (Subroutine CALCQ).

Determine the total moles of silicon species and the III/V
atom ratio in the vapor phase. (Subroutine TOTSI and RATIO).

rWrite-out the results of the calculations if IWRAP< 2. I

~YES

I P Write-out results to the
?wrap-up file. (Subroutine WRAPUP).

YES emp.

YES

End
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BLEQ and WKA are dimensioned IDIMI + IDIM2 and therefore must be modified

accordingly. It is suggested that the element dimension IDIM2 not be

" increased beyond 13 as this will cause output line lengths in excess of

132 characters which will either be lost or difficult to read as a

result of printer "wrap around". There are no restrictions (other than

available computer memory) to the number of species which the code may

be expanded to accomodate.

Character strings used to build the output for the reaction formation

equations are initialized at lines 11 through 16. The vapor, solution

and condensed phase identifying character strings are also initialized

here.

The logical unit designators for the input file, printed output and

the wrap-up file are initialized at 5, 6 and 2 respectively in lines 33

through 36.

ILines 43 and 44 call the system subroutine ERRSET to supress the

printing of overflow, underflow, divide by zero and exponential argument

error messages. These errors occur commonly in the IMSL matrix routine

LEQTIF and since this routine internally tests for the number of signif-

icant figures in the results it is unnecessary to receive these system

warnings. The exponential argument error message occurs quite frequently

in the calculation of equilibrium constants from composition (subroutine

CALCQ). This is a result of species having very small concentrations

being included in the formation reactions. The equilibrium constants

are calculated for comparison purposes only and therefore do not effect

the calculated compositions. Discrepancies between the equilibrium

*q

f
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constants as calculated from composition and Gibbs Free Energy usually

result from exceeding the numerical range of the computer.

A.2.2 Data Input

Data input is accomplished in lines 45 through 146. A summary of

the input data set is shown in Table A.1 and a description of each input

variable is located in Table A.2.

The first input record consists of a data set title which may be up

to 80 characters in length. The second record consists of the number

of elements in the system, the number of species in the vapor (V>O),

solution and pure condensed phases, followed by the system temperature

S.i  and pressure. The last two pieces of information on this record are

the reference temperature and pressure for the enthalpies and entropies

of formation. The symbols for each element are on the third record. Two

characters are allowed for each element symbol.

The next 3V records contain information regarding the species

present in the vapor phase. The first record contains a 12 character

specie name and the enthalpy and entropy of formation at temperature TO

and pressure PO for this specie. Heat capacity correlation information

is contained on the second record and the number of atoms of each element

which are present in a single molecule of the specie are on the third

record. Records 3V + 1 to 3V + 3 contain this same information for an

inert specie in the vapor phase. The inert specie information must

always be present in the data set. When it is desired to perform a

calculation without the inert, its initial concentration is simply set

to zero. This same information must also be provided for each specie in

the solution phase and each pure condensed phase.

i" .'-
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Table A.l1
Input Data Set or MCMPEC.RAND

Record Commients Format

Title (...TITLE (20) 80 Character Title 20A4

E, V, S, C, T, P, To, P0  415, 4F10.0

ELMNT (1), ELMNT (2) .... ELMNT (E) Element Symbols 13 (lX, A2)

SPECIE (1,K), DMO(I), DSO(I) 13A4, 2E12.5

AO(I), Al(I), A2(1), A3(1), ICP(I) Each vapor phase specie 4E12.5, 12

A(I,1), A(1,2) .... A(I,E) 13(F5.0, IX)

Inert(K), DHOZ, DSQZ 3A4, 12E12.5

IDUi4Y j13(F5.0, IX)
SPECIE(I, K), DHO(I), DSO(I) ]3A4, 12E12.5

AO(I), Al(l), A2(I), A3(1), ICP(I) - Each solution phase specie 4E12.5, 12

A(I,1), A(I,2),...A(I,E) J13(F5.0, IX)

SPECIE(I,K), A2(1), A3(I), ICP(I) 3A4, 12E12.5

AO(I), A1(1), A2(I), A3(1), IC()Each pure condensed phase 4E12.5, 12

A(I,l), A(1,2) ... A(I,E) 13(Fb.0, lX)

IDEBUG, IOPT, ISS, IWRAP, MAXIT, WE'AX
CNVG, TINC, PINC 615, 3F10.0

TOTMV E12.5

FRAC(l), FRAC(2) .... FRAC(V), FRACZ 6E12.5

TOTMS E12.5

FRAC(V+1), FRAC(V+2) ... FRAC(V+S) 6EI2.5

IXSCOR, AXS, BXS 15, 2E]2.5

TOTMC(V+S+1) ... .TOTMC(V+S+C) 6EI2.5
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Table A.2

Description of Input Variables

Variable Description

TITLE (20) 80 Character data set title

E Number of elements (E s13)
V Number of vapor species excluding the inert
S Number of solution species
C Number of pure condensed phases
T System Temperature (K)
P System Pressure (Pa)
TO Reference Temperature for LH and LS formation
PO Reference Pressure for ZH and AS formation

- ELMNT (13) 2 character symbol for each element (right justified)

SPECIE (50, 3) 12 character symbol for each specie

A (50, 13) Elemental abundance matrix

. DHO (50) Enthalpy of formation (kcal/g-mole) for each
specie at Temperature TO and Pressure PO.

DSO (50) Entropy of formation (kcal/g-mole-K) for each
g specie at Temperature TO and Pressure PO.

AO (50) Heat capacity correlation parameter (kcal/g-mole-K
Al (50) Heat capacity correlation parameter (kcal/g-mole-K)
A2 (50) Heat capacity correlation parameter (see Table)
A3 (50) Heat capacity correlation parameter (see Table)
ICP (50) Heat capacity correlation parameter (see Table)

Heat Capacity Correlations

ICP (I) A2 (I A3 (I) Correlation

0 kcal-K/g-mole kcal/g-mole-K-Zn(k) AO+Al*T+A2/T2+A3*zn(T)

3 4 2 3
1 kcal/g-mole-K kcal/g-mole-K AO+AI*T+A2*T +A3*T 3

I
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INERT (3) 12 character name for inert vapor specie

DHOZ Inert specie enthalpy of formation

DSOZ Inert specie entropy of formation

AOZ 1
AIZ
A2Z Inert specie heat capacity correlation parameters
A3Z
ICPZ

, IDEBUG Debugging output parameter

IDEBUG FUNCTION

0 warning messages are printed when problems are
encountered in the IMSL subroutines

1 Prints IDEBUG = 0 option plus composition
changes and Gibbs Free Energy for each iteration.

2 Prints IDEBUG = I option plus matricies and
vectors ALEQ, BLEQ and X for each iteration.

IOPT Looping option parameter

IOPT FUNCTION

0 One pass through routine
I Temperature loop
2 Pressure loop
3 Composition loop

ISS Source zone steady state option parameter

ISS FUNCTION

0 Steady state option is inactive
I Ga/As liquid composition is at steady state

with GaAs solid
2 In/P liquid composition is at steady state

with InP solid.

1,
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IWRAP Data output option para.ieter

IWRAP FUCTION

0 Write-out input data, execution diagnostics
and results to printer

1 IWRAP=O function plus writes-out a concise
wrap-up file.

2 No printer output just a wrap-up file
3 Write a wrap-up to the printer

MAXIT maximum number of iterations allowed for the equilibrium
composition to converge

NMAX maximum number of loops allowed for the IOPT parameter

CNVG convergence criterion

TINC temperature increment for each loop if IOPT=l

PINC pressure increment for each loop if IOPT=2

TOTMV total moles in the vapor phase

TOTMS total moles in the solution phase

TOTMC (I) total moles in each pure condensed phase

FRAC (1) l<I<V mole fraction of specie i in vapor
V+l<I<V+s mole fraction of specie i in solution

FRACZ mole fraction of inert in vapor

IXSCOR activity coefficient correlation parameter for the
solution phase

IXSCOR Correlation

0 ideal solution
1 binary simple solution
2 Henry's Law

AXS, BXS activity coefficient correlation coefficients for the
solution phase

IXSCOR Correlation

0 i eal solution
1 G =(AXS + BXS * T) *Xl*X2
2 H AXS * EXP (BXS/T)

,,, 1i 1. 1- "- ' " " " "" ' """. " . ' . .
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* Following the data for each individual specie is a record describing

, the various options available and numerical methods information. Para-

meter IDEBUG should be set to zero for production type jobs but may be

" set to 1 or 2 to provide information which allows the calculations to be

examined in a step by step fashion.

Parameter IOPT allows the code to be looped in order to generate

temperature, pressure or composition parametric curves. NMAX sets che

number of loops to be carried out while TINC and PINC are the temperature

and pressure increments per loop. If a composition loop is desired a

new initial composition data set must be provided for each loop.

Parameter ISS is used to activate the steady state liquid source

option. If ISS is set to 1 the composition of a liquid containing Ga

and As in equilibrium with GaAs solid is calculated. This liquid is

S.-inserted as the last pure condensed phase in the system. Thus when the

value of C (number of pure condensed phases) is specified it must include

a steady state phase if ISS >0 otherwise the last pure condensed phase

in the system will be replaced with the steady state liquid. Setting

ISS = 2 will model a liquid of In and P in equilibrium with InP solid.

The parameter IWRAP is used to choose the amount of data output

desired. When IWRAP = 0 the input data is written out in tabulated form

along with a description of the options chosen, execution diagnostics,

equilibrium compositions, reaction formation equations and a comparison

between the equilibrium constants for these equations as calculated from

the free energy changes and the compositions. With IWRAP = 1 a concise

wrap-up file is written to logical unit designator IFILE (IFILE = 2)
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in addition to the IWRAP : 0 option. These two output options are quite

useful when one is becoming acquainted with the code as they provide an

echo of the input data set and a verification of the results. Options

IWRAP = 2 and IWRAP = 3 provide only wrapup file output to IFILE and

IWRT respectively.

MAXIT sets the maximum number of iterations to be performed for

calculating the equilibrium compositions. Typically MAXIT is set to

1000.

The equilibrium compositions are considered converged when, after

two successive iterations, the largest fractional change in any signif-

icant specie concentration is less than CNVG. A significant specie is

one which is present in a concentration of 1.10 - 50 moles or greater. A
-4

typical value for CNVG is 10

The inlet compositions for the vapor, solution and pure condensed

phases are next in the input data set. The total moles in the vapor are

on one record and the following records contain the mole fractions of

each component in the vapor, the last value being the mole fraction of

the inert. The solution phase inlet compositions are done the same way

except that there is no inert. Following the solution phase mole fractions

is a record which determines the activity coefficient model to be used

in the solution phase. For IXSCOR = 0 the solution is considered to be

ideal. Setting IXSCOR = 1 yields a binary simple solution model for

the excess Gibbs Free Energy. A Henry's Law constant for the first

component in the solution phase is activated by setting IXSCOR = 2. The

parameters AXS and BXS are used in the activity coefficient models as

shown in Table A.2.

The final records of the input data set contain the number of moles

in each pure condensed phase.
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A.2.3. Preparation for the Iterative solution

The limits for the temperature, pressure and cor position loops are

set in lines 126 through 129. The composition loop (IOPT = 3) starts at

line 130.

The input specie order is saved so that the results may be output

in this order. This step is necessary since pure condensed phases may

be removed and reinstated during the calculational procedure and it is

convenient to compare the equilibrium results to the input concentrations

in the original sequence.

The specie names along with their associated enthapy of formation,

entropy of formation and heat capacity correlation data are then written

to IWRT if IWRAP <2. Also, the temperature and pressure of the reference

state, maximum number of iterations, convergence criterion and the

*debug, steady-state and solution phase excess free energy correlation

options are identified.

The temperature and pressure loops (IOPT = 1 or IOPT = 2) start at

line 205. Subroutine STSTCP is called to calculate the standard state

chemical potential of each specie. Subroutine ESTMTE is then called to

provide an estimate to the equilibrium composition during the first pass

through the temperature/pressure loop. Succeeding passes through this

loop utilize the equilibrium composition of the preceding pass as an

estimate of the current equilibrium composition when ISS = 0.

If the steady state option is activated (ISS> 0) subroutine STEADY

inserts as the last pure condensed phase a liquid phase composed of

group III and V elements which has a composition determined by the

liquidus line of the III-V system at the specified temperature. The

total moles of each element present are then calculated based on the

initial estimate of the equilibrium composition.
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" Subroutine IDPTEQ calculates a set of independent reaction formation

- equations and the equilibrium constants for each of these equations

based on the Gibbs Free Energy change associated with each reaction. This

result is later compared with equilibrium constants calculated using the

"converged" equilibrium compositions to assure that convergence has been

attained.

The initial composition estimate, standard chemical potential and

elemental abundance vector for each specie along with the amount of each

element present in the system are written out if IWRAP<2. This occurs

in lines 244 through 287. Headings for a page containing execution

"". diagnostics are set up in lines 289 through 293 and the standard state

- .chemical potentials are divided by R and T in accord with thr. derivation

in section A.5.

During the first pass through the temperature or pressure loop the

total moles of silicon compounds and the group III to group V atom ratio

in the vapor phase are calculated in subroutine TOTSI and RATIO. The

specie initial concentration along with the total silicon and III-V atom

ratio in the vapor are then written to a wrap-up file if IWRAP> 0.

A.2.4 Iterative Solution for Equilibrium Composition

The iteration scheme for determining equilibrium compositions is

located in lines 313 through 362. Before entering the loop RELMAX and

IACFF are initialized to prevent calculation of activity coefficients

during the first iteration. If a nonideal solution option is chosen

activity coefficients are calculated only after RELMAX has reached a

value of less than 0.1. This greatly reduces the chance that the

numerical solution will diverge.
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At the top of the loop subroutine ADCRMV is called to remove pure

condensed phases from the calculation which have compositions of less

• . thn-25
than 1.65xi0 g-moles. ADDRMV then reinserts one molecule of the pure

condensed phase which has the smallest negative incremental Gibbs Free

Energy of those which have been removed. Subroutine ACTCOF is called to

calculate activity coefficients for each of the species followed by RAND

which calculates the change in composition for each specie which will

yield a closer approximation to the system equilibrium composition.

A convergence forcer is calculated in subroutine CNVFRC. The

purpose of the convergence forcer is to assure that negative compo-

sitions do not occur and, if IALG = 1, to provide a correction to the

predicted composition changes which will help eliminate numerical

instabilities. Lines 338 through 341 apply the convergence forcer to

i- undate the current estimate of the equilibrium composition. The minimum

o composition any specie in the vapor or solution phases may attain is set

to 10-50 g-moles in line 340.

Subroutine RESTOR is called to replace any pure condensed phases

which were removed by ADDRMV back into the problem in the original

sequence. Subroutines GIBBS and DEBUG provide diagnostic information if

., IDEBUG >1.

Lines 352 through 360 test for convergence of the solution. The

maximum fractional change of all species with compositions greater than

"0- g-moles over two successive iterations is compared with CNVG. The

solution is considered converged if the largest fractional change is

less than CNVG.

'
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The iteration process will also be terminated if the maximum number

of iterations, MAXIT, is exceeded or if ISTOP = 1. The parameter ISTOP

is set to unity if the coefficient matrix in subroutine RAND is found to

be algorithmically singular which prohibits the solution of the set of

linear equations. A message is printed in line 363 if the numerical

solution does not converge.

A.2.5 Output of Results

Following the loop for determining the equilibrium compositions

subroutine GIBBS is called to calculate the final system Gibbs Free

Energy. Lines 369 through 409 then determine mole fractions and chemical

potentials for each of the species. Subroutine CALCQ is called to

calculate equilibrium constants for the reaction formation equations

using the compositions determined by the RAND algorithm. Subroutines

TOTSI and RATIO then determine the total silicon concentrations and the

group III-V atom ratio in the vapor phase.

The results of the equilibrium calculations are written out in

lines 422 through 470 if IWRAP <2. A wrap-up file is written at line

472 if IWRAP >0. If a temperature, pressure or composition loop option

has been chosen (IOPT >O) the program jumps to the bottom of this loop

at line 553. Otherwise the set of independent formation reaction equations

are written out followed by a comparison of the equilibrium constants

for these reactions as calculated by the free energy change and the

equilibrium compositions.

.. . .
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A.2.6 Listing of The Main Program

1 C MCMPECeRAND *... MULTICOMPONENT MULTIPHASE EOUILTPRIUM CODE
2 C RAND ALGORITHUM
3 C
4 C
5 DOUBiL.E PRECISION ALEO(63.63).RLEO(63).D(1313)DPRM4F(13913).
6 CDINV(I3vI3)*WKA1(I33,wKA(63)
7 DIMENSION A(50.131 .AO(503.Al(501.A2(5O) ,A3(501.ACOEF(50) .8(1 31.

S 6 BCALC(50 ).CHMPT(50).COEFF( 6) ,DELN(501.DG(50)9
9 & DTST(503.OHOC5O1,DSO(50).FRAC(50).FRACIN(50o)GNU(9O9i3

10 & ICP(50). IOXBAS(50).INERT(31.O(50).STDCP(50).TOTMC(50)
11 INTEGER ISPCE(50.31.PHASE(5093).SPECIE(5093).STPING( 6.41.
12 & TITLE(20).VS.C.E.VPI .VPSeVPSPI .VSC.VSCEEPCP2.
13 & ELMNT(1230/13*0 0*VAPOR(3)/* V994APO'.'R 0I9
14 & SOLN(3)/1SOL**6UTI*990N */9COND(3)/*CON999OEN9*vSEO$,.
1is RPSPS/9) + @/9RPAS/6 '1C= '/.RPBL/0) @/.SSPS/' + 0

16 CBLNKS/ 99/9'
17 REAL N(50) pKEO(50)9NV9NS9LAMBDA

19 C A(t*J) : ELEMENTAL ABUNDANCE MATRIX
20 C. S(J) : TOTAL NUMBER OF GRAM-MOLES OF ELEMENT J
21 C DHOMI : ENTHALPY OF FORMATION OF SPECIES I
22 C DSO(I) : ENTROPY OF FORMATION OF SPECIES I
23 C STDCP(I) : STANDARD CHEMICAL POTENTIAL OF SPECIES I
24 C
25 C ******HEAT CAPACITY CORRELATIONS *****
26 C ICP(Il=0 :CP(I) = AO(I) 4 A1(I)*T + A2(1)/T**2 4 A3(I)*ALOG(T)

* 427 C ICP(X)1 : CP(I) = AO(I) + A1(I)*T + A2(1)*T**2 + A3(1)*T**3

29 C************************** ***4*
30 C *DOUBLE PRECISION IS USED IN THE MATRIX ROUTINE LEOTIF*

* ~~31 C************************.****s*

32 C
33 IRO=5
34 IWRT=6
35 IFILE=2

36 ID1MI=50
37 101M2=13
38 1D1M31 DIMI+ IDIt42
39 C
40 C SUPRESS PRINTING OF OVERFLOW, UNDERFLOW9 DIVIDE BY ZERO

*41 C AND EXPONENTIAL ARGUMENT ERROR MESSAGES
42 C
43 CALL ERRSET(2079O,-1*0.O.209)

*44 CALL ERRSET(252.O.-1.OO.253)
*45 C

46 C READ TITLE

47 C
48 READ(IRD95) (TITLE(KI.K=1920)

*49 5 FORMAT(20A4)
so OC
51 C NUMBER OF ELEMENTS* VAPOR SPECIES* SOLUTION SPECIES.
52 C CONDENSED PURE PHASES* SYSTEM TEMPERATURE (K) AND PRESSURE (PA)

.p 53 C
*54 READ(IRD#10l E.V.S.C.T.P@TO.PO
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*55 10 FORMAT(4I594F10.01
56 IF(V*E0.0) WRITE(1WRT*1I) V

~. 57 11 FORW4AT(*0'.50(0*'J/.lX.*PROBLE4 CANNO)T BE SOJLVED USING THlE 0,

583 &GRAND ALGORITHUM0./sIX9NUMBER OF VAPOR PHASE SPECtIFS 9.12.
59 C/.ZXqSO(9*I1)
60 IF(V.EQOI GO TO 3000

61 VPI=V*1
62 VPS=V+S
63 VPSP1=V+S,1

64 VSC=V+S+C
65 VSCE=V+S+C+E
66 EPCP2=E+C+2
67 I1F(S&EO00 EPCP2=E4C+1

*66 C
*69 C READ ELEMENTS

T0 C
71 REAO(IRD. 15) (ELMNT(J) 9J= I E)
72 15 FORMAT(13(lX*A23)

*73C,
74 C VAPOR SPECIES ItEORMATION
75 C
76 DO 110 1=19V
77 READ(IRD*201 (SPECIE(I.KI.K=1.3).0H0(I).DSO(I)
78 REAO( IRDo2I) AO( I.*Al( K)*A2( I)*A3( I),ICP(I)
79 READ( IRO o22) ( A(I1.J) 9J=1 9E)
so 20 FORMAT(:!A4*2El2*5)
81 21 FORMAT(4El2.5.12)

6~82 22 1FORMAT(13(1F5*091X))
* - 83 DO 110 J=1,3

84 PHASEIIJ)=VAPOR(J)

*85 110 CONTINUE

*86 C
*87 C INERT VAPOR SPECIE DATA

88 C
89 READ(IRD,20) (INERT(K)*K1,93)*OHOZv0SOZ
90 READ(KR0.21) AOZoAIZoA2Z9A3Z.ICPZ
91 REAO(IRD,22) IDUMMY

*92 C
93 C SOLUTION SPECIES INFORMATION
94 c
95 IF(S*EO.01 GO TO 125
96 DO 120 I=VP19VPS
97 READ(IRD920) (SPECIE(I.KJK=1.31.DHO(I).DSO(I)

96 READ(IRO.21) AO(I)9Al(I).A2(I)9A3(IbICP(I)
99 READ(IRD.221 (A(1.J3.J=1.El

100 DO 120 J=193
101 PHASE4IeJ1=SOLN(J5
102 120 CONTINUE
103 125 CONTINUE

*104 C
*105 C CONDENSED PHASE DATA
*106 C

107 1F(CeE0.0) GO TO 135
1 08 DO 130 I=VPSP1,VSC
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;""109 READ(IROo20) (SPECIE(I*tKlK=193loDH3I1loDSO([)

110 READ(IRD,211 AO(I)oA1(I).A2(I) A3(1)ICP(I)
III1 READ(lROo22) (A(IoJl9J=IE)

112 00 130 J=1*3

113 PHASE(I.J)=COND(J)

1 14 130 CONTINUE

* 115 135 CONTINUE

116 C
1 17 C MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. CONVERGENCE CRITERION AND OPTIONS

18 C
119 READ( IRO136) IDEBUGIOPTISS.IWRAPoMAXIToNMAXCNVGTINCPINC

120 136 FORMAT(6I5*3F10o0)

. 121 IF(IWRAPoEQ*3) IFILE=IWRT

122 C

123 C SET TiE LOOP LIMITS FOR THE TEMPERATURE. PRESSURE AND COMPOSITION

124 C LOOPS* THE COMPOSITION LOOP STARTS HERE

125 C
- 126 NCMP=I

127 NTP=I
' 128 IF(IOPToEQ.1 oORoIOPToEQo2) NTP=NMAX

129 IF(IOPT*EQ.3) NCMP=NMAX

130 DO 2000 ICMP=I.NCMP

* 131 C
132 C TOTAL NUMBER OF MOLES OF VAPOR AND MOLE FRACTIONS

133 C
134 READ(IRDO137) TOTMV
135 READ(IRD*137) (FRACIN(I).I=1V),FRCZIN

(P 136 137 FORMAT(6E12*5)

137 C
138 C TOTAL NUMBER OF MOLES OF SOLUTION SPECIES. MOLE FRACTIONS

139 C AND EXCESS FREE ENERGY CORRELATION PARAMETER.S,

140 C
. 141 IF(S9EQ.0) GO TO 139

142 READ(IRD9137) TOTMS

- 143 READ(IRD9137) (FRACIN(I)ol=VPIVPS)

144 READ(IRD,138) IXSCOR*AXS9BXS
145 138 FORMAT(15,2E12*51

146 139 CONTiNUE

147 C

148 C TOTAL NUMBER OF MOLES IN PURE CONDENSED PHASES

149 C
150 IF(CoE.0J GO TO 140

151 READ(IRDo1371 (TOTC(I)1I=VPSPIZVSCI

. 152 140 CONTINUE

t 153 C
154 C SAVE THE ORIGINAL SPECIE ORDER SO THAT THE PROBLEM CAN BE PLACED

155 C IN THIS ORDER IF ANY PURE CONDENSED PHASES ARE REMOVED OR SHIFTED

- 156 C
157 DO 165 I=IoVSC

- 158 DO 165 K=13

- 159 ISPCE(I.K)=SPECIE(I.K)

a 160 165 CONTINUE

- 161 IF(ICMPoGT*I.ORoIWRAP.EO,3) GO TO 187

162 C

qw-
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163 C WRITE-OUT SOME OF THE INPUT DATA

164 C
165 IPAGEIl
166 WRITE(IVRT,400) (TITLE(K1*K=I92O)vIPAGE
167 WRITE(LWRT,410) ToP

168 IF(IWRAP*GTol) GO TO 187
169 WR ITE( IWRT9170)
170 170 FORMAT(*0'./*1X*T55.'HEAT CAPACITY CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS'.
171 &/91X9TI6o9ENTHALPY OF*9T339'ENTROPY OF*9T58*'ICP=O: CP = AO'.

172 tf + A1*T + A2/T**2 + A3*LN(T)S./1XT7FORATONT339FORMATO
173 60IONo*T58.'!CP=1: CP = AO + A1*T + A2*T**2 + 4 T*'/I,4
174 &'SPECIE',oT20.ODHO .T379,DSO'.T54.'AO.iT73.'AIP T93.'A2'.,T113.
175 £.'A3'.T1229'ICP,/XT4SY'4BOLTl5"(KCAL/G-MOLEJ.oT30,
176 C.(KCAL/G-MOLE-K)..T47.'(KCAL/G-MOLE-KI'.T65.'(KCAL/G-MOLE-K**2)0
177
178 &/*0+4.12('-_ * )TI5.13(*-)oT30*15(l-o)9T47915(0-_ s

179 CT65.1l8(-*).T86el5(' _ *T106.15(' I.T1I22.3( '0))
IS0 DO 180 1=19VSC
let8 WRITE(IWRT,175) (SPECIE( IK).oK=-1.3).DHO(I).OS3(1).Al(I).AI(1).

182 & A2(I)9A3(1).ICP(I)
183 175 FORMAT(X3A4T7F93T33F96.T50.F9.69T68.E12 5.TS8.E12 .5.
164 CT108.E12*59T123*11)

165 IF(I*EQ.V) VRITE(IWRT. 175) (INERT(K3.K=1 3).DHOZDSOZ.AOZ.AIZ,
186 C A2Z*A3Z. ICPZ
187 180 CONTINUE
188 WRITE(IWRT.184) TO.PO,MAXITCNVG91OEBUG

189 184 FORMAT(O%0/990O.TIO,'THE ENTHALPY AND ENTROPY OF FORMATION go,

" 190 &@REFERENCE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE ARE:095X.'TO *o'F6.I.' K19

191 C.SX*9PO = *.F9*l.* PA9./9*0'.T359'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 1
192 f£'ALLJWEO = .15v/,*OT5,'CONVERGENCE CRITERION = *tE12*49

* 193 &,/.0'T4890OUTPUT PARAMETER IDESUG = 9912)
*194 IF(S*GT.I) WRITE(IWRT9185) IXSCORtAXSBXS

195 185 FORMAT(9O'.'EXCESS FREE ENERGY CORRELATION :**2X.'!XSCOR=

196 s. 1595X99AXS = '*.E1295X*@XS = 99E12.5)
197 IF(ISS.GToO) WRITE(IWRT9186) ISS

*198 186 _ORMAT(f'vqT249'!SS= 0*12.' THE I11-V LIQUID SOLUTION IS AT 6

199 OEOUILIBRIUM WITH THE Ill-v STOICHIOMETRIC Sr-i-D')
200 187 CONTINUE

*201 C
202 C CALCULATE THE STANDARD STATE CHEMICAL POTENTIALS

203 C AND AN INITIAL ESTIMATE OF THE EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION
*204 C
*205 DO 2000 ITP=1.TP
* 206 IF(IOPToEO.1.AKf).ITP*GT il T=T+TINC
*207 IF(I0PT*E~o2gANO.ITPoGT*1 '1--+PINC

208 CALL STSTCP(AO9A1.A2.A3.AO7,A1 Z.A2Z.A3Z.OHO.oSO.OHOZ.OSOZ.
209 &. STDCP.STOCPZ.ICP*iVCPZ.TO.T.IDIMl.V.S.')

210 IF(ITP*GT.1.ANDotSS.EO.,O) GO To. 195

211 DO 190 I=1.VPS

*212 FRAC(l)=FRACIN(I)
213 190 CONTINUE
214 FRACZ=FRCZ IN

*215 CALL ESTMTE(TOTMV.TOTMSTOTMC.FRAC.N.FRACZ.ZV.
216 C.IDIMI .V*SiCI
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*21? 195 CONTINUE

* 218 C
219 C SOURCE ZONE STEADY-STATE LIQUID COMPOSITION MODEL

220 C
221 IF(ISSeGT.01 CALL STEADVCSPECIE.ASTDCPELMNT.XIII.T.TO.V.S.C.
222 &. IOIMl,,IDIM2*ISSvIWRT
223 C
224 C CALCULATE THE TOTAL GRAM-MOLES OF EACH ELEMENT
225 C BASED ON THE INITIAL COMPOSITION ESTIMATES IN THE PHASES
226 C

227 DO 200 J=19E
228 SCALC(J)=0.
229 DO 200 1=19VSC

*230 BCALC(J)=A(I.J)*N(I)+BCALC(J)
231 B(J)=BCALC(J)
232 200 CONTINUE

233 C
234 C DETERMINE A SET OF INDEPENDENT REACTION EQUATIONS9
235 C THE GIBBS FREE ENERGY CHANGE FOR THESE REACTIONS

*236 C AND THE REACTION EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS
*237 C

238 RT=0*0019872*T
* 239 CALL IOPTEO(A.D.DPRME.DINV.STOCP.GNU.IDXBAS.KEQ.WKA1.DG,

*240 &. RT.IOIMIs101M29V9S9C9E9IWRrI
241 IF(IWRAP*GT*1) GO TO 476

242 XF(ITPoGT.1) GO TO 472
243 Cfl244 C WRITE-OUT THE INITIAL COMPOSITION ESTIMATES* STANDARD STATE
245 C CHEMICAL POTENTIALS AND THE ELEMENTAL ABUNDANCE MATRIX
246 C
247 IPAGE=IPAGE4-1
248 VRITE(IWRT.400) (TITLE(K)oK=1920)*IPAGE

*249 400 FORMAT(eI69/**0o*T38v8RAND ALGORITHUM FOR DETERMINING '.

250 & *EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITIONSe/. '0'T30,20A4.Tl20.

251 &1 'PAGE 0912)
252 WRITE(IWRT94101 TvP

253 410 FORMAT(0'.T43'TEMPERATURE = 89F6e.1. K995Xo,-ESSURE =9.725
254 C. PA")
255 WRITE(IWRT9420) (ELMNT(K)*K=1913)
256 420 FORMAT(*O"./9T48**INPUT DATA AND INITIAL COMPOSITION ESTIMATES',

*25? C/,0 .oT29,'INITIAL@*T439@STANDARD~v/,IX.T27.*COMPOSITION'.
*258 f, T43 0CHEMICAL* /9 1XoT4 90SPEC[(Ee T29s WEST [MATE T42.'*POTENT [ALI,

259 &.T72, *ELEMENTAL ABUNDANCE MATRIX9/v IX9T4,*SYMBOL *TI7* *PHASE'
260 CT8.(G-MOLES)%oT4O.*(KCAL/G-MOLF)%9T55913(A2.4X)./.4*.,
261 C12(.-).PT15.@9( _ *).T25.1l4( _ ).TAO.13(' '),T55,78( _ '))
262 DO 440 1=19VSC
263 WRITE(IWPT9430) (SPECIE(I,K).K=1.3)9(PHASE(I.K).K=I.3).N(U).
264 &. STOCP(11,(A(19J)oJ=I.E)
265 430 FORMAT(IX3A4T53A3T25E47T42F93.T55.13(F5.3.lX))
266 IF(I.eO.V) WRITE(IWRT.4301 (INERT(K)*K=193),

*267 F. (PHASE(I9K)9K=193),ZVST)CPZ
268 440 CONTINUE
269 IF(KSSeGTe0) WRITE(IWRT9445) XIII
270 445 FORMAT(4X*X=0F6.4)
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271 WRITE(IWRT.450)
272 450 FORMAT(*0o*/.*eo*T44.*TOTAL GRAM-MOLES OF EACH ELEMENT FROM IN'.

273 f, 'PUT OATA ./eIXT40,@AND AS CALCULATED FROM THE INITIAL49
274 &. 0 COMPOSITION ESFIMATES'./9*00.4(X,*IN0UT DATA'.3X*

*275 F, OCALCULATEO'95X))
*276 NPRT=E/4

277 t4CHK=NPRT*4
278 !F(NCHK*NE.E) NPRT=NPRT41
279 ISTRT=1
280 D0 470 K=1.NPRT

281 NENO=ISTRT+3
282 IF(NEN~oGT*E) NEND=E

*283 WRITE(IWRT*460) (ELMNT(JhB(J).PBCALC(J).J=STRTNE.O)
*284 450 FORMAT(IX.4(A2.IX.F12.5,IX9E12.5.4X))

285 ISTRT=NEND41
286 470 CONTINUE

*287 472 CONTINUE
*2'88 IPAGE=IPAGE+l
*289 WRITE(IWRT.400) (TITLE(K)*K=1.20).IPAGE

*290 WRITE(IWRT,410) ToP
*291 WRITE(IWRT9475)

292 475 FORMAT(D0'.T58**EXECUTION DIAGNOSTICS'/,+".1r589('_).IX,

* 293 C.1(1_*./'*
*294 476 CONTINUE

*295 C
296 C DIVIDE THE STANDARD STATE CHEMICAL POTENTIALS BY PT
297 C

gw% 298 DO 4e,) I=19VSC
299 STDCP( I )=STDCP( I I/RT
300 480 CONTINUE
301 STDCPZ=STDCPZ/RT
302 C
303 C CALCULATE THE TOTAL SILICON AND THE Ill/V RATIO [N THE VAPOR
304 C AND WRITE-OUT THE INITIAL RESULTS TO THE WRAPUP FILE
305 C

*306 IF(ITP.GTol) GO TO 485
307 CALL TOTS[(AELMNTFRACoN.SITOT.SIMF.IDIMl. 101M2.V.E)
308 CALL RATIO(A.ELP4NT.FRAC.RlIIV.ID!M1I.IDIM42,VE)
309 IF(INRAPoGT*0) CALL WRAPUP(TITLESPEC[E.!NEPT.NFRAC.ZV,FRACZ,

310 C.SITO T
0 SIMF3R[ IIVCNVG.CNVG.ISSX[II.

311 F, T*P*IDATA*IDIM 1ILE*V*VSC)
3112 485 CONTINUE

*313 C
314 C ITERATIVE SOLUTION FOR THE EOUIL19PIUM COMPOSIT IONS
315 C

4316 RELMAX=100.0
*317 IACFF0O
*318 DO 600 I=1,MAXIT

*319 ITER=I
320 C
321 C REMOVE uR ADD PURE CONDENSED PHASES INTO THE CALCULATION
322 C BASED ON THEIR INCREMENTAL GIBBS FREE ENERGIES
323 C

- * 324 CALL AODRMV(A.N.DGTSTSTDCP.BLE0.SPECIE.DELN.VOSP1.VSC,C~
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325 C.EPCP2* IOUTIDIMlD0M2*101M3)
326 CALL ACTCOF(NACOEF.ZACTIDI41.IKSCOR.AXS.RIXS,T.V.S.C.IACFF.
327 P ELMAX)
328 CALL RAND(A,3.BCALC.N.DELMSTO*ALFO.BLE09WKA.ACOEF,
329 C.ZACT.V.oS.CEVSCEPCP2. IDTI'4 .DIM2,101M3, ITERPO.P.ZV.
330 £ISTOPvIWRT*IfOEBUG.IWRAP)

-331 C
*332 C CALCULATE THE CONVERGENCE FORCER

-333 C AND THE NEW ESTIMATE TO THE EQUILIRRIUM COMPOSITION
334 C

*335 IALG=1
336 CALL CNVFRC(STDCP.NOELN.ACOEF.V.SCIOIMI.IALG.ZV*
337 &. PPO*RTgLAMBDA*ITEROIWRT)
338 DO 510 II=1*VSC

*339 N(II)=N(II)4LAMBOA*DELN(II)
340 IF( II LT cVPS .AND.N CII) LE I * E-50) NC I I .*OE-50

*341 510 CONTINUE
342 C

*343 C RESTORE THE CONSTANTS AND ARRAYS TO THE ORIGINAL PROBLEM FORMULATION
*344 C (THIS UNDOES THE SHIFTING DONE IN SUBROUTINE ADDRMV)
*345 C

346 CALL RESTOR(A.SPECIE.ISPCESTDCP.N.DELN.IDIM1.IDIM2.VSC.
347 &. EPCP2*CvVPSPI*EsIOUT)

*348 IF(IDEBUG&GE.1) CALL GIBBS(N.STDCP.STDCPZACOEF.ZACTZV.T.P,DO.
349 6. IDIMIV*SoC*GFE)
350 IF(IDESUG*GE*1J CALL DEBJG(N.OELNDGTST.VSC.IDtIMITERLA460A9
351 C.GFE*RELMAXv IWRT)

S352 C
353 C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITIONS

*354 C
355 RELMAX=0.

356 DO 52'0 1I=1,VSC
357 IF(N(IIJ.GT*0.0) RELERR=DELN(III/N(III
358 IF(ABS(RELERR).GT.RELMAX.AND.N(11).GT.1.OE-50)

359 C.RELMAX=ABSCPELERR)
360 520 CONTINUE

361 IFIRELMAX.LT.CNVG.OR.ISTOP.EQ.1) GO TO 610
*362 600 CONTINUE
-363 IFCIWRAPeLT.3) WRITE(IWRT,605) MAXIT

364 605 FORMAT(0'.'G***** AFTER 09159' ITERATIONS THE EQUILIBRIUM 99
365 64COMPOSITION DID NOT CONVERGE')
366 610 CONTINUE

- 367 CALL GIBBSCN.STDCP.STDCPZ.ACOEF.ZACT.ZV.T.PPO.IDIM1 .V.S.C.GFE)
368 C

*369 C CALCULATE NV, NS. MOLE FRACTIONS. AND THE CHEMICAL POTENTIALS
370 C
371 NV=ZV

*372 DO 800 1=19V
-373 NV=NV*N(I)

*374 800 CONTINUE
375 NS=00
376 IF(S*EO.0) GO TO 815

*377 DO 810 I=VPl.VPS
378 NS=NS+NtU)
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379 810 CONTINUE

380 815 CONTINUE
381 DO 820 I=1.V
382 CHMPT(1130*

383 FRAC( I)=N( I) /NV
384 ARG=ACOEF( I I*FRAC( I)
385 IF(ARGeLTot*OE-50) APG=1*OE-50

386 CHMPT(I)=RT*(STOCP(I)4ALOG(ARG))
387 820 CONTINUE
388 IF(SeEQO GO TO 835

*389 DO 830 I=VPIVPS

*390 CHMPT(I)=0.
*391 FRAC(I)=N(I)/NS

392 ARG=ACOEF(I)*FRAC(II

*393 IF(ARGeLTe1.OE-501 ARG=1.OE-50

394 CHMPT(I)=RT*LSTDCP(I)+ALOG(ARG))
395 830 CONTINUE
396 835 CONTINUE
397 IF(C*EQ*0) GO TO 845

398 DO 840 I=VPSP1.VSC
399 FRAC(I)=1.

400 IF(N(I)*LTo1.OE-501 FRAC(I)=0.0

401 CNMPT(I)=STOCP(I)*RT
402 840 CONTINUE
403 845 CONTINUE

404 FRACZ=ZV/NV
405 DZVO.0

406 CNMPT Z=0.
407 IF(FRACZ*LE.0*0) GO TO 850

408 CHMPTZ=(STDCPZALOG(ZACT*FRACZ) I*RT

409 850 CONTINUE
410 C

411 C CALCULATE THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS FROM COMPOSITION
412 C

*413 CALL CALCQ(GNU,N.ACOEF.FRAC9IOXBASO.
414 F. P*P~oV.S.C.E*IDIM1.101M2)

*415 C
416 C CALCULATE THE TOTAL SILICON AND THE Ill/V RATIO IN THE VAPOR
417 C

418 CALL TOTSI (A.ELMNT .FRACNSITOT.SIMF.IDIMI ,IDIM2.V.EP
419 CALL RATIO(AELMNT.FRAC.RiIIV.!DIM1.!DIM2.V.EI
420 IF(IWRAP*GT1I) GO TO 971

421 C
*422 C WRITE-OUT THE RESULTS

423 C
424 IPAGE=IPAGE+t
425 WRITE(IWRT*400) (TITLE(KI.K=1920),!PAGE
426 WRITE(IWRT*410) T.P
427 WRITE( [WRT99001 ITEReGFE#RELMAX#CNVG*LAMSOA
428 900 FORMAT('O'./.1XT45.SEOUILIBRIUM COMPOSITIONS AFTEP *,IS.

429 SO IrERATIONS**/ip90',T42*SYSTEM G199S FREE ENERGY -26E14*7io

430 SO (KCAL),9

431 S /900%'RELATIVE ERROR = lE12*595X**CONVERGENCE CRITERION = 0

432 C.E12*595X9'RELAXATION PARAMETER AT LAST ITERATION 69F12.59
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433 G /.'0'.T57,'ESTIMATED' .f,1X9T25,'Eau1LIRPUh4.,T3,'EaUlL8Ru4*

434 &. T56.'COMPOSITION'.T92,0CHEMICAL'.
ft.435 & /.1K.T4,'SPECIE.*T29.0MOLE.T39'COMPOSITION'.T56.
436 &. 'UNCERTAINTY'.T91.oP01ENTIAL'.T109.'ACTIVITY'.
437 F, /.IX.T4.'SYMBCL'T7.OPHASE'.T27.0FRACTIGON'T40.'(G-MOLFS)".
438 & T579S(G-MOLES3S.T9O.S(KCAL/G-MOLE)*.Tl07.eCO)EFFICIENTS.
439 & /.'4'.12V'-)T5.9('-6.T2512(..').T37.14('*),T54.
440 & 14(''PvT89.14('P.*T106.12('0))
441 0O 920 11,*VSC
442 WRITE(IWRT9910) (SPECIE(1.K).K=1.31.(PHASE(I.K).K=1.3),FRAC(I),
443 & NtI)*DELN(I)*CHMPT(I)oACOEF(I)

- 444 910 FORMAT(1X,3A4.Tl5,3A3,T24.E12.5,T379E14.7,T54,El4.7.T92,F9.3.
* 445 CTI06*EI2o5)
j 446 IF(IoE~oV) WR[TE(IWRT9910) (INERT(K),K=193).(PHiASE(I.K),K=I.3).

447 &. FRACZ. ZY.DZV, CHMPTZ .ZACT

448 920 CONTINUE
* 449 IF(1SSmGT*0) WRITE(IWRT*445) XIII

*450 WRITE(IWRT*930) SIMF
*451 930 FORMAT(9'0.T35**MOLE FRACTION OF SILICON SPECIES IN go
*452 &. $VAPOR PHASE = 09E12*5)

453 WRITE(IWRT.940) R1IIV

454 940 FORMAT0'.T50.'I1I/V RATIO IN THE VAPOR PHASE = goF9*41

* 455 WRITE(IWRT9950)
456 950 FORMATC'069/96099T44,*TOTAL, GRAM-MOLES OF EACH ELEMENT FROM IN'.
457 &C'PUT DATA9*/9lX*T42.'AND AS CALCULATED FROM THE EQUILIBRIUM'*

* 458 &. 0 COMPOSITIONSI*/**O**4(4X.'INPUT OATA*93X.

(,459 &. OCALCULATEO'.5X11
460 NPPT=E/4
461 NCHK=NPRT*4

* 462 IF(NCHK*NE*E) NPRT=NPRT+1
463 ISTRT=I

464 00 970 K=1.NPRT
465 NEND=ISTRT43

* 466 IF(NEND.GT*E) NEND=E
467 WRITECIWRT*960) (ELMNT(Jl.5(J).BCALC(J),J=ISTRr.NEND)
468 960 FORM4AT(1Y.p4(A2.1X.E12c5,1X.E12.5.4X))

*469 tSTRT=NENO+I
470 970 CONTINUE
471 971 CONTINUE
472 IF(INRAP*GT*01 CALL WRAPUP(TITLE.SPECIE.INERT.NFPAC.ZVFRACZ.
473 CSITOT.SIMF.RtIIV.RE-LMAX.CNVG.ISSXIII .T.PIOlATA.ID1IIF[LE9

* 474 C.V.VSC)
*475 IF(ITP.GTol.OR.ICMP.GT.1.OR.IWRAP.GT.1) GO TO 1900
*476 C

477 C WRITE-OUT THE INDEPENDENT EQUATIONS

478 C
479 IPAGE=IPAGE+1
480 WRITE(IWRT*4OO) (TtTLE(K),K=19201. IPAGE

*481 WRITE(IWRT94101 Top

482 VRITE(IWRT9980)
483 980 FORMAT(60*.T3890A SET OF INDEPENDENT REACTION EQUATIONS FOR *

484 &. @THIS SYSTEM IS AS FOLLOWS:**/9600)
485 00 1100 1=1,VSC
4866C
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487 C DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF BASIS SPECIES IN EACH FORMATION REACTION

*486 C
*489 NSPEC=O

490 DO 990 K=19E
*491 IF(IIEO.IOXBAS(K)1 GO TO 1100
*492 IF(ABS(GNU(I9K))*LTe1.OE-6) GO TO 990

493 NSPEC=NSPEC*1

494 990 CONTINUE
*495 C

496 C FILL THE CHARACTER ARRAY "STRINGw WITH THE FORMATION REACTION SPECK

*497 C
498 NLOOPZ1

*499 IF(NSPEC*GT@4) NLOOP--FLOAT(NSPEC)/4o0+0.9
500 DO 1000 K=193
501 STRING(19K)=SPECIE(I*K)
502 1000 CONTINUE

503 SrRING(I.43=RPAS
*504 COEFF(1)=1.0

505 1ST1l
506 ICNT=0
507 DO 1060 ILOOP=1.,NLOOP
508 NCNT=NSPEC-ICNT+l

509 IF(NCNT*GTo5) NCNT=5
510 DO 1020 IDX=29NCNT
511 ICNT=ICNT*1
512 DO 1015 IBASE=IST*E
513 IF(ABS(GNU1II.BASE))*LT*1.OE-6) GO TO 1015

* 14 IDXB=IDXBAS( IBASE)
515 DO 1010 K=193

516 STRING(IDX*K)=SPECIE(IDXB.K)

*517 1010 CONTINUE
*518 COEFF(IOX)=GN0(I9IBASE)
*519 STRING(IDX.4)=RPSPS

520 GO TO 1018
521 1015 CONTINUE
522 1018 IST=KBASE*1
523 1020 CONTINUE

*524 STRINGCNCNT*4)=RPBL
525 IF(ILOOP.EQe1) WRITECIWRT.1040)(LP*COEFF(tJK)q

526& (STRING(IJK.K),K=1.4).IJK=1.NCNTI

527 1040 FORMAT('0*.A1.F5.2.4A4.4(A1,E10.3,4A1))
* 528 KF(ILOOP.GT*1) WRITE(IWRT. 1050) SSPS,(LPeCOFF(IJK)o

529 &(STRING( IJK ,K) ,K=1 4), JK=2.oNCNT)
-530 1050 FORMATI1X.T20.A4,4(AI.E1Oo3.4A4)I

531 1060 CONTINUE
532 1100 CONTINUE
533 C
534 C WRITE-OUT A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS

535 C AS CALCULATED BY THE GIBBS FREE ENERGY CHANGE AND BY COMPOSITION
536 C

537 IPAGE=IPAGE+l
538 WRITE(KWRI'9400) (TITLE(K)*K=1920). IPAGF

539 WRITE(IWRT.410) TeP
-*540 WRITE( IWRT*1110)
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-541 1110 FORMAT('O./,1X.T40.'EOUTLIRRIUM CONSTANTS FOR THE INDEPENDENT**

*542 &1 REACTIONS69/9*0'T2099GIBBS FREE FNE-4GY CHANGE4.T47o

543 &@EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT*sT739*EQUILItRRUM CONSTANT4./s1K.

544 &GREACTION PRODUCT' .T25.'(KCAL/G-MOLF)j.T46@F4O# G199S FREE 0.,

545 &OENERGYI*T7090FROM PREDICTED COMPOSITIN%/.'.1,6('_0.T2O,

546 &24('J.)T46,22(.'g).T70.26V *))
547 0O 1200 I1.VSC

-548 WRITE(IWRT,1120) (SPECIE(1.K).K=-1.3),DG(I).KEO(I).O(fl
549 1120 FORMAT(IX.3A4.T28.V8.3.TSI .E12.5,T77.E12.5)
550 1200 CONTINUE

551 IF(ISS*GTe0) VRITE(IWRT,445) X1I

552 1900 IF(ISTOPoEO.1) GO TO 3000
653 2000 CONTINUE

*554 3000 STOP
555 END
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A.3 A Description of the Major Variables in MCMPE.RAND

Variables which are used in the IMSL subroutines LVNVIF, LEQT1F,

LUDATFand LUELMF are not included in this list. FORTRAN default typing

applies unless otherwise specified.

Variable Description Units

A (I,J) elemental abundance matrix atoms of element j
molecule of specie i

ACOEF (I) activity coefficient of specie i -

ALEQ (I, J) matrix containing coefficients in variable
the RAND algorithm

AMAX maximum value the convergence
forcer may attain

AMIN minimum value the convergence
forcer may attain

AXS activity coefficient correla- variable
tion parameter

AO (I) heat capacity correlation kcal/g-mole-K
parameter

Al (I) heat capacity correlation kcal/g-mole-K 2

parameter

A2 (I) heat capacity correlation variable
parameter

A3 (I) heat capacity correlation variable
parameter

AOZ inert specie heat capacity kcal/g-mole-K
correlation parameter

AlZ inert specie heat capacity kcal/g-mole-K 2

correlation parameter

A2Z inert specie heat capacity variable
correlation parameter

A3Z inert specie heat capacity variable
correlation parameter

.._
' o.
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Variable Description Units

B (J) moles of element J specified in the g-moles
system

BCALC (J) moles of element J as calculated g-moles
by algorithm

BK (J) same as BCALC (J) g-moles

BLEQ (I) vector containing the right-hand- variable
side of the RAND algorithm

BXS activity coefficient correlation variable
parameter

C number of pure corJensed phases

(integer)

CHMPT (I) chemical potential of specie i kcal/g-mole

CHMPTZ chemical potential of the inert kcal/g-mole

CNVG composition convergence criterion

COND (3) vector containing the character
string 'CONDENSED'

D (I, J) matrix of basis species atoms of j

molecule of i

DELH total enthalpy change kcal/g-mole

DELN (I) change in rrles of specie i g-mole

DELS total entropy chanqe kcal/g-mole-K

DG (1) Gibbs Free Energy change of kcal/g-mole
reaction i

DGDL change in system Gibbs Free Energy kcal/g-mole
with respect to the convergence
forcer
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Variable Description Units

DGTST (I) incremental change in Gibbs free <cal/g-mole

energy for specie i

DHO (I) enthalpy of formation of specie i kcal/g-mole

DHOZ enthalpy of formation of the inert kcal/g-mole
specie

DINV (I, J) inverse of matrix D

DPRME (I, J) Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of
matrix D

DSO (I) entropy of formation of specie i kcal/g-mole-K

DSOZ entropy of formation of the inert kcal/g-mole-K
specie

E number of elements in the system -

(integer)

ELIII (K) vector containing character string -

of group III elements

ELMNT (J) vector containing character strings -

of the elements present in the system

ELV (K) vector containing character strings -

of group V element

EPCP2 E + C + 2 (integer)

EP3 E + 3 (integer)

EP3PC E + 3 + C (integer)

FRAC :I) mole fraction of specie i in its

phase

FRACZ mole fraction of inert in the vapor
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Variable Description Units

GNU (I, J) formation reaction coefficient matrix g-mole

GFE Gibbs Free Energy of the system kcal/g-mole

GSTAR GFE divided by RT

IACFF activity coefficient switch

IALG convergence forcer algorithm switch -

ICMP index for the composition loop -

ICP (I) heat capacity correlation parameter -

IDATA switch used with the wrap-up file

IDGT number of significant figures in -
0each matrix element

IDIMI maximum number of species allowed -
in system

IDIM2 maximum number of elements allowed -
in system

IDM3 IDIMl + IDIM2

IDEBUG option to aid in trouble-shooting -

IDXBAS (J) vector containing the index of each -

basis specie

IFILE logical unit designator of the wrap- -

up file

INERT (3) vector containing the inert specie -
name
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Variable Description Units

IOPT parameter to allow various compu- -

tational options

IOUT number of pure condensed phases -

removed by subroutine ADDRMV

IRD logical unit designator for data -

input

ISPCE (I, J) array containing the original specie -

order

ISS steady state option parameter

ISTOP switch which halts the computation -

if problems develope

ITER current iteration number in the -

equilibrium calculation

ITP index for the temperature and
pressure loop

ITST parameter which indicates linear -

dependence in the basis specie matrix

IWRAP switch used with the wrap-up file -

IWRT logical unit designator for data output -

IXSCOR parameter which chooses the solution -

phase activity coefficient model

KEQ (I) equilibrium constant for formation
reaction i as calculated from the
Gibbs Free Energy change (real)

LAMBDA convergence forcer (real)

MAXIT maximum number of iterations to be
used

N (I) moles of specie i (real) g-moles

NMAX total number of loops to be made in -

the composition or temperature and
pressure loops

-
•
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Variable Description Units

NS total moles in solution (real) g-moles

NSPEC number of species in the formation -
reaction

NV total moles in the vapor (real) g-moles

P system pressure Pa

PHASE (I, 3) matrix containing a character string -
to denote the phase of each specie

PINC pressure increment for each loop Pa

PO formation data reference pressure Pa

Q (I) equilibrium constant for formation
reaction i as calculated from com-
position

RELERR fractional change in composition
resulting from one iteration

RELMAX maximum fractional change in com-
position of all species resulting
from one iteration

RIIIV vapor phase III/V atomic ratio

RT product of the ideal gas constant kcal/g-mole
and the temperature

S total number of species in the
solution phase

SIMF mole fraction of silicon species in
the vapor

SITOT moles of silicon species in the g-moles
vapor

SOLN (3) vector containing the character
string 'SOLUTION'

-.... 
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Variable Description Units

SPECIE (I, 3) matrix of character strings contain-
ing the names of each specie

STDCP (I) standard chemical potential of kcal/g-mole
specie i

STDCPZ standard chemical potential of the kcal/g-mole
inert

SUMIII total moles of group III atoms in g-mole
the vapor

SUMV total moles of group V atoms in g-mole
the vapor

T system temperature K

TITLE (K) vector containing an 80 character -

title

* TINC temperature increment for each loop K

TOTMC (I) total moles of pure condensed phase g-moles
i as input

TOTMOL total moles in a single phase g-moles

TOTMS total moles in the solution phase g-moles

TOTMV total moles in the vapor phase g-moles

TO formation data reference temper- K
ature

US coefficient for the solution species -

UV coefficient for the vapor species -

V total number of species in the vapor
(integer)

VAPOR (3) vector containing the character
string 'VAPOR'
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Variable Description Un its.

WKA work area for LEQT1F

WKAl work area for LINVIF

XIII group III specie fraction in the-
steady state liquid " pure" condensed
phase

ZV moles of inert in the system q-moles

ZACT activity coefficient of the inert-
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A.4 A Description of the Subroutines

The subroutine calling sequcnce is shown in Figure A2. All of the

subroutines in MCMPEC.RAND are discussed separately in the following

sections with the exception of subroutine ERRSET and the IMSL subroutines

LINVIF and LEQTIF. Subroutine ERRSET is a system subroutine which is

used to suppress printing of certain execution time error messages. This

subroutine may not be available at all computer installations and therefore

the two calls to ERRSET may have to be removed if this code is to be

implemented on other systems. The IMSL subroutines are briefly described

in section A.4.18.

A.4.1 STSTCP

A listing of subroutine STSTCP is shown in Figure A3. STSTCP calculates

the standard state chemical potentials for each specie in the system. The

reference state is the system temperature T, the formation pressure PO, and

pure component in the phase in which the specie is present.

The pure component Gibbs Free Energy (standard chemical potential) of

specie i at temperature To and pressure Po is:
0 0 0

i (T°, Po ) Hi = LHf - ToSf ()

For a system temperature T the standard chemical potential of

specie i is given by: T T

+Jci dT ifU4 (T, Po) = A H (TO) + C dT- T [ Sf (TO) + C dT ] (2).f j p TTo ToT

Two heat capacity correlations are available and are chosen by the

CT.7

4"'

Tw etcpctycreain reaalbeadar•hsnb h
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Figure A2

Subprogram Structure of MCMPEC.RAND

MAIN PROGRAM

ERRSET
Suppresses printing of arithmetic
overflow error messages.

STSTCP
Calculates standard chemical potentials.

ESTMTE

Calculates an initial estimate to the
oequilibrium compositions.

STEADY T
Inserts a steady state compositions i
liquid phase if ISS>O0.

• [ IDPTEQ

Determines a linearly independent set of
formation reaction equations.

-. TESTD
" ests for linear dependencies among
" ' [the basis species.

_ LINVIF
SInve rts the matrix of basis species.

'" Determines the total moles of silicon species

in the vapor phase.|
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RATIO
Determines the III/V atom ratio in the
vapor phase.

WRAPUP
Writes out temperature, pressure and
composition data when IWRAP>O.

ADDRMV
Removes pure condensed phases with small
compositions and negative incremental
Gibbs Free Energies.

ACTCOF
Calculates the species activity coefficients.

RAND
Estimates a correction to the current composition
which will yield a better approximation to the
equilibrium composition.

PRNTAB
Writes-out matricies ALEQ and BLEQ
when IDEBUG=2

LEQT1F
Solves the matrix problem. (IMSL Routine)

CNV FRC

Calculates the convergence forcer.

DGDLAM
Calculates the derivative of the
Gibbs Free Energy with respect to
the convergence forcer.

q'
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RESTOR

Restores pure condensed phases to the problem

which were removed by ADDRMV.

G IBBS
Calculates the system Gibbs Free Energy.

(executed when IDEBUG> 0).

DEBUG

Writes-out intermediate results during the

iteration process when IDEBUG> 0.

GIBBS

(always executed)

CALCQ

Calculates the formation reaction equilibrium

constants from composition.___

(executed if IWRA >O).

-End-_].
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Figure A3. Subroutine STSTCP

1 SUBROUTINE STSTCP AO#.A I A2.A3oA3Z A I ZeA2Z A 3Z9H0DS.DHZ # SZ9
- 2 CSTDCP.STDCPZ.ICP.ICPZ.TO.T.IflIMl.VS.C)

3 C
4 C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE STANDARD STATE CHEMICAL POTENTIALS

-5 C REFERENCE STATE: PURE COMPONENT (APPROPRIATE PHASE)
6 C AT TEMPERATURE To
7 C
a DIMENSION A0(V)'IM1).AIfIOIMl 1.A2I10IMI),A3(IDIM )OWfl41),

* 9 C SO(IDIMI).STDCPE'IDIMI)9ICP(IDIMI)

10 INTEGER VoSoC.VSC
11 VSC=V+S+C
12 OT=T-TO

S1.3 DT2=T**2-TO**2
*14 DT3=T**3-TO**3

*15 DT4=T**4-TO**4
16 DTM1=1.0/T-1.OfTO
17 DTM2=1.0/T/T-1.0/TO/TO

* 18 DLNT=ALOG(T)-ALOG(TO)

*19 DLNT2=ALOG(TJ$*2-ALOG(T0)**2
*20 OTLNT=T#ALOG(T)-TO*ALOG(TO)
*21 C

22 C CHEMICAL PCTENTIALS FOR THE VAPOR* SOLUTION AND CONDENSED PHASES
23 C

*24 00 100 1.VSC
25 DELH=AO(I)*TA(I)*DT2/2.-A2(IISDTMI+A3(1)s(DrTL4T-DT)

*26 DELS=AO()*DLNTA(I)*DT-A2(I)SOTM2/2.GA3(I)*DLNT2/2.
27 IF(I-PfI)*EQ.1I OELH=AO(I)*DT4+A1(I)*DT2/2e+A2(1)*DT3/3o

28 +A3( I )*DT4/4*
29 IF(ICP(I).oF.1.) DELS=AO(I)*DLNT*A1(l)*DT+A2(1)*DT2/2.

30 C A3(f )*DT3/3.
*31 STDCP(II=DHO(I)4OELH-T*(DSO(I)+DELS)

32 100 CONTINUE
33 C
34 C CHEMICAL POTENTIAL FJR THE INERT COMPONENT IN THE VAPOR PHASE

*35 C

36 DELH=AOZ*DTAIZ*O)T2/2.-A2Z*DT1,A3Z*(DTLNT-DT)

38 IF(ICPZ.EOell DELH=AOZ*DTA1Z*DT2/2.#-A2?*DT3/3.
39 &. 4A3Z*CDTA/4,

40 IF(ICPZ.eO.1) DELS=AOZ*DLMT+AIZ*DT*A2Z*OT2/2e
41 1. A3Z*DT3/3*

*42 STDCPZ=DHOZ+DELH-T(DSZ+DELS)
*43 RETURN

44 END
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parameter ICP. These correlations are:

ICP Heat Capacity Correlation

0 Cp (T) = ao  + aT + a2 T 2  + a3 kn (T) (3)1 Cp (T) = ao + aIT + a2 T2  + a(4)

a3 T3 (4

Obviously various other correlations (constant, linear, quadratic,

etc.) may be generated from these two functions by simply setting the

appropriate coefficients to zero.

Lines 12 through 20 calculate the necessary limit differentials

which result from performing the indicated integrations in Equation 2

using the heat capacity correlations in Equations 3 and 4. The integrals

are evaluated as DELH and DELS and the standard chemical potential for
each specie, STDCP(I)is then calculated.

17 A.4.2 ESTMTE

A listing of subroutine ESTMTE is provided in Figure A4. ESTMTE

simply calculates the number of moles of each specie from the specie

mole fraction and the total number of moles in the phase. ESTMTE is

provided as a subroutine to allow the inclusion of an algorithm which

will yield an estimate to the equilibrium composition and therefore reduce

the number of iterations required to obtain convergence. Currently the

..' inlet composition is used as this initial estimate.

- A.4.3 STEADY

Subroutine STEADY inserts a pure condensed phase into the system in

order to model a III-V liquid solution with a steady state composition.

The composition of this liquid is that which would exist at equilibrium
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FIGURE A4. Subroutine ESTMTE

1 SUBROUTINE ESTMTE(TOTMV.TOTMSTOTMCFRACNFRACZZV1DP41

2 VoSoC)

3 C

4 C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES AN INITIAL ESTIMATE

5 C TO THE SYSTEM EGUILIBRIUM COMPOSITIONS

6 C

7 DIMENSION TOTMC(IDIM119FRAC(IDIMI)

a INTEGER V*S.C*VS*VSIoVSC

9 REAL N(IOIMI)

10 VS=V+S
• it VSE=VS I

* 12 VSC=V S+C

- 13 TOTMOL=TOTMV

14 DO 50 1=1.VS

15 IF(I*GT*V) TOTMOL=TOTMS

16 N(I)=TOTMOL*FRAC(I)

17 50 CONTINUE

18 ZV=FRACZ*TOTMV
19 IF(CeEQ.O) RETURN

20 DO 60 I=VSIVSC

21 N(I)=TOTMC(I)

22 60 CONTINUE

23 RETURN

24 END

Vw
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*- with the stoichiometric Ill-V solid at the system temperature. This

subroutine is invoked when ISS> 0 , a Ga/As liquid phase being inserted

for ISS = 1 and an In/P liquid phase for ISS 2. This phase is inserted

as the last pure condensed phase in the system (specie V+S+C).

A solid liquid equilibrium model for a binary liquid with the mole

fraction of group V specie designated as X in obtained by writing the following

reactions.
(i-x)lll(s) (l-x)l l ) I(I)

xV (s) : x V () (2)

(l-x)III(z) + x V (z) = IIIlx Vx M (3)

(l-x)III(s) + x V (s) IIIlx V (4)

Reaction 4, which is the sum of the previous three reactions, represents the

formation of a liquid solution having a composition (l-X)III and x V.

The Gibbs Free Energies of reactions 1 and 2 are simply those due to

o melting at Tm corrected for the temperature, T, of the solution.

AG, = (l-x) IAS II (TIII - T) + AC II (T-TIII - T Zn TMII5m m P n T )(5

FV V- T V )76
AG2 =x AS (T- P m - T nT j (6)

LAS m m T+C - Ti1 )

where it has been assumed ttiat ACp, the difference between the liquid and solid

heat capacities, may be approximated as a constant.

The Gibbs Free Energy of reaction 3 is that due to the mixing of the

group III and V liquids. This free energy consists of an ideal free energy

of mixing (comprised of a configurational entropy term) and an excess Gibbs

Free Energy term due to nonidealities. Applying a simple solution theory

model for the excess Gibbs Free Energy yields [4]:

o ,
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AG3  = RT [ x Qn x + (l-x) in (l-x)] + (A + B T) x (l-x) (7)

The Gibbs Free Energy of the liquid solution represented by reaction

4 is therefore given by:

AG4  = AG1 + AG2  + AG3  (8)

Determination of the mole fraction of group V atoms in the melt, X,

is accomplished by solving the implicit equation developed by Veiland [10]

modified to include a simple solution rather than a regular solution model.

HIIV AI1IV 2
T A - A (2x - 2x2- 0.5)

Tm m xS (9)

AS - R in 4x(l-x) + B (2x-2x2 05)
m xs

The thermodynamic constants necessary for the evalution of equations

8 and 9 are listed in Table A.3. Figures A5 and A6 demonstrate how well

the theory predicts the liquidus temperature in the Ga/As and In/P systems.

Table A.3

Thermodynamic Data for the Ga/As and In/P Systems.

AS mT MAC PA xsB• Am Tm Ap Axs Bxs

(cal/-mole-k) LK (cal/g-mole-K) (cal/g-mole) (cal/g-mole-K)

Ga 4.411 302.9 -0.05 1
As 4.7 1090 1.0 4666 -8.741

GaAs 16.64 1511 0

In 1.815 429.8 -0.2

p 0.5011 313.3 0.47 32750 -23.95

InP 10.81 1332.2 0

.- -.
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A listing of subroutine STEADY is shown in Figure A7. Lines 16

and 17 define a statement function which corresponds to the right hand

side of Equation 9. Hollerith strings are assigned to the specie identifier

matrix in lines 19 through 21. The melting temperature, entropies and

excess Gibbs Free Energy correlation parameters for the Ga/As and In/P

systems are assigned in lines 29 through 54.

An "interval halving" root finding algorithm for solving the implicit

equatio:i is located at lines 57 through 80. The iteration is considered

to have converged when the two sides of the equation differ by less than

0.01%.

The standard state chemical potential of the liquid solution is

calculated in lines 86 through 91. Finally, the elemental abundance

matrix is assigned the appropriate values which reflect the elemental

composition of the liquid silution in lines 93 through 107.

17 A.4.4 IDPTEQ

Subroutine IDPTEQ constructs a set of linearly independent formation

reaction equations for the species in the system and then calculates the

equilibrium constants for each of these reactions from the Gibbs Free

Energy change of each reaction. A flowsheet and a listing of this

subroutine are shown in Figures A8 and A9 respectively.

Lines 15 through 33 construct a matrix D which contains a linearly

independent set of basis species using an algorithm similar to that of

Cruise [6]. A matrix GNU, which contains the stoichiometric coefficients

of all of the formation reactions, is then calculated in lines 39 through

57 using the relation

GNU = A D()
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Figure A7. Subroutine STEADY

I SUBROUTINE STEADY(SPECIE.ASTDCP.ELMNT.XIII.T.TO*v.S.C,!DIM!.
2 f, [IM2*[SS.[VRT)
3 C
4 C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE SOLIO-LIQU!O EQUILIBRIJM COMPOSITIANS
5 C FOR USE IN THE STEADY-STATE APPROXIMATION IN THE SOURC=E ZONE
6 C

*7 C ISS SYSTEM
a c I GA(L)-AS(L)/GA-AS (Sl
9 C 2 IN(L)-P(L)/IN-P (S)

10 C
11 DIMENSION A(IDIMI9IDIM2),STDCP(lOIMl)
12 INTEGER SPECIE(KDIMI.3),c-LMNT(I12). IIIEL( ?).V L(2) .V.S.C.VSC.
13 sDT LAST/1-X)/,GGA/GA/AS/AS/JN/9N/P/0 P/

14 DAAIIIELCI)/@ GAX@/9IIIEL(2)/l INX'/9

is VEL(1b/#-AS(@/9VEL(2)/f- P(f/
16 THETA2(XV)=(TMIIIV*DSIIIV-AXS*(0.5-XV**2-(1.-XV)**2))/

17 f, (DSXIIV-R*ALOG(4.*XV*(I.-XV3).8XS*(o.5-XV**2-(1.-XV)*i2))
is1 VSC=V+S+C
19 SPECIE(VSC*l)=IIIEL(ISS)
20 SPECIE(VSC*2)=VEL(ISS)
21 SPECKE(VSC*35=LAST
22 DT=T-TO
23 DT2=T**2-TO**2
24 DTMl1.0O/T-l.0/TO
25 DTM2=1.0/T**2-1.0/TO**2

*26 DLNT=ALOG(T/O0)
27 IF(ISS*EO.2) GO TO 50

29CGA-AS SYSTEM
30 C

31 TMIII=302.9
32 TMV=1 090.
33 TMIIIV=1511*

34 DSIII=0*004411
35 DSV=0*0047
36 DSIJIV=0.01664
37 DCIII=-0e00005
38 DCVO.000l
39 AXS=4.666
40 BXS=-0.008741
41 GO Tr,60
42 C

43 C IN-P SYSTEM
44 C
45 50 TMIII=429.8
46 TMV=3I7.3

*47 TMI I IV=1343. 2
48 DSIII=D*00185
49 DSV=0.000498

50 DSIIIV=0*0152
51 DCIII=-0.0024

52 DCV=O.000592
53 AXS=O.0

54 BXS0
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55 60 CONTINUE
56 C.
57 C BINARY ROOT FINDING ROUTINE FOR THE GP!JUP III AND V COMPOSITIONS

58 C
59 xvO.65
60 XMIN-0e0
61 XMAX=I.0
62 R=090019872
63 THETA 1=T
64 XCLD=0*4
65 THTOLD=THETA2( XOLD)
66 DO 100 1=1950
67 THET2=THETA2(XV)
68 ERR=( THET2-THETA1 )/THETA1
69 IF(ABS(ERR)oLT*0*0001) GO TO 200

70 SWTCH=-(THET2-THTOLO)/(XV-XOLO)
71 THTOLO=THET2
72 XOLO=XV
73 IF(SWTCH.GTe0.AND.TIIET2eLT.THETAI) GO TO 80
74 IF(SWTCH.LT.0.AND.THET2.GT.THETAI) GO TO 80
75 XMAX=XV
76 XV-065*(XHIN+XV)
77 GO TO 100
78 80 XMIN=XV
79 XV=0*5*(XMAX+XV)
so 100 CONTINUE
st WRITE(IVRT*120)

82 : 120 FORMATVO.'ip***** SUBROUTINE STEAOY: ITERATION FOP SOURCE
63 F. *COMPOSITION DID NOT CONVERGE@)

84 200 CNIU
83 C
66 C CALCULATE THE STANDARD CHEMICAL POTENTIAL OF THE SOURCE SOLUTION
87 C
as DGA=C1.-XV*(DSIII*CTMIII-T)*DCII*(r-TMIII-T*ALOG(T/TP[!I)))
89 OGB=XV*(DSV*(TMV-TIDCV*(T-TMV-T*ALOG(T/TMV)))
90 DGC=(AXS4BXS*T)*XV*(1.-XV)+R*T*(XV*ALOG(XV)4(l.-XV)*ALOG(I.-xV))
91 STOCP(VSC)=DGA4OGB4DGC
92 C
93 C LOCATE THE GROUP III AND V ELEMENTS IN THE ELEM48TAL A8UNDANCE ARPA

94 C AND INSERT THE CALCUALATED ABUNDANCES INTO THIS ARRAY

95 C
96 IDX3=0

*97 IDX5=0
*98 DO 300 I=1.!1D!M2

99 IF(ISS*E0.21 GO TO 250
100 IF(ELMNT(IJ.EO.GAk) IOX3=1
101 IF(ELMNT(I)9E0.AS) IOXS~t
102 GO TO 300
103 250 IF(E'..MNT(IeE0.lN) 10X3=1
104 IF(ELMNT(I)eEO.Pl IOX5=1
105 300 CONTINUE

*106 A (VS C 1D X3 1= I .0- XV
107 A(VSC 9IDX5 )=XV
108 KIIul.0-xv

*109 RT~
ale1 END
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Figure A8

Flowsheet for Subroutine IDPTEQ

Transfer the first row of the elemental
abundance matrix A into theorthogoal

-.. matrix DPRME. Let MA 0 , MD 0 .

"%4

""'" IIncrement MD by 1

'"1Increment MA by 1 I

1 Transfer row MA of elemental abundance matrix

A into row MD of basis matrix D.

YES
MA= 1

I'

Test the rows in matrix D for linear dependence
(Subroutine TESTD)

YES
i nearly

Dependen

NO

b . ':- -NO eemoets

Invert the matrix of basis species and calculate
the matrix of formation reaction coefficients GNUI.

(Subroutine LINVlF)

Calculate the equilibrium constants for each of the
formation eactions from the Gibbs Free Energy change

'of each reaction.

[ F TUE
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Figure A9. Subroutine IDPTEQ

1 SUBR3UTINE IDPTEQ(A.D,DPRMEDINV.STDC-.GNU. IO1OAS.KEF)_WWKAD,

2 & RT.IDIMIIDIM2.VS,C,J,IWQT)

3 C
4 C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES A SET OF LINFARLY IND-O ENDENT REACTIDN Ea

- 5 C AND CALCULATES THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS FOR TH=Sz PcACTIONS F)OM T.

" 6 C GIBBS FREE ENERGY CHANGE OF EACH REACTION.

7 C
8 DOUBLE PRECISION DDPRMEDINVW<A

9 DIMENSION D( IDIM2s IDIM2)DPR ME( IDI A2,IDI %2) .OINV( ID[M2IDI M?),

10 F WKA(IDIM2),IDXBAS(IDIM2),STDCP( IOII 3 ).G( I'IMI ),GNU([D1 MI*IDIM2)

Ii I A(IDIMI,1DIM2)
12 REAL KEQ(IDIMI)

13 INTEGER VS,CE*VSC

14 VSC=V+S+C

* 15 C
16 C BUILD THE D MATRIX WHICH WILL CONTAIN THE LINEARLY INDEPENDENT 9ASIS

17 C
-*-s18 DO 100 J=1,E

- 19 DPRME(I.J)=A(1.J)
20 100 CONTINUE

21 MA=O
22 DO 200 MD=I.E

23 140 MA=MA+l
24 IF(MAGT.VSC) GO TO 250

. 25 DO 150 J=1.E
26 D(MO, J)=A(MA.J)

27 150 CONTINUE

_ 28 IDXBAS( MD)=MA

- 29 IF(MD.EQO1) GO TO 200

30 CALL TESTO(D,DPRME*MDE1IDIM2.ITST)

31 IF(ITSTEQe0) GO TO 140

- 32 200 CONTINUE

33 GO TO 280
34 250 WRITE(IWRT9260)

35 260 FORMAT(009'.**** A COMPLETE SET OF BASIS SPECIES COULD NOT BE ',

36 'FOUND IN SUBROUTINE IOPTEO')

37 280 CONTINUE

38 C
39 C INVERT MATRIX D USING IMSL SUBROUTINE LINViF

40 C AND CALCULATE THE REACTION COEFFICIENT MATRIX GNU

41 C
. 42 IDGT=4

" 43 CALL LINVIF(D.EoIDIM2,DINV.IDGT.WKAIER)

* 44 IF(IERoEQ.34) WRITE(IWRT,310) IDGT

45 310 FORMAT(*0$,l***** ACCURACY TEST FAILED DURING MATRIX INVERSION ,

46 'IN SUBROUTINE IDPTEQ.... IDGT=',12)

47 IF(IERwEQ,129) WRITE(IWRT,320)
48 320 FORMAT('0'****** MATRIX D IS SiNGULAR IN SURROUTINE IDPT=O')

49 DO 400 Z=I VSC

- 50 DO 400 J=IE
51 TEMP=0.0

52 DO 350 JJ=IE

- 53 TEMP=TEMP.A(I*JJ)*OINV(JJJ)

54 350 CONTINUE

(
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55 GNU(IJ)=TEMP

56 400 CONTINUE

57 C
58 C CALCULATE THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS FOR THE FORMATION REACTIONS

59 C
60 00 500 1=1,VSC

61 ARG=(-1.0#*STDCP([)
62 DO 450 K=1.E
63 IDXS=IOXBAS(K)

64 ARG=ARG GNU( I.K)*STDCP(IOKS)
65 450 CONTINUE

66 DG(I)=(-1O)*ARG
67 ARG=ARG/RT

68 KEG(I)=EXP(ARG)
69 500 CONTINUE

70 RETURN

71 END

Pa*.1

0..
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The equilibrium constants for each reaction are then calculated in lines

58 through 70 by

K.L vi? - vi ) / RT (2)
Where lj is the standard chemical potential of basis specie j and

- ij is the stoichiometric coefficient of basis specie j in formation

reaction i.

A.4.5 TESTD

Subroutine TESTD tests the rows of the D matrix for linear inde-

pendence by building a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalized matrix DPRME from

D. The Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure essentially subtracts

away the projection of all the rows in the matrix which are above the

row being orthogonalized. If the resulting orthogonalized row is composed

of all zeros then this row was linearly dependent upon at least one of

the above rows in the matrix. The equations used to construct matrix

DPRME from matrix D are [7]:

dlj = d j i-E d -E ,E (1)

S' d K=I k dZk (2)Z -( dd2
d =d d=I, K k-1 (dik)

Where: i=2,3 ..... md row index

j = 1, 2,... E = column index

d  current row index in matrix D

E = total # of elements in the system

dij, dij are matrix elements in DPRME and D respectively.
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A listing of TESTD is provided in Figure AIO.

A.4.6 ADDRMV

During the iterative calculation to determine chemical equilibrium

it is possible that pure condensed phases may be entirely consumed.

This situation will cause an entire row in matrix ALEQ (subroutine RAND)

to fill with zeros and therefore this matrix becomes singular. In order

to aliow the iterations to continue these zero composition pure condensed

phases must be removed from the calculation and the ALEQ matrix is then

reconstructed without them. As the calculation proceeds it is necessary

- to test the zero composition pure condensed phases at each iteration to

see if they should be reinstated since the disappearance of a phase may

. be only a temporary occurance as a result of the path taken to reach

equilibrium. Phases with negative incremental values of Gibbs Free

Energy are reinserted into the calculation since their presence lowers

the Gibbs Free Energy of the entire system.

A listing of subroutine ADDRMV is shown in Figure All. Lines 14

through 27 set to zero the composition of any pure condensed phase which

has less than one molecule present. An incremental Gibbs Free Energy is

S--calculated for each of the zero composition pure condensed phases at

lines 28 through 32. The incremental Gibbs Free Energy, DGTST(I), is

given by [8].

'0 E
DGTST i = 0i 0 aij Tr (1)

1. j=l

Where 7j is a Lagrange multiplier determined from the solution of the

matrix problem in subroutine RAND, aij is defined in section A.5 and E

is the number of elements in the system.

.
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Figure A10. Subroutine TESTO

I SUB3ROUTINE TESTD(D.OPRME.MD.e.IDIM2.IoTST)
2 C
3 C THIS SUBROUTINE TESTS THE 0 MAi"RIX FOR LINEAR DEPENDENCE
4 C USING A GRAM-SCHMIDT ORTHOGONALIZATION ALGORITHU14
5 C
6 DOUBLE PRECISION DDPRMEANUM*DENOM
7 DIMENSION D(IDKM2.1DIM2).DPRME(IDIM2.!DIM2)
S INTEGER E
9 ITST=0
to DO 100 J=19E
it DPRME (MD9 J)=DCMD*J)
12 100 CONTINUE
13 MDMI=MD-l

*14 DO 400 L=1,MOM1
15 DENOM=0*0

16 ANUM= 0 a0
17 DO 200 K=19E
is ANtJ=ANUM.D(MD*KJ*DPRME(L*K)
19 DENOM=DENOM+DPRME(L9KJ**2

i 20 200 CONTINUE
21 0O 300 J1.oE
22 DPRNE(MD.J)=DPRME(MD.J)-DPRME(LJ)*ANU4/DENOM
23 300 CONTINUE
24 400 CONTINUE
25 0O 500 J=19E

* 26 IF(DABS(DPRME(MD*JP).GTe1.OE-5) ITST=ITST+1
*2? 500 CONTINUE

~9 28 RETURN
29 END
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Figure All. Subroutine ADDRMV

1 SUBROUTINE ADDRMV(A.N.DGTST.STDCP.BLEOSPECIE.DELN.VPSP.

2 6 VSCEgCEPCP2.IOUT.IDIMI •DIM2,IDIM3)
3 C

4 C SUBROUTINE TO ADD OR REMOVE PURE CONDENSED PHASES

S C IN THE EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATION BASED ON THE INCREMENTAL

6 C GIBBS FREE ENERGY OF THESE PHASES

7 C

.- DOUBLE PRECISION BLEO(IDIM3)

9 DIMENSION A(IDIMI91DIM2).DELN(IDIMI)oDGTST(IDII)13STDCP(IDIM)

10 REAL N(IDIMI)

11 INTEGER SPECIE(IOIMI,31.VPSPl.VSCEsEPCP2,C
12 INOEX=O

13 IOUT=0

14 C
5 C. ZERO THE COMPOSITION OF ANY PURE CONDENSED PHASE WHICH CURRENTLY

16 C HAS LESS THAN ONE MOLECULE (1.65E-24 G-MOLES) PRESENT.

17 C DETERMI4E THE INCREMENTAL CHANGE IN GIBBS FREE ENERGY

, 18 C FOR EACH OF THESE ZERO COMPOSITION PURE CONDENSED PHASES

S19 C
20 DO 50 I1=1VSC

" 21 DGTST(I)=0.

22 50 CONTINUE

* 23 - IF(CeEQsO) GO TO 500

. 24 DO 200 I=VPSPIVSC

. 25 IF(N(I)*GT*1*65E-24) GO TO 200

26 IOUT=IOUT+1

27 N(1)=00O

" 28 DELN(I):0"0

29' DGTST(I)=STDCPCI)

30 DO 100 J=1,E

31 DGTST(I)=DGTST(I)-A(IoJ*BLEO(J)
32 100 CONTINUE

33 - IF(DGTST(IJ)LT*00) INDEX=I

34 200 CONTINUE

35 IF(INDEX*EQ.O) GO TO 400

36 C

37 C FIND THE ZERO COMPOSITION PURE CONDENSED PHASE WITH THE SMALLEST NEGA

- 38 C INCREMENTAL GIBBS FREE ENERGY AND ADO ONE MOLECULE OF IT

39 C INTO THE EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATION

40 C
•41 DGMIN=DGTST(INDEX)

" 42 DO 300 I=VPSPl.VSC

S43 IF(N(I)eGTele65E-24) GO TO 300

44 IF(DGTST(I).GT.Oo09OR.DGTST(I).LTDGMIN) GO TO 300

46 DGMIN=OGTST(I)

47 300 CONTINUE

48 N(INDEX)=I66E-24

49 IOUT=IOUT-1

50 400 CONTINUE

5 C
52 C REMOVE PURE CONDENSED PHASES WITH ZERO COMPOSITION

* 53 C AND SHIFT NONZERO PURE CONDENSED PHASES UP IN THE ARRAYS

• 54 C

,o
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55 00 500 I=VPSP1.evsc
56 IF(N(I)*GT~te65E-24) GO TO 500
57 1P1=1+t
58 IF(KPl.GToVSC) IPI=VSC

*59 DO 450 IJ=IPI*VSC
60 IF(N(IJ)oLT.1.65E-24) GO TO 450

*61 TMPVAR-N(I)

62 N(I3=NCIJ)

63 N(IJ)=TMPVAR
64 TMPVAR=STDCP(I)

*65 STOCP(I)=STDCP(IJ)
*66 STDCP(IJ)=TMPVAR

67 TMPVAR=DELN(I)

*68 DELN(I)=DELM(IJ)

69 DELN ( IJ)=TMPVA R
70 DO 420 J=19E

71 TMPVAR=A(I*J)
72 A(1.J)=A(IJ*J)
73 AtKj*J)=TMPVAR
74 420 CONTINUE

75 DO 430 K=193
76 ITMPV=SPECIE(I*Kl
77 SPECIE([ 9K)=SPEC1E( IJv K)
78 SPEC IEIIJoK)=ITMPV
79 430 CONTINUE
s0 GO TO 500
81 450 CONTINUE
82 500 CONTINUE

83 C=C- lOUT
84 VSC=VSC-IOUT

85 EPCP2=EPCP2- lOUT
86 RETURN
87 END
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The zero composition pure condensed phase which has the smallest

negative incremental Gibbs Free Energy is determined in lines 36 through

50 and one molecule of it is inserted into the calculation. This

treatment allows pure condensed phases to be reinserted in the calculation

while minimizing any perturbation between iterations.

Lines 51 through 85 reformulate the equilibrium problem without the

zero composition pure condensed phases by eliminating these phases from

matrix ALEQ. The elimination is achieved by shifting the data in these

phases to the last positions in arrays A and SPECIE, and in vectors N,

DELN, and STDCP. The value of C, VSC and EPCP2 are then reduced to

reflect the number of phases which were removed.

A.4.7 ACTCOF

A listing of subroutine ACTCOF, which calculates the activity coef-

ficients for each specie, is shown in Figure A12. Initially all of the

activity coefficients are set to unity. The iteration process for the

equilibrium composition proceeds under this assumption of an ideal

system until RELMAX, the convergence test parameter, becomes less than

0.1. At this point three options become available for the solution

phase. The first option (IXSCOR 0) simply assumes an ideal solution

phase. The second option (IXSCOR = 1) treats the solution phase using

simple solution theory and is applicable to binary solutions only. The

activity coefficient for specie i is given by:

Y = exp [ (Axs + Bxs) (l-Xi) 2 / RT ] (1)

The third option (IXSCOR = 2) allows the first specie in the solution

phase to have an activity coefficient described by Henry's constant, H.

' " . . .. . . " : i" " . . . ..i ,' , : . .............. ....
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Figure A12. Subroutine ACTCOF

I SUBROUTINE ACTCOF(N,ACOEFZACT.IOKMl.KXSCOR.AXS.BXST.V.SC.
2 (.IACFF9REL4AX)

3 C
4 C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH COMPONENT
5C,
6 C IXSCOR ALGORITHUM
7 C I BINARY SIM:PLE SOLUTION THEORY GE=(AXS4BXS*TI*XI*X2
a C 2 HENRYIS CONSTANT FOR THE FIRST SOLUTION SPECIE H=AXS*EXP(E3XS
9 c

10 DIMENSION ACOEF(101MI)
11 REAL N(IDIMlJ.NS
12 INTEGER V*S,CoVP1.VPS,VSC

*150 VP1=v,1
*14 VPS=-V+S
*15 VSC=V+S+C

16 ZACT=19O
17 DO 100 I-l.VSC
is1 ACOEF(I=1.0

19 100 CONTINUE
*20 - IFRLAotTIl ACFF1l

21 IF(IXSCOR.EO.2) IACFF=I
22 IFIIXSCOR.LToloOR.IXSCOR.GT.2eOR.S.LE.I) fACFF=0
23 IFCIACFF*EGO0) GO TO 900
24 RT=G.00O19872*T
25 NS=09O
26 DO 150 I=VPR.VPS
27 NS=NSGN(I)

S28 150 CONTINUE
29 IF(KXSCORoEQo2) GO TO 200
30 C

*31 C. BINARY SIMPLE SOLUTION THEORY
32 C

*33 X1-N(VP~I )NS
34 X2=1.0-XI
35 ARGI=(AXS*8XS*T)*X2**2/RT

36 ARG2=(AXS+BXS*T)*XI**2/RT
37 ACOEF(VPlI=EXP(ARGI)
38 ACOEF(VPS)=EXP(ARG2)

*39 GO0TO900
40 C
41 C HENRY'S CONSTANT FOR THE FIRST SOLUTION SPECIE
42 C
43 200 ACOEF(VP1J=AXS*EXP(BXS/T)
44 900 RETURN
45 END
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Y = H A A exp [Bx/T] (2)

The vapor phase is always assumed to be ideal.

A.4.8 RAND

Subroutine RAND, shown in Figure A13, calculates a step change in

each specie composition using the Rand algorithm developed in section

A.5. This subroutine is used to solve the set of linear equations described

by equations 17, 21, 22 and 23 in section A.5. Details of the matrix

formulation are shown in Figures A14 and A15.

Matrix ALEQ is filled in accordance with Figures A14 and Al5 in

lines 26 through 105. Lines 106 through 175 fill vector BLEQ. The

matrix problem

- ALEQ.X = BLEQ (1)

is then solved in line 182 using the double precision version of IMSL

routine LEQTIF. Warning messages are written out from lines 183 to 193

if matrix ALEQ is algorithmically singular or if less than three sig-

nificant figures are present in the solution vector. Parameter ISTOP is

set to unity if matrix ALEQ is found to be algorithmically singular (IER

129). The value of ISTOP is tested in the main program at line 369

and execution is halted if ISTOP = 1.

In order to save on storage space the solution vector X is actually

returned in BLEQ. Lines 201 through 238 determine the 6n. values from

the solution vector and assign them to their appropriate position in the

DELN vector.
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Figure A13. Subroutine RAND

I SUBROUTINE RAND( AoB.BKoNoDELN. STOCP. ALEQoBLE0OWKA, ACOEF,

2 6 ZACTV.SC,EVSCEPCP2,10IMI10IM2,10IM3,ITcPPO,
3 6 PoZVoISTOP*IRTIODEBUGIWRAP)

- 4C
5 C RAND ALGORITHUM TO MINIMIZE THE GIBBS ENERGY OF A

6 C MULTIPHASE9 MULTICOMPONENT SYSTEM CONTAINING A VAPOR PHASE INEPT

7 C

9 C 1 DOUBLE PRECISION IS USED TO EVALUATE THE MATRIX PROBLEM

10 C *******************************
Sit C

12 DOUBLE PRECISION ALEO(IDIM3,0I1M3),BLEQ(IDIM3).WKA(IDIM3)
*" 13 6. US.UV*TMPVAR

14 DIMENSION A(IDIMI. IOIM2),B(IDIM2).BK( IDIM2),DEL4(IDIMI).

15 6 STDCP(IDIMII)ACOEF(IOIMl)

16 INTEGER V.SeC.EVSCFPCP2.VPS.VPI.EP3EP3PC.
17 & VPSPI
i REAL N(IDIMI *NV.NS
19 ISTOP=0
20 VPS=V+S
21 VPSPI=V+S+1
22 VPI=V+1
23 EP3=EI3
24 EP3PC=E+3+C

.4 25 50 CONTINUE
26 C
27 C ZERO MATRIX ALEG BEFORE ASSIGNING VALUES

28 C
29 DO 100 I=IEPCP2
30 DO 100 J=IEPCP2
31 ALEGI I*J)=O,
32 100 CONTINUE

33 C
34 C FILL THE UPPER E ROWS OF MATRIX ALEO FROM EOUATI3N 21
35 C THE FIRST E COLUMNS ARE THE LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER COEFFICIENTS

36 C
37 DO 180 I=1oE

38 DO 140 J=I*E
39 TMPVAR-=O.

40 DO 130 K=IVPS
41 TMPVAR=TMPVAR+A(K I)*A(KJ)*N(K)

42 130 CONTINUE
43 ALEO( IJ)=TMPVAR

44 140 CONTINUE
45 C
46 C COLUMNS E+1 AND E+2 IN MATRIX ALEG ARE THE

47 C COEFFICIENTS FOR VARIABLES UV AND US RESPECTIVELY

48 C
49 IEPI=E+

0 IEP2=E42
51 TMPVAR=Oo

52 DO 150 K=19V
53 TMPVAR=TMPVAR+A(KI)*N(K)

54 150 CONTINUE
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55 ALEQ(IIEPI)=TMPVAR

56 IF(S*EQoO) GO TO 165
57 TMPVAR=Oo

58 DO 160 K=VPI*VPS

59 TMPVAR=TMPVARtA(K, I)*N(K)

60 160 CONTINUE

61 ALEQ(I*IEP2)=TMPVAR

62 165 CONTINUE

63 C

64 C THE FINAL C COLUMNS OF ALEO ARE FOQ THE DELTA-N

65 C COEFFICIENTS RELATING TO THE PURE CONDENSED PHASES

66 C
67 IADO=2

68 IF(S*EO*O) IADO=

69 IF(CEQ.O) GO TO 180

70 DO ITO K=VPSPI*VSC

71 INDEX=K-VPS+E+IADD

72 ALEQ(I.,INDEX)=A(Kvl)

73 170 CONTINUE

74 ISO CONTINUE

75 C
76 C FILL THE NEXT TWO ROWS (ROWS E+I AND E+2) OF MATRIX ALEQ

77 C BASED ON EQUATIONS 22 AND 23

78 C
79 00 250 J=1E

80 TMPVAR=O.

81 DO 230 K=.V

82 TMPVAR-TMPVAR+A(K*J)*N(K)

83 230 CONTINUE

84 ALEQ(IEPI.J)=TMPVAR

85 IF(SoEQ*O) GO TO 250

86 TMPVAR=O.

87 DO 240 K=VPI.VPS

88 TMPVAR=TMPVAR4A( K. J)*N(K)

89 240 CONTINUE

90 ALEQ( IEP2, J)=TMPVAR
91 250 CONTINUE

92 ALEQ(IEP191EPI)=(-I.O)*ZV

- 93 C

94 C THESE FINAL C ROWS IN MATRIX ALEQ ARE FILLED BY EQUATION 17

95 C
96 EP3=E14I AD0

97 EP3PC=EPGC

98 IF(C*EQ.C') GO TO 300

99 INDEX=VPS

100 DO 290 I=EP3*EP3PC

101 INDEX=INDEX+1

102 DO 290 J=l9E

103 ALEQ(IoJ)=A(INDEX.J)
104 290 CONTINUE

105 300 CONTINUE

106 C

107 C CALCULATE BKo NV AND NS VALUES FROM THE PREVIOUS ESTIMATE OF N

108 C
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109 DO 360 J=1.E
110 TMPVAR0O.

111 DO 350 1=lVSC
-' 112 TMPVARA(I*JJ*N(I+T#PVAR

113 350 CONTINUE
114 SK(J)=TMPVAR
115 360 CONTINUE

116 NV=ZV
117 DO 365 1=19V
lie NV=NV+N(I)
119 365 CONTINUE
120 NS-Oo

-121 IF(S*EQ.O) GO TO 375
122 DO 370 I=VPIVPS
123 NS=NS+N(I)
124 370 CONTINUE
125 375 CONTINUE
126 C

*127 C NOW ASSIGN VALUES TO VECTOR OLEO

128 C THE FIRST E VALUES ARE FROM EQUATION 21
129 C
130 DO 400 J=19E

*131 TMPVAR=-B(J)-BKqJ)
*132 DO 380 1=19V
*133 ARG=ACOEF(lJ*Ntt)*P/PO/NV
*134 IF(ARGeLE*1.OE-50) ARG1.*OE-50

135 TMPVAR=-TMPVAR+A(IJ)*N(I)*(STDCP(I1+ALOG(ARG1)
'~136 380 CONTINUE

137 IFCS.EQ*0) GO TO 395
138 0O 390 I=VPI,VPS
139 ARG=ACOEF(I)*N(I)/NS
140 IF(ARG.LE*1.OE-50) ARG=I*OE-50

-141 TMPVAR=TMPVARA(t.J)*N(I)*(STDCP(I)+ALOG(ARG))
142 390 CONTINUE
143 395 CONTINUE

*144 BLEG(J)=TMPVAR
*145 400 CONTINUE

146 C
147 C THE NEXT 2 POSITIONS IN VECTOR OLEO (POSITIONS Efl AND Ei-2)

148 C ARE FROM EQUATIONS 22 AND 23
149 C
1S0 TMPVAR=09

*151 DO 410 1=19V
*152 ARG=ACOEF(I)*N(Il*P/P0/NV
*153 IF(ARG*LE.1.OE-50) ARG=l.OE-50

-154 TMPVAR=-TMPVAR+N(IJ*(STDCP( I).ALOG(ARGI)
155 410 CONTINUJE
156 BLEO(1F'1)=TMPVAR

*157 TMPVAR=0.
*158 IF(SoEO.0J GO TO 425

159 DO 420 I=VPI*VPS
160 ARG=ACOEFI*N(II/NS

*161 IF(ARG.LE.1.OE-501 ARG=1.OE-50
* *'. 162 TMPVAR=TMPVARN()*(STDCP(I).ALOG(ARG)
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163 420 CONTINUE
164 BLEQ(IEP2)=TMPVAR
165 425 CONTINUE
166 C

167 C THE FINAL C POSITIONS OF VECTOR BLEO ARE FROM EQUATION 17
168 C
169 IF(CEQO) GO TO 435
170 I NDEX=VPS

S"171 DO 430 I=EP3*EP3PC
172 INDEX=INDEX+1

173 BLE( I)=STDCP(INDEX)

" 174 430 CONTINUE
175 435 CONTINUE
176 IF(IDEBUG.EO,2) CALL PRNTAB(ALEQBLEQEPCP2,IDIM3.IwRT)
177 C
178 C SOLVE THE MATRIX PROBLEM USING SUBROUTINE LEOTIF

1 79 C
,80 M=l
181 IDGT=3
182 CALL LEQTIF(ALEQ ,M.EPCP2 IDIM3.BLEQ0IDGT.WKAIEP)
183 IF(IEReNEe34eADeIERoNEel29) GO TO 490
184 IF(ISTOPEQ.) GO TO 490

185 WRITE(IWRT*438) ITER
186 438 FORMAT(C'089***** ITERATION 991598 ***')

10? IF(IER*EQ,34*ANDeIWRAPeLT,2) WRITE(IWRT,440) IEPIDGT

- 188 440 FORMAT(IX.****** ACCURACY TEST IN SUBROUTINE LFQTIFG,
189 C * FAILED.,..,. IER='.I3, e IDGT='o2, *****,
190 & /olX98 4)
191 IF(IERoEO.129) VRITE(IWRT9450) TER
192 450 FORMAT(IX.e***** MATRIX ALEQ IN SUBROUTINE RAN) IS SINGULAR$,

193 0 * IER = ,ip3.' ****)

195 IF(IERoEQoI29) ISTOP-
195 IOBG=IDESBUG
196 IF(IEREO,129) IDEBUG=2
197 IF(IDBG*LTe2,AND*IEReEO129) GO TO 50

* 198 490 CONTINUE

199 IF(IDEBUG.EQ.2) WRITE(IWRT*495) (BLEQ(K)@K=1.EPCP2)
200 495 FORMAT(0'99THE TRANSPOSED X VECTOR IS:*,/lXotO(DO1.4,2X))

* 201 C
202 C FILL THE DELN VECTOR FROM BLEQ USING EQUATIONS 19 AND 20

203 C THE FIRST E VALUES IN BLEO ARE NOW THE LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS;

204 C THE NEXT 2 VALUES ARE UV AND US RESPECTIVELY;
205 C THE LAST C VALUES ARE THE DELN VALUES FOR THE PURIE CONDENSED PHASES

206 C
207 UV=BLEQ(IEPI)
208 DO 510 I=1eV

209 ARG=ACOEF( I)*N( I)*P/PO/NV
210 IF(ARGeLE.oOE-50) ARG=I.OE-50

211 TMPVAR=UV-STDCP( I I-ALOG(APG)
212 00 500 J=1E

213 TMPVAR=TMPVAR-BLEO(J)*A(I*J)
214 500 CONTINUE

215 DELN(I)=TMPVAR*N(I)
216 510 CONTINUE

.~
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217 IF(S.EO.O) GO TO 535
218 US=BLEG(IEP2)
219 DO 530 !=VP1.VPS

220 ARG=ACOEF(K)*N(Il/NS

221 IF(ARGeLE*1.0E-50) ARG=I*OE-50
222 TMPVAR=US-STDCP( IJ-ALOG(ARG)

*223 D0 520 J1E

224 TMPVAR=TMPVARBLEOCJ)*A(I*J)
225 520 CONTINUE

226 DELN( I ITMPVAR*N( I

227 530 CONTINUE
228 535 CONTINUE

229 C

230 C THE FINAL C OELN VALUES ARE THE LAST C VALUES OF 8LEO

*231 C

232 IF(CeEQ*0) GO T0 550

*233 INOEX=EGIADD
*234 DO 540 I=VPSPI*VSC
*235 INDEX=INDEX+1

*236 DELN(I)=BLEQ( INDEX)
*237 540 ONTINUE

238 550 COWtINUE

239 - RETURN
240 ENO
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Figure A15

Detailed MATRIX FORMULATION of Linear Equations

SOLVE: ALEQ.X BLEQ for X
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A.4.9 CNVFRC and DGDLAM

Subroutine CNVFRC calculates the convergence forcer for the iterative

solution and is shown in Figure A16. The convergence forcer is used

when the composition estimate is updated during each iteration according

to the formula:

ni ni + X 6n.i (1)

Where: n~ = updated estimate to the equlibrium, composition

ni = previous estimate of equilibrium, composition

= step change in composition as calculated in subroutine RAND

X= convergence forcer

The convergence forcer is also used to prevent negative compositions from

appearing. Lines 13 through 22 determine the maximum value of the convergence

forcer which will yield positive values for all of the specie molar

amounts with the constraint that the convergence forcer must be between zero

0, and one. If parameter IALG is zero this maximum value yielding positive

compositions is used for the convergence forcer. If IALG is unity, an

optimum value is calculated in lines 29 through 39 using the method of

Smith and Missen [9]. This method entails the evaluation of dG/dX

at the maximum and minimum allowable values of X where G is the system

Gibbs Free Energy. An estimate to the optimum value of the convergence

forcer is then obtained by
::+:.(dG)

X Z d!. X=O (2)

dG dG

(F)X=MAX
Io
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Figure A16. Subroutine CNVFRC and Function DGDLAM

1 SUBROUTINE CNVFRC(STOCP.N.DELN.ACOEF.VS.CoI'41.IoALG,ZV,
2 £P*PO.RT,LAM8DA*ITER,IWRT)
3 C
4 C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE CONVERGENCE FORCER

*5 C FOR THE CURRENT ITERATION
6 C

7 D1IMENSION STOCP(AOIMI).ACOEF(IDIMI).DELN(IOIMI)
S REAL N(IDIM1)*LAM8DA
9 IN_;EGER VSoCVSC
t0 VSC=V+S+C
11 AMIr4=0.
12 AMAX=le
13 C
14 C LIMIT THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE CONVERGENCE FORCER

15 C BY APPLYING THE CONSTRAINT OF NON-NEGATIVE COMP'OSITION
16 C

*17 DO 50 I=1.VSC
18 IF(ABS(DELN(I))oLT*1.0E-50) GO TO 50

* 19 LAMBDA=C-1.0)*N(I)/lELN(I)
*20 IF(LAMBOA.GT.0.O .ANO.LAMBDA.LT.AMAAX) AMAX=LAMSDA
*21 50 CONTINUE

22 LANBDA=AMAX

23 C
24 C IF IALG=0 OR ATEST IS SMALL THE MAXIMUM RELAXAT13N PARAMETER IS USED
25 C
26 IF(IALG&EQ.0) RETURN
27 ATEST=AMAX-AMIN

'128 IF(ATEST*LT.0*01) RETURN
29 C
30 C ESTIMATE THE OPTIMUM VALUE OF THE CONVERGENCE FORCER

31 C

32 DGOMAX=OGDLAM(N.DELN.STDCP.ACOEF.ZV.P. PO.RT.AMAX,
33 f, IDIM1.V*S*C)
34 DGOMIN=DGDLAM(N.DELN.STDCPACOEF.ZV.P.PO.RT.AMIN4,

35 F. IDIMI*V*S.,C)
*36 IF(OGDMIN*EO.OGOMAX) DGDMAX=0.0

37 LAMBDA=OGDMIN/(DGD#41N-OGDMAX)
38 IF(LAMBOA.GT*AMAX) LAM8DA=A4AX

*39 IF(LAM8DA.LTsAMiIN) LAMBDA=0.05
40 RETURN
41 END
42 FUNCTION OGO)LAM(N.DELNSTOCPACOEFZV.P.PORT.ALAM*

43 1IDIU41.V*S*C)
44 C
45 C EVALUATION OF DG/DLAMBOA FOR DETERMINING THE CONVERGENCE FORCER

46 C

47 DIMENSION ACOEF(IDIMi).OELN(IDIMI),STDCP(IOIMl)
48 REAL N(IDIM1)vNV*NS

*49 INTEGER VS*CoVPI@VPS,VSCoVSI

50 VP1=V41
*51 VpS=V*S

52 VSl=VPS+1
53 VSC=VPS4-C
54 NV=ZV
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55 DO 100 1=1 v
56 NV=NV+NC(I)
57 100 CONTINUEg *~58 - IF(S*EO*0) GO TO 210
59 NS=O* 0
60 DO 200 I=VPI.VPS
61 NS=-NS+N(!)
62 200 CONTINUE
63 210 CONTINUE
64 C
65 C CALCULATE DG/DLAMBDA
66 C
67 DGDL=0*0
68 DO 300 I=1.VPS
69 ARG=ACOEF(I)*(N( flIALAM*DELN(I I)*P/PO/NV
70 IF(I*GT*V) ARG=ACOEF(I)*(N(K)+ALAM*DELN(I3)/NS
71 DGOL=DGDL+DELN(1R*(STDCP(1)+ALOG(ARG))
72 300 CONTINUE
73 IF(CoEO.0) GO TO 410
74 DO 400) I=VSl.VSC
75 DGOL=DGOL+DELN( I)*STDCPI I)
76 400 CONTINUE
77 410 DGOLAM=DGOL*RT
78 - RETURN
79 END
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This equation is essentially a single iteration of a Regula-Falsi root

finding algorithm and yields a sufficiently close approximation to

the optimum value of X . The value of I chosen is further constrained to

be between 0.05 and the maximum value which yields positive molar amounts.

The lower limit of 0.05 allows the iterative process to continue when

zero or negative values for the convergence forcer are predicted.

The derivatives are calculated in function subroutine DGDLAM shown

in lines 42 through 79 and are given by

dG V n p v+s o n i

d : RT {n i  [u ° + (n . )]+ Sn [ !i + Zn(--)-
] i Po nv i=v+l I n s

V+S+C (3)
+ 5n U}

i=v+s+l i i

A.4.10 RESTOR

Subroutine RESTOR, shown in Figure A17, restores the arrays and

vectors which were shifted in subroutine ADDRMV to the original order

in the problem formulation. This is accomplished by comparing array

SPECIE, which has the shifted order of the species, to array ISPCE,

which contains the original specie order. The data in the arrays and

vectors are then shifted to reflect the original specie order. The

constants C, VSC and EPCP2 are also restored to their original values.

A.4.11 GIBBS

Subroutine GIBBS, shown in Figure AI3, calculates the system Gibbs

Free Energy using equation 1 in section A.5. This subroutine is called

after the iteration for equilibrium has terminated and also during

debugging (IDEBUG> 1).
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Figure A17. Subroutir- ESTOR

I SUBROUT INE RESTOR( ASPEC[IEt IS OCE9STIC3Z.NDELK) ID I M! If)1'2,
*2 &VSC9 EPCP29 C 9VPSP I .E* rJ

3 C
4 C THIS SUBROUTINE RESTORES MATPICIcS AND V=CTCQS A, SPC.CIE* STfDCP,

5 C N AND DELN ALONG WITH CONSTANTS VSC, C AND EDCP2 TO TFIP fRIGNAL

6 C ORDER AND VALUES IN THE INITIAL -)QORLEM FORMUJLATION

* a DIMENSION A(IDIM1,10IM2).STDC0 (IDIMl),DELN(IDtM),ISPC(DIli1,3)
9 INTEGER SPECIE(IDIM1.3),VSC,~.EPCP2.C.VOS'1,VSCMI

10 REAL N(IDIMI)

11 IF(IOUTsEO.0) GO TO 400
*12 EPCP2=EPCP24 lOUT
*13 C=C+IOUT
*14 VSC=VSC+IOUT

15 VSCMI=VSC-1
16 C

17 C DO A CHARACTER STRING COMAPRISON OF SPEC.IE WITH- ISPCF AND PUT
18 C. THE ARRAYS AND VECTORS INTO THEI: OPIGINAL OPn--RS

- ~ 19 C

*20 DO 300 I=VPSPIVSCM1
21 191=1+1

22 IF(IPI*GT.VSC) IP1=VSC
*23 DO 200 II=IP1,VSC

24 IF(ISPCE(I.1).E~oSPECIE(IIol).AND.
*25 f, ISPCE(192).EO.SPECIE(1192).NO.

26 f£ ISPCE(I,3).EO.SPECIE(II.3)) GO TO 53

27 GO TO 200@ 28 50 TEMP=N(I)
29 N(I)=N(II)
30 N(II)=TEMP
31 TEMP=STDCP(I)

*32 STDCP(I)=STDCP(II)
*33 STDCP(1I)=TEMP

34 TEMP=DELN(1)
35 DELN(I)=DELN(II)
36 DELN(1I)=TEMP

37 DO 100 J=19E
38 TEMP=A(I.J)
39 A(I9J)=A(IIJ)

40 ACIJ)=TEMP
41 100 CONTINUE

*42 DO 120 K=193
43 KTEM3=SPECIE(IK)

* 44 SPECIE(I*K)=SPECIE(II,K)
45 SPECIE(119K)=ITEMP

46 120 CONTINUE
47 GO TO 300
48 200 CONTINUE
49 300 CONTINUE

*50 400 RETU4N
*51 END
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Figure A18. Subroutine GIBBS

I SUORJUTINF GI1S(NSTOCPSTOCPZ.AC)EFZACT,ZVgr~,)*g'~

2 V VSqC 9GFE)
3 C
4 C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE GIBBS FREE ENERGY -F TH SYSTEM

* 5 C USING EQUATICN I IN THE PRflPOSAL
6 6C
7 DIMENSION STDCP(IDIM1)tACOEF(IOIMI)

a REAL N(IOIMl)iNV*NS
9 INTEGER V*SCoVPI@VPS*VSI.VSC

10 VPI=V+l
11 VPS=V+S
12 VSI=VPS+l

*13 VSC=VPS+C
14 c
15 C GAS CONSTANT IS IN UNITS OF: KCAL/G-MOLE-K
16 C
17 R-0*0019872

*18 NV=ZV
19 00 100 I=19V
20 NV=NVI-N(I)
21 100 CONTINUE
22 NS=D.

* 23 IF'(S*EQ*0) GO TO 120
24 DO 110 I=VPIoVPS
25 NS=NS+N(I)
26 110 CONTINUE
2? 120 CONTINUE

028 ARG=ZACT*ZV*P/PO/NV
29 IF(ARG*LE*l.OE-50) ARG=1.0F-50
30 GSTAR=ZV*(STOCPZ4ALOG(ARG))

31 DO 150 1=1.V
32 ARG=ACOEF( IP*N( I)*P/PO/NV
33 IF(ARG.LE*1.OE-50) ARG=l.0E-50

34 GSTAR=GSTAR+N(IJ*(STDCP( I)4ALOG(APG))
35 150 CONTINUE
36 IF(S*EQO) GO TO 170
37 DO 160 I=VP19VDS
38 APG=ACOEF(I)*N(I1*P/PO/NS

* 39 IF(ARG*LE*l.0E-50) ARG=1.0E-930
40 GSTA3=GSTAR+N(1I*(STDCP(I)+ALOG(ARG))
41 160 CONTINUE
42 170 CONTINUE

*43 IF(CeEQO) GO TO 190
*44 00 180 !=VSIVSC

45 GSTAR=GSTAR4N(II*STDCP(I)
46 180 CONrINUF
47 190 CONTINUE
48 GFE=GSTAR*R*T

49 RETURN
50 END
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A.4.12 CALCQ

A listing of CALCQ is shown in Figure A19. This s~broutine calculates

the equilibrium constants for each of the independent fcmation reactions

based on the composition of the system. These equilibrium constants are

given by:

E ik()
Qi = YixiPpoi / T (Yk Xk Ppokik=l O

Where:

Yi activity coefficient of specie i

Xi= mole fraction of specie i in its phase

Sj= stoichiometric reaction coefficient

1 for solution or pure condensed phase

oi = P/P for vapor phase

The product in the denominator is taken over the basis species

used in the formation reaction equations.

A.4.13 TOTSI

Subroutine TOTSI, shown in Figure A20 calculates the total moles

and mole fraction of silicon species in the vapor phase. A character

string comparison is made to determine which member of vector ELMI1T is

assigned the string 'SI'. Then the moles of all vapor species with a

nonzero value in their elemental abundance vector corresponuirig to this

position are summed.

A.4.14 RATIO

Subroutine RATIO, shown in Figure A21 calculates the -roup III/V

atom ratio in the vapor phase. All of the elements in colurtns III and V

" - I
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Figure A19. Subroutine CALCQ

* ISUBRJUTINE CALCO(GNU.NAC9EFFRAC.IOXBAS, o,

3 3C
4 C SUBROUTINE TO CALCJLATE EQUTLIBPIUM CONSTANTS FROM CaMPOSITI'JN
5 5C

* 6 DIMENSION GNUCIOIM1,IDIM2),ACOEF(IPIm1),FpAC(IoIIl),
- V £ IDXBAS(IDIM2I,0(IDE%1)

a INTEGER VvSvC9FvVSC
*9 REAL N(IDIMI)

10 VSC=V+S+C

11 C
12 C CALCULATE THE EQUILIFIRIUM CONSTANTS
13 C

*14 00 400 !=1.VSC

is1 PPO=1.0
16 IF(I.LE*V) PPO=P/PO
17 0(1)=ACOEF(I)*FRAC(I)*PPO

is1 DO 300 J=l.E
19 K=IDXBAS(J)
20 PPO=I.0
21 IF(K.LE.V) Ppo=p/po
22 0(I)=0(I1/(ACOEF(K)*FRAC(K)*PPO)**GNU(IJ)

23 300 CONTINUE
24 400 CONTINUE

*25 RETURN
26 END

2
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Figure A20. Subroutine TOTSI

1 SUBROUTINE TOTSI(A,ELMNT.FRACN.SITOT.SMFI')!v1.oID4?.VJc)

2 C

3 C SUBROUTINE To CALCULATE THE TOTAL SI IN THc7 VACO!R PHASc-7

4 C

5 DIMENSION A(IDIaMl.IDIM2J.FRAC([DIMI)

6 INTEGER ELN(D0jV,,IP/Sl
7 REAL N(IDIMI)

9 SIMF=0*0
10 D0 100 J=19E
it KSI=J
12 IFCELMNT(J)oEQ*SIVPR) GO TO 130

13 100 CONTINUE
14 GO T3 150

15 130 CONTINUE

16 DO 140 I=1.V

17 IF(ACI*KSI.LT*0*00I) GO TO 140

18 SITOT=SITOT-N(I)

19 SIMF=S[*4F+FRAC(l?

20 140 CONTINUE
21 150 CONTINUE
22 RETURN
23 END
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Figure A21. Subroutine ATIO

*ISUBIROUTINE RATIO(A.ELMNkT.PRAC.RI ~TDMOD~4*''=
2 C
3 C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE VAPOR 111/V PATIO

5 DIMENSION A( 101t41.IDId-)),F:PAC( 101M1),KI! (5),<(5)
*6 INTEGER ELMNT(ID1M2),* LII(5),FLV(5),Vc"

* ~7 DATA ELI 11(1)/l 8 I. ELI 11(2 )/ *AL */ eEL I I( 3)/ *GA /,EL 111(4)/ I N /

*8 C ELKII(5)/OTL*/*FLV(1)/' Nd/*FLV(?)/* P*/, 7LV(3)/vAS$/.

9 C. ELV('14)/ S /, ELV( 5)/110/

11 C DETERMINE WHICH INDECIES COPRPSPOND TO COLUMN III AND V cLE-:MENTS

*12 C
13 00 100 K=195

*14 KIII(K)0O
I1e KV(K)-0

16 DO 100 J1.*E

18 IF(ELMNT(J)*EQeELV(K)) KV(K)=J

19 100 CONTINUE
20 zC

*21 C SUM-UP THE GROUP III AND V SPECIES AND CALCULATF THE PATIO

22 C
23 SUMIII=090
24 SUMV=0.0

25 00 200 1=19V
26 DO '00 K=1*5

27 1D XI I I=K I I I(K)
28 KDXV=KV(K)

G 29 IFCIDXII!.EO*0) GO TO 120
30 SUMIII=SUMII I+A(T.1DXI II)*FRAC(I)

31 120 CONTINUE
32 [F(IDXV*EQ.0) GO TO 200
33 SUMV=SUMV4.A(I*1DXV)*FRAC(1)

34 200 CONTINUE
35 RXIIV=1.OElO

36 IF(S(JMV*GT*0.0i PIIIV=SUMIII/SU4V
37 RETURN

38 END
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of the periodic table are included. This results in a total III/V ratio

-- which does not distinguish between the various elements in each group.

Since character string comparisons are made in order to locate the

positions of the appropriate elements in vector ELMNT it is essential

that all group III and V elements which have single letter representations

(B, N, P) be entered right justified in the input data set.

A.4.15 WRAPUP

Subroutine WRAPUP, shown in Figure A22, writes a wrap-up file to

logical unit designator IFILE. This subroutine is accessed when parameter

IWRAP> 0. For IWRAP = 1 or 2 the value of IFILE is set to 2. For

IWRAP = 3 IFILE is set equal to IWRT which is the line printer logical

unit designator. This subroutine provides concise data output and is

quite useful when the input data set has been verified to be correct and

paranetric studies are desired.

0A.4.16 DEBUG

Subroutine DEBUG is accessed when parameter IDEBUG>1. This subroutine

provides an output of the convergence forcer, system Gibbs Free Energy,

the relative state of convergence, specie molar amounts, changes in specie

molar amounts and the incremental Gibbs Free Energy of each specie at

each iteration. A listing of DEBUG is shown in Figure A23.

A.4.17 PRNTAB

Subroutine PRNTAB, shown in Figure A24 writes out matrix ALEQ and

vector BLEQ for diagnostic purposes when parameter IDEBUG 2. This

subroutine is accessed from line 176 of subroutine RAND.

*-.

-. - - .- - .- .-- .-..-
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Figure A22. Subroutine WRAPUP

I SUBROUTINE WRAPUP( TITLE.SPEClE i-NERT.NFRAC.ZV.FPACZSTCT 31'4F

~ ~ 2 RIIIV;RELMAX.CNVGISSEIII.r.P. IOATA,1IlM1I.ILF

5 C SUBROUTINE TO WRITE-OUT A SUM4MARY 01: THE RESULTS TO A FILF
6 C

7 DIMENSION INERT(3)OFRAC(IDIMI)
N a INTEGER TITLE(20l.SPECIF(IDI#41.3)qV,VSC
*9 REAL NCIDIMI)

10 IF(IDATAeEO.0) WRITE(IFILE950) (TITLE(K)*K=1*203)
it 50 FORMAT(20A4)
12 WRITECIFILE*55) TP
13 55 FORMAT (fTEMPERATURE = ,71'K,.I'SL~ ,E12e5vO PA')

14 IF(ABS(RELMAX).GT.CNVG.AND.IDATA.NEeO)wPITE(IFILF,53) RELMAX9CNN
15 58 FORMAT(66(0*')./.'*',5X.'ITERATION FOR EOUIL13RIUM COmPOSITION
16 'DID NOT CONVERI-E',5X,'*',/,'**91X,'MAXI4UM ERROP so
17 E12*5,2X9'COtdVERGENCE CRITERION = '.E12#591X9'*19

19 IF(IDATA*EQO0) WRITE(IFILF960)
20 60 FORMAT (I3X 1INIT IAL COMPOSITTIONS'
21 IF(IOATAoEQ.1) WRITE(IFILE970)
22 70 FORMAT(13X99EOUKLIBRIUM COMDCISITIONSO)
23 IF(IDATA*EQ.0) WRITE(IF[LE980)
24 80 FORMAT('SPECIE',7X9'MOLE FRACTION' ,4Xo'GPAM MOLES*)

25 DO 200 1=19VSC
26 WRITE(IFILE9100) (SPECIE(J .K).K=193).FRAC(I),N(I)
27 IF(IeEQ.V) WRIrE(IFILE,100) (INERT(K)vK=1,3),FRACZZV

28 100 FORMAT(3A492X9E12*592X9El2o5)

30 105 FORMAT(#VAPOR 111/V '.1OXF9s4)
31 IF(I.EO.V) WRITE(IFILE9110) SIMFeSITOT

*.32 110 FORMAT('SI IN VAPOR '.2X9E12*5,2XvE12e5)
*33 200 CONTINUE

34 KF(ISS*GT*0) WRITE(IFILE,205) XIII
*35 205 FORMAT(3X*X'F64)

*36 WRITE(IFILE9210)
*3? 210 FORMATC' '

38 IDATAIl
39 RETURN

40 END
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Figure A23. Subroutine DEBUG

I SUBROUTINE DEBUG(NOEL4.OGTSTgvSC.1IIl1,TE~.LAM8DA.gjF -

2 RNX9IWRT)
3 C

4 C ROUTINE TO WRITE-OUT No DELN9 ALMBDA DUPING THE ITERATON PROCESS
S C
6 REAL LANB3DA.N(IDtM1).DGTST(101I41).oELN(01lM1)

*7 INTEGER VSC
a WRITE(IWRT*1O) ITER*LA'480AGFEsR4
9 10 FORMAT(0O.OITFRATION = l915s5X.oLAMBDA = O*E1A.79

t0o F SX,*GIBBS FREE ENERGY = .EI4979 KCAL99

11 C. X9RELATIVE ERROR = QoE1295vf9Ix,
12 f, ON-VALUES' .T20.'DELTA-N VALUES**

* 13 CT40o*DGTST VALUES*)
14 DO 50 1.1VSC
15 WPITE(IWRT92O) N(I)9DELM(I)9OGTST(I)
is 20 FORMAT( 1X.El4o7.T20,E14.7.T40,E14.7)

17 50 CONTINUE
is RETURN
19 END
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Figure A24. Subroutine PRNTAB

I SUBROUTINE PRNTAB(A9B9N.IOI'4!,IWRTl
2 C
3 C MATRIX OUTPUT ROUTINE FOR DIAGNOSTIC USE

S DOUBLE PRECISION A(IDIM39IOI'43)v8(1DP43)
6 MAX=N/10+1

7 LINE=O
*a IST=l
*9 DO 50 1=19MAX

10 LINE=LINE+N+2

it IIEND=IST.9
12 IF(IEND*GToN) IEND=N
13 IF(LINE*GTo801 WRITE(IWRT*10) ISTIEND

14 IF(IsEO.1I WRITE(IWRTol0) ISTIEND
15 IF(LINEsLEe80.ANO*I*GT.13 WRITE(IWPTv20) ISTeIFNO

16 10 FORMAT(01094COLUMNS 9#129' THROUGH '.12.' C2F M4ATRIX ALEO:O)

17 20 FORMAT(00'.COLUMNS '.12,' THROUGH *e1290 OF M4ATRIX ALEO:9)
18 IF(LINEoGT.80) LINE=O

*19 DO 40 ILIN=19N

*20 WRITE(IWRT*30) (A(ILIN*JJJISTeIENDl
21 30 FORMAT(IX91O(DI1.4,2X))
22 40 CONTINUE
23 tST=IEND+l
24 IF(ISTeGTeN) GO TO 60

*25 50 CONTINUE
28 60 CONTINUE
27 WRITE( IWRT*70)S 28 70 FORMAT('0'.'THE TRANSPOSED SLEO VECTOR IS:$)
29 15T1l
30 DO 90 I=19MAX
31 IEND=IST49

32 IF(IEND*GT*N) IEND=N
33 WRITE(IWRT*80) (B(JleJ=ISTv1ENO)

34 80 FORIAT(1Xo10(DII.4.2X))

35 IST=IEND+1
I36 IF(ISToGT*Nl RETURN

37 90 CONTINUE

38 RETURN
39 END
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A.4.18 IMSL Subroutines

LINVIF, LEQT1F, LUDATF, LUELMF

The calling sequence of the IMSL subroutines is shown in Figure

A25 and a listing of these subroutines is provided in Figure A2F. These

IMSL subroutines are used to perform matrix inversions and solve the

matrix problem

AX = B (1)

for vector X. The matrix inversion subroutine, LINVIF, is called from

line 43 of subroutine IDPTEQ. LINVlF defines B to be a matrix instead

of a vector and simply puts ones on the diagonal of this matrix and zeros

elsewhere. Subroutine LEQTIF is then called upon to solve the matrix

problem

A AINV = B (2)

to yield the inverted A matrix AINV.

Subroutine LEQT1F is called from line 182 of subroutine RAND to

solve the linear algebra problem in equation 1 for the vector X. The

X vector solution is then returned as vector B in order to save on

storage requirements. Double precision arithmetic is used in the

calculations and the routines check for IDGT significant figures in the

answers. If less than IDGT significant figures are found parameter

IER is returned as 34. If matrix A is singular IER is returned as 129.

# ,'.- , ', -. -' ', ', -' -'.-'. -. -" ." ,..'.',." ', ......................-....-.-...."............. i" ,
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Figure A25

IMSL Subroutine Calling Sequence

LINV1F: Driver program To invert
matrix A. This subroutine puts
ones on the diagonal of matrix B
for LEQT1F.

LEQT1F: Driver program to solve
the matrix problem A*X B for
vector X.

LUDATF: Performs an LU
decomposition of matrix
A with partial Pivoting.

40

LUELMF: Performs appropriate
substitutions To obtain the
X vector and writes the X
vector into B.

4'

4'

°'

*1 o%
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Figure A26. IMSL Subroutines LINViF, LEQT1F, LUDATF and LUELHF.

I SUBROUTINE LINVIF (ANIAtAINVIOGT*WKAPFAoIER)

2 C
£ 3 C INSL SUBROUTINE FOR INVERTING REAL MATRICIES

4 C
5 DOUBLE PRECISION A(IA.N)oAINV(IA.N).WKAPEA(1 )ZERo.ONE

6 DATA ZERO/0.000/9ONE/1*000/

7 IER=O
a DO 10 1=1oN
9 DO 5 J=.N

10 AINV(I.J) ZERO

It 5 CONTINUE

12 AINV(I.I) = ONE

13 10 CONTINUE

14 CALL LEOTIF (A*N9NIA*AINVIOGT.VKARA*IFP)

15 IF (IER *EOo 0) GO TO 9005

16 9000 CONTINUE

17 9005 RETURN

18 END

40

9:;

4
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I, SUBROUTINE LEOTIF (Ao'4oN*IAoB, DGT9WKAREAIER)

2 * 2 C
• 3 C IMSL SUBROUTINE LFQTIF FOR SOLVING THE MATPIX PR09LFM A*X=9

4 C

5 DIMENSION A(IA.1I),(IAI )WKAREA(I)

6 DOUBLE PRECISION A 98 9WKARE A901 029WA
7 C INITIALIZE IFP

a C FIRST EXECUTABLE STATE4ENT

9 IER=O

10 C DECOMPOSE A
11 CALL LUDATF (AAoNoIAIDGToD1,02.WKAREAWKAREAWAtIER)
12 IF (TER *GT. 128) GO TO 9005

13 C CALL ROUTINE LUELMF (FlIRWARD AN )

14 C BACKWARD SUBSTITUTIONS)

15 DO 10 J=19M

16 CALL LUELMF (A98Cl1J),WKAPFA.NpIAB(l*J))

17 10 CONTINUE

1 18 9005 RETURN

. 19 END

.*o

"IP

J
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I SUBROUTINE LUOATF (A.LUNoIADIOGTO1.D?,lIPVTEOUILoWAIFP)

2 C

3 C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED WITH SUBROUTINE LEOTIF

4 C

5 DIMENSION A(IAo1)oLU(IAI).IPVT(1).EOUIL(1)

6 DOUBLE PRECISION ALUD102,EQUILWAZERO,ON=• EOU oSIXTN.SIXTI

7 * RNoWRELBIGA.BIG.PoSUoAI.W!oTTESTO

a DATA ZERO.ONEiFOURoSIXTNoSIXTH/O.DOol .OO.r, Ot
9 * 16oD0r,062500/

10 C FIRST EXECUTAPLE STATEMENT

iC INITIALIZATION

12 IER = 0

13 RN = N

14 WREL = ZERO

15 DI = ONE

16 D2 = ZERO

17 BIGA = ZERO

18 00 10 1=19N

19 BIG = ZERO

. 20 DO 5 J=I*N

21 P = A(IJ)

22 LU(IJ) = P

23 P = DABS(P)

24 IF (P *GTe BIG) BIG = P

25 5 CONTINUE

26 IF (BIG .GT. BIGA) BIGA = BIG

27 IF (BIG *EQ. ZERO) GO TO 110

28 EOUIL(I) = ONE/BIG
29 10 CONTINUE

30 DO 105 J=IN

31 JMI = J-1

32 IF (JMI eLT* 1) GO TO 40

33 C COMPUTE U(IJ)o I=1,,,,J-1

34 DO 35 1=1JMI

35 SUM = LU(19J)

36 IMI = I-I

. 37 IF (IDGT eEQ. 0) GO TO 25

38 C WITH ACCURACY TEST
39 Al = DABS(SUM)

40 WI = ZERO

41 IF (IMi *LT. 11 GO TO 20

42 DO 15 K=I.MI
43 T = LU(IoK)*LU(KoJ)

44 SUM = SUM-T
45 WI = WI+DABS(T)

46 15 CONTINUE

47 LU(I*J) = SUM

48 20 WI = WI+DABS(SUM)
49 IF (AT .EO. ZERO) A! = BIGA

50 TEST = WI/Al

51 IF (TEST *GT. WPEL) WREL = TEST

52 GO TO 35

53 C WITHOUT ACCURACY

54 25 IF (II *LT. 1) GO TO 35

" -

-- *.*.
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55 O0 30 K=1IIm1
*.7'., 56 SUM = SUM-LU(I.K)*LU(K*J)
"" 57 30 CONTINUE

58 LU([.J) = SUM
59 35 CONTINUE

60 40 P = ZERO
61 C COMPUTE U(JJ) ANO L(I.J)t 1=J+1...,

62 DO 70 I=JoN

63 SUM = LU(IJ)
64 IF (IDGT oEG* 0) GO TO 55

65 C WITH ACCURACY TEST

66 At = DARS(SUM)

67 WI = ZERO
68 IF (JMI 9LT* 1) GO TO 50
69 00 45 K=1tJMI

70 T = LU(I,K)*LU(KJ)
71 SUM = SUM-T
72 WI = WI+DABS(T)
73 45 CONTINUE

74 LU(IoJ) = SUM

75 50 WI = WI+DABS(SUM4)
76 IF (At eEQ. ZERO) Al = BIGA

77 TEST = WI/Al
* 78 IF (TEST *GT, WREL) WREL = TEST

79 GO TO 65

80 C WITHOUT ACCUPACY TFST

l 81 55 IF (JMI *LT* 1) GO TO 65

82 DO 60 K=IJMI

83 SUM = SUM-LU(I*K)*LU(KoJ)
84 60 CONTINUE
85 LU(I.J) = SUM

- 86 65 0 = EQUIL([)*DABS(SUM)
" 87 IF (P oGEo 0) GO TO 70

88 P = 0

89 IMAX = I
90 70 CONTINUE

91 C TEST FnP ALGORIT-MIC SINGULARITY

-9 92 IF (RN+P .E~o RN) GO TO 110
93 IF (J *EO* [MAX) GO TO 80

94 C INTERCHANGF ROWS J AND IMAX

95 DI = -D

96 00 75 K=1.N

97 P = LU(IMAX.K)
" 98 LU(IMAX*K) = LU(JoK)

99 LU(JoK) = P

100 75 CONTINUE

101 EQUIL(IMAX) = EOUIL(J)
" 102 80 I0VT(JI = IMAX

- 103 DI = D1*LU(J.J)
104 85 IF (OASS(OI) •LEe ONE) GO TO 93

S105 DI = D1*SIXTH

106 02 = D2+FOUR

107 GO TO 85
- '- 108 90 IF (DASS(DI) *GE. SIXTH) GO V'( 99

*, . *- * * *.- ., .--. ***- . .- . . -* . ** .. . .-- .. ... .. . - - . -- . * .* . .- - . • . . , . .
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109 DI = 1*SIXTN
110 D2 = D2-FOUR

" -. " II GO TO 9O

112 95 CONTINUE
113 JPI = J41
114 IF (JPI 9GT* N) GO TO 105
115 C DIVIDE BY PIVVT ELE4ENT U(J*J)

*1 16 P = LU(JoJ)
117 D0 100 I=JPI*N

118 LU(I.J) 2 LU(IJ)/P
119 t00 CONTINUE
1 120 105 CONTINUE

121 C PERFORM ACCURACY TEST

* 122 IF (IDGT eEO. 0) GO TO 9005

' 323 P = 3*N"3
124 WA = P*WREL
125 IF (WA410*DO**(-IDGT) eNF. WA) GO 4005

• 126 IER = 34
127 GO TO 9005

" 128 C ALGOR .IC SINGULARITY
129 110 IER = 129

130 01 = ZERO

131 D2 = ZERO
132 9005 RETURN

133 END

........................................................

..-.
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1 LAJBRJUTINE LUELMF (A*B.IPVT9N9IAqX)

3 C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED WITH SURROUTI4 LEI)TIP

5 DIMENSION A(IA.1),B(l).,IPVT(1).X(1,)
6 DOUBLF PRECISION A99eXSUm
7 C FIRST FX:CUTA--LE STATX4ENT
a C SOLVE LY = B r' Y

9 00 5 1=19N

10 5 X(I) = B(I)
11 IW = 0
12 DO 20 I=1N
13 IP = IPVT(I)
14 SUM X(IP)
15 X(IP) = X(I)

16 IF (IW eEQ 0) GO TO 15
17 I1 I-1
18 DO 10 J=IWINM
19 SUM = SUM-A( ,J)*X(J)
20 10 CONTINUE
21 GO TO 20
22 15 IF (SUM ,NE, 000) IV = I
23 20 X(I) SUM

. 24 C SOLVE UX = Y FOR X
25 DO 30 IB=IN
26 I = N41-IB

. 27 IPI = 1+1

~28 SUM = X(I)
29 IF (IP1 eGT, N) GO TO 30
30 DO 25 J=IP1,N
31 SUM = SUM-A(7*J)*X(J)
32 25 CONTINUE
33 30 X(I) = SUM/AClI)
34 RETURN
35 END

,a.
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A.5 Theoretical Development of the Rand algorithm

A variety of methods have been proposed for calculating compositions

in multiphase, reacting systems at equilibrium. The technique derived

here employs the Newton-Raphson method to minimize the Gibbs Energy of

an ideal system. The problem may be formulated as follows: Given the

initial mole numbers of all species, the temperature, and the pressure,

determine the composition which minimizes the Gibbs Energy of an ideal

mixture subject to atom balance constraints. The system considered here

allows for the presence of a gas phase (with an inert species permitted),

multiple pure condensed phases, and a condensed solution phase all

existing in equilibrium. If we assume all mixtures behave in an ideal

manner, the total Gibbs energy of the system, G (T, P, ni), can be

expressed in terms of the temperature (T), pressure (P) and chemical

species mole numbers (n.) asv n.P
I Zn P n

(T,P,ni)/RT = G ni p°+ Zn 1 Z o Z viil i n v V n v

1+ 00.V+~v+s o ni  ' v+s+c

+ ni  + + nipi
i=v+l i ns i=v+s+l

In this expression the following notation is used:

ni = moles of species i

zv = moles of inert specie in the vapor phase

v
nv = i! ni + Zv = total moles of vapor

V+S
ns  n. = total moles of condensed solution

i=v+l 1

0

w = standard state chemical potential divided by RTi

v number of vapor specie

s = number of solution specie

c = number of pure condensed phases present

*. --
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The minimization problem is constrained the conservat.on of atomic

elements such that

V+S+C

a1in. - b. : C, (2)
Si=l 1 3

where aji is the number of atoms of elerret j per molecule of species i

and b. is the total number of gram-atoms of each of the E elements present

in the system.

The first step involves an expansion --f G in a quad-atic Taylor series

about a solution estimate nk as

v+s+c Gk v+s+c v+s+c G

Gk+ l - Gk + i 6n + 1 5nin Zi=l 3 ni  2 iIn Z:n n  (3)

where ni = n +I - ni . The partial derivatives required in Equation (3)

are found by analytical differentiation of Equation 1 After dif-

ferentiation and simplification the results are:

For i = .... v
0 nip

Gk/pni = Pi + Zn (4)

1)Gk 1 1 (5

3-G -(5)

- ni nv

and 1

=- 1/nv  (6)3n i n

For i = v+l ...... ,V+s
n.

GK/3ni  0 + i_ (7)DG i Ii + Zn n

2 Gk/an2  -I/n. - I/ s (8)

2 k
32Gk /ni~n£# = - 1/ns  (9)

.
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and

For i v+s+l,...,v+s+c

3Gk/ni = Wi (10)

'2Gk/ 2 = _G
" ni3n i  0 (11)

Upon substituting Equations 4 - 11 into 3 and simpli.,Iing the following

result is found

Gk+l Gk + 6ni i. + Zn + 1-

i=l nv 2 i=l L ni

°--.. F. 2  _ ni s_ v+s+cv+s v2

P i 6n .5n s +-nL;i=v+I ni ns - i=v+s+1 i i (12)

Since the atom balance must also be satisfied for the new solution estinate,-'3 v+s~c Kl

k+l on K+l - b for all eleents E from Gk+l will..: n ,the subtraction of froml

not change its value as is easily ascertained from Equat
4 on 2 . An un-

,'- cosrandk+l
constrained objective function, , results when using Lagrange multipliers

for each atom balance, (j=l,2 ...... E).

k+l k+l E v+s+c k+l (
-G j l 1i a 1iini + b (13)

The problem has now been reduced to minimizing k+1 as:

k+l (14)

- 0 n1P 6n. v E
" 1n 1 n 1 n va - -" 3a for l< is v (15)

+ n -+ - i._ i nv  n J=v+ s n

u + in - + - 3 - 'Tr ai for v+l <i < v+s (16)

ns n j=v+l ns  j 3

0 E•1

T- a. for v+s+l <i < v+s+c (17)-_.X i j ~ l J J i
11 T~J

:.-...................................................
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7: with the addition of Equation 2 rewritter, as

V+S+C

- aji(6n i + ni) = bj for l< j< E (18)

we now have v+s+c+E linear equations (Equations 15 - 18) in the same

number of unknowns (v+s+c Sni s and E iTj s). The number of independent

linear equations that must be solved simultaneously can be reduced by

hand elimination of v+s-2 equations as follows: Solving Equations 15

and 16 for 6ni yields

Fv 6n E n.Pv
,5n = ni n-v + j Wa.. i -Zn n__ for 1 <i<v (19)','.'. v j=l j 31 nv

and
" E

- .n.
6ni = ni v 6n + jI a.i i --na--- for v+l< i <v+s (20)

j 1 j 31Ij 1 n

Equations 19 and 20 contain only 5n. on the right hand side in terms
aV n.7 v+s

of I _v and. n and we shall designate these two summations as

j=l =v+l ns
the new variables uv and us , respectively. With Equations 19 and 20

6n i for 1 < i <v+s can be eliminated in Equation 18 with the result

E v+s v v+s v+s+c
" Tri

I  aj Zi 1 a.in i  + us  7 ajini+. aji niaia.n i + Uvi..l 3

" ~ ~lv~ i =,v-4l iv+s+l

v n.? - I v+ s  n-s

k+ +n + Z n°  a+nni for l< j< EIi~~~ bj - bjO +n ui v  iv + i n __a 21

i=l 1ji 1 anv iv+l ji

where bk is the gram-atoms of element j in system as determined by the

mole numbers ni and b. is provided by the initial condition.

1 %P, _

. . . . ., -. . . . ,. _ , ,.- ., ,.. . .... .,.
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Besides Equations 17 and 21 , two additional equations are required.

As only v+s-2 6ni variables were hand eliminated, the rem.aining two

equations must be a linear combination of this set, for example 6 n.
v+s i-- 1

and I 6ni results in
i=v+l

E v v niPTr a =i n _ZU n i l+ Z n (2i ini'ZvUv Un221
t=l 1 i=l ill n 1 (2

and

E V+s v+s 0nT a zi ni = + ni U + 2n n( 3
i=v+l =vl (23)

Thus the final set of linear equations to be solved includes Equations 17
21 - 23 (E + c + 2 equations) for unknowns 7Z (1 < . < E), 6ni (v+s+l< i <

v+s+c), Uv and us -

The procedure is thus to input the temperature, pressure, all species

possibly present along with their standard state chemical potential and

formula vector (aji), total gram-atoms of each element present (bj), and

an initial guess of the equilibrium composition. The solution of Equations

17 and 21 - 23 for TrZ, uv' us and the C Sni's allows the computation

of the remaining v+s 6ni's with Equations 19 and 20 . A new solution

estimate can now be obtained as

k+l k (24)
n i i  + ni

This procedure is repeated with the new solution estimate until the com-

position converges to within a specified increment of the last two solutions

estimates.

A

° " .- . * -
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A.6 Example Calculation: The Ga, As, H System.

Figure A27 shows the results of an equilibrium calculation for the

Ga, As and H system. The wrap-up file output is shown in Figure A28 and

the data file which yielded these results is shown in Figure A29. This

calculation determines the equilibrium composition of a system which

initially consisted of 10% As, 10% Ga, 10% H2 and 70% inert in the vapor

phase. The calculation was performed for a temperature of 1000 C at one

atmosphere pressure.

This example is provided as a demonstration of the data file required

and type of output received. It is not intended to represent a CVD

process.

S

.
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Append ix

MCMPEC.STOIC: A Computer Code for Calculati-g Chemical E-:, Iibr-ia Uising a

Stoich ionetr ic Aloorithm.

B. I Introduct icn

The calculation of chemical equilibiru usinq a stoic-iometric algorithm

is based on the work of Cruise [1] and Smith and Missen F21. The stoichiometric

algorithm recijires a set of formation reaction equations 13r each specie of the

form

= E bI,
Si V. S.j

"=l

where: S. : specie being formed

b
S. = basis specie in the system

S.. : reaction coefficient
1j

E number of elements in the system

An optimum set of basis species is chosen by selectin: those species Ohich

represent all of the elements present in the system, are linearly independent

from each other and are present in the greatest molar amounts. Employing this

set of optimum basis species minimizes the num.ber of iterations required in the

numerical solution.

The iteritive solution for equilibrium composition proceeds by calculating

equilibrium constants for each formation reaction using the Gibbs Free Energy

change of the reaction and the current estimate to the ea.ilibrium composition.

These two values are compared and the extents of each formation reaction are

then adjusted to yield a better app-oximati-n to the systee equilibrium

composition. Since the form-ation reactions a'e initially nalanced the

conservation of mass constraint is implicitly included.

-"-..- . -.-_.
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The application of an explicit set of formation reac ion ec;jations !-esil's

in a geatei flexibility for stoichiometric 3lgorithms as cotnpa eJ t)

nonstoichionetr ic alqorichms. There are no restrictions joon the type's of

phases which must be present, i.e. syste-is which do n:t include a vapo, phase

are solvable. Also, it is not necessary to remove pure condensed phases as

their compositions vanish since the reaction extents simply vanish. The storage

requirements for this stoichiornetric algori.hm are -uch less than those of -).

Rand algorithm in Appenlix A. Only 87 k-bytes are required for a systen

consistinq of 50 soecies composed of up to 13 elements.

MCMPEC.STOIr assumes the vapor phase to be ideal and includes an inert

specie. The solution phase may have nonidealities described by Henry's Law,

simple solution theory or may be modelled as ideal. The code includes options

to allow temperature, pressure and inlet composition loops in order to Qenerate

data for parametric analyses.

Currently there is evidence which sugiests that the liquid solufi-! in the

source zone if the CVD halide system is at steady state [3]. An option has

therefore been included to model this situation in the Ga/As and In/ syste:s.

Several data outpuit and dehugging options have also been included and are

discussed in subsection B.2.?.

The structure of the main program along with data input and outp.jt a,-

discussed in section 8.2. A description of the major var-aibles in trie code is

located in section B.3 and discussions of each subroutine are present-d in

section 8.4. The theoretical development of the stoichiometric 3lgo,ithm is

presented in section 8.5 and an example calculation is loc-ted in section 3.6.

A-A
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B.2 The Main :rogram

A flowshect for MCMPEC.STOIC is shown in Figure B!. The main program sets

array dimensions, proviles a framework for cal ling the s:broutines and performs

data input and output. The temper-ature, pressure and c--msition loops, for

generatinq parametric data, and the iterat ion loop for determining the

equilibrium composition are also located in the main program. Data output which

does not take place in the main program occurs in subroutines DEBUG, PMAT,

DPMAT, PVEC, IPVEC and WRAPUP. Output whicn is useful for debugging purposes is

written by DEBUG, PMAT, DPMAT, PVEC and IPVEC while WRAPUP writes out a concise

, file which summarizes the results. Also, execution diagnosti7s which pertain to

the various subroutines are written out by the appropriate subroutine.

A listing of the main program is located in section B.2.6.

B.2.1. Array Dimensions, Expandabi lity and Initialization.

The arrays used in MCMPEC.STOIC are di'iesioned in lines 5 through 19.

Currently, systems containing up to 50 different species comprised of up to 13

different elements may be modelled, The variables IDIMI and IDIM2, which are

initialized in lines 35 and 36, are used to set the array dimensions in the

subroutines. Therefore, the code may be expanded to accomodate larger systems

simply by modifyinq the array dirensions in the main program and the values of

IDIMI and IDIM2. It is suggested that the element dimension IDIM2 not be

increased beyond 13 as this will result in output line lengths greater than 132

characters which will be difficult to read as a result of printer "wrap-around"

There are no restrictions (other than avail able computer memory) to the number

of species which the code may be expanded to accomodate.

The logical unit designator-s for the irput file, printed output and the

* wrap-up file are initialized at lines 32, 33 and 34.

! ,xi------------
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Fiqure _I

Main Program Flowsheet for MCMPEC.STC:C

mension arrays andset- ts-t -e
maximum number of species and elements
present in the system_

Suppress p, ritn-n n- erfTow, underflow,
divide by zero and exponential arqu-'ent
error messaqes

(subroutine ERRSET)

Read: 1) number of elements, species
temperature and pressure

2) thermophysical data for the
vapor, sot ition and pure
condensed onase species

5) maximum nurber of iterations
allowed and computational

"___ opt ions

®0

T e T-ri-l Tf -i-s- is n7te
apor, solution and pure condensed phases.,,

i

I-4.

.5 , . . . S * **'- *
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write-out the inpu I WRA--

aC MuTate The -standardT_ st-iechrj
potentials (subroutine STSTCP). J

yes Ca'cul 3te the scur;
ISS'O z.cr i quid s _, d y

<a > ~stat,_e conposition
(sibroutine STEADY).

no

/ Write-out the stdnda~j state cherricil
/ potentials, equilibriiT cor~ositior

estimate and elemnta' A,,'_ndinces il
IWRAP>'2.

the rv'oup 111/V atr,rn,*a'io in the v ,)
phase_(subroutines TO'SI and- RATIO,)

. *. . .J



* Write out :.ne *,-mperat.jre otressur
yes and compositibn estimate .,, the

IWRAP>O wrap-up fi es (subroutine WJRA-)UP)

eter-mine an 60tiirum set of bas - J t 5

reacioneauat ions
____ (subroutine OPT.',.S). ____

[Calculate the ~ iru consETnt s- oT6V TTat ion
reactions from the Gibbs Free Enrychanges ;subroutine
I..QCON).1

ITcu~at6the atTii ty coeff 1c1en ts for r cF spec
l(subroutine ACTCOF). ________

Calculate tF6-Yquillbriun constar's 76T the formatn

reactions from the current composition estimate-
(subroutine CALCQ). __________

Yes

Ha s to

c. . . . . .

< 

onvege.



_KT__a us tment-s -to- e or~ o ct ion ex t-ia t~ ordel
to ob t3i n a bet ter estima te of the Lq iiI ibr i um con os i tioi
(subroctine ADJEXT).j

a cu Iat te-e on ve r ae, ce for ce r
(subrou t ine CNVFR C)

rFUpulate the mar-monsof each specie usina
the adjusted reaction extents (subroutineCOMOL).1

Maximum number- of
no iterations exceeded?

Yes

Write out a message to indicate that
the solution did not converge.

a ~culate the Gibbs Free Energy ofi

the system (subroutine Gibbs).j

.21
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Icherr al potent ial for e3--h spec ies

oriqinal problem state'-ent order.
(subrout ineORDER.

SDeterm ine the tot a]o re s of s i Ii con
spec ies and the I I /V atom rat io i n

* the vapor phase (subroutine TOTSI
and RATIO).

Wieout the results if IWRAP<2.

Bite __ te

rit out _ e s u tsYes to the wrap-up file
IWRAP>O - (subroutine WRAPUP)

No Z-_ __ __

Temp.
OA <__or

Yes <i ess- >
oop?

compos it ion
YBs loop?

64 
Ye C Or

I~ ] 
r

Sp
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Lines 49 and 50 call the system subrc , e ERRSET to -. opress or intigq of

overflow, underf low, divi.de by zero and ex;.z"entiai argu-e,-- error, -essaces.

These errors occur quite frequently in sub,--'t ne CALCQ d ilng the first few

iterations as a result of the small in it ial -oncentrations f some )f the

. spec i es.

B.2.2 Data :nput

Data input is accomplished in lines 51 :hrouqh 159. Z summary of the input

data set is shown in Table B.1 and a descriotion of each i;put variaole is

- located in Table B.2.

The first input record consists of a data set title wh ch may ne up to 80

characters in length. The second record consists of the nimber of elements in

the system, the number of species in the vaoor, solution a'd pure condensed

. phases, followed by the system temperature ad pressure. The last two pieces :f

information on this record are the reference temperature and press-,re for the

. enthalpies and entropies of formation. The sybols for each elemen t are on the

- third record. Two characters are allowed f.or each element symbol.

The next 3V records contain information regardiny the species present in

the vapor phase. The first record contains a 12 character specie name and the

* enthalpy and entropy of formation at temperatue To and pressure PD for this

specie. Heat capacity correlation information is contain on the second record

and the number- of atoms of each element which are present in a single molecule

of the specie are on the third record. Reco,-ds 3V+l to 3V+3 contain this same

nformation for an inert specie in the vapor ohase. The inert specie

,! information must always be present in the data set. When it is desired to

perform a calculation without the inert, its initial concr.,ation is simply set

to zero. This same information must also be provided fo, each specie in the

solution phase and each pure condensed phase.
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TabIe B.!
Input Data Set for MPEC.STOIC

Record Co,,- en t s For 1at

Title (1). .... TITLE (20) 80 Character Titie 20A4

E, V, S, C, T, P, To, P0  415, 4F10.0

ELMNT (1), ELMNT (2) .... ELMNT (E) Element Symbols 13 (IX, A2)

SPEC!E (I,K), DMO(I), DSO(I) 3A4, 2E12.5

AO(I), AI(I), A2(1), A3(I), ICP(I) Each vapor phase s-ecie 4E12.5, 12

A(I,l), A(I,2).... A(I,E) 13(F5.0, IX)

Inert(K), DHOZ, DSOZ 3A4, 12E12.5

AOZ, AIZ, A2Z, A3Z, ICPZ Inert vapor phase specie 4E12.5, 12

IDUMMY 13(F5.0, JX)

SPECIE(I, K), DHO(I), DSO(I) 3A4, 12E12.5

AO(1), AI(I), A2(I), A3(I), ICP(I) Each solution phase specie 4E12.5, 12

A(I , ), A(I,2) ,...A(I ,E) 13(F5.0, IX)

SPECIE(I,K), A2(I), A3(I), ICP(I) 3A4, 12EI2.5

A0(I), AI(I), A2(I), A3(I), ICP(I) Each pure condensed phase 4E12.5, 12

A(I,l), A(I,2)...A(I,E) 13(F5.0, IX)

,.) I'G, IOPT, ISS, IWRAP, MAXIT, W1AX
CNVG, TINC, PINC, RLXMIN 615, 4F10.0

TOTMV E12.5

FRAC(I), FRAC(2) .... FRAC(V), FRACZ 6E12.5

TOTMS E12.5

FRAC(V+]), FRAC(V+2)... FRAC(V+S) 6E12.5

IXSCOR, AXS, BXS 15, 2EI?.5

TOTMC(V+S I).. TnTIC(V+S+C) FEI .5
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Table B.2

Description of Input Variables

Variable Description

TITLE (20) 80 Character data set title

E Number of elements (E s13)
V Number of vapor species excluding the inert
S Number of solution species
C Number of pure condensed phases
T System Temperature (K)
P System Pressure (Pa)
TO ReFerence Temperature for 'H and AS formatioi
PO Reference Pressure for AH and NS formation

ELMNT (13) 2 character symbol for each element (right justified)

SPECIE (50, 3) 12 character symbol for each specie

A (50, 13) Elemental abundance matrix

DHO (50) Enthalpy of formation (kcal/g-mole) for each
*- specie at Temperature TO and Pressure PO.

DSO (50) Entropy of formation (kcal/g-mole-K) for each
specie at Temperature TO and Pressure PO.

AO (50) Heat capacity correlation parameter (kcal/9-mole-K
Al (50) Heat capdcity correlation parameter (kcal/g-mole-K)
A2 (50) Heat capacity correlation parameter (see Table)
A3 (50) Heat capacity correlation parameter (see Table)
ICP (50) Heat capacity correlation parameter (see Table)

Heat Capacity Correlations

ICP A2 A 3 C (_j_ C -o-eati ori

0 kcal-K/g-mole kcal/g-mole-K-Zn(k) AO+A1*T+A2/T2 +A3*;n(T)

kcal/g-mole-,, kcal/g-mole-K4 AO+AI*T+A2*T2+A3*T3
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INERT( 3) 12 Character name for inlert v3,a)i -

.HOZ :nert Specie enthalpy of formation

DSOZ Inert Specie entropy of foimat ion

AOZ ]
A2Z Inert specie heat capacity correl a:' para- t9,
A3Z
ICPZJ

IDEBUG Debuqqi ng Outojt oarare -e
IDE 3JG Function

0 Warninq messa'-es a,-e or r - whern n .r ,hl ,
encountered in the IMSL s:,-outines

Prints IDER,!'.n option p is os rp i tin ch ,
and Gibbs enerqy for each iteration.

2 Prints IOEBUGC= option plis mattric ies an:
vectors D, DPRME, KEQ and for each i ter ati

IOPT Looping Option Parameter
IOPT Function

0 One pass through rout ine

Temperature loop

2 Pressure loop

3 Composition loop

ISS Sou rce Zone Steady State Option Par eter
ISS Function

0 Steady state option is in ctive

Ga/As 1 iquid composition is at steady state e wi
GaAs solid.

In/P liquid compc ition is at steady st3te with
InP solid.



IWRAP 9 ata7i ;
* -IIWRAP F ~

0 I yi 1: i ex e,-- ion d i agnos tics and

AL p! ep ites-out a concise

2 No j I, 't4,t a wan-up f ile

MAXIT *'7-.. b liriu

NMAXmaii K

CNVG c o n r q t, r c,: c r

TING t erpe ra,- eni -n n an K

PINC pressui-e I rcrr" for el 1(-) rP if To-'>?2

TTMV tota rnoesi tlhe vIP,) ph,-

TO TMS toa mole 0 In the ~U o h-

TOTMiC( I) to t i molets in e ii.n o, re c 1-<seI pn~s

MOlIe f ra 31 1on o)f s pec ie i i viar (I-
FRAC(I)

mole f(- ct i on c s pec i1 in so it i _-n ( V+ I <I<V)

FRACZ mo l- 1rY to 3: 'or] i-i v

Ixscnp act iv cy :)r> 'p-' ' ' ',rr f_), thel so t ion ph

*AXS, BXS activity rooff icient Icrrelatcri roeff- ient forf the solutio)n
phase3

1 1-i 31 SC Iut I1'

G (AXS + DTX, T) X * X2

2 H =AXS *EX. (BXS'/T;

PIYV iNm' n:f tho rnrv fn



Following the data for each individual soecie is a ,e:rd describing the
various options available and numerical methocls infor mat: - . Parameter IDEBUG
should be set to zero for production jobs but -ay be set I or 2 to provide
information which allows the code to be examined in a ste2 y step fashion.

Parameter IOPT allows the code to be locoed in order "enerate
temper ature, pressure or composition parametric curves. ,'X sets the nu:nber of
loops to be executed while TINC and PINC are the temperat,-e and pressure
increrents per loop. If a composition loop is desired a 7ew initial ccp)-sit ion
data set must be provided for each loop.

P8 ; a r-ter ISS is used to activate the steady stete li:jid source option.
If ISS is set to I the composition of a liquid containing 3a and As in
eaji ibhr iu- with GaAs solid is calculated. This liquid is 'serted as the last
pure condensed phase in the system. Thus when the value c' C (number of pure
condL-'sed phases) is specified it must include a steady state phase if ISSsO
othe.-,ise the last pure condensed phase in the system wilI be replaced with the
steady state liouid. Setting ISS=2 will model a liquid of In and P in
equilibrium with InP solid.

The parameter IWRAP is used to choose the anount of data output desired.
When IWRAP=O the input data is written out in tabulated fo,-7 along with a
description of the options chosen, execution diagnostics, eauilibrium
compositions, reaction formation eauations and a comparison, between the
equilibrium constants for th.-se enuations as calculated fr-'r the free energy
changes and the compositions. With IWRAP=l a concise wrap-up file is written to
logical unit designator IFILE (IFILE=2) in addition to the :WRAP=O option.
These two output options are quite useful when one is bec:r-ing acquainted with
the code as they provide an echo of the input data set and a verification of the
results. Options IWRAP=2 and IWRAP=3 provide only wrap-up file output to IFILE
and IWRT respectively.

MAXIT sets the maximum number of interations to be performed for
calculating the equilibrium compositions. Typically MAXIT is set to lOOP. The
equilibrium compositions are considered converged when the relative difference
between the equi I ibrium constants, as calculated from the Gibbs Free Energy
chan.-ce of the formTnat on reactions and from the estimate t.o the e Iil ibriJ
composition, is less than CNVG. A typical value for CNVG i s Io

The inlet compositions for the vapor, solution and pure condensed phases
are next in the input data set. The tot.l moles in the vapor are on one record
and the following records contain the mole fractions of each component in the
vapor-, the last value being the mole fraction of the inert. The solution phase
inlet compositions are done the same way except that there is no inert.
Following the solution phase mole fractions is a record which determines the
activity coefficient model to be used in the solution phase. For IXSCOR=g the
solution is considered to be ideal. Setting IXSCCR=I yie!ts a binary simnle
solution model for- the excess Gibbs Free Enerqy. A Henr y' s L w constant for the
first component in the solution phase is activated by sett'nq !XSCO=2. Thie
par, a-eters AXS and 9XS are used in the act ivity coefficiee-t models as sho,,7 in
Table B.2.

.1. -,- ~ . . . .",
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The final records of the input data set contain the ,'oer of moles in
each pjr~e condensed phase.

3.?.3. Preparation for the iterative SolitiDn

Tne 1 imnits for the temperature, pressure and comnpositiin loops are set at
lines 126 through 133. The composition loop (IOPT=3) starts at line 134.

The input specie order is saved so that the results may be output in this
order. This step is necessary since the specie order is shifted during the
iterative procedure in order to obtain an optimum set of basis species and it
is convenient to compare the equilibrium results to the input concentrations
in the sane sequence.

,ne specie nares along with their associated enthapy o' formation,
entricy of formation and heat capacity correlation data are then written to
:WRT if IWRAP<2. Also, the temperature and pressure of the reference state,
max'-Jr number of iterations, convergence criterion and the debugging,
steadv-state and solution phase excess free energy correlation options are
identi fied.

The temperiture and pressure loops (IOPT=l or IOPT=2) start at line 20g.
Subroitine SrSrCP is called to calculate the standard state chemical potential
of each specie. Subroutine ESTMT- is then called to provide an estimate to
the equilibrium composition during the first pass through the temperature!
pressure loop. Succeeding passes through this loop utilize the equilibriui
composition of the preceding pass as an estimate of the current equilibrium
composition when ISS=O.

If the steady state option is activated (ISS>O) subroutine STEADY
insects, as the last pure condensed phase, a liquid phase coriposed of group
III and V elements which has a composition determined by the liquidus line of

- the Il1-V system at the specified temperature. The total moles of each
element present is then calculated based on the estimate of the equilibrium
conp.sitions. This result is later written out along with the previous
determination of each element to provide a means of verifying that mass has
been conserved in the calculations.

nTe initial composition estimate, standard chemical potential and
eler! nal abundance vector for each specie along with the amount of each
element present in the system are written out if 1WRAP(2. Tnis occurs in
lines 245 through 286. Headings for a page containing execution diagnostics
are set up in lines 289 through 294 and the standard state chemical potentials
are divided by R and T in acco -' nith the derivation in section B.5.

During the first pass through the temperature or pressure loop the total
moles of silicon compounds and the group III to group V atom ratio in the
vapor phase are calculated in subroutines TOTSI and RATIO. The specie initial
concentrations along with the total silicon and IIl-V atom raLio in the vaor
are then written to a wrap-up file if IWRAP',0.
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B.?.4 Iterative Solution fir the F quIIbrIum C)r-oIn, n.

The iterative scheme for, detemiin ig the equi I ib, urn c-ooslt ons is
locdted at lines 319 through 421. "efore enterinq the loop PEL M: , the re!,2tive

I 4I maximum error between the actual and appro<inated eqi librilr- constants, is set
to a large number and IACFF is set to zero to prevent the inclusiDn of
nonidealities in the solution phase until a close approxi-'ation t,, the
eqiuilibrium composition is attained.

Subroutine OPTBAS is called to determine the optimum set of basis species
for the current iteration. If a complete set of basis species cannot be found
parameter ISrOP is set to unity and program execution is halted. If p raireter
ICHNG is returned as zero the optimum set of basis species for the current
iteration is the same as the previous iteration and an unnecessa-y recalcu?3a' ion
of the equilibrlan constants for the formation reactions is omit.td. If IC-'%3
is not zero subroutine EQCON is cal led to calculate tie equi I ibr ii consta,'ts
for- each formation reaction fron the Gibbs Free Energy change of the reaction.
Parameter ISTOP is set to unity in subroutine EOCON anJ execition is halted if
the matrix containing the basis species appears to be algorithmically sing,'ar
to subroutine LINVIF.

Subroutine ACTCOF calculates the equilibrium constants for each of the
species and subroutine CALCQ calculates the equilibrium constants for each of
the formation reactions fro the current estimate to the equilibrium
composition.

The test for convergence of the iteration scheme is performed In lines 3610
through 393. The solution is consideied to have converged when t-e maxi;m.ur-
fractional disa",eement between the equilibrium constants calculated from the
free energy change and the composition estimate is less than CNVG.

If the convergence test fails suhroutine ADJEXT is cal le to adjust the
extents of the formation reactions in order to obtain a bette, estimate to tne
equilibrium composition. The convergence forcer is calculated in subroutine
CNVFRC and the molar amounts of each specie are updated in subroutine CORMO.
Subroutine CALCQ is then called again so that the mole fractions cent to ACTCOF
during the ne<t iteration correctly reflect the cofrposition. A Tessa'ge is

written out at lines 423 through 428 if the iterative procedure terminates
without converging.

Throuqhout the iterative procedure subroutines GIRBS, DEBUG, PMAT, DPYAT,
PVEC and IPVEC are called, depending upon the value of IDEBUG, to provide
intermediate information concerninq the basis species and convergence of the
numeri cal scheme.

B.2.5 Output of Results

Following the loop for determining the equilibrium compositions subroLtine
GIBBS is called to calculate the final system Gibbs F-ee Energy. Lines 439
through 454 then determine chemical potentials for each of the scecies.
Subrout ine OROER is cal led to return the spec ies to the orjqlnal order of t',e
problem statement. Subroutines TOTSI and RATIO then determine the total si con
concentration, the roup I1I-V atom ratio in the vapor phase, the activ it ies of
Si, Ga, As, In and in a solid phase and the IIl/V saturation ratio.



The results of the eauilibriu calcu ton are wr1tt-e out at lines 462
through 520 if IWRAP<2. A wrap-up file is .,,-iftte, at i1ne 521 if IWRAP>O. If a
temperature, pressure or composition loop -2tion has been chosen (IOPF>O) the
pog,>In jumps to the bottcrI of this loop at fine 606. Othe-rwise the set of
indeoendent formation reaction eq.jations -c written ot f3 lowe'd by a
comparison of the equiI ibrium constants for these react ions as calculated by the
free energy change and the equilibrium corn:sitions.

The phrase "NOT BINDING" frequently acpears to the right of the equilibrium
constant comparisons and indicates that these particular reactions were not
included in the converqence test due to the sinal I concentration (Ni < 10-21
g-moles) of the reaction products. Thus the two calculated equilibirum
constants for- these species may net be in m'.eement.

The punctuation ? and ?? sometimes acc,:,pany specie mole numbers in the
wrap-up file. A single question mark indicates that the equiIibrium constant
for this formation reaction did not conver.e but is within 10% Of the desired
value. Double question marks indicate that the discrepancy between the
equ Iibrium constants as calculated from the free energy change and the final
composition is greater than 10%. Occasion .ly, values which are acconpanied by
a single question mark may be useful.

If the iteration for equilibrium does not converge there are several
options w'ich may be used. First, the res-ilts reported are always the best
results which were obtained durina the iterative procedure. This is true even
if the solution diverges because the set ol role numbers which most closely
approximate equilibrium is stored in vector QESTN;. Therefore, if the soution

17 fails to converge but the BESTN values are 'ound to ha,'e sufficient accuracy,
simply use the result.

In other situations the value of RLXM:N may be adjusted. Typical ly RLXMIN
is set to 0.05 to allow the interative procedure to continue over unusually
intricate contours on the Gibbs Free Enerqy surface. If the solution has not
diverged, i.e. the last interaticn is the best estimate to the equilibrium
solution, then increasing the value of RLX':N wIll usually allow the solution to
converge. If the solution has diverged the value of RLXMIN should be decreased
to allow -naller steps to be taken.

Finally, if all else faiIs, the temper ture and pressure looping options
may be used to appr-oach the desired equilibr ium conditions frcxn above or below

the oarameters of interest.

%"
-..

.',

. -. .
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Table B.2.6 Listing of the Main Program

1 C MCPECeTjC e.e. 4ULTICLrP-N:IT +JLTLPHAic F-Gk:L19a-IJ,1
2 C 5 TL 1LC'-Tk.TC FL6 MLLATICN
3 C
4 C
5 DIMENSICNAt)3)ACIt3.c(.jAib),(3.3(,
6 6 1 ) 5 AL ( 3 9- -M-i Z )*C F~~

8 & DZETA(50),Ft-.AC(50),FR;ACIl.(50).GNU(f),13),

10 £TOTMC(50).*KA(50)
11 INTEGER 8SPCE(5093).ISPCE(5O.3).PIASE(5093) .E-PE:-CIE-(5O,3).

1.3 & 6QUES(5).OQUES(b3)*G0E3T1/9? /. #E3T2/? ' ??I/.
14 & ELMNT(13)/13*1 9/VAPC-(3')/l V696AFCover 4/0

* 15 & SCLN(3)/'SCL .'LTI','CN /CN()*N''& .Si,
16 & RcSP5/6 4 + ,45*< */*PL/') 0/oSSJs/1 + 9/0
17 & BLNKS/'
18 REAL KEQ(50)pNVqNS.LAM20A
19 REAL* 8 0DDIV9W~N;)9ET(0)NTM(,)9~ME 31)Ce
20 C
21 C At Iv J ELEM4=NTAL AeUNCANC=E NATFIX
22 C 8(J) :TOTAL NUMBaER OF GAAM-MLLES CF ELEMENT J
23 C DHG(1) : ENTHALPY CF FC~kMATICK CF SPECIES I

*24 C 050(I) : ENTROPY OF FCRXATICN CF SPECIE~S I
25 C STCCP(I) : STANDARD CHEMICAL PCTENTIAL OF SPECIES I
26 C
27 C H**'**P EAT CA?ACITY C'&F n-ELATI ENS *4***

* 28 C £CF(I)=O : CP(I) = AO(I) + A1(I)*T + A2(I)/T**2 + A-i(I)*ALCi(T)
29 C. ICF(I)=l CP(I) =A3(1) + A1(I)*T + A2(i)*T**2 + A3(1)*T*43j
30 C
3 1 C
32 IR0=5

*33 IVRT=6
34 IFILE=2
35 IDIM1=53
36 I)1N42=1J
37 F RCZ I N- 3.

38 DHOZ=O.3
39 DS3)Z=J*3
40 AJZ..
41 AIZ=0.0
42 A2Z=3.3

*43 A3Z=3&0
44 TOTAMV=0.O

45 C
46 C SUPP;RESS PkIrqTING OF GVE-:FLCwq UNCEFFLOW. DIVIDE 9Y
47 C AN4C SXPCNENTIAL ARGUMENT -wFi<CP Mz-SSAG=ES
48 C
49 CALL E~(3.3-.~j2g
50 CALL E~iSE(-'bv-19O0#0253)
51 C
52 C READ TITLE
53 C
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55 5 F,:M4T(? '4)
56 c
57 C N4UWS--k CF :7LMjT.v1 4CL% LCU1) 'L3.
5e0 C C~tENSE3 jj. F mHASE-39 SYT:'4 Tc.MP~riATUPE(( AN:).izE t4

*60 R A J( -J 9 1)) ,V,%S C,9T 9,T 9 --
*61 13 F--RVAT(415s4FlJ.3)
* 62 VP1-'Y+1
*63 VPS=Y+S

64 VPSPI=V+S+1
65 VSC=V+S+C

*66 vscc=V++:+
67 C

68 C READ ELcM4:TS
69 C

72 C
73 C. VAi'R SP-Cl!3S INF::%MATI%-N
74 C

75 IF(V.EG3J) GO rj 118~
76 0O 110 1=10V

79 REAL( I.RG22) (A(19J)9J -l.13)
* s0 20 FLRMAT(3A4,2E1~5

81 21 FC'k4A7(*E'12*59I- )
* 82 22 FZRAAT(13(F~w3,1X))

83 DG 110 J=193

*84 PHA3:--(1,J)=VAP-,(J)
85 110 CCNTINUE

86 c
87 C INERT SPECIE

88 C
*89 READ(Iri-D,20) (IN T('K)#K193)v-3OZ.DS0Z
*90 REAa(IRDs2l) AOZ9AlZ9A2Z,A2'ZtICPZ

91 READ(1RD*22) DuN1MY
*92 iia C&-NTI~tjE
*93 C

94 L SOLUTION SPE-ClS INFCr MATICN
*95 c
* 96 IF(S.EQO) GC TOi 125
*97 DC 120 I=VPIVPs

* 99 READ(IR.)921) A0( I)*AL%' I),A2(I ) A3( I),ICP(i )
100 R'iA2(lPD922) (A(1.J)9Jm=191J)

* 131 D0 120 J=L,3
* 102 PH-ASE( ItJ)=SC:L4( J)

102 120 CCNT!NtJ-
1,:)4 125 CONTINLE

*14)5 C
10 ( C CLNOLN-ZED PH-A CATA

>107 C
* 10 8 IF(C.cQ.3)) G J T 135
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109 DC, 1.30 I=vpSP1qVSc.
Ito R-A.3(1RJ,20)(C1I.)K13,-(),.jI

lw112 REA~l)(J,22) (A(IJ)9J=Il3)

113 FRAC(I)=1.0

114 FRAC IN( I)=Il.3
115 0O 120 J=193
116 PHASE ( I ,J =CJNC J J

-, 117 130 CONTINUE
118 135 CCNTINU=-

* 120 C MAXIM4UM NU~4dER OF ITERATINS CVFEC CR IT E: I N A'iD) 0 LT I ONS
121 C

- ~ 122 RZ=AJ(IkiD*136) IDSG9!P9IS MAeAX1.'A ''V19 N

*123 rRLX4iIN
124 136 FG:i!AT~bI5,4F13.3)

* 125 IF(IWRiAP*EO.3? iFILE.=ItRT
* 126 C

127 C SET THE LOOP LIMITS FCFR THE TEM4PEPATUf-.E, PRESSUPF- 4 4D Cuti2 3 >.ti:A
128 C LOCPS. THE CO'PJS:TICN LCCP STAR~TS HIERE

*129 C
* 130 NCMP1

-131 NTP=1
* 132 1F(ICPT*EQ.ls0R.IflPT.Ea.2) NTP=KMAX

- 133 IF(ICPT.EO.3) NCM?=N'4AX
134 DO 2000 ICA4P-=1,NC%1p
135 IDATA=O
136 CL~137 C TOTAL NLME OF ACLES CF vAPOR AN5 MCLE FRACTI:NS
138 C

*139 IF(V.EG.0. GO TO 138
*140 REAO(IRO.137) TOTmv

141 READ(IRD,137) (FRACIN(1)vI=1,V)9FRCZ1N
142 137 FORMAT(6E225)

-143 C

144 C TOTAL NUMSER CF MOLES CF SCLUTICN SPECIES. MOLE Ff ACTIONS
145 C ANC EXCESS FRLE ENERGY CGRRELATICK PARAvETERS

-146 C

14? 139 CCNTIPUE
148 IF(SeEC.OJ GO TC 140
149 READ(IRO,1371 TGTMS

*150 READ(IADvl37) (FRACIN(1)*I=VF1.VFS)
151 REAU(IRD,139) IXSCOF*AXSoeXS
152 139 FCRMAT(15,2E12*5)
153 143 CCNTINLE
154 C
155 C TOTAL NLMBER OF MCLES IN PURE CCNCENSED PHASES

*156 c
*157 IF(C*EGO) GO TG 142

l 5e REAO(IR09137) tTGTMC(I).I=VPS~l9VSC)
159 142 CCNTINU=-

163 C
161 C SAVE THE OfkIGINAL SPE=CIE CRJER SC TF=E PPCBLEM

i162 C CAN 6E PLACED IN THIS CRC -R AFTEi Tt-7 ITEPATIVE PF.OCEDUPE
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*-~ 164 DO 165 I=1 ov3C
165 DO 16 5 K=1 93
166 ISPCE(I.K)=SP! ClE( I,e()
167 165 CCNTINUE
168 IF(ICM4P.oTloCP.[RAP*E~o3) GC TC 187
169 C
170 C WRITE-OUT SCME OF 'THE INPUT DATA
171 C
172 IPAGEIl
173 WRITE(IWRT*430) (TITLE(K).,(=1,20)sIPAG=E
174 WRITE(IWRT*410) TP
175 IF(1aFAP.GT.1) GC TC 167

* 176 WkITE( IWT91 70)
177 170 FORM4AT(l0l9/v1KT359lHEA1 CAPACITY CORRELATICN CCOFF1C1ENTS'.
178 &/*1X9T16,'ENrHALPY CFf*T32q@ENTACPY OF'.T58,@ICP=a: Cp= A.)',
179 &' + AI*T + A2/T**2 +43L()199lo19lJ-,TZN T3 ~ .4T
180 &f1O~l9T589lICP=1: CP = AO + AI*T + A2*T*4'2 + A3*T-**3*,/91X9T4*
181 &*SPECIE* .T2'3.'.JI-OST3?,'0530T54.9O.)eT72,o*Ale9T939A24,TI13.
182 &OA3'.TI22, ICP* ,/,1XT4,.'SYMECL0.T1S5e (KCAL/'G-4CLEI'.T30.

186

187 0O P33 I=1.V3C

191 6 A2(:),a31).1CP(

192 175 FC MAT(IX,3A4,T17,F9O.3,T33,F9.6.T50,Fg.6,T68,12.5*,38,=12 .3,
193 &Tl1'38.E 2 .-5,9r239I I
194 180 CONT1NLE
195 W~T(W~,~)T0.P09MAXIT9CKVG*ICEUG
196 184 FCRMhT(l0*,/9$31#T13,4T- ENTHALFV AND ENTROPY OF FLRVATI.ON
197 &RKEF_=PqNCz. THMP-:fRTURE AND PFcESSURE AR:l95X9*T3- ',o6 i s0 .
198 &SX, 9PJ = ' ,F;.1 9 P o/ 0:' .T:3:5* AX14UM NUME'ER .-F 1 T E;.A T .- 3e
149 &OALLC&ED = 1*159/9130T5099CCNV EFGENCE Cr-lT~i1CN = Is-E2.1.

2%)% £/*'3'9T43s'CuJTPUT PARkM'ET,. I:ZEUG = 09121
21 I F (i. CT7.I) '4;,1T I Ak *18 5 I X 3ZClP.AX S EX3
202 185 FGRAT(0' 9 ~aCS Fi1EF cNEFG'V CCRfkELAT CN :AT-% 9*
203 & 2XI1XSCCi. ls155XooAXS = *oE12o5.5Xs083 : '.El2*'3)
204 IF(ISSoGT9Jb wkIT_-:(1sRTv186) ISS
205 186 FCRMAT(409 9T 24 99I.E-= 9 12.' THE 111-V LIQUIC SCLJTICN IS I
206 & *AT W0I~FA~ ITI- T9-E 111-V STCICIJNO4ETF.IC SCLLJ)
207 187 CCNTINUE
208 C
209 C THE T=M?=kATJ.- AND P;E53Ur E LCCPS eEGI~4 HEP=
210 C
211 3C 2000 ITP=I.NT,)
212 1(CT&..,).T.,.)T=Ti-TIL
213 IF T~..N.T-CT1IP=PiI:iC
214 C
215 C CALCULAT"- TI,-C )A4JFL STATE 't--'AICAL PLT-_:;NTlAL.Z

*21 C C AN.C AN INITIAL -STIA.ATE C~Tf-S EC.J1LI2PlJM S1 b
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217 C
2 2L 3 CALL STS 1P J A % 2Z - : 4 :OZ -T :-
2 1 & ST.&CPZ oI ,ICZ,*T,,ToICI'*19V~ls.:)
220 Ic(ITP.GTal*ANJ.1SSo= o3h ) C TC I c,
221 :)C 19a 1=1eve's

*222 FP4AC(1)=FkAC IN( 1
223 1 3 CCNTIu
224 FRACZ=Ft;CZIN
225 CALL =-T7iJ.vTTSTTCF;~KFA.Z V
2 2it FV IM 1 9 V9SOC)
221 195 C0N4TIt'U.
228 C
229 C SC ,RCH Z~tE ST;'ADY-STAT--: LIQUID3 CCMF:CSITICN 'ACCJ-L

*230 C
*231 IF( ISS.GT.3) CALL STEADY (ECIEA STDCP*;L4NT.X1 iI T *TO 9V 93 e%

2.32 & I L) I MI a 1D1'02, I S S,9 IN;; T
233 C
234 C CALCULATE Ti--: TJTAL GFRAM-MCLES CF EACH EzLEMZNPT

*235 C BA---3. GN 1HZ INITiAL CCMPC3TICh ESTIMAT=S I.N Ti-3 U-
236 C

* 237 DO) 20J J=j*E
23e 23CALC(J).=0.
239 00 200 I=1,VSC
240 aCALC(J)=A(19J)*N(I )+82CALC(J)
24.1 8(J)=ECALC(J)
242 200 CCTIN,,z('243 IF(I*RAP.GT.1) 50 TC 47b
244 IFCITP9GT.13 GZ Tr- 472
245 C
246 C Wz IT --CiU THE INITIAL CCMPCSI T[CN ESTJMATES9 STAlA)kD SIATE

*247 C C I dAIC AL FCTcETIALS A NC T HE ELEME NTAL A-RUNDANCE 4 AT-mI X
*24E C

2 24 9 IPAGE=IPAG'-1
250 WFITE( &T 943) (TITLE (K) jK=l 920) 9IPAGE
251 400) FLRIM A T(1',/ 900 ,T 34 'ST LCCI T9I C FC F ULAT ZN F '-- C;-:TE-.iIr
252 & EQJILIH3 IUVi CUVFCITICNS./'3'.T33.23A'4,T12;

* 25J £ PACEE '.12)
*254 u1;TE( IORT9411) T,P
*255 410 F3R4AT(40',T4J,'TcMP&zAlhRt Fb *.F6I K'.5 X ,I:JJ 6 r12.

256 ~ 1 PAS')
- 257 WRITE(IuRT9420) (ELMJNTC)*K=1913)

- 258 423 FCRMAT( *' 9/9T489' INPUT UATA ANC INITIAL FCF~T C STI'AATc.S'
259 &/*039 *T29.*1NITI ALO T439 'STANDAkD'/91X 9T27, 'Cojm -:SITICN',

*261 &T 129 EL M--iNT AL 43UNiCANCE MATRIX /olXT*I4.Yyc.Lf7 *1?PF-S'.
262 ST289 @(G-MCLES) 0 T409 ( KCAL/G-MCLE)',T5591 3(A2 4X ip/9 9'

264 00 440 I=1,VSC
*265 1 Tr ( tui T 4.!,) S PLC I-(I 9,K 9K- 1,) .- jI Oti A S

*2be T ~TC p I)., 1j.J= 1,
-jI F( I 9.:3.V) W T(TkJh I~~.= I~,>. T( ,<)*-

26 ZV, STL~CPt
2b 2 So 433 FLk4T I 9A i~~3 J7 ! L14e T 2F:o 7S 915

*210 4.40 C::TTINUE
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271 IF( I E.jT 3)Z I TL T I.74 4 X II I
* *.272 445 FCP14A T(4X.6Az',Fot.4)

273 ViPZITJ ( I T -),)
274 453 F C RA T('J@/0 1T 4 4'1C T AL G rA v-M C LE> F CA- ~t 14T F- iI'

*275 P PU T 1)ArA,/,1T .''c (1AD C AL J L ITE F Tt-d ,N:Ti-%'.
2746 C C CMP0 S IT I CN STI 1UA i 0 03 1 1(4 X uN d U J -3 X,

*277 & CALCULATED895A))
*278 NPfRT=-/4

27Y~ NCHK=NPRT*4
280 IF(NCHK.NE.E) NFRT=NP ;T*1

*281 1 STR 7-
-282 DO 470 K=19NPkT
* 283 NEND=1STiRT+3
* 254 IF(NENC.GT.ei-) NENJ=
*285 WFRITE(I~kT9463) (&-LMNT(J),2(J),ECALC(J~,j=.sTT,.',-)

28t; 463 Fi AAT7(1X.4(A2, 1XE 12.5.1X.Et2. 5
94))

287 ISTMRT=NEND+l
-288 470 CONTINUE

*289~ 472 CONTINLE
290 IPAGE=IPAGE+l

*291 WI;ITECIWRTs4OO) (TITLE(Kj.K=12)9IPA3E
292 wRITE(IuRT,410) TP

*2943 WRITE(IWRT9475)
294 475 F ORMA T(''T 5e EX EC U7I CK C IAG KC -T ICS /.+ T 53 ,rz I *IX,

2S5 & I'_ ,.'
*296 476 CCNTINU=E
*297 C

IV 298 C DIV:O=E THlE STAN04cC' STATh ChEMICAL P--rE-NTIALSz EY kT
*29S C

3130 RT=3).0al'9872*T
*301 DC 4a0 I1,VSC

302 STDCP(1)=ST3CP( I)/RT
303 460 CONTINUE
304 STDCPZ=STDCPZ/RT
305 C
JOE C CALCULATE THE TO~TAL SILICCN AND THE IIl/V kATIC 1P r VAPOR -AC
337 C AINC WRITE-c3UT T"-! INITIAL FESiULTS TL THE *oAP; FIL1-

-308 C

309 lFIPGl..IG.2~D C TC 4F-5
310 CALL TCTSI(AE'LMNT.FI-AC.,SITCT.SlAOF,4CT-:i,'t.P, II, IJI.1A29v,-)
31 1 CALL RATIu(AELMNTF C.NSTC-,ACTGAS,ACTjzAC7Sb,: LCT -i,

* 312 IIAEIN...0FDI II'2V)

313 ITBST=1
314 OSTC'VG=3
315 CALL *R P P T T ;-, P-\---:I --~~o F C Q :'t V F: CZ S T ~ '--'
316 & A-TSIS,ACT-ASACTINSACTPSACTAS.FrIIIV* c-,AA~.FIPF,
317 & EJT V o~ S , Vu C V o o I I~t o -- T 9D ' I- IL,-%(VV <)

318 485 CCNTINt.=
31 (i C
32a C lTERATIV. CLUTI(-- F 6r T-i LUJ IL I dF- 'UIA (MFI&'

- 321

322 R-:LM'AA=1.013i;I *.32-3 IACFF=O
324 DO 60 01T-E R=I MA Al1T
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J?6 C D ET I -4N 1 ri- i T U.: TCr L ~C I S

32?7 C
J 2 d CALL C; T* 4-("19 t'"T% v, Di- T S:, AcK,~, ~

3 30 & I *PT)

331 IF( 1 5T 0P.7~ CU TC t Ci4

3-$2 IF(I T .CT s r*IA. . IC- r, -3.L-- G Co 72 5 J

* 333 1 F I OtUC *LTo2 ) G L I : 4

334 C AL L I -K - 91C12 - 9b ID E I
335 CALL F-AT ( AI D I v I s1,;1 2 V v E t- A ,l. v-
33 t CALL P*TD DA 12 vJ1 of
337 C ALL O4 )~ V- ->.i 2 Y~ - 9 1 lh'
33b 493 CCNriNtji

* 331 C
34U C CALCULAT Z Tt-E- $T I CI2T-C CL MFF 1k-- 1NT S AND T.- Q 1JL>IJ T C 'TJ14

341 C

342 C ALL- E CCON(A ),'D !.NV ,.C NU,5TCl -P v :2-l 9 XEA 9 AT,
343 & I T M . C ~2 9V -'z C 9 E.9 -T CP 9 !W F-

344 IF(!S~jP.F50.l) ..2 TC )4

345 IF(ICz-SUC.LT*2) GL T11 5..Yi

34t CALL OPMAT(O1NV.I)IN2,1C1N2?.EE:-:tHCINV .iYJR7-)

347 CALL PMkAT ( GNU 9 IliIA 1 9 .) I? #V -:C9--9ctC(NU 1I~F)

348 CALL FVEC ( ~I D 14 1 9VSC 9tVK- U ,I'a FT

349 500 CCNT I NtE
390 C,251 C LALCULAT-i THiE ACiIIlTY Cji.&i CIANTS
352 C

3-4 & A X -- 93 X -' T sIA F9V*3 -- I~ T

* 35t C CA LCJLA T z TH--.- UU I1L i '1NI Um sT A N TS F rC 14 1 h~ C.F . T (MP 35T C t

357 C

359~ CALL CALCf( -. N~,AC :-,FC,?HSE 'SE V-';, SLN,1%A3

* 35 0 Z V F AZ P D V S 9C 0-"o I~~247)
* 3t0 C

361 C CALCUL47E TH- -. zTA7-m THE 3UILle., "1 N-A

3,.)? 1. C LCULATEC eY TH2 C,-' C i iT I'TN 4i% 7N TH L ;Jli t:: I 1 .JA TC
30.3 C C IL CJL -1T t Fr; LA Tri 16~ F< L N kY CH-

364 C
3b5 RELMAX=3.

367 OUT( I)=LNK5

-36e DO 570 J=1,E
369 1 F ( I e -:. 9LDX-i^ 5J) GC T C

370 570 C CN T IN t.

* 312 c
* 37-3 C A.~I "7NI*" ~J3 )I-Tt-J -C Nv~. 7 C V N,~**~

314 C AN: "??'" TL QL I) IP Trzf IS L tz S H~ I ~ ~
315 Z

317IFAS~L.)T..j I.()Cw1
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36 20 5 43 C 4T I N Z.
3 6 ~1 C
.33 2 C K3 E T t-~ Z CT £.iT I AT -:TO Te- E 'J IL%1 - ,IJ SL

38 32 C I N CA - Th-~ tU'4EI -AL i:CEC;

3145 IF 1 : CL .) ,4

3-3t 33TCVG=P=LM-AX

* !37 ITt 3TzlTz3

3138 DO5 3 1 IE 5T = 1 V -C

3.o9 *Q~J(1E53T)=L=-S(IHEST)

390 6 E - 7N ( 19 HT)=:4( 1 S T
39 1 593 CC2N7LNtL

392 59 4 C-NT iN
393 1 F ( L ' X L.NV63 GC TL 1lO
394 IF( 1F-:7E~ukC.=-').2 ) CALL PV-C (FRACZi1 1M SCooLHF.C 1-T

* 395 LF(ICEEjC.CE.1*) CALL PVLC(0.lIJI~1,VSCv-C-- .1vT)

3 9 ( IF(1TEF.Eu.m4XIT) GC TC ;

397 C
398 LMAK(E A:JlJST.N,'TS TC TI-2 EXTENTS CF t;EACTILN

* 399 C
400 CALL AD'JEXT(N,KE0G.GNUC.ZETAICX3 AS.CONCPHAS:,I2I~1.D!M?,

431 & V*SsCoEvIWF.1)
* 402 CALL CNVF -C(NNT'7PSTCP,ACFCLETAC-U IX3.VA.,CC

403 G SCLN.Dt--A!S=.Z',Tv0,L NLYcL1W.2,,,C

* 4J4 CALL C"L(NZFA.u,1CXSAEo. 2 I o~ 1 .2L~AVC

* 43z- 595 IF( lT%.,LT.MAXIT) GL TC 5cc7

e406 C
407 C IF THE SCLLTIC\J4 DID NCT CCNVEPG- T .ANEF--_, TH--- EEST ~1A
408 C TC TF-E EGUIL~IE-1UV SCLLT14 N FPCM VECTLF e'S INT, N.
409 C
41a DO 5q6 iS1'S

411 OUE=S(IeoEST)=3QUE3z(I8EST)

412 NC IL -ST)=ZCSTN( 1' EST)

413 59u CCNTN..-
414 59i7 CO-NT INLre
415 CALL CAC(-LK ,X-

4 16 C- Z 40 hL ' v,-J V SC.*I tV*1 V2

417 IF(iC C:.)j TC tijO

418 CALL. (AB3S
419 R Tv~sPU,&DIM1,V9S*CsCF.=)
420 CALL C- U(43EAV~
421 60J CCNTIN--

422 634 CCNTIN.LE
* 42J IF( i~rA?.LT.3) PPA H ltW 1tJ5)vA~l isP2-LMAX.E."TCV-,1 TI-iT

424 605 FC 'AT( s' ***It* lT~cATlZN FC < LrII'?ILNCCCSI! ILN
* 425 tz '21 NET Ct.~vi-F-QE *****4
* 4?t ,r:7j- I'.14., :T-1IN2?~~< ~-2, '

427 6./, o . 7: T,- 72 2 1 E. ?~ J TI..'

42-2 61JC 1 TNL

43 1 C

4-22 * C'LCL'LATE TH-C G-AM-'!2LC3- L.F EACH 2-L--v:N1T FT>T-jj-
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4K33 c.

43 44 10C 7Jt J~
* 435 CL~fz.

43 - Dc 70J lI'vSc

437 8ACJ=CL().(,~t~I

43lP 70.) CCNT 1 Nu;:

439 C

- 440 C CA~LCLALTE Te-- CHEMICAL ,CULTNTIAL '.F EACH -, P-C

441 C
442 DO 800 I=1,vsc

- 443 PP3= 1.

* 444 I F Dba sz I, I).UVC.() 3F

* 445 AmlG= F, A C( I )A Cf _. F ( 47 )*,Pd

44 M MT T .- ,LLC F

- 447 8.>)J CCNTIP.J-

44E R=1.
449 IF( -RACl.GT.3.)) A

* 453 CHMPZ=T*(ST,-CCZ+-LCQ (,aG))

* 451 DO 810 I=1.VSC

* 452 DL 81a K=1*3

453 BSPCE(IvK)=SP-,CILE(IsK)

454 810 CONTINUE
4 45!5 C

456 C PUT TH" MATI.ICIES AND~ VEcCTLRS INT.. ThiE CkIGINAL. PmCELE-M STATr y'INT i-

457 C-

459 CALL D SPE,-Ih.E\AT7-,-,.A.3SOSC

459 CDZ:ET A vCH4PT. , CL;Z-F , FF AC, E z 9DG 9 GCqKEO, C2,:P9 IV 1 1 i I2 \iV'C

T463a &I WRT)
461 C
462 C CALC,.L-NTE TH-- TC-TAL SILICLN AND Tt-E Ill/V K~tTIC I'; t. v~L~P-7

* 463 C
* 464 CALL TCTI5UA,=LI'-NT ,F D- .i2V.

* 465 CALL RAT Ij (A, EL'.NTF. s *T~ s6T(A- AT'N ACTA :S,CT-S,

466 ;£ AI I IV , GA AS gF:PT 9P TO 9-,cli'1 ,19ID 11-2 ,,E)

4o7 IF(I*RAP*6T.1) GC iC S71

* 468 C
* 469 C wIT=-C(LT TI-E iESULTS

47)1 C

*471 1PAC--=IP -
472 wFITE ( IwRT,94)) (T ITL--( K) 91,2D),923)l,

* 473 VFITE(I*RT.4i)) T*W

- 474 wRITE( Iw&T ,9O')) ITBEiT.CF-> ,YICVG-,CNV~i,LAM! DA

475 900 FiC i; T31 /9I 45 UI-IH-1U CCMPL: I T LN AF T 5
* 476 &1 ITERATIC>S'/.0U,T4qS,';ST5 ,% ClPE5 Fr: U.iP'

* 477 £'(KC.AL)lip

* 478 &/'FL tV LPR;L;; ~ 255,CVGN -TI'

479 E 12.5.5X,'r--l-AAATIU'N P, vTA-: AT L-NJ-T IT-:.,,TIU', =

£! /9934T 57. 9Y T A T 7, 1 A_ E: _. Is I CK q 'T 1 - 1 T I~ . L i

4,31 f T 6, 'C V'I '2' ,T9 ,) - IC LI

4P 492 X T4Y C .

4-34 1& /, % T4, 3Y A -L' V t 7, 41c- 1, T 2 7.F .AT i *.sT)' -":
49 * 3 & T5 I .- E )IqT C-L r-V- '-1 , C-z-

48 6 c _' ,T15~ ('_ ),~2~,12C *)C
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4'37 6 14( ') ,T .9,14( _ ')4,T I .12( I
41. ZZ-IA=j.G
4o9 ZACT= 1 .:

49; DC t)23 I=I ,v$C
4v1 WRIT-(IgiT,9Ij) (-: : 2 ( , )oK-1,s),(. -H :( . ) T=_ 9 , I #. -c ( " ) <
492 I N(I ) 1Z-A (I)FC-(I).4.(1)

" 4,y3 IFI.G.V) WFIT_( T ) I.ETC.), 1
4 F, rZ \Z Z 7- C' Z 7

, 495 91J F.C:R AT(IX,3A4,T15 3A7,T2 q7 12,,T_3 ,t14. ,15 , ' f,:.' , , .

496 &T10,E 12.5)
4 v7 921) CNT INUE

4 1F ( i 'F( _5 5.GT.) iT (T,Q 5) xIII

4 o wR1IT_(IvFT.933) SIVF

500 930 FC ,AT(' ',T35,' 4LA L':.-CTIC. CF "L -,_N

501 12 5vP- }i2
502 1;TE ( I -T ,943 i I I IV

503 94D FORA,:!('.l,T5O,'vit 1/V F. TIC IN T F V P2F -,.. = p

534 WRI TE ( I534T ,'5 a
505 95J F (P I ,/, ,T ,+ , .TAL (;AM-, SL-3 CF -CH :L.4L- ' T FF-u Ph',
506 &IOUT OATA',/, xT'io,4ND AS CALCLA AT E; F.,-_N TH: C L £-%>'- ',
507 & CCMP3SjTI',Sf ,/.oq4(-4X," IN-T :ATA,.3X.
508 & OCALCULATEh2.5X))

509 NPRT=E/4
510 NCHK=NRFT*4

511 [F( NCI-K .,-. ) TNP - .T '
" 512 I ST , T=I

5 5i3 L)C -J70 K=IN:1 T
514 N-NC= i3TkT+3
5 1b I F( ,N .. CT N N3=

516 WRI TE( 'AicwTt,l&' ) ( L v*-, I J ), (J) , C LC (J) . J ,S - ,N_,

517 963 F- ( IT(IX,(2, , 1X IX,E12.t,4)j)

518 IST.T=,-ND+I
51S 970 CC N i- =-

520 971 CCNTINUE

521 IF( *FA,. T.,)) CALL f.L SS;'EL1: -  wq T v
522 & 31TC T ,3 L'- F C T S I A C T C IN _ .AC T T % , v
52- & STVG, T,-T , LL , .X I I , T I I L t

524 IF( I 1 . T.1.O-.iC'4 :2r * ,K,- • :, AZ.cT. : TC

52 j C WFT;-OLT THE INDEPiN.-NI P 'A 7CTIC, -- GLATIC.NS

521 C
528 IPAGE=IPAG4-1

.52'9 WRITE (I' T .400 (T ITL_(K ,K I 2 ) 1 9, 2.-

- 531 ITE( IT,4 3) T,P

522 9 8 F rv,T (' oI T34 ,'A SET cF IN_ F ,_-- a ,

533 'TH 1 sY-T:. I. AS FCLL-C E :,/,' ''
934 D I I j3 11,V3C

537 '

- 3b C3N: C=0

53 C-D 'O K=I,
S541 F(i.Z.xaS(K)) CL. " 1.)
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. 54I IF(At(. NU( I,K)) L . 1.C7- 1 GCL
542 NS -_C=N2- C4- 1
543 o ,J CCNTi -

544 C
545 C F ILL THF CH A C ; -  Ar-7AY S L NS14 aITH T-_ -7- . ., ,

546 C
547 NL F 2= 1

548 IF(NS-_CGTe4) NLCF=FLC(N3PC)/4,J O.,
54'9 DC lJ.jJ K=L, 3

550 STRINS(I ,K)=332CC ( I,K)

551 1000 CCNT"NUc

552 STFRIrG( ,4.)=,PA3

553 CCEFF(I)=1.,3
554 I ST= 1
555 IChT=J

556 DO 1,;63 ILUCtL',NLCCF

557 NCNT=N3 zC-ICNT +1
558 IF(NCNT .GT.5) NC'JT=S

55G DO 102, IDX-2,NCNT

560 ICNT= ICNT+1

561 DC ; 1315 IeASC=IST,-

5L2 IF(AES(GNU(1,I6ASE)).LT.1,3E-6) GC TC 1315

503 IOX6= i 3X=AS( 19 S-=

* 564 DO 1013 K=1,3

565 STi:, 1G(ICXK)=ESPCE(( IX,K

56c i101:) CC"T I Nu2
567 C 1FF(TCX G'4U Io &AS-
568 STrINl I A,4)=RFP3'S
5bc. GC TC 1013

570 101 CCN T I N -
511 i,;I I [ i= I:AZ, -+ 1
572 I020 CCNTINUE

57-3 ST: N4-(NCNT,4)=T PIL
57 1F ( 1L CZP-0.1 ) T E IA' TI0 41 LP CC .F F( JK ,

575 & (STFI,( IJ ,) , K 1 ,4 ,IJK=1 , N.2iT)

577 1 F( ILCCO, T. 1 *,kIT ( C 1 T, 13 0 SS-P3 L (t ,,]L r 1 J< ,

5 7 (SI Z ' 1 j<. ), -[,l J = .w" '

579, 105: F'--t: z ST ( IX T2) , ,4 ( AI , : .,1 94 4

56,0 lotJ CCNT INUE
51 11 a 0 CCNTI NL'H

562 C

*5,32 C in 1T-C LT A C ?A 3 C N E ;:T ct:N T I-E C U I It i T,. 7.T3T S

5 84 C A. CALCULATE ) Y T-i CI".-,' F EE ENE_ FGY -.-- . "N, '3 Y ,TIJ..
5e5 C

5o6 IGH I-=PL+ I

587 IllT ITv;I T,4 :bT I T L K ,K =I v 2 J I'
5 J El 1T - -a-'T .4 1. T,

53'-, j,': TI I 1w- , L9 I A , 3i !
593 1 1 1 P " T I' Ci-" / I IT e? '.'_ :I F h U t ,T .F F- Y - 'j:P , " ,7
5 le &' L: LTiC. .1 , T AN T , 'cA t:3 FF# - Y IU L: I I A ,.

5 llo 1 & I;_; : I L -. N '  L ), C ST 0 T ' ,!f I ,( <,.,ALL /- ' '-" )- 9'T T
• 5< &'Y I*(TILN i * :u C '/-%OCL r ,

5' &'E£N :.GY'*. , i/, .9F- C ' C G L' (i C CcL IT Cr..' , / ,' 4 , 1 ( ' ' ),*T ?.),

- * *.. *- -
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Ii.595 £2'( * _ ) ,T4 +, 2( _ ) ,T1 ,.?c( *5,)

5 7 IF(N(1).]T.1.)j -21 ) A ",; T-(1 .T,1120) ( 1.SJC .( , ), K= I," 2,
59t & K_( I ).u( 1)
5 4 * IF(N(i),LL,1, ),1 L-2 ) I FIT ( I -- T,1121) 1S :CI s- ,-- ),K:1,i),,2 ,('1 .
603 & KZc..(; ) A

L"601 1120 F rF v -i I IX A . , "2 d 9 , 2 T * ,3 1 E 1 2 . E T 7/ 7 12*5)

632 11 1 FCF *9] I -. T, 5,T 7 ,? _12 5,2X ,3I (.)i.,T) 1 D
60. 1200 CCNT INI,

604 IF(IS -,GT.o) %VF.ITE(I -,T,445) XIII
605 19JJ IF(ISTCLP.k.l) GC TC 10,;G
63F 200 3 CLN ,iz
607 3003 a-jT:(i;T,3 O1)
638 303 Ft.F -JTT(jL",' )
609 STCP
f 1 0 ND

I.

S -

N -



B.3 A Description of the Vior_Va-iables in MCtCUI P_.TOIC

Variables which are used in the II SL subroutines L",VIF, LEQTIF,

LUDATFand LUELMF are not included in this list. FORTR.-, default typing

applies unless otherwise specified.

Variable Description Units

A (IJ) elemental abundance matrix atoms of elementj_
molecule of specie i

ACOEF (I) activity coefficient of specie i

AMAX maximum value the convergence
forcer may attain

AIIN minimum value the convergence
forcer may attain

AXS activity coefficient correla- variable
tion parameter

AD (1) heat capacity correlation kcal/g-mole-
parameter

Al (I) heat capacity correlation kcal/g-mole-K 2

parameter

A2 (I) heat capacity correlation variable
parameter

A3 (1) heat capacity correlation variable
* parrTe ter

AOZ inert specie heat capacity kcal/g-mole-K
correlation para-ieter

AIZ inert specie heat capacity kcal/g-mole-K 2

correlation parameter

A2Z inert specie heat caoacity variable
correlation param-eter

A3Z inert specie heat capacity variable
correlation parameter
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Variable Descriotion Units

B (J) moles of element J specified in the g--'oles
system

BCALC (J) moles of element J as calculated g-noles
by algorithm

BESTN The best estim,ate to tie e- .uilib-irm Z,-rioles

mole numbers

BXS activity coefficient correlation variable
parameter

C number of pure condensed phases

(integer)

CHMPT (I) chemical potential of specie i kcal/g-mole

CHMPTZ chemical potential of the inert kcal/g-mole

CNVG composition convergence criterion

COND (3) vector containing the character

string 'CONDENSED'

D (I, J) matrix of basis species atoms of j

molecule of i

DELH total enthalpy change kcal/g-mole

. DELN (I) change in moles of specie i g-,ole

DELS total entropy chanqe kcal/g-mole-K

DG (I) Gibbs Free Energy change of kcal/g-mole
reaction i

DGDL change in system Gibbs Free Energy kcal/g-mole
with respect to the convergence
forcer
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Vari abl e Description Units

DHO (I) enthalpy of formation c specie i <cal/g-mole

DHOZ enthalpy of formation of the inert kcal/g-mole
specie

DINV (I, J) inverse of matrix D

DPRME (I, J) Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of
matrix D

DSO (I) entropy of formation of specie i kcal/g-mole-K

DSOZ entropy of formation of the inert kcal/g-mole-K
specie

'ZETA(I) change in reaction ex-ent for specie

E number of elements in the system -

(integer)

ELIII (K) vector containing character string -

of group III elements

ELMNT (J) vector containing character strings -

of the elements present in the system

ELV (K) vector containing character strings -

of group V element

EPCP2 E + C + 2 (integer)

EP3 E + 3 (integer)

EP3PC E + 3 + C (integer)

FRAC (I) mole fraction of specie i in its

phase

FRACZ mole fraction of inert in the vapor
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Variable Description Units

GNU (I, J) formation reaction coefficient matrix s-mole

GFE Gibbs free energy of the system kcal/g-mole

GSTAR GFE divided by RT

IACFF activity coefficient switch

IALG conve-jence forcer algorithm switch -

ICHNG parameter which indicates whether or -

not the basis species have changed

ICMP index for the composition loop -

ICP (I) heat capacity correlation parameter -

IDATA switch used with the wrap-up file -

IDGT number of significant figures in -

each matrix element

IDIMI maximum number of species allowed -

in system

IDIM2 maximum number of elements allowed -
in system

IDEBUG option to aid in trouble-shooting -

IDXBAS (J) vector containing the index of each -

basis specie

IFILE logical unit designator of the wrap- -

up file

INERT (3) vector containing the inert specie -

na.e

o-, ~ .
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Variable Description Units

IOPT parameter to allow various compu-
tational options

lOUT number of pure condensed phases
removed by subroutine ADDRMV

IRD logical unit designator for data
input

ISPCE ti, J) array containing the original specie

order

ISS steady state option parameter

ISTOP switch which halts the computation
if problems develope

ITER current iteration number in the
equilibrium calculation

ITP index for the temperature and
pressure loop

ITST parameter which indicates linear
dependence in the basis specie matrix

IWRAP switch used with the wrap-up file

IWRT logical unit designator for data output

IXSCOR parameter which chooses the solution
phase activity coefficient model

4 KEQ (I) equilibrium constant for formation
reaction i as calculted from the
Gibbs Free Energy change (real)

LAMBDA convergence forcer (real)

MAXIT maximum number of iterations to be
used

N (I) moles of specie i (real) g-moles

NMAX total number of loops to be made in
the composition or ter: erature and
pressure loops

S.
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Variable Descriphtion Units

NS total moles in solution (real) g-moles

NSPEC number of species in the formation
reaction

NV total moles in the vapor (real) g-moles

P system pressure Pa

PHASE (I, 3) matrix containing a character string -
to denote the phase of each specie

PINC pressure increment for each loop Pa

PO formation data reference pressure Pa

Q (I) equilibrium constant for formation
reaction i as calculated from com-
position

RELERR fractional change between KEQ(I) a.,,I

Q()
RELMAX maximum value of RELERR during

an iteration

RLXMiN Tne minimum allowable valve of the
convergence forcer

RIIIV vapor phase III/V atomic ratio -

RT product of the ideal gas constant kcal/g-mole
and the temperature

S total number of spe-ies in the
solution phase

SIMF mole fraction of silicon species in
the vapor

SITOT moles of silicon species in the g-moles
-4 vapor

SOLN (3) vector containing the character
string 'SOLUTION'

'I
,

. .- .
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Variable Description Un i ts

SPECIE (1, 3) matrix of character strings contain-
ing the names of each s:ecie

STDCP (I) standard chemical potential of kcal/g-mole
specie i

STDCPZ standard chemical potential of the kcal/g--ole
inert

SUMIl total moles of group III atoms in g-mole
the vapor

SUMV total moles of group V atoms in g-rFle
the vapor

T system temperature K

TITLE (K) vector containing an 90 character -

title

TINC temperature increment for each loop K

TOTMC (I) total moles of pure condensed phase g-moles
i as input

TOTMOL total moles in a single phase g-moles

TOTMS total moles in the solution phase g-moles

TOTMV total moles in the vapor phase g-moles

TO fomation data reference temper- K
ature

V total number of species in the vapor
(integer)

VAPOR (3) vector containirg the craracter
string 'VAPOR'

2.7.2 . .



Variable Descripti on Units

" " WKA work area for LEQT1F

WKAl work area for LINVIF

XIII group III specie fraction in the
steady state liquid "p-.re" condensed
phase

ZV moles of inert in the system g-noles

ZACT activity coefficient of the inert

.°

N..
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S.4 Desc, iptions of tne, Suboutines

The subroutine stru ture of MCV4PYC.STOlC is shoen in F ire B'?. Sub ,tin,
ERRSET is a syste- routine A ich is used to s;ippress the pr t ira of var ,
arithmetic error mesaqes. This subt outine'-y not be available at all
installations and tnerefore the two cal Is to ERRSET may ha,-_ to be remove1 i
this code is to be imp]e-entd on other sys.ems.

The IMS subroutine LINVI F is part of a package of rout ines wh ich inc Ij*e
LEOTIF, LIJELMF and LIrnATF. A brief discussion of this IMSL package is located
in section B.4.19. The remaininq subroutines are discussed in the following
sect ions.

B.4.1 STSFCP

A listing of subroutine STSrCP is shoan in Fignre B3. STSTCP calculates
the st-idard sta.e chetr:.cal pntential for each specie in te system. The
reference state is the system temper ature T, the format ion pressure P0 , and
pure component in the ph3se in which the specie is present.

The pure cofpccent Gitbs Free Enerqy (stan:Jdrd chemicai potential) of

specie i at teriperatije To and pressure Po is:

j (To,Po) = = - TO 'Sf  (I

For a system temteratu e T the standJad chemical potertial of specie i is
given by: T

0 (T,Do =Hf (To) + i dT

T C,
- T [LSf(To) + p dTl (2)

-- ! T - -

Two heat capacity correlations are avai'a°I e and are chosen by the
parameter ICP. These correlations are:

ICP Heat Capacity Correlation

0 Co(T) = ao + a1T + a2T-2 + a3 In(T) (3)

I Cp(T) = ao + 4iT + a2T2 + a3 T3 (4)
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KFigure B3. Subro eSTSTCP

1 SUiPOUTINE STSrcC A09AI 9A2 A7*AlZqAl IsA?,. A1 IZ

2 £STOCaSTDCoZ,ICP,ICoZ.TTJ t-r~r jla, , ,s,)

3 C
4 C THIS SU93ROUTVNE CALCULATES THE STA*'f)A-, ST47-I CH=%4tCAL P('T~pT[IAL~
5 C REFERENCE STATE: PURE CC)MPcIN:1NT ( AZPPOCIP1 AT OH'i S::
6 C AT TEMPERATU~c7 To
7 C

8 DI014ENSIONACDIa)A(II4 ,( I'4 A:(IIl)ri(II'1
9 & SO(ID!M1).STOCP(ID.41),TCP(D41)

10 INTEGER V.S,C.VSC
it VSC=VI-SfEC
12 DTz-T-TO

*13 DT2=T**2-TO**2
14 DT3=T**3-TO*4*3

15 DT4=T**4--TO**4

16 DrMi-1.0/r-lo0/T0

17 DT2=.0/T/-l.0/T0/T0

*18 DLNT=ALOG(T)-AL3G(T0)
19 DLNT2.>flG(r)**2-ALOG(TO)**2

*20 DTLNT~iiALcJG(T)-T0*ALOG(T0)
21 C

*22 C CHEmlCAL POTENTIALS FOR THE VAPOP, SOLUTION AND CJND NSc7D PHASES
23 C
24 DO 100 I=1.VSC

25 DELH iA([)*DTA()*DT/2.-A2(1)*DT.41.43(1)*()TLN4T-DT)

26 DEL.S=AO{ I *DLNT'7--A1 I) *OT-A2(I) *DTM2/2.*+A3(1I) *JLNT2?.
27 IF(IC'P(I)*EQ*I) v')LH=A(I)*DTfAl(I)*Dr?/?.+42([)*Dr3/3.
28 F.4A3(I )*DT4/4..G ~ 29 EFUICPCIi.EQ0.1) 0ELS=A3CI)*DL2qT*Al(1i*DTA2(r1*rrT/?.
30 F.4A3C1 )*Cr3/3o
31 STDC-3(1)=DHO()-DELH-T*(0S0;(t)4-DELS)

*32 100 CONTINUEI-
33 C
34 C CHEMICAL POTENrCAL FJR THE INERT COM~PONENT 1'4 THE' VACDUQ- PHASE7
35 C
36 0F-7LH=AOZ*DT*.AlZ*DT2/. .- A2i*Dr'.41*A3Z*(r7)LIT-DTI

37 OE-L.S=A)l*D7LNT-AI Z*DT-A?? *[TM2/2.-31!*OL'T2/?.

33 LF(ICPZ.EO.1) OELH=AOZ*Dr4AIZ*DT2/2..-A27'r:T3/3.
*39 &. 4A3Z*DT4/4.
* *0 IF(ICPZ.EQ.1) DELS=AOZ*DLNT*AIZ*0r4-A2Z*DT2/2.

41 £+A3Z*C)T3/39
42 STDCPZ=DHOZ+DELH-T*( DSOZ4-ELS)
43 RE TuR N

44 ENO
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Obv ious ly var ious ottner- cot rel at iDns :n s tauT1t, i>~ quaA at c, etc
m ay )e gener at ell fr i n th e se two f un -t ions ~vsimply set: the appr opr iate
coefficients to ze.

Lines 12 throunLh 2() calcula3te the necessar-y limit' :er e ntia!s whj: h
rese t ft r, per fomi,-nq the ind iCated inteor iations in =>_:ion 2 using the heat
can3a: ty Cor rel at ions in equat3'ions 3 and 4. The inte-or - are eval uatled as DFK-H
a, DELS and the standeard chem ical potential for eacrjiSDC() ste

ca C U at ed.

B.4.2 ESr TE

A listing of subroutine ESITMTE is provided in Fiqur:- 34. ESTMTE s implIy
ca'c: l to;, the nu-ber of moles of each specie fror, the scecie mole fract ion and
the totil nuv ,ber of moles in the phase. ESThITE is__4i sasbruiet
a! ! w the inclusion of an aloorithum which will yield an stimate to the

-. eoa_ I ib-- i un coampos i t ion and therefor-E red: 'ce the number iterations required
tja :btain convercence. Currently tne inlet composition used as this initial
es' *--ate.

B.4.3 STEADY

Su-outine STEADY inserts a pure condensed phase in-- the system in or-der
to m'odel a 111-V liquid solution with a stea.Iv state cir,-,csition. The
coros i tion of th is l iqu id i s that wh ich wo)i ld exi st at ;ecilIibrium wi th the
stoijchioimetric III-V solid at the systeri te'-.peratur e Tr!s subroutine is
i r,,edl wh cn ISS>), a Ga/As liquid phase being inser-ted ~ ISS=l and arn In/T
liajid phase for ISS=2. This phase is insertled as the Ims' pure condensed phi,-
in '.he sys&.'ni (spec ie V+S+C) .

-. A solid liquid equilIibr im model for a binary icur: ,i t h th e mol1e f rac- , or
of group rV specie designated as x is obtained by wr itinc toe fol loi'-
r e act i onrs .

XV(s) =x V K (2)

( l-X)III(CL) + xV (_ 1 1xv()(3

(1xIIs) + x V (s) =III~ V,<()

Re ac-t ion 4, wh i -h i s the suim of the prev ious thr ee rea2 s ept e -ts th-3
for -atio:n of a l iquid solIution hav ing a ccompos it ion ( I-x' I and xV .

The Gibbs Free Energies of reactions I and 2 are si-:'y thore dui tu
m'*incia Tm corrected for- the temperaturite, T, of the s iin

m m p m T

_V

u2 S IT (-T) + 6C (T-TI Yr ']2 mp ml.
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Figure B4. Sibro ,tine E57'TE

I SU89CQTIL ESTMTE(TCTwv.TCTM-.TCTaOCF ACN,.FiC*ZZv. ICIto1,

2 c

4 C THI-S SUERCU.TIKE CALCULATES At,~ IN~.ITIAL ESIIMATt
5 C TC TI-E SYSTE EQUILI89ILM CCPOPCSITCNf:

* 7 OIMEl'5ICN TcjMc(ICIOO1)9FFAC(ICIVl)
8 INlECER VSC.'V5,~VE1.'EC

* IEAL*E K(UCIMI)

10 N =

12 VSC=Y++C
12 TCTYCL=TCTMV

14 DC "t; 1=1,vs
* 1E IF(I.CT.V) TCTM~CL=TCTM5

Ir: N(I)=TCTN"CL*FRAC(I)
17 5J CCrNTIrKLE

L 1 ZY=FPACZ*TCTMV

I C I F (C *EC.a0 ) RE Tk N
20 DC C-0 IVSIOVSC

*21 N(I)=TCTNC(I)
22 60 CCNTINLE
23 R E TU f-K

24 END



Where it has been assumed that 6C the difcerence betweE - the liquid and
solid heat capacities, may be approximat d as a constant.

The Gibbs Free Energy of reaction 3 is that due to t-e mixinq of the QrOup
III and V liquids. This free energy consists of an ideai 'tee energy of mixing
comprised of a configurational entropy te,-r. and an excess Gibbs Free Energy
term due to nonidealities. Applyinq a simp'e solution thecry model for the
excess Gibbs Free Energy yields [5]:

G3 = RT[x enx + (l-x) Cn(l-x)] + A xs+ B T)x'!-x) (7)

The Gibbs Free Energy of the liquid so'ution represe-ted by reaction 4 is

therefore given by:
G4 = G1 + G2 + S 8G4  G1 2  G3

Determination of the mole fraction of oroup V atoms in the melt, x, is
accomplished by solving the implicit equaticn developed bv Vieland [6] modified
to include a simple solution rather than a regular solutio model.

TIIIv S I I' v 
- A (2x-?x2-O.5)

T =-- m xs (9)
- i in 4x(I-x) + B (2x-2x -0.5)

The thermodynamic constants necessary for the ev luation of equations 8 and
9 are listed in Table B.3. Figures B5 and 36 demonstrate ow well the theory

- predicts the liouidus temperatures in the Ga/As and In/P s-stems.

Table B.3

Thermodynamic Data for the Ga,'As and In/P systeris

4S T mC A B

, m m p xs xs

(Cal/g-mole-K) (K) (Cal/g-moe-K) (Cal/g-cle) (Ca_i,/g-r ole_- K)

Ga 4.411 302.9 -0.05

As 4.7 1090 1.0 4665 -8.741

GaAs 16.64 1511 0

In 1.815 429.8 -0.?

P 0.5011 313.3 0.47 32753 -23.95

InP 10.01 1332.2 '0

.. . . . . . .. .-
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i i ist inq of sub o u t i ne S1>Z> i s sh& '' F iq or e B -.ines 1-' 3 d 17
Jef inc_ 3 st ate --erL f uri:t ionw hih or ro ' tD ter ~ad sdei
eaqAat ion 9. HolI ley- th sttr i ngs ar e ass iqoc: t tne sp ie I n :et i f Cr e"ati ix in
l ines 19 thr ougjh 21. The standar-d state cealpotert i _' and-I ex(7-ss Gibhs
tree Ener q c rr elatLion par a.trs for- the ', 's aiInd /0 , -is tes a, as s i qn e

in l ines 21 thr o,,:, 54.

An " inter v 31, ha7v ing' Yoot f nd ino a' :i thum for sI~n th .o

equations is local-ed it 1 ines 57 through 8'. The iter-ation is consid-ered co
have cor. -qed wh-.n the two sides of the ec,,3tion diFfer, ny less t~an 0.fli%.

The stanlatrd statp chemrical potIeniti 3! Df the 1 iquid s: 1ution is Calculated
in lines 96 and 91. Final ly, the elmna bnac ~n~ is assi:ned._ the
appropriate vaIj-s ih ich ref lect the elere-:;I cotrnes i t ion )f the Iici id
solution in lines 93 tnrouqh 107.
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Figure B7. Subroutine STEADY
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B.4.4 TOTS:

Subrout ine TOTSI, shown in Figure BS, ca'-c-ulates the t:- 31 mclles of s i c,
species in the vapor phase, the mole fractio of silicon se:'es in the v . f
phase and the activity of elemental silicon in a solid sol.:cn.

A character string comparIson is made to determine wi-- me7er of vector
ELMNT is assigned the string " S" and the moles of all vapor species with a
nonzero value in their elemental abundance ve:tors cof-f-esp.t- ing to this
position are summed. The mole fraction of silicon species i- the vap,-,- phase is
then calculated from the total moles of all species in the 'a:oor- phase.

The activity of silicon in a solid solution which is in equilibr ur with
the vapor phase is calculated based on the silicon mrnomer .rce,tration in the
vapor via the reaction,

Si (s) = Si (v) (1)

The activity of silicon in a solid solution is therefDe given by,
P

a = si (2)
Si WK Po

where: PSi = partial pressure of Si(v)
Po = reference state pr-essure
aSl = soiid so Ii ion sil icon activity

The equilibriuil, constant K is calculated from the Gibbs Fre, Ene-gy change
of reaction 1 and is sh,).n at lines 41 throuch 43.

,.4.5 RAT1

Subroutine RATIO, shown in Figure B9, calculates the q,-r:p III/V atom ratio
in the vapor pha,,e, the activities of Ga, In, As and P in a solid solution which
is in equilibrium with the vapor phase, and the saturation ratios of GaAs and
InP.

The I I/V atom ratio is deter-mined at ines 20 through 45 usin al of th.
group III and V elements in the periodic table. This results in a total Ill/V
ratio which does not distin1ii sh between the individual ele--,.ts in e - c(

Solid solution activities for Ga, In, As and P in equilibrium with the
vapor- phase are calculated usinq the same method which was applied in su.!r-ut rle
TOTSI for silicon. First the vapor phase monomers of each ele'.c.nt are
identified and then the activities are calculated. The ther-odynr~cs d.t for
each system is provided at lines 58 through 105.

Finally, the aturation ratios for GaAs and InP are caIculated in ofder to
provide a measure of the vapor phase supersaturation. The saturat ion ratio is
defined by

P P
R = III v (1)
SAT K p7"- lily

where the eqn li~briLu constant, K is calcu:lated from the Ghhs F,-e F.> ,

chanqe of the reactionJII V (s) I1(v) + V(v)(
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Thstesa tur 2 o n ra t io i s a c oripa r, son bet w een the ~i 1 ibr IunT co ns L 'l t
*for, react ion 2 as c-,i ~cu ated froin the free energy chanige an- frcvi the vl ,-or-

phase compost tion. A super saiturat ed vapor phise exists 4-- SAT 1.

B.~ OPTB IS

Suhrout ine OPT3AS, shown in Fi1g ur e BlO , de term ines th;e op t i rm se t of bas is
spec ies to be usedA i n the format ion reac t ion equat ions . A i--bble sort i s
performed at lin-; 18 through 74 which orders arrays STDCP, A, OHO, OSO, AO, Al ,
A2, A3, SPECIE, PHASE, ICP and N in descending order of N. This places t he
species wh ich ar-e present in the gr'eatest mrol ar amounts in the first pos It ions
of the a -ray indices. Thus, when the basis specie set is c'hosern using the
alqorithf- o-itlined in section B.5 the optimru- set of basis s~ecies wi I I resu~t.

Line 79 tests parameter ICHN'G to determ-inei whether the specie ordJer- has
changed since the last iteration. If not (>-NG=o) then the opt imum setl of
basis species will not change and the re-aineroths u'cin iskpe.

The set of basis spocies is constructed at lines 80 thf~ijrih 97. Sub rou11tie
TESTZJ checks the D matr ix for i near dependenc ies between thet rows. If a
C omplete set of basis sppcies cannot be found a message is written out at lines
99 and 100 and para&meter ISTOP is set to unity. The iterative procedure is then
hal ted at the next line in the main progr-am.

B.4.7 TESTD

Subrout ine TESTO tes;ts the rows of the n matrix for ir ear inde.qendence by
building a Gram-Schmiidt orthocr-onalized metr-ix D' from-. D. Tne Gram-Sc:hm.idJt
orthogonal izit ion procedure essential ly subtract;, awly the znrojeo t .n of allI the
rows in the mnatrix which are above the row being orthogonallized. If the
reutigothogoize ro s opsed of allI zeros then th is row w- li nearl- y

dependent upon at least one of the above rows in the matr ix. The equaL ion's used,.
to construct matrix D' from D are presented in section B.5.

A iistinq of TESFiJ is provided in Figure 1311.
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Figure B8. Subroutine TOTSI
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Figure B9. Subroutine RATIO
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AL
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Figure B1O. Suhroutine OPTBAS
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Fiqure 811. Subr'outmne TESTD

I SU89CLTINE TESTD(C,CPfR'EWC,IC1'M'2. T'-T)

3 C TI-IS SuERCLTINE TESTS TI-E G~ MATF-IX FLF, LIN-:-A (CEENENCE

4 C US I Ns A GRAM -SCHM IDT CRT -C. CC, NA L I Z T I C A ~LGCTI7
5 SC

*f DIME E 2 l-N D(101M29ICIN2)
7 REAL*6 CFkME(ICm2,OII2)ANJ~.CENC

6 INTECE9 E

to DC 1CC J=1,E
I1I DPRMAE (PCoJ)=C(M09J)
12 103 CCIK..INLE

* 13 M 0 wI = 0- I
14 DC 40.3 L=l.N4041

*15 ANL'-O*.'
16 DEON0.0

* 17 DL 200 9=19E

is DENCM=OEN~COPPE(LIK)**2
20 200 CCKTIKLE
21 DC 300 J=19E
22 DPRJE (NC, J)=OPF.ME(MCJ ) -CFAME (L. J )*ANj/DZNCM
23 200 CCKTItNLE
24 400 CCNTINLE

26 C TEST FGC "Z&.PCS'" CN Ti-E NE PC
S27 C

2e DC 500 J=l E
29 I1F(CAES(CPR=(MJ,JH.oGT.13OD- ) ITST=ITST+i

- 30 500 CCNTINLE

* 31 AETLINK
* .2 E NO



8.4.R EOQ:C

Subroutine EOCON, show in Fiqure B12, c3llcjates the cul I ibr ium co%,S ar Ls
for- each of the format on react ions from the Gibbs Free Pnc., chanqe of the
preat)n . Array D, which contains the opti set of basis soecies, is inerte

at line 26 using IMSL subroutine LINlF. A messaie is wy-i::en out at lines 27,
28 ard 29 if the inverted matrix has less tha- four signifi: .nt figures. If
array appears to be alnorithmical ly singular to LINVIF a -ssage is wy itten

out at lines 30 through 32, parameter IS TOP is set to unity and the i ter ative
process s halted in the main proqram.

Lines 35 through 45 calculate the stoichiomretric coefficients for the
form a*ion reactions using equation 4 from section B.5. The equi I ibr ium
const ants for these reactions are then calculated at lines t through 57.

B.4.9 ACTCCF

listing of subroutine ACTCOF, which calculate; the activity coefficie ts
for each specie, is shown in Figure B13. Initially il of tne activity
-. coefficients are set to unity. The iteration process for t-e equilibrium
cornQ.csition proceeds under this assumption of an ideal syst .! until RE.MAX, the
corvengence test parameter, becomes less thar 0.1. At this point three options
becor.me available for the solution phase. The first option (,XSCOR=O) simply
ass-es an ideal solution phase. The second option (IXSC(lQ=l) treats the
solution phase using simple solution theor-y and is appicable to binary solutions
only. The activity coefficient for specie i is qiven by:

= exp [(Axs + Bxs T)(I-X i)
2/RT] (1)

The third option (IXSCOR2=2) allows the first specie in the solution phase
to ha.,e an activity coefficient described by Henry's conslet, , H.

YV+l = H = A exp[3 x /T1 (2)

Tne vapor- phase is always assumed to be ideal.

B.4.10 CALCO

- listinq of CALCO is shown in Figure R1. This sLA-tine caLates the
' eqi Iibr ium constants" for each of the for 2ation re act ions based on the c jr! ent
esti--ate to the equi I ibri,., corposition. These eq ji ihriu :onstants are
calculated by the following relationship.

E Vik 1)
Qi = 'i piP /k7 ( Y k Xk pk)

where: = activity coefficient

X. = mole fra ct i n(n

V ik = stoichiometric coefficient

P P/Po vapor species
p 1 condensed ph3-ses

- .
.o .

• t.. . . ,. •,. .a . . .... - .L
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Figure 312. Subroutine EQCQN

1 SU8FRCLT1NE EGCLN(AC.CCCINVcCCCNLSTCCPK-iC, LD'X8AS'wK~q

4 C T-iIS SuE9CLTINE CALCULATES TIhE PEAClICK CCEFFICIENT MAT"IX

5 SC ANC T#HE EGUILIbp IUM CCNSTAN~TS FCFR 71-= FCFP'ATICK FLACTICNS

*7 D I EN 5 1CN Pi 10 IMI,91I[M2 )9C ( LCI V2 *IC IV 2 )CC(I '--1*429 1-,102 )
a & DIINVCID~l.2,ICIk2) oDC( I101I,CNA ICLftdlI[2).

s G IDXBAS(IClW2).STCP-UIC1) ,KA( I01W2)

10 OCUBLE FAECISICN CC*CIKV,'IKA
11 INT.CCER V.S*C E.c:VSC

12 REAL KcEC(IDIWI)

13 VSC=,+ c

* 14 15 TC P= 0
15 C

16 C STCFE AFRAY 0 IN ARSRAY CC AN\C USE AFPAY CC IN Ti-E CALL T-- LIN.VIF

*17 C
- 18 CC 100 i=19E

IS DC 100 31.#E

* 20 0O([.J)=C(I,J)
* 21 100 CCKTINLE

22 C
23 C INVERT WATF.IX DD LSING IN'SL SLEFRCUTjNE LINVIF

* 24 C
25 1OCT= 4

2ECALL LIVF G , #I IN v IV C TI

28 11.) FCPMAT('G,'***** ITEH-ATICh 0.ti ACCUgdCY T-z--T FAILFC I\ 0

2'; &'SUEF-LTINE LII\VIF CtA.:NG N'ATi-Ix INVEfkSICN..... IDGT=19.1 )

* 31 120 FCR 'AT('0I.S***c* ilEFATICN l6,I-9 MA4TRIX DJ IS SIN ,OLAR*,
32 £'IN SLe3NCLTINE ECCCN')

33 1F(IEF.=G.129) [STCP-1
* 34 IF(IE7CP.EQ.1) GC TL E)-'

*35 C
* 36 C CALCULATE THE REACTICK CCEEFICIENT PNATmIX

:37 C
38 Dc 3,00 I=-1,VSC
3r, DC 3CJ J=.1.E
40 TEMP=0.0
4.1 DC 2C0 JJ=1,E

*42 TEPTEPtA(I,jj)*CINvCjj,j)

- 43 200 CCNT[NLE
44 GNU(I.J)TE.MP

45 300 CCNTLE
46 C
47 C CALCULATE THE ECULLIEFIUM CCKSTANT' FLIH Tt-E FC -tMATICN FEACT IL""S

4 E C
4'; DC 500 11,oVSC

* 50 APG=(-1.0)*VTDCP(L)

* 51 DC 400 K=19E
52 IOXE=ICXEAS(<)

* 53 ARG=ARG#GNU(I,K)*STCCP(ICXE)

54 400 CCNTINUE
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5 C G(I)=(-.O)*ARGFgT

7i 500 CCKTItNLE
56 EO FETUFIN

* ENC
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Figure B13. Subroutine ACTCOF

*1SkL8kCLTINE AC C:( g C A C F I:O:c S z- N x I-I I :: ,,

4 C SUER CUT I KE TO C ALCUL AT E ~C 1v IT Y C C EF FIC I t T S F L T H-E a 2C t-TLT 1 .-C

6 C IXSCCF% ALC~ITH-UM
6 7 C I EINAIY SIMPLE SCLtAICN TtIcCF~r GE=(AX+,-%*T)*x1*x2

8 C 2 I-ENFYOS CLNSTANT FCF& T#I-E FIf-ST SCLUTICN' SP~-ECIE~-~J~

to 10IMENSICN ACE(CW)FA(CV~ID~Iii
* 11 INTEGER ISP'CE(IOIM.I,.3),S-PECIEC ICLk'i,3).v,SC~lv5-C
-12 V 5C = V +E+C

13 DC ICO I=1,VSC
*14 ACCEFCI)=1.O

I1E 10 -4 CCKTINUE
165 IF(AES(I.ELMAX).LT.0.1) IACFF=l

*17 1F(IXSCC~oEC*2) LACFF1l

isIF(IACFF*E~oO) GC TC S'
20 R T = 0. C 0C.e72 *T
21 C
22 C IUENTIFV 1I-E SCLUTlCN SPECIES

-23 C
*24 DO 1EC 4=1$S

2C DCC 153 I = IV SCS 27 1 F ( -PEC tI e1 1) .EQ I SV-C E(K I)A N C
28 & FCE(12 EOiPE~2 AO

JU 150 CCNIN~LE
31 1 T ES T =
32 Dc 155 J=1 OS

34 15!: CCNTINLE

36 1f-0 FCZVA f(O4*u TbS SCLUTICN 5-&CI-7iS CCLLC N'-T t-cE 13ETIb~iLO19
.37 & I IN SUeAC(LJItE ACCCFI)

3e ~I F IIX CC .EO.2 ) Gil IC 20J

40 C BINAkY SIMPLE SCLk.TICK THECPVr

*41 C

*43 13~x2= INCX( 2)
*44 XI=FFAC( IGX1)

45 X2=1.0-X1
4E ARGI(Axz4-8X5*T)*X2*42/1;T
47 AF G2=(AXZ+8X5*7)*Xj**2/RT

*4E ACCEF(ICX)z-E-X(ARCI)
4s AC0tF(ICX2)zEXP(A..G2)

*50 GL TC ;CQ
*51 C

!2 C HENRY'S CCNSTANT FOR Tt5E -I ST SCLUTIC\SN Cr
5~ -. C
54 20J 10 X I= INC E X( I
55 ACOEF(LOX)I)=AX*CXP(exsT)
5C e 5S) A E T UF
5?
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Figure B14. Subroutire CAL

I SUdBiCUTINE CALC)(GNUN.ACCEFFFAC. S.' *,VAI;CF- ,CLN, 1
2 G Zv.FPCZP.P.v . 5 CE I C 1* 1J. 1 v P2 * -T)
3 C
4 C SUj2RLUTIN~E TC CALCULATL EC(1L1Ek.IUO CCZNETANTS F"--CM CCY L~SiTiCN

6 DIMN4ILN GNU( 1DI19l.IN'2),ACCtF(ICU.'1) FF.AC(ICI%41),ICXoA'Z> CM)

I NTECEA VvSoC9E,VSCFt-.A5E(1C1Pd1. *VAPCJ(2).EL.(3)

10 VS C= V+ S+ C

*12 C CALCULATE TH-E TOJTAL NJ2F CF NZL;E5-4 Ir EACU- Pe--E:

14 NS=.J.0

15 NV=Z'v
16 DC 106 I=1.vSC
17 JF(PFASE(1.1).EQ*VAFPCk( )) IVZIV+N(I 3

I~ 100U CCNTIr.LE

20 C
21 C CALCULATE Tt-1- MCLE FRACTICIK5

22 C
23 DC 2CO I=1.VSC

25 IF(PAS(1).EGVAcCF;(1)) FRAC( 1I-NC 1)/NV

26 1IF (PrA S E( 1 91) .2 - S CL N.( I) F AC ( I) =N I /N S

27 200) CCNT1NUE

2 1; C
30 C CALCULATE Tk-J- EQLTLIekIl' CLC?.ETANTS

.31 C

22 DC 400 I=1,VSC
33 P?0-=1.0

* 3~ IEC .3CC J= I E

* PF=P/P.;

*40 U(I)z()/(ACCEc(K)4FFAC(K*PO)*CNLC1,J)

41 2 .C CC N TI NLE

42 4J0 CCNT 1.P-
43 F TU& N

44 E fC



The product in the denominator is taken over the 3s s spec ies in tc,-.
system.

B.4.1I A7JEXT

Subroutine ADJEXT, shown in Figure B15, adjusts t:e -tents of each
formation reaction usinq equation 8 fro- sect ion R.5. The crdict-d chanqe in
each reaction extent is calculated in lines II tht ou:, 31 . The _ values at e
set to zero in lines 28 and 29 for, species which are prcsen in on!y very small
amounts. Nonnegativity of the basis species mlar .- :- is ass;J,-ed by
appl icat ion of equations 10 and II in section B.5 in I ine 3? through 51.

B.4.12 CNVFRC and DG, U

Listings of subroutine CNVFRC anJ function suhp lr D - lDG 22"! are sh,.,", i:-,
Figure 916. Suhroutine CNVFRC calculates a convergenc- - i -f , i'1(7

equation 14 from section B.5.

At line 20 suhroutine C0OI.ML is cal led to deterr-J-e tln molar ac,Junt, ,, i.
would be pre;ent if X= and the derivative is evaluated In line 21. The
derivative is eval tJed for X=a0 d line 27 a,, lie 30. qines 31 ar , limit
the maximum and mi n i-um values of the conver._ence for ce to 1 .0 an,' RLX.I-1
respect ively.

Funct ion suhto; fine DG9IAl cal ciil ates the der iv ,t y D f the sy t -,,
Free Energy with respect to th, convergcc;Ce forcer us i- te fo Il a r ret e
frum Smith and Missen [2].

dG vsc
d RT 7 (n! -n )F.,. + In (. n' /n )l ()' "i i i T )!

,."i=l 1 1 1 D

where: nT = tota moles in the phase

n. = equitions 9 and 10 section R.5

-P/Po V 3,) r o me

pi 1 C',.K, Sed pw I' s

B.4.13 CORh,10L

Subroutine COR1i0L, sho,,n in Fiqure R17, corrects thme r l3ar ,->,t of ea-h
specie to reflect the adjusted extents of the forTaL~on reactions using
equ itions 9 ard In in sec on B.5. The minimtcrir lar 3"i. t arK specie ray
attain is set to 1.65x10- moles (one molecule).

"i - - -' 1 " '.. .- ' .. "- ' . .



Figure B15. Subrctine ADjEXT

1 SUB CLTINE ACJEXT(N,KE ,C,CNU9,Z c ,!X EC N,h~,C~k D

2 & No E vC oE, 1 PT)

3 C

4 C SUeROUT INE IC ADJLST THE-EXTEN~TS CF i EACTICK

c D I WzNS I CN IDXa AS( I C IN 2 ) 90( 12 1141 ) ,CNJ (I C IV It IC 1 Y2

7 IN TtGEF CC ND( 3 )9PIi ASE (I CIh1 s.3 04V#.C9E 9V 5C

* REAL KEC(tQ1U1)
RE AL*8 K( 101'A) DZT A( I cI ow), CNZAO, TCTOJN

10 vC\+t

*12 C CALCULATE T -E Cl-ANGE IN 9EAC~iCN EXITtNT FUi, zAC?- REACTILN

*13 C
*14 DC 2CO I1,svSC

*15 0 ELI=I .0

* 17 OENCk D--L I/N (I)
16 DZETA (II)=O.0

is DC 16iG J=1,E:

*20 K=I0xE.5-(J)

21, IF(1.EC.K) GO IC, 20J

* 2? DELK =1 .0

* 23 1F(PHA~diK,1)*E0.CCND(1)) CELX=2.)

24 DENLCENCM-DEL<*2NL.(I J)**2/1N(,)

25 103 CCNTINLE

2-IF( LENCM.EO. 0.0) DN -LC(S ))AC C

27 DZETA(l)=(ALLG(KEC())AC(~)),Az(t~V

* 2e IF (Nz ( I) )T1.6T.0.o.A .CZEE(TA<( I ) T C. I A

* 30 & 0i Z tct -T I N

31 202' CCtNTINI.E

*32 C
33 C LIMdII Tk-E MAXIMU4 ALLCAAL& CZUTA VdLLS

34 C BASEC CI' ICN-NEAGAlIVITY CF ThE EASI - SP-CIE!S

35 C
346 ~A KA P A =I. 0

3? DC 40Q0 j=IE

3 E 9=ICAEA5(j)

39 T CT 0N =C. 0

40 Dc 2300 1=101VC

41 T CT DN TTu N - GN L I( I E 2/T A(I

42 30J CCNTIN'LE

43 T ES5T =K( K)4+II U ON A KA-

* 44 IF (T E 5T *L T.0. 0 .AN D. N K) .CT .. tE-2. A KA i(-.2: rjT C

*45 40J CCNTII'LF

46 DC E-00 I=1,'VSC
* 47 DC 450 J=19E

S48 IF ( I .EC . 13 Xt3A SJ) CC T C E32
4S 45J CCNTrINLE

* 50 0LETA(L)-ClrTA(I)*AKA,3A

* 51 50J CCNTII'LE

!2 RETf
5 2 EN
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Figure B16. Subroutine CNVFRC

" 3 j8j~iv ,,~,, ,

"3" C TUELJTIN TL7 C7LCd L T-- V -. - FLi - LV

,-.6 C

. 7 JIWNSIN 1_X ( 1 ? ) D N1 (1 N S I X I A ? NU2) ,

8 & STDCP( 1TIWd).,CC-F(IiiM1)
9 INT:LCZI; V.\ - (..- 3) ,CC (3), ;C._N(Z), I---;( ., l 3 , , , , .,

10 P AL L W-,A
t I T 1A:f;. 1( ZC,1 t T 'F A" II C S T,4, 1 1,

12

14 C CALCULATL 2G/DL- rD T LI,

15 C
1(; L A'4 CA= lI,

17 71 L03 I=1,V.
18 NT )=N( I

19 10') CC-NT 7 N NU

20 CLL CCk-MJL(I41 ,-I TAG'J, X'J SIL I VI,, ,- t, 'LL,)
21 G :L I = G, L 4:'-1 ( .-i Nr i V.-F T TC .F' -I i ."I S LV. 2, L i, Z ,cI , P

22 1 D 00 ,VSC)

23 :IF(-L L ,30) GC TC 503

24 C
2 C CALCULA7: L C /L Z' . A -T LAV_, A=0.J

26 C
2.17 0 6.3L I (-i , ) D;- (, - ,,T. , vC: TF ,i-- A, '. ,-LF

2 IF ( ) . F -C--L I ) 2 LC- 1 .0

32 IR(L '" D -LT.3J) LA vE LXM
33 53 CTNr 1 U

34 F. TIJF N
* 35

36 FU\C L .I , -,L'u3 _ .A'('. 1, N , T&( PA . -.. c :- . - , "* , -- , , , 'v , - :,-

":+,.+ 75 ;"" [ I,V C )
3A C

4 C

41 D - N 2 1 Nh ;,C CZ t' . I S Tl'.; 3

42 1NTi --.- ( 131(I 1 ,. ,() , vT C H ' 3 1 1 1 LN C

43 F4 L * 9 N(ID'AI),N2( I2 . ,V,

'44 C
45 C CA LC')LAi TrL TLT-,L \,j'v (F cLE- s IN "Tr.- L'J " " *-... V--. -"h-.2.

4b C
, 47 Aq 3= , 3

NV-.3v

*S')- I3j 130 1 V1
',0 IF ( -," -( j, ) V , .: - + )) ,V - *.* 'N(2 1
.31 Iu-h;:AI=( ,t ) , .,2..,( I ) F N:.4+" (1i)

92 1'3J C .T[ _
.2

4 L rUL UC /L L; A
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55 C

57 C 200 =I C

5 aAF Q> I .I

5; IF(- ( I,? , ( IFO) .€ C-- .. F( J*,' ( "),/.:-/ ,

*. uO Ii(-h-.: .1l) ,,7U.SCLN, )} z.-- N2 2 - ( ! )tN 2t ):'

62 2. v C T I'

63 DGL 3&2 L4 - T

64 F E TF
65 ,,

.4
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Figure BI 7. Subroutine COR,'IL

t SC8~'CLTJhE CCPfr.L(N,)LT.A.CNU. 1C)(F~,(iA 1 'L 2 L A~.C

2 C

3 C SLCPCUTIN5E TL COtqFECi Tt-E kCLA k ANCLNT-- CF EACt- SPEC1E-

4 C

S0 1N'WTNS ICN GNU( 1IZ)V & lIN CXEA (IDI V2

c REAL LAVE&CA

7 REAL*E K(ID1.4I).DZETA(ICIP.1J

a INTEGEA VSCsE

10 C CCFRECI EACh N~CNeASIS 5i-- CIE

12 DC 230 I=I1,VSC

13 DC ICC J=L1.E

14 XF(I.EG.1C)XaA5(J)) CL TC 2J0

15 103 CCKTINUE

183 200 CCNTIKLE

20 C CCF ECT EACI- 64515 SPECIE

21 C
22 DO 400 j= IE

23 K=ICEAE(J)

24 DC 300 I~1,V3C

2E -300 CCNTINLE

P23 4 JC CCNTINLE

30 E N
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8.4.14 ORDER

A listing Qf uhroutine ORfER is shown in Figue 313. Subro-jtine ORDER
". places arrays N, STOCP, AO, Al, A2, A3, OHO, OSO, 11::1, DZ:E7., CHMPr, ACOEF,

FRAC, DG, Q, KEQ, SPECIE, PHASE and A into the specie order of the original
problem statement. This makes the output readily ac:essab'e and aso is
necessary for the correct operation of the composit4:n lo_':Ding option (IOPT=3).

B.4.15 WRAPUP

Subroutine WRAPUP, shown in Figure 819 writes a wrap-!_- file to logical
unit designator IFILE. This subroutine is accessed %hen parameter IWRAP>O. For
IWRAP=l or 2 the value of IFILE is set at 2. For I'AP=3 "FILE is set equal to
IWRT which is the line printer logical unit designa:-,. This subroutine
provides concise data output and is quite useful whe' the input data set has
been verified to be correct and parametric studies ar-e desired.

B.4.16 DEBUG

Subroutine DEBUG is accessed when parameter IDES'JG>l. This subroutineprovides an output of the convergence forcer, syste'= Gibbs Free Energy, the

relative state of convergence, specie molar amounts and changes in the reaction
extents. A listing of DEBUG is shown in Figure B20.

8.4.17 GIRBS

Subroutine GIBBS, shown in Figure B21, calculates the total system Gibbs
0 Free Energy using the relation

vsC
G = RT n [Po'~ + I n y- P(I

i l= i

where: Yi = activity coefficient

X" = mole fraction of i

P Plpo vapor ph-;e
pi :l condense. phases

B.4.18 PK.,T, DPMAT, PVEC, arid IPVEC

Subroutines PMAT, DPMAT, PVEC and IPVEC are used to write out single
precision, double precision matricies, and single precision and intecger vectors
when the debugging option is active. Listings of tnese subroutines are shoan in
Figure B22 through B25.

-p
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Figure 818. Subroutine ORDER

I SUB5- CUT I NE. OR Z)I.(ISPCE , -_-C1;: 1.A --9NoA T-'Po - tA20A

3 &IWRT)

5 C SUERCUTINE TO ORDER THE AARAYS BACK TC Tht 3vII1N-L L..-'El~
6 C OF THIE PFC9LEM STATEM4ENT
7 C
a OP4AENS ION A( IDIM 10 102) 9 STOCP (10 I)A (I C I W I A1( I C 1J1
9 £A2(lClMl).A3(JCIN1),CI-MPT(101141),ACCEF(XCIM13,JHaC1D111I).

10 £DSO( 1011413 .FRAC(ICI'1 ),Ct( IC1I1 ).0(IO1M1).ICP(IDTM41 I
11 INTEGER GUES(1D1MI).1SPCa(I101413).SPECIE(1CI193),
12 &PHAS _(ID1Mjs3),E9%05C9VSCMl

13 REAL -KEG( IDIMI )
14 REAL*S N(1Dl41)9DZETA(ICI~1)*TEdF
15 VSCM1=VSC-1
16 - 08 30a- 1=1,VSCM1
17 1P11I+1
18 DO 200 II=ZP1.VSC
19 IFII CE(I.1 ).EQ.SPECIECII,1) *ANC.
20 & ISFCE( 1.2) .EO.SPECIE( 11.23 .Ah0
21 & ISPCE(I93)*EQsSPECIE(II.3)) GC TO 50
22 GO TG 200
23 50 TEMP=N(1)
24 N1=11

25 NIII)=TEMP
26 TEJ4P=5TDCP(I)
27 STDCP(i).=STUC0(1 1)

29 TSMP=A0(L)
30 AO(I)=AOCII)
31 AOCII)=TEMP
32 TEMP=Al(l)
33 Alf1)=AltlI)

34 Al(I1)=TEMP
35 TE14P=A2(1)
36 A2(1)=12(11)

4 37 A2(11)=TiIAP
38 TEMP=A3(I)
3cs A3(1)=A3(II)
40 A3(I!)=TEMP
41 TEMP=DHD(1)
42 DHO(13=0Ha(11)

43 DHOU11=TEMP

44 TEcMP=CSO(1)
45 0So(I)=0S0(II3
46 DSO( I I)=TEMP

49 ICP(l11=ITEIP
* - 50 TEMP=0ZET.A(I)

51 DZ7TA CI )=ZTA(I I
52 0ZETA(IIU=T%_4p
53 TEMP=CHivPT(I)

54 CHM- - . - -T -
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55 C HMPT( I I )=TZ?4't
4 .,. 56 TEAP=ACLCIF(I)

57 ACC r-:F (I)ACOJ:F I I
58 ACOEF(11)TzM~P

*59 TEAP=FFAC(l)

*643 FRACt I =FRAC( I I
* 61 FRAC(II)=T!.4P

62 ITE*4P=GiJS(l)
6.3 QUES(1J=CUES(11)
64 QUES( I ) = ITE AP
b5 TEM'PCG(I)
66 DG( I)=CS( 1I)
67 DGCII)=TEMP
68 TEMP=C(I)
69 Q(I)=QC&I)

70- Q(II)=TEMP
71 TEMP=XEQ(I)
72 KEO(I)=KEQ(il)

7.3 KEG( 11)=TEMP
74 DO 60 J=193
75 ITEMP=SPECIE( I.J)
76 SPECIE(I9J)=SPECIE(IIvJ)

77 SPECIE(X1.J)=ITZ:MF
78 ITEMP=PM-ASE( IsJ)

V9 PHASE(I.J)=PHASE(IIJ)
80 PHA5E(iIIj)=TEMlP. 81 60 CONTIM.uE
82 00 100 J=1,E
83 TE'4P=Atlsj)

85 A(11*J)=TEMP
86 100 CONTINUE
87 200 CONTINUE
as 300 CONTINUE
89 ~ RURN

90 END
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Figure B19. Subroutine kRAPUP

I SU~r .Tr. N PU~i- CI 7 L f C 1 , :.F, T N~ - .2J .'. - .

2 & S 1 4FCT51ACTCC7d

3 F, LIETCVGq IT -)I -iMi 11. G 9. 1 Z -X I

25 C S U E- UTI N = TL, 17 E -j I A iv .4-F.Y C F T t- F ~L 7 T C .r I L

7 i,4di~5C NT ( 3 JF A(;*1
I IN T EG E9 TL (2 C) 9 ~C I E-7 [C I1.2),GU - (1)'6I)V V C

9 & EL( 5)/8sI*905A *#,' Nf** **

10 % ZA L *8 N(I D II )
I I1 I F(I rA T A s - j . ) w IT a F I L~. 195 J (T IT LF ( K)K 1 2 J

*12 50 FCiRMAT(2344)
*13 oRI T(I F 1L ti 5) T,

14 55F R 4 A TT m P H'k AT U P E ,F 7.1I K /.2EZf k E,?5'PS
15 1IF ( A E S -L MA X ) .GT sC N V C A N 0sIOD AT A N E PI T I F iL 5 3 -.L A4
16 & CNVG'EST;:VG9IT&5T
17 5 8 F R T( C;c( 8 f0J, / , *** 5 XI T E RAT I N F C -" 5GI L ~-I J' CC ZT1'§ 1 .

18 & *CID NCT CCNV":i7G 1~,5XS..a'q 9 IdXL4J% I-L 9

21 £/9'**12X.p'TH-E rdES311-JETAINEC :-,S-'UL7S AFE SI-C*N L',kt.
22 to/6&*J
23 IF(IOATA*E(G.0) WPITE(IFILFE.60)
24 60 FOFMAT(I3X,' INITIAL CCf-PCSITICNS)

25 IFGI-AT(1.EGX, mITE(IFILCCE9.370) ',S'

27 IF(ICATA.FU.0) WPITiE(IFILEp83)

-8 83 FP T(OSPCIE97XOCLE FFACT1C.'4X.GPY C.v'
2 iDC 203 -1,S

it IF(I*NE.V) GC TC. 200
-. 32 WPITE(IFILE'91Ou) (;NE;1(K)9K=1,3)*FACZ9Zvi

33 133 FCAT3429l*'9XE2El94

35 135 F i AT(#V4PCPO II/V '*13X,F9*4)

3? 11 0 FJ4A7(13& IN VAP--,: .X9El2q,5s2Xs=-12v5)
3'~ ICA~S~T.) a~IE.FILE-912J) ~L ( I) 9A C'T

39 123 -73 : M A T IA 2 s A CTI1 1T Y 91,x,ai2.5)
40 IF(ACTGAS.GT.0) w-ITz('FILE*123)) EL(2)#1CT.A.5
41 IF(ACTINS.GT.0) *PIT-.A1FILE9123) =L(.J)sACTINS:
42 IF(ACTP3.GT*3) WFIT6(IF[LE9120) EL(4)94CTP5:

*43 IF( ACTASS vGT*3)W FITEAIF ILE P12%)) EL( 5)vA.TA-cS
44 1IF (FP. 3A A SG T.e W nI T F IL.E 913 0 FG AS
45 130 F-cRMT(@6A-AS 5ATLPFATICN FPATIC ',=12a5)
46 1 F fPIN P sG T aa) sVFITE( IF ILE 135) RINF
47 135 FLRhT(O IN-3 SATUMT:CN ;ATIC IE1?.S)
4 S 200 CCNT INU

5 Q 2-35 F R oA T ( x , F.4)
*51 w kI T IF L 210)

:Y.52 21J F -- A4 aT ( 0 0
53 1 CA T.A= I
54 RE~TURN

55 END



Figure B20. Subr-oitine DEB'-

I SU89CLY INE DEU(K*L VC,1;1P *IT. ~e F
.7 2 £ 5 09Ia-T

3 c
4 C RCUTINE TC hA1TE-CUT No CZETA, ALV-4CA CURINO: TFE lTc~kATCK PA'CCESS

- C
6 REAL*E N(I0IMI)oCZETA(ICLNI)
7 1NTECEA VSC
8 ITE(IRT.I12) ITEIR.ALM3CA.GFE.FRX
9 13 FCRMtAT(#3',*ZTEfiATICK = 01595X#OLAMECA = 'oE14*7.

10 G 5X',GIBBS FP.EE EKEf CY = e*E14.790 KCALls
11 G 5X*#RELATIVE EAF CR = ItE1~oto/s1xe
12 G ah-VALUESesT2J99CELTA-ZETA VALUES,)
13 DC 50 1=L*VSC
14 Wr-ITE(IF.T920) N(I).oZETA(I)
15 21 FCAMAT(tX9Et~o7.T2CEl4*7)
le 50 CCNTINLE
17 ET FF
1e END
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Figure B21. Subr>,,tine GrLBBS

* I SUd8~AT1NE G1a8S(IN.STDCF .STOCFZ. hCC;-F.FF-AC.Zw,FRACZ,CCND 9 'LN

4 C SkjEROUTINE TC CALCULATE TIE GIEES FAEE EKEFR6Y CF TH-E SYSTE=M
e Sc
6 DIMENSICK STOCP(IO1Ml),FFRAC(LCIbL) ,ACCEF(ICU1l)
7 f;EAL*e ^(ID[MI)
a INTEGER CCNO(3),SCLN(3).PI-ASE( ILLML.3) ,V.SC,VSC
9 VSC='w*S*C

10 C
11 C GAS CCNSTANT IS IN UNITS CF: KCAL/G-MCLE-9

*12 C
13 Asc 1 .0

* 14 IF(FRACZ*GT.*).0) AFG=FACZ*F/FU

15 GSTAF=ZV*CSTDCPZ*ALCC(AFG))

17 ARG=ACCEF()inF§;AC(I)*P/PO

* 1s IF(Pi-ASE(Ilt)*EQ.SCLN(l)) ARG=ACC-EF(1)*Fi AC( !)
*20. GSTAF=GSTAfe-N(I)*(STCCF(1)+ALCC(AFG))

21 15J CCNTXNLE
22 GFE=GSTi*iT
23 RETUR.N
24 END
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Figure B22. Subrc.~tine PNAT

I SUEIPCUTINE PNAAT(M4ATALX.KND'1NZL'2,Ll9L2,NAME, IA-T)

2 2C
3 C SUERCUTINE TO WF.1TE-CLT PEAL ?ATPIC1ES

4 C

5 INTECEI *2 N~AME(3)

6 RE:AL WATA1X(NCZml*KClN2)

7 uR ITE ( I AT 910) ( NAME ( j) ,J= 193
a 10 FGPMAT(9v0.tATR1X 6v3A2)

9 DC 100 1=1,LI

t0 V#RITE(I*RT*20) (tATFIX(I*J) *J~l*L2)

12 100 CCNTINUE
13 RETUSK
14 END

Fi,!ure B23 Subroutine OPrIAT

1 SU8FCUTINE DPMAT(DWdTPIXNOItdl.NZ1R2,Ll.L2,NA#IEsIrPT)

2 C

3 C SUBROUTINE TO %RITE-CUT DCUbLE Fi;.=CISILN REAL tMATRIC1z-S

4 C

5 DCUBLE PRECISICN DMTR1.X(N#lI.FZIIM2)

d INTECE9*2 NAME(.JI

7 WAITECIORT*1L)) (NANME(J)*J=1,3)

8 13 FCAMT(IJ89MATRIX 0,3A2)

9 DO 10C, I=I 9L I

10 wRITEAIRTq203 (0M~TIX(IvJ) *J1.L2)

11 2J FC5dA7(IX,lJ(1lle4*2)t))

12 100 CChTIhtjE
13 RETUFN
14 END
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Figure B24. Subroutine PVEC

I SU89CLT INE PVCV-TR*L N# SAE91

2 C

*3 C SUBRCUTINE TC WRITE-CLT P~EAL VEC74--5

4 C
5 DIMENSICN VECTGR(NDIM)

6 IN.TEGEfA*2 NAME(3)
7 UFR1TE(1mFT,10) (NAFME(j),j=1,3)

a 10 FORMAT('00.T- TfAAKFCEEC 494,9 VECTC9 Is:$)

s WFITE(14T2) (VECTCFP(J)9J=19L)

*11 RETUPN
*12 EN

Figure B25. Subroutine IPVEC

1 SUBA5CLTINE 1PVEC(IVCTCJ.t.DlMILIAP9,[*T)
2 C
3 C SLERCUTINE TO WRITE-CUT INTECER VI=CTC9S
4 C
5 DIMESLCN IVCTCR(NOIm)
d INTECEA*2 KANME(3)
7 WF1TE(1URT*101 (NAM'E(J)-jJ71,3)

810 FORMAT(qJ*.'Tt-E TkANSPLSEC 9,2A2.- VECTC9 15:s)

10 20 FCf4A7A(LX1GLo(12))
*11 RE Ttis N
*12 END
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B.4.1q IMSL Subroutines L[NVIF, LEQ£,71F L!ELMF, zJ L' fATF.

The calling sequence of the IMSL subrou-ines is shovr ;n Hnqte 326 and
listings of these subroutines are provided in Fiqure B27. SA-b,.tutine LINVI F
inverts matricies by placing ones on the dia,n al of matrix 3 and then cal Iinq
LEOTIF to solve the matrix problem

AX=B (I

for matrix X, the inverse of A.

Double precision arithmetic is used and the routines test to see that IDGT
significant figures are present in the result. If less than IDGT significant

figures are present parame'.er IER is set to 34. Parameter *ER is set to 19 if
matrix A is found to be algorithmically sinq..,, .

- i

. . . . . . . . . . . .. .
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Figure 3>

IMSL Subroutine Ca , Seqe=

LINVIF: Driver program to
invert matrix A. This
subroutine puts ones on the
diaqonal of matrix B for LEOTIF

LEOrIF: driver proqr .1n to solve t'e
matrix problem A*X=S fi, rnatrix X

LUDATE" Performs ar L. decrpos it o
Stof mat ix A with porti ! pnotinq.

LIJELMF: Performs aopr- .ate
substitutions to obtai the X
matrix ad writes the X matrix

into B.J

.!°
'4.w

.4

"p.'4
,.,,.

. . . . . . . .
°

.



Figure B27 IMSL Subroutines L11.2IF, LEQTIF, L:AT-F and LUEL11F

I SLB8;CLTINE LINVIF (AN.IA.AIN,II.TKA ".-A.iE-F)
2 C

." 3 C INEL SLEF9CLTINE FC5k INVEPTINCs F'EAL k~rICLES

5 DOt.ELE PFECIS1CN ACIAN).A1NV(ILAN)AK~.LA(I).ZEFRC.CNE

*6DATA ECeJO9N/*Z/

7 IER=C

* 8 DC IC 1=19K.
9 ~CC E J=1.N

10 AINV(IsJ) = ZE49C
11 5 CCNTIN.jE
12 AINV(IPI) =CKE
123 13 CCNTL~tjE
14 CALL LECT1F (A.N.N.IAANVICT,KAI'EAv.i)

I c-[F IE9 *E42. 0) GC TC S3'3t

16 SGOO CCNTIKLE
17 S005 PETUe~
le1 END

I SUBRCkiTINE LEGTIF (AM.N.IA.2.T94KFEAIEF':)
2 C
3 C 1?4SL SUEACLTINE LEOTIF FCR SCLVINC 1t-E MATiIX Pi;CeLEM A*XzE
4 C
5 DIMENS[CN AC 1Asl)qE(IA,1),KAF;EA(I)
6 DGUB3LE FFECISILN A,2.V6KAF.EA,Cl*C2#%A
7 C INITIALIZE lE;;
8 aC FIFRSTl EXcCUTAELE STATE'4FNT

S ~I EA =0
10 C CECCVFCSE~ A
It CALL LUCATF CA.A.N. A1.CCTClJ2..KAFEA0,: A,*4,IER)
12 IF (IEF; *GT* L2e) GC TC rm005
12 c CALL 9CLTINE LLELMF (FCFWARC ANG

*14 C eACK*AFR2 SUE.STITUT ICNS)
* 15 DC to 4=1gm

Id1 CALL LUELMF (A*8(1vJ)*hKAREAN.IA.2(19J))
17 10 CCNTINLE
le SCO5 FETLAN
1 r. E NC
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I SUB ;CUT INE LUCATF (A oLU *o tI G I 9C I C2*I PVT, E)JIL.A it~
2 C
3 C TI-1S SLEIkGLT NE IS USEG *ITH SL2e.CftTIFE LEC;Tlf
4 c
5 0 1 MENS I C A( I4A* I) LU( I. IIt! VT( I)* QJ !L (I I
6 OCJBLt F1.EC[SICts A 9LU 9CA 902 9 EUI L **A ZEkC o.. FCUF 9 XTi1T
I *-of;': 9IE~eC-A 9E 1CoF.StP,AI eel T pT--STqG

*8 DATA ZE;C #CNE FC.kS1 XTN#SI T- )*IDU,1..;. C)9

10 C Fjik T EXECUTAELE STATHPMENT

11 C INI IIALIZATICK
*12 [ER 0

1.3 RN=
14 WREL =ZE90

15 01 = CNE
I r: 02 = ZEAC

17 E! IGA = ZERO
Id DC IC I = IoN

Bl C = ZERC
20 CC E J1. N
2 1 P = A( I.
22 LU(I*J) P

23 F = CAES(P)
24 IF (P *GT. BIG) EIC =p

2 5 CCr'TIP~tE
2C IF (EIG e6T. eICA) 81CA eiC
27 IF (ELG *EC. ZE&C) GC TC Ii')
2e ECLIL(I) = LNE/CEIC

21; 10 CCNTI'SLE
30 DC 105 J1.oN
31 JmP = J-1
32 IF (JMI *LT. 1) GC TC 40
33 C CCWFRtTE U(1.J), 1..,
.34 DC :!5 1=1,Jml
35 SOO' = LU ( I oJ

3f 1001= I-I
3? IF (lOGT .EG. 0) CC TC 25
3e C 01T,- AccuR~My T 4zT

3';Al = DASS(SUN)
4I =l ZEFC

41 IF (IMI .LT. 1) GC TC 20
42 DC 15 K=1,IMI
43 T =LU(IoK)*LtU(K.J)
44 SUM = SUM-1

*45 %1 %I4CAE(T)
46 15 CCNTINUE
47 U, ( IJe = S u h
48 20 % I = WI*CAES(SL")

*4q; IF (Al .EQ. ZEPC) Al =EICA

50 TEST = %/A I
51 IF (TEST *GT. OPEL) &FEL = tST
52 CC TO 25
53 C a IT -CLT ACCLP AC Y
!4 25 IF (IMI aLY. 1) GC 7C 35
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55 CC 30 K=lIM1
5 t SUM z SLM-LU(19K)*LU(X*J)

S57 33 CCKNTINLkE

se LU(19J) = SUMt
*59a 35 CCNIKM.E

60 40 P =ZEAC

61 C CCAOFLTE Li( J J ANO L( IJ). 1J+ 1...

*62 CC 7Q 1=J.K

6 63 EM= LU(I*J)

64 IF (LDGT *EC. 0) GL IC E 5
f5 C 0171- ACCL~mACY Tl-IST

bf5 Al = OAES(SUN)
67 % I = ZERC

6e IF (Jt'1 *LT* 1) GL IC EC

6r, CC 45 K=l,JWl
73) T =LU(I9K)*LL(KvJ)
71 SUM SUM-T

72 %1 = hI*CAES(T)

73 45 CLtKTINUE

74 LL(IsJ) M

75 53 %1 - I+CAeS(5U')
76 IF (Al *EG& ZERC) Al = EICA
77 TEST = I/AI

78 IF (TEST sGT* %PEL) %REL = TEST

79 1C C TC E5

80 C %ITh-CuT ACCUFPACY TEIST

81 55 IF (JMI *LT. 1) GC IC CE

*82 CC 60 K=1,JMI

83 SUM = SUN-LU(I.)*Ll(K,j)
84 62CCNTINUE
85 LUi(IPJ) = SUY
Be 65 C =EIuL(I)*LA-3(Lvl)

E7 IF (P .C. ) GC 1£ 7L

88 F =C

*~ 1; ItNAX I

CV0 70 CC N 7IN LE

91L C TE ST F ALCC I IhmC 5 1NGL. A .TY

92 IF ( ri-P .EC* fN) C-C TC ti3

93 IF (J . EQ. I ?AX ) GC Tc e o
94 C INTEV CHANGE FC"-E J ANU IM~AX

95 C t -01

E5 DC 75 K-1 N
97 F = LU(IMAX#K)

98 LUj(IYAX.#) =LU(J,K)

99LtL(J*K) =P

100 75 CcN1 iN'UE

* 101 IltL(IMAlk) =ECtIL(J)

L0 83) IFvT(J) =INOAX

1013 DI CL*LU(J.J)

104 89 1 I 0 iA d 5( C I) a L E C N C C T C

10 5 D I Ct*SIlxlh

105 E2 C2*FCUP

11)7 GC TC E5

101 9j IF (cAai(c1i *CS. S[XTI-) GC TC Sl9
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Los Di = D1*SIXIN
110 02 zC2-FCU.
111 GC TC 90O
112 5 CCKI IM.oE
113 Jr- - J+ I
114 IF (JFI wGT. N) GC ii- 135
115 C CIVIOE EY FIVCT ELEMdENT U(J.J)

Sit ~ P =LLCJ.J)
*117 CC 100 I=JP1.N

11c- LLU,*J) = LU(IvJJ/P
119 10') CCNTINLE

-120 105 CCNTA'KU=
121t C PEF-FCRY SCCUmACV TE-ST

-. 122 1IF (ICGT .50. 0) GC TCL~0

12.3 P = Z*1*2
124 WA= F**SEL

* 125 IF (*A*10.D0**(-IDGT) NN. A) CC TLZJ

126 IER = 24
127 GC TC S005

* 128 C ALGCF- IT-W.IC £ IKCLLAF I P
129 110 IER =12S

130 C I = zsC
131 C? ZERC
132 S035 FETLURN
133 END
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I SUEFRCL.TINL LUELMdF CAse?.1fVT,h,1AX)

2 c
3 C TI- IS SUE FCUT INE IS U SEC *1 Ti SU9% gT ffkE LECT IF
4 C
5 OIM~ENS ICN AC IA. 1) .2(1 L* I ~ C)9.X (1
f- DCUeLE FFECLICN AvEiXsSUMW
7 c F 1i.T EXECuTAEL E STATEM.ENT
8C c CLVE LV 6 FCi Y
9 DC 5 I=16N
1u 5 xCII = E(I)
11 Its =0
12 DC 20 119

*13 IF IPVTCI)
14 SLAO X (IP )
15 X(IP) = X(I)

16 IF (Im *EQ. 0) GC TC 15
17 1 1 = 1-1

*18 Dc 10 J= I IM I
SUM =SUM-AIvj)*XCJ)

2 0 10 CCTIfNUE
2 21 GE TC 20
22 15 IF (SUM ONE. 0.00) 1% 1
2.3 23 X CI) S=
24 C SCLvE UY Y FCP X
25 DC 3c IE.=1 ON
216 1 = +I-Ie

Q 2 7 Ir- 1 1+1
28 SUM ( XI)
2 1;IF CIP1 .G.e N) CC TC ~J

30 DC 2E J=IPIN
31 SUM = SUM-ACI.jl*XCj)
32 25 CC f TINLE
32 30 X(I) = ELN4/A(I.I)
34 &ETL&N

* 3c EINC



B.5 Theoretical Development of tne Stoichic-- :- AIqor itho

The stoichiometric alqorith;ns employe- bv Cruise -' ="d Smith and Misser,
[2] may be extended to include a solution 133e in addi ior to vapor and pute
condensed phases. A stoichiometric algorit- is one An w. :h a set of forrra, 'ion
reaction equations are used to provide a dr iving force in :ne nuirical solition
of the equilibriu;-, problem. The formation ,ea-tion f-, -'y specie i in a
system containing E elements is written a-

E b
S k.l vik S (1)

The reactants in equation I -re ca l a 1 '1 z bdsis s " - -s (thus th-
superscript "b") and form a linw,, ly nde;edent set ' s:e-ies from within the
system which represent all of the ele. ,nts pt esent in tne s. st-,. The
stoichiometric coefficient Vjk describes t'he number of .'ecules of basis
specie k which are required in the formation of specie.

The technique used in this stoichiom7ietr-ic algorith-, t_ calculate the
equilibrium coriposition of the systein is as follows. Firs*-, the eq:jil ibrium
constants for the formation reactions in e-.;ation I are c ' -.)I e' fr-or- the
Gibbs Free Energy che.nge of the reactions. Next, the cjrr,t c,o.°,sition for
each of the species present are used to c.i!culat- anot-er "eOuilibi ium
constant". The values of the two constants ate then us&- ;- finite differen-
equations which approximate derivatives of tne eciilib)- :nstants with respv-t
to the reaction extents. These eqiation; predict car -i the reaction
extents which will yield an improved approx; " i1,' to tn-e z-ui 1 ibiuum
composition of the systei.

The discrete formulation of this algqa "nr, appl ie. t:r a syste cosisting
of a vapor phase have V speices, a solutio'- p,- se ha,e S _scecies a-d C pure
condensed phases, starts with the definitis of the e'e-ietl ab nda3ce mrat ix,

a vector representing the molar amount of e,.- specie a-_ a vectcr contain inq
the total moles of each element op esent ;n tie syste;.

.;

. . . . . . .
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al .... i E
- a a'vsc, vsc ,E

N (n .. vsc

BT (b, .... bE)

where: aij = number of atoms of element j in specie i

ni = moles of specie i in the system

b. = moles of element j in the system

VSC = V+S+C

E = number of elements in the systei
These definitions result in the followina relationship which describes the

system mass balance.

AT N = R (2)

In order to construct a set of formation reactions, as in equation 1, a set
of basis species which are linearly independent from each other yet represent
all of the eler-nts present in the syster; must be found. A further restriction
is placed upon the set of basis species when the convercerzce rate of the
algorithm is considered. Obviously, the molar amounts of each specie must be
non.,ecative for a physically realistic situation to exist. If a basis specie
which has a very small initial composition is chosen, and the forrodtiori of
another specie requires the consumption of this basis specie, then hie rate of
convergence will be slow in order to prevent the molar amount of the basis
specie from becominq necative. Thus, a rapidly convetging algoritho will
employ an optimum set of basis species which, in addition to the two previously
mentioned requirements, are present in the greatest rnola am.unts availa !,e.
Also, since the molar amounts of each specie change after each iteration, this
opti7unm set of basis species may need to be rechosen at each iteration.

The optimum set of basis species is chcsen by first sorting vector N into
descending order (nl>n 2>... n ) and ordering the rows of A correspondincily.
The first row of A is then transferred into the first row of a new matrix D.
The second row of A is then transferred into the next row of D and tested for
linear independence. If it is linearly independent the row is kept and the
process continues. If not the next row in A is tried. This process in
continued until D is filled. For a system c Lprised of E elec, ts ther will be
E basis species, therefore matrix D will always be square.

An efficient method of testing for line: ,; independence between the ,ws of
the 0 matr ix is to bui ld the 'ram-Schn idt ort-toq]onal ized ratr ixY n's ir; the
formulation [4]

* .,, ,,. ... -'; ,%- ,..-, .. . . .",..-, -'- ,..... .,,,' '- .'-'.'.'- . ., . .. ' . .. ,
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l~e E
i-i ' k k

d dj: d

d!. ..-- d.. y ' kl (3)

V. .- I(d,
"" L~k=l _

where: i 2,3,.. .md

j 1 ,2...E

md current row in matrix D

A linear dependence between row md of D and the rer7aining rows in 0 exists
if row md of D' contains afl zeros.

The matrix containin the stoichiometric coefficients for all of the
formation reactions is given by:
.!E

N: =A D (4)

- 'v sc, ...... vsc ,E

q, Equilibrium constants may no,.., he calculated for each the for mation
o reaction equations using the Gibbs Free Energy change o each reiction.

n'K 5E)eqi =1( ki ik" k = l

where: p! = standard chemical potential of specie i

uk = standard chemical potential of basis sr e-:ie k

An "equilibrium constant" for, each formation reaction iay also be
4, calculated from the current estimate to the enuilibriur- ccg-position.

E
Zn QOi = Zn ai - Y ik en ak  (6)- 1 k k6

k=/

. where: a. = y. n. P /n (activitv of speice i)

Y. = activity coefficient

n T = total moles of species in the sane ohase as
specie i

= P/Po vapor species
_ pi I nonvapor species

-.

:,.,.::-2.2.,.>.,'.2.,:.'4>,....2...,._.> i.:.24.>.-: 2 .2 ;g ... - 2..................................-..........-..,-...............-..-
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Defining the extent of reaction, ,i , as

= (n' - n/

where: nt composition of specie j at reaction extent

the "equilibrium constant" as calculated frof- the current composition may be
written as

E ry 
(7)

Ln 0i  : n [3i(ni I i ]  -ik Zn["i(nk + ik=i ) ]  (7)
k= 1

where: Bi = Yi P pi/nT

As an approximation assume that "i and zk are constant for small
chancies in ,i. Introducing a function 6i to account for nonvapor phases, a
finite difference approximation which relates changes in the extent of reaction
to the difference between the actual eauilibriu-n constant and the "eq'iilibriu'i
constant" calculated fro n the current composition is obtained by differentiat ion
of equation 7.

eqi - tn Qi d Zn Qi -i E 5k "ik

i dF1  ni kl

where: ;I vapor phase
w k :0 nonvpaor phases

Th-s the difference between the equilibrium constant for formation reaction
i as ca!culated from the Gibbs Free Enerqy (Keqi) and as calculated from the
current approximation to the equilibrium composition (Qi) results in a
prediction of A.i which will yield a better approximation to the systen
equilibrium composition.

In order to prevent the occurance of neqative mlar aounts the effect of
-- on the new composition must be tested. Thus, for the ncnbasis species:

n' =n (9)

and for the basis species

vsc
nl = nk - 7 " (10)

where: A ! : (II)

In order to assurethat nonbasis species remain positive i is set er,,.iI
to -n i  if AE1.<O and I .<i >n i . Nonneqativity of the" ba.3is sn ecies is
assured by applying the relation

vsc
kn: .' ( "k %L ) 12
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to each of the basis species in the svste,- !-,I chuSi, :- smnl le-t , ive
vaLe of K which results while K is cons ," to be -e it thin ni tv.

* .::

In order to assure convergence of the -.- er ical s -h -  it is nl:sA5 Y to
app!y a convergence forcer. The Gibbs Fre- -nert y of te systat is g by

vsc
G : Y n. i + RT I. ()

The procedure used for deterrnininq the v31Ae of t'ie - verqere fu,.C:,
is as follows.

I) Evaluate the derivative:

vSC

= n. z n + 'n (

where: a' = . n!
I 1 I

t,,n. n'. - n.
1 I I

if (dGl < 0 then set X=1.

2) If --r, > 0 then evaluate:

(d G vsC

rd_:, ° + en a.1 13

The optimum valu'e of \ is then a u, .-- hy:

I,. ~d GIO " d _

' i,)n 14 repesrnts a I .;o stop ] : R 2,J -- i r on' firn,' ,

i thm which yields a suffici(ntly a, I, e, i. te te the op'. 1: v Ije of
h n jm - tqenc - forcer. infrcpintly, e( 1I 14 wi i : , -<1.ic a n, i ve vi] ij

fc" and in this cdaH is set to 0.0,) in t,.) a : , i t lt i

to continue.

";- ;m' ;' . . * * , . . , , , - . - ' :, ' . .
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B.; Example Calculation: The Ga~s hlor ide Sys _:- ScurCe Zone

- The resilts of an equilibrium calculation for the >._ chloride systei
- source zone are shown in Figure B2,. The or',c-up file c: '.ese results and the

data file which yielded themn are shown in Ficures R29 a-- 33') resPlectively.
This calculation determines the gas phase c(.-oosition le ,*- the s0urce zoe: of
a chloride systen CVD reactor at a tefperat re of 70(, a i at:,i pressure. The
inlet gas coc-position was 1% AsCI 3 and 99' ". The st-. stare liquid
option (ISS=I) was active and excess solid S i 2 ws ass,_,-e: present in order
to deter-i-> the amoint of silicon which wculd be presets', i the vapor.

LI
1'°
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